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(Ullristmas Mixm

OWING TO THE IMMENSE DEMAND

To Help in the Early Selection of Suitable Material for Church Services

We Have Made Arrangements to Furnish Additional Copies of

“TWO CENTURIES IN AMERICAN MUSICAL HISTORY”
At a Nominal Price to Partially Cover Printing and Mailing Cost

&
This

handsome

SIXTY-EIGHT

PAGE book was originally issued

No other book in print has any¬

by THE ETUDE Music Magazine

thing approaching this remarkable

as

collection,—(not even books costing

a souvenir of the Sesqui-Cen-

tennial

for

free

distribution.

$3.00 or

It

$4.00.)

In

addition

to

contains over FOUR HUNDRED

this it has SIXTEEN COMPLETE

PORTRAITS

PIECES OF MUSIC in small size.

OF

AMERICAN

COMPOSERS from Francis

Hop-

COVER IN THREE COLORS

kinson to the present day.

$

HTHE enormous demand and the very great cost of manufacture makes it
impossible for us to distribute any more copies without asking our
friends to share with us the cost of production.
The book is invaluable to teachers who desire this rare collection for their
worK with their pupils. It is a monument to American musical achievement.

EVERY PUPIL IN AMERICA OUGHT TO HAVE ONE
EVERY CLUB MEMBER SHOULD HAVE ONE
Therefore we have extended our printings and shall be glad to send
copies to all who desire them in any quantity for

10 CENTS A COPY
ONE DOZEN COPIES FOR $1.00

ONE HUNDRED COPIES FOR $8.00

The prices quoted are less than the actual cost of manufacture
ORDER PROMPTLY.

WHEN THIS EDITION IS EXHAUSTED NO MORE WILL BE PRINTED
The Book cost thousands of dollars to publish

Theodore Presser Co.

■
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Now You Can Realize
Your Musical Ambitions
Thousands of musicians and teachers feel the need of higher and more advanced training in music as a means of greater accomplishment and
increased income. Perhaps you, too, have felt this need. If you have exhausted the possibilities of your present musical training, then you should
give the future your careful consideration. There are endless higher positions in music—greater opportunities—ready and waiting for you just as
soon as you are ready for them.

BECKER”
Contents for November, 1926

Study in Your Own Home Under Master Teachers

combs

Beauty Cream
for Busy Women

F

OR girls and women whose activ¬
ities leave little or no time for
that all important daily attention
which assures a good complexion,
HELENA RUBINSTEIN, the noted
beauty specialist, provides an effect¬
ive, quick beauty treatment in one
unique preparation — VALAZE
PASTEURIZED FACE CREAM.
Differing from any other cream you
have ever used, Valaze Pasteurized
Face Cream is the basis of the famous
beauty regimen at the Helena Rubinstein Salons.

I

VALAZE PASTEURIZED FACE
CREAM combines within itself all
the virtues of a simple, corrective and
protective, beauty treatment.
Cleanses perfectly
Molds out the1''tired look”
about eyes and forehead
Cools, soothes, refreshes
Protects the skin from
coarseningeffects of sun,
wind and weather
changes
Revitalizes the skin
Creates a complexion of
velvet smoothness
Keeps skin of hands and
elbows pliant
And is, in addition, an excellent make-up base.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
j|

Give yoursejf a daily two-minute treatment
with this unique cream and note the decided
improvement within the short space of two
Excells for Oily Skins
This remarkable cream is incomparable for all
normal skins and because of its unusual absorbent properties, is the only cleansing cream
that positively benefits an oily, pimpled or acne
blemished skin.
VALAZE PASTEURIZED
FACE CREAM

4 oz. 1.00,

V2

lb. 2.00, 1 lb.-3.50

VALAZE FINISHING TOUCHES—scien¬
tifically compounded of the purest ingredients—
safeguard and enhance the complexion.Powders
1.06 to 5.50, Rouges—Compact 1.00. Rougeen-Creme 1.00 to 5.00. Lipsticks 1.00, 1.50.
Cupidsbow—new— the selfshaping lipstick 1.50.
Sold by the better stores everywhere or may be
had direct from Dept. E-ll

46 West 57th Street, New York
PARIS
CHICAGO
NEWARK, N. IPHILADELPHIA
Tie:

LONDON
BOSTON
DETROIT
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Vvho is Sylvia? (Vocal).p. Schubert 8
Rose of Sevilla (Vocal).£. Strickland 8
Savior, Breathe an Evening Blessing (Vocal).IV. I. Byatt 8

Correspondence Instruction,

ad vauc&—STATE* NOEMAL SCHOOL^' cSXrlll*Ku,1' Id

VIRGIL

VIRGIL 5i«
Vort
VloUn
and
Theoretical
E
WILLGOOSE gjg
CONSEaVAT°RY 70 Instructor.
Piano, Voice, Organ, Violin, etc
AMERICAN Kimball
Hall
6
Chicago
A Tomlinson

00 Lyon and Healy Bldg., C

CHICAGO

MUSIC
Military March.F. Schubert
Patter without Chatter (4 Hands).c. Blanco
Polonaise, Op. 61, No. 1 (4 Hands).F. Schubert
Quest of Pierrot.. B. Grey
To a Ghost Flower.Thurlow Licurance
Minuet in B minor.p Schubert
Morris Dance..1. B. Boyers
Dance of the Medicine Man.if. Bcrwald
Romance, “Left Hand Alone”.R. Krentzlin
Hickory Sticks.. Renk
Prelude in D minor (Organ).E. S. Eosmer
Serenade Andalusienne (Violin and Piano)...M. Arnold
Hallowe’en.. ParJow

If you can afford the time and the large amount of money necessary to attend a Resident Conservatory, then you have a wide choice of
high-grade musical institutions. If, however, like thousands of ambitious men and women, you must pursue your musical training in the time
left over from your regular duties, and at a nominal expense, then the University Extension Conservatory offers you the sure, proven and guar¬
anteed means to the attainment of your highest musical ambitions.

DUNNING i

BOYD

VanBuren St., Chicago.

CINCINNATI S=a-:g»
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
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EDDY
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KNOXcon;Catalog free.

Wm.F. Bentley. Director
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Ideal Courses for Beginners
and Students

Musical Training of University Grade

Students and those wishing to take' up the Study of Music
under the most approved and authoritative methods will find
our Students’ Courses ideally adapted to their needs.
They are remarkable in their simplicity and thoroughness,
leading from the first rudiments of Music by easy, progres¬
sive steps to real proficiency and accomplishments. The lessons
are profusely illustrated with photographs from life and with
detailed explanations of every important point, so that a
thorough understanding of proper technique' is insured.
All instruction is individual and under the personal direction
of highly qualified teachers who keep closely in touch with the
student’s progress by means of a very wonderful system of
examination papers throughout the course.
i
If you wish to take up the study of music, or, like many
hundreds of music lovers who enroll with us each year, you
wish to resume the study after having been obliged to discon¬
tinue it temporarily, be sure to write for particulars of-our
Courses. We will have a very inspiring message for you.

Thousands of Letters Like These
in Our Files
Becomes Certified Teacher
I have successfully passed the State Board Examinations
and am now an accredited teacher in the State of Oregon. I
owe this to your Normal Piano Course, for I tried to pass the
examination before, but was not proficient in the answers, and
failed. Then I saw your ad. in Tqe Etude and determined to
try this Course. It has been succSssfyl, and I am very grateful.
Mrs. Lulu E. Diebel, Seaside, Oregon.
Junior Chorus Won First Prize in Interscholastic League
Your Conservatory has received considerable advertising
through me, as my Junior Chorus recently won first prize in
the Interscholastic League'. They competed with seven schools
—three of which are large independent schools. I feel that
much of my success is due to Mrs. Clark’s course in Public
School Music.
Mrs. Elsie V. Post, Glen Flora, Texas.
Public School Music Graduate has Just Secured Life
Certificate
I am now a full-fledged director of the' Melvin Community
High School Orchestra, having received my certificate from
our superintendent on the recommendation of the State Board
after presenting my credits received through my studies with
your institution.
Prof. F. W. Reuter, Violinist, Dewey, Ill.

This great Musical Organization—now in its 25th successful year—offers to ambitious
men and women Musical Training in Normal and Advanced Subjects of the highest grade.
Our Diplomas, Teachers’ Certificates and Bachelor’s Degree are granted by authority of the
State of Illinois.
Extension Training has received the endorsement of the World’s greatest Educators.
Practically every great resident University now offers accredited subjects by Extension
Methods, and it has been found that such work is often of a higher grade than that done
in the class room.
„
The highest type of Musical Training by Extension Methods, as developed and per¬
fected by the University Extension Conservatory, is not an experiment, not a makeshift,
but has proven its value and soundness in the careers of thousands of musicians and teach¬
ers who owe their success entirely to the personalized and painstaking coaching of this
great school.

Courses of the Highest Authority
All University Extension Conservatory Courses are the work of America’s greatest
Authorities and Teachers. The names of Sherwood, Protheroe, Rosenbecker, Gunn, Heft,
Weldon, Clark, Crampton, Siegel, Wrightson, Stiven, etc., are known and honored through¬
out the Musical World. The Extension Courses in Music they have prepared for you have
received the endorsement of such great Masters as Paderewski, Damrosch, Sauer, Moszkowski, Sousa, and countless others.

Send for Sample Lessons—FREE
You are cordially invited to send- for full details of our wonderfully successful method
of Extension Training in Music. Check the subject on the Coupon that interests you
most and we will send you not only our interesting 48 page catalogue, but also a number
of sample lessons—absolutely free.
These Sample Lessons, more than anything else, will prove to you how successfully we
have mastered the problem of high-grade, approved Musical Training by Extension Meth¬
ods, and the great valuei our courses offer to teachers and students vvho are ambitious to
achieve a greater degree of success in Music. You will incur no obligation whatever in •
sending for this interesting and convincing evidence.

Check and Mail the Coupon Now
Our advertisements have been appearing in The Etude for nearly 20 years. Doubtless
you have often seen them and thought of investigating the value that this great school
might offer to YOU. Do not delay any longer. Mail the coupon now.

"r^eTu,*ler'WOO<1 Normal Course Systematic And Complete
teachers mentis •fu1"'56 haS taught ™ 'mIly thinSs I have never heard any of my private
teachers mention. The course has enabled me to increase the size of mv class and I can’t
praise your methods too highly. I recommend them to all.
Mary Ellen Foley, Owosso, Michigan.
Tone—-Result of Weldon Course
... j ’ u ”e f on, tessons have benefited me much. My tone is clearer and better and the
attack has greatly improved. My breathing has also improved to a great extent and I
notice that the high tones are much easier for me than ever before.
W Bloede, 615 R 124th St., Cleveland, Ohio.
Teacher in Convent Praises Courses
i, crStwrTd4wei°f your Harmony' History and Advanced Composition Courses I want
o say .that 1 think your yourses cannot be improved upon. While they are not in any
nay a short road to1 success, they surely are a most safe one. I trust that this year will
hrmg you a large class of eager new students, and that they will enjoy the work^as much
?/ _
Sister M. Agnita, 60 Broad Street, Providence, R. I.
Violin Teacher Increased Size of Class
with™.
Harmony Diploma. At the commencement of my studies
m three
fh 4 V1-° m reacher wlt,h ple?ty of tlme 011 my hands. My class has grown
to three times that size. I command an increased fee and have a waiting list.
Samuel Griffiths, New Bedford, Mass.

UNIVERSITY

he Shenandoah Valley.

Dept. D 71

EXTENSION

CONSERVATORY

Langley Avenue and 41st Street
Chicago, Illinois

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY, Dept. D-71
Langley Avenue and 41st Street, Chicago, Illinois.
Please send me catalog, sample lessons and full information regard¬
ing course I have marked with an X below.
□ Piano, Normal
□ Cornet, Amateur
□ Violin
Course JAigr^
□ Cornet, Profes□ Guitar
□ Piano, Course for
Students
□ Public School
Music
□ Harmony

s,onaI
□ Organ (Reed)
,, .
□ Voice
□ History of Music

□ Ear Training and
Sight Singing
□ Mandolin
□ Adv. Composition

Name ... Age.
Street No.....
City .....
State

.

How long have you taught Piano? . How many pupils have
you now? .Do you hold a Teacher’s Certificate?.Have

you studied Harmony? .Would you like to earn the Degree of
Bachelor of Music? .
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.
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A Subscription to THE ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE
makes an ideal gift for anyone interested in music or music study.

I

See Page 882 for details.

WHEN YOU COME TO PHILADELPHIA
for the SESQUI-CENTENNIAL

is singing the

Visit the establishment of the THEODORE PRESSER COMPANY, which is conveniently
located within a few minutes’ walk of the terminals of the Pennsylvania. Reading and Baltimore
& Ohio Railroads, the leading hotels and the central .city business and shopping district. You
will be welcomed to the headquarters of the world’s largest music publishers and dealers at
1712-1714 Chestnut Street, and you also are invited to visit the studio booth of the Theodore
Presser Company and The Etude Music Magazine in the Palace of Liberal Arts at the SesquiCentennial Exposition.

New Song

Where the Theodore Presser Company is located in Philadelphia

The Roses
In the Garden
Words by the Gifted r.yricist
J. WILL CALLAHAN
Music by the Well-Known
American Composer
. FRANK H. GREY
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A Splenc
The brisk November days are here and the season is now
in full swing. Never has a musical season started with such vim
and such real interest.
America is alive with thir_
The appreciation of the art is S'
, where realize that the child who does
tunity is being deprived of one of his real birthrights.
The radio, the talking machine and the player piano have
proven splendid missionaries of the music teacher. Parents now
comprehend that the student who is actively engaged in study¬
ing a musical instrument is getting a kind of mind, muscle and
nerve training that cannot possibly be secured in any other way.
Shades of Plato! What would the old philosophers who
climbed the heights to the Parthenon have thought of the
America of 1926? All that they preached and taught about
music—all of their wonderful ideals of music’s proper part in
education and in the state—is being developed in America to' an
extent that they could hardly have dreamed possible.
It has not come to this wonderful appreciation without an
enormous amount of foundation work upon the part of noble
men and women of yesterday. The late Dr. Gunsaulus, of
Chicago, used to say that every great accomplishment of man
was first a dream, then a plan and finally a deed.
The dreams of Lowell Mason> Theodore Thomas, Edward
MacDowell, Eben Tourjee and Theodore Presser are now deeds.
The procession of earnest students to music studios is
unending. The value of their training to the American state
d by the late Dr. Eliot, former president of Harvard,
i other general educator of his time. It was
ointed out the immense value of music as a mind
s great work is done, and as he sleeps in the little
New England cemetery he must surely dream once more of the
wonderful renaissance of music study in the new world.
We congratulate the teachers of America and the students
of America upon their extraordinary activity this season.

The Man of a Thousand Melodies
Schubert has been called “the man of a thousand melo¬
dies
but that is a libel upon his enormous fecundity, because
he might better be termed the man of two thousand melodies.
Probably no composer of history produced so many themes. It
is inconceivable that, in the short span of thirty-one years, any
human could pour forth such an amazing number of themes,
many of them immortal.
His Opus 1 is reputed to have been his famous song, “The
Erl King,” to which Breikopf and Hartel give the date 1815.
Schubert was then eighteen years old. As a matter of fact,
however, he commenced writing before he was thirteen years of
age; and in 1810 he wrote a composition with the grewsome
title, “Corpse Fantasia,” for the pianoforte, arranged for four
hands. The manuscript consists of thirty-two closely-written
pages with one dozen sections. One peculiar characteristic was
that each section ended in a different key from-that at the be¬
ginning.
During the next year he wrote Der Vatermorder
(The Father Murderer) and Hagar’s Lament.
This piece
assumed the dimensions of a Cantata and was such a remarkable
revelation of the work of a fourteen-year-old boy that Salieri
at once recommended that he be placed under the instruction of
a noted teacher, Ruzicka, who soon pronounced the same
verdict given by a former teacher, “God has been his teacher.
He has learned everything.”

VOL. XLIV, No. 11

Nevertheless, Schubert fortunately continued to receive the
mundane training of Salieri and profited greatly thereby.
Notwithstanding his copious outpouring of melodies and
his great natural achievements, Schubert was possessed with
what might in this day be called an inferiority complex right
to the end. This composer of many of the world’s greatest
masterpieces (including no less than 603 astonishing songs)
came upon the scores of Handel’s oratorios at a time when
Schubert was only a short distance from the end of his career.
He studied them carefully and then exclaimed, “I see how much
I still have to learn; but I am going to work hard with Sechter
and make up for lost time.” He actually did visit the famous
contrapuntalist, Sechter, and arrange for lessons.
He was,
h'owcver, too weak and too worn down with overwork, disap¬
pointment and poverty to carry on his ambition.
The last work of Schubert is not accurately determined.
When ho was on his death bed he worked industriously with the
proofs of his song cycle, “The Winter Journey,” a pathetic
prophecy of one of the most tragic deaths in the history of art.

The Advance in Radio
Have you ever known of anything so astonishing as the
w ay in which the radio has become a common household necessity
within the space of two or three years?
It took the telephone, the talking machine, the typewriter
and even sanitary plumbing almost a generation before they
became household fixtures. Electric refrigeration was in actual
use on a large scale for years before the householder looked
upon it as a practical substitute for the iceman.
The auto¬
mobile was the toy of the venturesome rich for two decadeS
before we all found out that we could not live without one.
With the radio, however, the instruments seemed to come
down out of the skies like a cloud. The first sputtering and
squawking toys were so marvelous that many families have had
in the space of a few years several successive instruments, so
amazing has been the improvement of the various types of
receivers.
Now, with the supply of electric powTer merely a matter of
sticking a socket into the house power, the improvement in tone
and volume is so remarkable that it seems incredible. With the
vast increase in the number and the quality of the programs
given, the radio is just as much a domestic necessity as the water
supply.
The Etude has conducted Etude radio hours over the
station WIP (Gimble Brothers, Philadelphia) on the second
Thursday of every month, and over the station WLS (Sears
Roebuck Foundation, Chicago) on the third Tuesday of every
month, under the direction of I). A. Clippinger. These stations
were resumed in October with great success. It is our ambition
to increase the number of these educational programs in other
cities, if possible. We are glad to hear from our friends who
get these programs over the air, and welcome suggestions
from all.
The more fine music we have introduced into the home over
the ether waves, the greater will be the demand for music and
music education.
On the second Thursday of November The Etude Radio
hour (Station WIP, Gimbel Brothers, Philadelphia, 8:15 P. M.,
Eastern Standard time) will introduce the phenomenal twelveyear-old child prima donna, Miss Rebecca Smith (“Adelina
Patti the Second”), pupil of Mr. Julian Jordan, composer of
the famous “Song that Reached my Heart.”
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(sun therapy), particularly in the cases of those who have un¬
dergone the strain of very exacting and confining sedentary
work, that we cannot refrain from writing this non-musical
editorial to tell about it.
Musicians undergo a mental and emotional pressure which
few people realize. The task of teaching music demands the
very best in the teacher. After some lessons teachers are liter¬
ally exhausted. At the end of a season they show the effect of
this drain upon their vitality.
By means of sun baths—exposing the body to the ravs of
the sun, particularly the morning sun, so that the skin becomes
pigmented gradually day after day—there is (where no serious
organic trouble exists) a most remarkable restoration of vita lit v.
In fact, the whole body seems to be invigorated. The cheapest
and best medicine in the world is in the heavens.
Light therapy has been the subject of volumes of clinical,
reports. Certain skin and lung
effective enemies. Artificial suns (the quartz-lights) suppU n
northern climes in winter what cannot he procured out
Your physician knows all about this, and if voii ever |,, | i l(
your nerves have reached a point where you deed at t, id ion,
[
him to tell you about sun baths and light baths.
One famous American musician, who was in despair been
he could not find a cure for a serious nervous nmln.lv. Im,
ntten us: I am everlastingly grateful t., you for v:ou,
t° take up sun baths. They have benefited me enormoudv
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T IS AT ONCE interesting and re¬
markable that each of the great com¬
posers should have had personal char¬
acteristics and idiosyncrasies which set him
apart from his fellow-immortals. The
crude and savage robustness of Beethoven’s
temperament—never softened by constant
association with the elegant aristocracy of
Vienna—made him a very different person
from the delicate and shrinking Chopin.
Handel’s imperious forcefulness and his
unfaltering cocksureness made him a unique
figure among the master-musicians of the
world; and it would be hard to find another
great composer who was the personification
of the domestic virtues as was Bach. It
were easy to continue with a catalogue
of contrasts—the dreamy languor of Rob¬
ert Schumann with the gentlemanly vivac¬
ity of Mendelssohn; the egregious egoism
of Wanner with the polished self-efface¬
ment of Liszt; the philosophic and opti¬
mistic bmihommie of Haydn with Tschaikowsky’s spirit mixed with melancholy and

chalant manner, but could not escape yield¬
ing occasionally to friendly pressure put
upon him.” But when Schubert was pre¬
vailed upon to put on his best coat, comb
his hair and otherwise make himself ap¬
pear like a gentleman, the results were gen¬
erally unhappy, rather than the reverse.

I

°f the fittest is
r b^ 1 certain melodies seem
* other

Half-Baked

In the gallery of the immortals Franz
Peter Schubert is the chief representative
of Bohemia, to which he belonged by tem¬
perament as well as by. inclination. “A gay
life, but a terrible one,” wrote Henri Murger, of the existence of those debonnaire
puppets who dance through the pages of
“Scenes de la vie de Boheme.” And it held
gay moments and some terrible ones for
Schubert, the subject of this sketch. Yet
it is impossible to believe that he could
have been happy or contented with the
well-ordered progress from the cradle to
the grave that is the lot of the average
dweller upon earth.
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one only—-does Schubert’s character re¬
semble that of Frederic Chopin. This was
in the impenetrable wall of reserve which
each built around his soul. Both had de¬
voted and loyal friends; but in neither case
did even the most intimate associates come
into touch with the real man who sat en¬
trenched behind the barrier which hid him
from the world. It is this barrier which
causes it to be difficult to make an accu¬
rate diagnosis of Schubert’s personality;
but it has not made it an impossibility. For
even the most inscrutable person cannot
prevent his actions and a stray word here
and there from opening a little window
through which one may look, as in a glass
darkly, and see into his mind.
One reason why Schubert hid his heart
from those who were nearest and dearest
to him was that he was extraordinarily
shy. Now this shyness has been a pecu¬
liarity of other composers, but it has taken
other forms. With Brahms, for instance,
it took the form of aggressive self-repres¬
sion, and he would often say a flighty or a
cruel thing when really his spirit was
moved by tenderness and warmth. And
he would say it in order to mask the real
feeling which lay beneath.

TO

His Physiognomy

OUTWARD view Schubert was
not of the stuff of which heroes can
be made. Sir George Grove, who wrote in
his famous dictionary the most sympathetic
biography of the composer in existence,
declared that “Schubert was not sufficiently
important during his lifetime to attract the
attention of painters, and although he had
more than one artist in, his circle, there are
but three portraits of him known.” These
portraits, the author goes on to state, were
respectively the pictures made of Schubert
by Leopold Kupelweiser and W. A. Rieder,
and the bust upon his tomb. Sir George,
however, was not altogether accurate, for
there are other pictures of the composer of
“Erlkonig,” than those which he enumer¬
ated. Moritz von Schwind made a sketch
of Schubert as he appeared in 1825, and he

Character Sketch of Schubert
By the Eminent Composer and Teacher

FELIX BOROWSK1
This is the second in a notable series of Character Sketches of the Great
Masters by Dr. Borowski
drew two other pictures which he brought
into existence long after the master had
been put into his grave. Johann Ender
also drew Schubert, and so did Joseph
Teltscher, who published a highly charac¬
teristic lithograph of his friend in 1828—
the year in which Schubert dift. There is
a lithograph, too, by R. Hoffmann, and a
water-color painting ostensibly by Franz
Weigh All these pictures disclose an in¬
teresting hut by no means handsome
countenance.
Schubert’s friend and first biographer,
Heinrich Kreissle von Hellborn, painted in
words a picture rather less flattering than
the pencils of the composer’s artist-friends
had drawn. “His round and puffy face,”
he wrote, “low forehead, projecting lips,
bushy eyebrows, stumpy nose and short
curly hair, gave him a negroid countenance
which corresponds with that which is to be
found at the Wahring churchyard.”
•Kreissle adds,—“However uncomely, nay
almost repulsive, his exterior, the spiritual
and hidden part of the man was noble and
abundantly endowed.” The unprepossess¬
ing exterior of Schubert was accentuated
by his stumpy figure—the composer was
only five feet and one inch in height—and
by the general untidiness of his person. It
was his friend and former schoolfellow,
Joseph von Spaun, who once told Schubert
—partly in jest—that he looked like a
drunken cab-driver. But there was one
feature which in Schubert’s countenance
caused those who looked upon it to forget
his insignificant nose and tallow-like com¬
plexion. His eyes, so bright and beaming
that they seemed to strike fire through his
spectacles, were the mirrors of a beautiful

soul, the outward expression of genius as
rare as it was fine:
Schubert’s Shyness

THE SHYNESS in Schubert, to which
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Schubert Meets Beethoven
VAN ONE OCCASION a meeting was
arranged between Schubert and Bee¬
thoven, by Anton Schindler, who, an inti¬
mate friend of the composer of the
“Eroica” Symphony, had made the ac¬
quaintance of Schubert and admired his
genius. “In the year 1822,” wrote Schind¬
ler, in his biography of Beethoven, “Franz
Schubert set out to present in person, to
tlie master he honored so highly, his varia¬
tions on a French song (Opus 10). These
variations he had previously dedicated to
Beethoven. In spite of Diabelli accom¬
panying him, and acting as spokesman and
interpreter of Schubert’s feelings, Schubert
played a part in the interview that was any¬
thing but pleasant to him. His courage,
which he managed to retain up to the very
threshold of the house, forsook him en¬
tirely at the first glimpse he caught of the
majestic artist; and when Beethoven ex¬
pressed a wish that Schubert should write
the answers to his questions (for the mas¬
ter was totally deaf at that time), he felt
as if his hands were tied and fettered. Bee¬
thoven ran through the presentation copy
and stumbled upon some inaccuracy of har¬
mony. He then, in the kindest manner,
drew the young man’s attention to the
fault, adding that the fault was no deadly
sin. Meantime, the result of this remark,
intended to be kind, was utterly to discon¬
cert the nervous visitor. It was not until
he had got outside the house that Schubert
recovered his equanimity and rebuked him¬
self unsparingly. This was his first and
last meeting with Beethoven; for he never
again had the courage to face him.”
Schindler was wrong as to the last state¬
ment; for it was he who, when Beethoven
was on his deathbed, in 1827, showed the
master some of Schubert’s songs and, in
answer to Beethoven’s interest in their
creator, brought him in company with An¬
selm Hiittenhrenner to the great man’s side.
Nor was that the only occasion. Schubert
went there again, but the mists of death
already were settling on Beethoven’s eyes
and that hasty, impulsive speech of his was
apparently about to settle into eternal si¬
lence. Yet he saw Schubert and made
some signs with his hand; but no one could
tell what he wanted to convey and Schu¬
bert left the room overcome by emotion.

reference already has been made, was
one of the negative qualities which, while
it endeared him to his friends—who were
moved to a half-tender protectiveness by
reason of it—was the cause of much of his
social non-success and consequent loss of
prestige as a composer. For, in the early
Offends von Weber
nineteenth century at least, the prosperity TY EPLORABLE as was Schubert’s
of musicians too often depended upon the
awkward shyness in society, he was
amiable interest which they aroused in quite able to assert himself when he
wealthy or influential patrons.
thought the occasion called for drastic ac¬
When Vogl, one of the most important tion. When Carl Maria von Weber visited
singers at the Court Opera, was prevailed Vienna, in 1824, in order to-rehearse his
upon by Schubert’s friends, Schober and opera, “Euryanthe,” word came to him that
Spaun, to meet the composer with a view Schubert—whom he already knew—had
to interesting himself in Schubert's songs, made unfavorable criticism concerning his
the tenor could scarcely have been favor¬ new work and that he had declared it to be
ably impressed by his first view of the cre¬ inferior to “Der Freischiitz.” Weber, who
ator of them.
“Schubert entered,” Spaun was having the usual troubles which beset
wrote, “with shuffling gait and incoherent composers who are dealing with opera
stammering speech to receive his visitor.” managers, was nervous and inclined to re¬
Vet Vogl was only temporarily alienated sent slights, fancied or otherwise. “Let the
by the composer’s awkward diffidence. He fool learn something himself, before he
was destined to become not only one of ventures to criticise me,” he said of Schu¬
the master’s firmest friends, but also one bert.
of his best interpreters.
Schubert received Weber’s remark with
Schubert’s friends, who had his success the unfailing certainty which is insured by
so greatly at heart and who realized how solicitous friends and acquaintances who
important it was that he should mix in so¬ are delighted to set geniuses by the ears,
ciety, used to lecture him upon his indis¬ and, having inwardly digested it, betook
position to do what other musicians had to
himself to the lodging of the composer of
do in order to further their interests. “He
“Euryanthe,” carrying with him the score
himself,” wrote Kreissle, ‘'never expressed
of the opera “Alfonso und Estrella,” which
a wish to mingle with others in society, he had written a year or so before. Schu¬
where he was forced to put away his innate bert’s work having been duly examined,
shyness, reticence and a good-natured non- Weber proceeded at once to the matter of
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Schubert’s animadversions on his own tiicm made money. Schubert sold the copyopera
To his astonishment and disgust rights of six songs in his ' Winterreise”
Schubert not only repeated his strictures to Haslinger, for a dollar and a quarter;
huryanthe,” but proceeded to enlarge and the great Quintet for Strings, in C—
“emne the^T V£'ber cornPlete|y lost his in which perhaps there is more loveliness
threve^i A If
t£ y°U’” hC sllOUted as he than in anv other work of its kind—for
^ W Alfonso und Estrella” Qn the
six dollars. Nor did the composer fare
that first puppies and first operas are albetter with other chamber music works,
‘ZUed'"
Schub€« remained Hie E-flat major trio for piano and strings
cool.
Alfonso und Estrella" was not his
hrst, but his twelfth dramatic production. brought him a little more than three dollars, and that after month's of negotiation
Schubert as Conductor
and expenditure of large <.- 'postage,
didf Destiny
_o__
- cease
----- fron
..*** «vmvSvaP^R?lPSu the consciousness that he
had the best of it, made Schubert de- cf_, s after
poor Schubert had given up his
. er.P°or
Wltfi poverty and the battle with
wXr6- ? ,kee‘\ frie”dly relations with _
Weber intact. Nor was the composer of
in 1S?R erentmW°r. d' For after his death’
Alfonso less resolute when, at a rehearhis effeefs ;°n£C,a ln?um°ry eaS made of
possessed ;a dh*verytlj'nS wh*ch he had
S«haKdbee"arra"-d
3t
tHe
Of Vogl to bring Schubert a conductorship tVelvlX.il
th® world was valued at
at the Court Theatre, he put on the stage
lub EheH
S- ThiS induded 311 dle unsome scenes ,n order to demonstrate what
he could do. The text for this music had behffid l “T31tr Whi? Schubert left

1

been written by the manager of the thea¬
tre, Duport, and Nanette Schechner had
been engaged to interpret the soprano mua I" MC U1frt’S WOrk' At the first rehears¬
al, held with piano, the vocalist found the
principal ana too long and the accompani-

lars and twelve cents'

d

Schubert’s Industry

It does not take a very long acquaintance
with Schubert’s music to discover the current of melancholy which flows languidly
through it. It was, indeed, in his works
that the composer was unable to hide t e
real Schubert. On infrequent occasions he
..
*»-■"'•'d into the secret
am,
inaeeu, iei me
of his unhappiness and in words rather
than in tones; but such words were wrung
from him by experiences of misery or disyouisco, appointment. “Picture: to yourself,”
Schu'bert once
-to
friend, Kupelwieser,
wrote to his friend.
never be
“a man whose health can nevci
uc re-established, who from sheer despair makes
matters worse instead of better; picture to
yourself, I say, a man whose most brilliant hopes have come t0 nothing’t0 wh0m
the happiness of proffered love and friendship is but anguish, whose enthusiasm for
the beautifu!-an inspired feeling at least
-threatens to vanish altogether; and then

tion that (he composer wa: nicknanSi
"Kanevas” by bis friends,
„„
_
ft was
the Viennese coffee-ho
Srlmliert anri
lii- companions
j iUses
that Schubert
and his
stagc
stage for
,or their
tneir jollities. One of his
hi* C
t’
vorite
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to pla\ Frft-.-,a"
/•,/
, r„,
aj
’ ' ’-—
w|,h grotesque emphasis
.i,- °mb
dramatic portions, and thi- , , d
"7
l,eaIs of 'aughter from the ,
e'?ke
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hc did ,au„h hj, mj h
”:f when
In^sed Suckle
loh
w T'*’
h7St wiS whom S '
M‘,Vr

repreSent 3 m‘SerabIe a"d Unhappy man‘
‘My rest is gone, my heart is sore,
Never. alas, shall I find it more.’

compani. n and hc „ ,-d „
bert with a sword-stick that
tied to the end of it ; and

.S0“e*ing
in the
“I can repeat these lines now every day,
J*'Z???"' ,l!,d <
bert
W,th Which Schu- for each night when I go to sleep I hope ZZ fo ,
''3S 'i,"
™™LtO°*°Verl0aded- She entreated the men That^l^T8 be3Uty to b‘s teH°w- never again to wake; and every mornZ
("\Vh|a' 1
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tbe necessary alterations, cents’ worth nf Z d°-3rS and twelve renews afresh the wounds of vesterdav” , ‘J,
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but Schubert bluntly refused to chance a
011 another occasion Hubert said. JS
jT"* ' a i ''1'
single note. At the orchestral rehearsa? the burdenTf Affable ci!1rmnPco;,MWf ^
strain proved too great for Mme. Schechandymy7sery‘he ^ °f
^
Ahhough oTLlZ'')
ZL
br,0ke down in the middle of the
aria and sank exhausted into a chair wh'eh
frtalSdS
^
The Merry Schubert
l*™'-.
was standing by the proscenium arch
Schindler, who was present at the re¬
hearsal, described the remainder of the in¬
cident as follows: "There was a dead
silence throughout the house and consto-nBtion in every face. Then Duport was
seen going from one to another of tZ
principals and discussing matters with the
W f d the Chief musicians present
Ife
jTarbf
bke a
marble fithr°Ugh.thiS
figure, with his Painfu"
eyes fixed on
the score before him. Then after ft?
interval Duport advanced to the orchestra
and politely addressed the composer in

T

start work immediately he wlke L
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having begun he continued foT7 nr’P d
hours at a stretch “When T hZ
one piece I begin the ne^he oncelir
visitor who called on him the year hT 3
he died. And the piece whichTad ten
completed he thrust into a drawer anl
often never thought of it again
d

ITc™VLD BE doing injustice .0
Schubert's character if the impression
,were
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bvmg m the gIooray territories of misery
and woe If in secret he was often unhlPPyV Sdiubert was also full of fun
Z
l 7^ himse,f in congenia' comSv^'T'1
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when Schuhert turned
himself into what Chery term.-d "a laughng tyrant.”
"He would do-irov everything he could." wrote that author, "and
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While
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The Irritated Schubert
T hiERE CAN BE no doubt that when

(t

his timid
t,iiza^rr,tated’Jschubert
threw
°ff
his
diffidence and, with it, not
a little
of that gentleness of manner which so en:dMhT,t0 his friends. It was, in¬
deed, his habit of boxing the ears of the
Z ,HCufirSt grade of his Other’s
whidi-if we
7al
by them>
lerl tn h- I are }° belleve Schmidtler—
ed to his dismissal as teacher.
Even if Schubert had shown more tact
at this rehearsal with Mme. Schechner and
had won h.s appointment as conductor at
the Court Theatre, it is doubtful whether
he would have been able to hold it long,
tor no man was less adapted to occupy a
position which would entail regular habits
and well-ordered routine. The composer
was well aware of this himself; his appli¬
cations for various posts—which were gen¬
erally made at the instance of his friends
—were handed in with hesitation and reluc¬
tance; and when they were rejected fas
they always were) the applicant himself
was the only one who rejoiced. It was his
inability to understand the most elementary
principles of business, too, which kept
Schubert always poor.
There was really a demand in Vienna
i > his works, but only the publishers of
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The Marriage of Rhythm and Rubato
By HARRIETTE BROWER

\
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, |,a
piling^
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siflTm CUPS 3,ld f>,l'cr objects—and would
su tampering and screwing up bis eyes fatbegg’n? hlm to yield. But Schu¬
bert had listened with increasing anger to
the speech, and shouting out, atlhe ton nf
his voice 7 will alter nothing,’ he shuTthe
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J. j—iZ 1,
u*'. but
they were not fools.
Schubert did „ot
consort with such. When a new member
was introduced into the circle, Schubert
would look to one and another of lcompanions and ask. "Katin er
"
("Can he do anything'"!, and it u
-. was m
. ....
inlerro

’

ttjN THE BEGINNING was RhythJ_ mus,” was the dictum of Dr. Hans
von Billow; and every one has come
to agree with him, even if the self-evident
truth lias not been realized before.
Rhythm is a far-reaching word and
means much. Books have been written on
this theme—books which go deeply into
the subject but are apt to confuse the stu¬
dent with a multiplicity of words. A sim¬
ple, easy definition is required. Mathews
calls Rhythm Measured flozo; another
says, Rhythm is the Metre of Music. In
music there must always be the sense of
flowing movement, for music does not stand
still—unless it stops. And if it is “meas¬
ured” it must have beats and accents.
So this great principle of beat and ac¬
cent we try to teach among the first things
shown to a beginner. If we are faithful,
we not only try, we insist, in season and
out of season, that this principle shall be
followed. Two weapons of our warfare
against indolence and neglect of this vital
principle are: Counting aloud and use of
the metronome. What battles we have to
fight with those who have not learned to
play in time, yet insist our weapons will
cause them to become dry and mechanical.
In spite of opposition we persevere, and
our reward comes when those with whom
we have labored can play two, three, four,
five, six or more notes to a beat—can al¬
ternate such groups of notes yet give them
correct “time spots,” with exact feeling
for rhythmic or “measured flow.”
But such understanding of rhythm does
not come over night—except perhaps to
the especially gifted. It starts with the be¬
ginner who learns to play one note to the
beat, while counting with metronome. Soon
a second note is added, giving two notes
to a beat; later three are used and then
four. As you see, the whole scheme is
rhythmic from the start, especially so when
accents are added. A student, whose train¬
ing is developed in this way, has an almost
inborn sense of rhythm, beat and accent,
which is never lost or forgotten, even in
the formless modern music now so much
the fashion. It is good to have rudder and
compass—a well established rhythmic
sense—when one is cast adrift on a shore¬
less sea of sound.
With these fundamental principles well
grounded, the player advances to a wider
outlook on Rhythm, found in the group¬
ing of smaller forms into larger, also into
irregular and varied forms and longer
phrases.
Artistic Rhythm
OOME OF the masters try to tell us
^ such so-called mechanical preparation
for artistic rhythm is quite futile and
of no avail, since the latter is quite differ¬
ent from the former. With all respect for
their opinion, we feel—and have proved—
that such preparation is not useless but, on
the contrary, is of the greatest value in
understanding the artistic rhythm. The
player must be able to define and use me¬
chanical rhythms (so called) before he can
use artistic rhythm understandingly. This
applies to the general student, not to the
few gifted souls who feel the throb and
pulse of the music naturally, and take
poetic license as matter of course. Per¬
haps what they call artistic rhythm would
come under the head of what we have
learned to call Rubato—at least the veil be¬
tween them is very thin.
Let us look a moment at the other side
of the picture.
Rubato
TXJ'HAT IS THIS magical word whose
meaning seems so mysterious and
little understood by the usual piano stu¬

dent? We are told the word means robbed
or stolen, but how or what? We are also
told that it is used principally in instru¬
mental mu.Ec; as a sort of rhythmic li¬
cense, to emphasize the expression; that,
in a genera? way, this most important and
effective means of expression is left to the
discretion of the player, and is permitted
in the music of modem romantic com¬
posers, with the exception of Mendelssohn,
who disliked, any liberties taken with
rhythm in his compositions, unless spe¬
cially marked by him; and finally, that
rubato must not be tried on the classics,
for it would be sacrilege towards Bach,
Mozart or Beethoven.
Thus spoke authorities over forty years
ago. After that came Paderewski, who
showed us that even the classics can be
warmed into life by a judicious use of
rubato. Dr. William Mason used to wax
eloquent over the great Pole’s poetic and
rhythmically flexible interpretations of
Bach and Beethoven, which he said, was
not after the cut and dried manner of the
schools, but filled with romantic feeling,
due largely to the intelligent use of rubato.
And why not?
Mating of Rhythm and Rubato
VfJ'HEN IT IS seen that a touch of
r ft rubato gives life and color to the
quietest and most severe canvas, the ques¬
tion at once arises: “How can I add this
brightening touch to my own playing?
How can I join artistic to mechanical
rhythm—how harness license with sever¬
ity, poetry with prose, the matter-of-fact
with the romantic?
It must all be done within reason, after
careful thought. Perhaps the composer
whose music lends itself the most readily
to this quality, is Chopin. Of course you
will answer that his music is easiest to
ruin with excess of rubato. True, but we
will not go to extremes. Remember we
have had a thorough preparation of rhyth¬
mic training, which acts as ballast and
holds us back from undue exaggeration.
Listen to what Paderewski himself says
about Tempo Rubato in connection with
Chopin’s music. “This music, at once ten¬
der and tempestuous, tranquil and passion¬
ate, heart—reaching and overwhelming;
this music which eludes metrical discip¬
line, rejects the fetters of rhythmic rule;
this music bids us hear and know that our
nation—our land—the whole of Poland,
lives, feels and moves in Tempo Rubato.
“Why should the spirit of our country
have expressed itself so clearly in Chopin,
above ail others? Why should the voice
of our race have gushed forth suddenly
from his heart, as a fountain from un¬
known depths? The average Polish lis¬
tener, unfamiliar with the art and litera¬
ture of music, hears the masterpieces of
Bach, Mozart and Beethoven with indif¬
ference, at times even with impatience.
Polyphonic ingenuities, lucid enough to the
trained understanding, are inaccessible to
his ear; his mind loses its way in the mys¬
tery of fugues. But let Chopin’s voice be¬
gin to speak and our Polish listener
changes immediately.
His hearing be¬
comes keen, his attention concentrated; his
eyes glisten, his blood flows more quickly,
his heart rejoices, although tears are on
his cheek. Be it the dancing :ilt of his na¬
tive Mazurka, the Nocturne’s melancholy,
the crisp swing of the Krakowiak; be it
the mystery of a Prelude, the majestic
stride of a Polonaise; be it an Etude,
vivid and surprising; a Ballade, epic and
tumultuous, or a Sonata, noble and heroic;
he understands and feels all.”

The Paderewski Background
CO RHAPSODIZES the Polish artist.
^ Surely if any one can play with the
true rubato spirit, he should be able to do
so. Yet he preserves the pulse, the beat,
the rhythm, even in the national music he
so eulogizes. He, too, has a background
of exact rhythmic fiber. For any one who
is willing to play scales and arpeggios by
the hour as he has been known to do, must
have plain, exact, everyday rhythm, no
matter how much rubato and nuance he
uses to interpret Chopin, and the classics.
All of which reverts to our first proposi¬
tion, that of a clear understanding and
drill in principles of rhythmic exactness.
It was Chopin who often said to his
pupils: “Let your left hand be your con¬
ductor; it should keep time, even while
your right hand plays rubato.”
This idea—that one hand can play in
exact rhythm while the other plays out of
rhythm—has been much disputed. It has
been called impossible by some, ridiculed
by others. Yet, in spite of all, the princi¬
ple stands: “One hand should keep time
while the other retards or accelerates.”
We are told Chopin was a good time
keeper, and that, notwithstanding measurefreedom and rubato liberties, he never
overstepped the limit of moderation, or in¬
terrupted the general flow of rhythmic
movement.
It seems that rubato is actively present
in a number of ways:
1. As a temporary retard or acceler¬
ando;
2. When certain notes are protracted be¬
yond their accustomed length; while others
are quickened;
3. Both hands retarding or hurrying at
the same instant;
4. Left hand keeping reasonably strict
time, while the right hand hurries or re¬
tards slightly. This has been called the
most beautiful way of all, and is the truly
artistic rubato. Furthermore, this is in
reality the true marriage of rhythm and
rubato.
Most' of these ways of applying rubato
to modern music, can be studied by watch¬
ing the performance of any of the great
masters of the instrument, though natu¬
rally some of them employ it more than
others. It is used by Gabrilowitsch when
he wishes to sing a soulful melody on the
piano. Friedman gives us the dainty ca¬
priciousness of the mazurka through sus¬
taining here and there a prominent note
for a fraction beyond* its time-space and
then hastening some less important notes.
Brailowsky, though a Russian, has made
such a deep study of the music of Chopin,
that he is familiar with everything that
master wrote. He enters so thoroughly
into the spirit of this music that the ap¬
propriate fluctuations and slight nuances
of tempo and rhythm seem to come to him
naturally. Yet in general he preserves
the necessary measured flow of movement,
so that nothing is distorted or out of shape.
Applying Rubato More Generally
TT MUST NOT be supposed that the
music of Chopin is the only kind that
yields itself to the expression of rubato.
Even the beauty of the classics can be engoverned by good taste and continence.
Yes, in Bach also, can these time nuances
hanced by an occasional flexible rhythm,
occur, though used sparingly. In this same
manner Dohnanyi recently p ayed some
Mozart, choosing a movement containing
various running passages, ascending and
descending. Not only were these running
passages played with beautiful shadings
but the top note of each figure was also

slightly dwelt upon—just enough to take
away the squareness and sameness.
Listen: Guiomar Novaes is playing the
first movement of the Schumann Con¬
certo. Note the solo, top of third page,
piano score. Here is a melody in eight
notes, eight of them to each measure. She
is not playing them “straight along,” for
some are stressed more than others, some
are held a little longer, others are a shade
quicker. Yet the effect is regularity of
rhythm, according to the conductor’s beat
This is but one illustration—a hundred
more could be culled from the same per¬
formance of this great work. And so with
other distinguished artists; their use of
this vitalizing effect is well nigh endless.
Style in Playing

WHY IS IT that the playing of some

pianists now actively before the
public quite fails to interest us? They can
generally play all the notes of the pieces
on their programs, they have reasonably
good technic, with some understanding of
dynamics, for they can play soft and loud.
What then is the difficulty? They seem
entirely to lack that illusive something
which we call, for want of a better term,
style. It is not what they do but what
they do not do that ruffles us. We decide
that playing correct keys with some de¬
grees of light and shade, and keeping
time, are not enough to interest us in that
person’s piano performance, even though
he might be playing an entire Chopin pro¬
gram. I mention this composer as I feel
that his music would induce any one, not
a block of wood, to introduce some timeshadings into the score. But no—he uses
but little or no rubato. Can such a thing
be imagined in the music of Chopin? In
short he does not play with style. He has
never tried, or rather has not succeeded in
expressing his own emotions in playing;
he does not unite rhythm with rubato.
The Polish pianist, Ignaz Friedman, will
take that same Chopin program, and it
will at once blossom into life. There will
be tiny shades of rubato in almost every
measure, though not pronounced enough to
disturb the measured flow of rhythm. And
now, under his hands, the music speaks;
now it interests; now it has style. Much
the same result would be obtained from
other well known painists.
The player who failed to interest us may
say: “How can I acquire this desired style
in playing—how make the music speaking
and alive?” While doing the technical
things here suggested, why not study lives
of the composers you try to interpret. In¬
terpret did I say? At present you only
seem to play the notes. Learn about the
master who set down those notes on paper
and thus left his thoughts to the world as
a precious heritage. Find out his mental
characteristics, also under what circum¬
stances he wrote certain pieces. Did he try
to tell stories in his compositions, or did
he only want to express sheer beauty in
tones ? Music that voices a dramatic story
may be more difficult for you to express
than the kind that speaks through beauti¬
ful forms alone, as in classic music. But
either of these—in fact any kind of music
—needs the saving grace of time-nuance
or rubato, in a greater or less degree. And
it is the union of rubato and rhythm that
will help awaken the music to lifel
In our brief discussion of this arresting
theme, two facts have been stressed. First,
the necessity of a background, a founda¬
tion of solid and exact rhythm'c profi¬
ciency, a thorough grasp of rhythmical
problems before variations can be success¬
fully applied. Second, that while rubato
gives added charm to interpretation, it
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must not distort the rhythmic flow, nor de¬
stroy the melodic line.
We are told
rhythm is the life of music.
Granting
th.s-then rubato is the life of rhythm.
Kubato is the human element, the tender
touch, the soulful quality, the vitalizing
principle, which charms and uplifts, when
wedded to reliable rhythm.

actually lost in the rush of movement.
It would be hard to say whether the
“jazz” spirit has anything to do with it
or not, but, there seems to be a tendency
to copy some of its faults. Likewise, play¬
ing Handel’s Largo as if it were a simple
waltz destroys all the beauty of the piece,
because this composition has, as one of
its inherent qualities, a naturally slow
Self-Test Questions on Miss Brower’s Article tempo.
Then there is an ambition among some
(1) Name two weapons against neglect
of rhythm.
performers to imitate a celebrated musi¬
(2) What is the necessary preparation cian who has speed, accuracy and under¬
for artistic rhythm?
standing, all three nicely balanced. But
(3) What was the older idea of expres- too many amateurs think that speed is
sional rhythms’
the main asset. The more keys they can
(4) How does the newer idea differ strike and the more tones they can pro¬
from thisf
duce in a given moment is to them an in¬
(5) In what ways may rubato beactiveh dex ^to their musical qualifications. “More
present?
y pep,” aside from an irrational tempo,
often means botchy work amounting to in¬
accuracy of tone and quality, poor phras¬
What Does “Technic” Mean ing, perhaps none at all, and a desire in
To You ?
the performer to be regarded as possess¬
ing a really musical temperament.
By Floyd Matson
When will people realize that there is
such a thing as slow music which can be
‘‘Technic!” What a vast field it covers, made just as beautiful, wholesome, and
and how often it is mistreated, especially satisfying as the faster kinds? Each, the
by young students, to whom it suggests fast and slow, has its place and should be
endless toil! In reality it means many so countenanced.
Remember, too, that
comeS"to m
0UtstandinS classifications there are many variations of tempo be¬
tween the fast and slow. Which, then,
First, there is the technic, relative to is called for as the one expressing “more
the mechanical part of playing, consisting pep?” Or, is it spirit and energy that
ot hand development, instrument construc¬ are really meant instead of hurry and
tion, and so forth. This is a very impor- violence ?

A Piano Lesson in Vaudeville
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“Quo Vadis Piano?”

By Ralph Kent Buckland

“Which Way is Pianistic Art Turning ?”
One of the greatest technical difficulties
for the advanced pianist is the gazelle-like
jump into the upper reaches of the key¬
board which, from time to time, in intricate
compositions, must be made with a whole
handful of notes, with no scale, arpeggio
or climaxing chord, but only the slightest
interval given in preparation for accom¬
plishing of the feat. Persistent practice
granted, it is largely a matter of confi¬
dence, and a correct mental attitude. As
a factor in bringing this about, of no slight
import is emulation. Displays of skill and
muscular control in other lines of endeavor
must be viewed in comparison, and lessons
in surety derived therefrom.
The knife thrower cannot afford to have
a misdirected motor impulse sway his
throwing arm as he outlines with knives
the figure of the girl standing flat against

bury themselves. A miss would mean
deep wound, perhaps even the life 0f t(.a
partner in the act.
The knife throwJ
does not miss!
The man who balances the large, steel
ball, of which the weight and hardness have
been duly demonstrated, on top of a W
pole, in turn balanced on his back-tilted
forehead, is a wonderful lesson in control
After holding the ball in it- balanced posi'
tion for several minutes, with a sudde„
jerk he dislodges it. He catches the no|e
on its way down, and the heavy ball strikes
the floor back of him with a resounding
thud.
The slightest err • in calculation
would mean, not a slightly jarring musical
discord, but the horror of a rushed skull
Is there not something p, be gained bv
a consideration of stfcli d plays of skill
outside the confines o
instrumental
technic ?

Mental Tests
By Charles Knetzger

A bright and ambitious high-school boy,
who had been frequently reproved by his
music teacher for want of attention to de¬
tails, received a severe jolt when taking
a mental test in English at his school.
The literary information test contained
statements like the following; “George
Eliot wrote (‘Ramona,’ ‘Mill on the Floss,’
‘Vicar of Wakefield,’ ‘Vanity Fair’). Un¬
derline the one which is needed to make
the sentence a true statement.” The student
gave a hasty glance at the first sentence
and quickly underlined “Ramona” and
Mill on the Floss.” The other sentences
he hurried over and finished them in a few
minutes. The remaining time he spent
waiting impatiently for the next test in¬
stead of looking over his work. The re¬
sult was a score of ten which could easily

,R.?m0,a’ and *Thc Mill on the Floss!”’
belieC aSS’ tUt n0t thC °nIy dass’ as many
“Yes," said the other, "I m this is ‘Ra¬
Gaining the Pupil’s Confi¬
mona’ and ‘The Mill on the Floss.”*
Second, there is the technic of tone.
dence
The student related the incident to his
In this class comes much of the beauty
music teacher, who took oc> ..sion to bring
of piano playing. To produce the tone
By Caroline V. Wood
home to him a fact which had failed to
combinations, pedal and hand relations to
listen for the right tone in the right plkce,
impress him before, namely that his failure
A teacher should always have time to
opens up the doors to gorgeous fields of
to be more than a third-rat' - layer was not
color, sunsets, mountains, oceans and all listen to a child who wants to tell about
due to lack of ability or mental capacity
Nature. When we reach this stage, our things in his own child world. Perhaps it
but to carelessness in attenvun to details.
music begins to be real, to produce beauty is a new sword, a dog or a doll. By acting
This it was which caused him to form a
interested and pleased you will be able to get
and reproduce art.
habit of playing a piece at ight without
Third, there is the technic of being ar¬ closer to him as his teacher. In fact, you
even looking at the key or
..sure signa¬
will
not
only
gain
his
confidence,
but
also,
tistic, to use the right thing in the right
ture and disregarding entirely the tempo
place, the proper dynamics, tone, tempo, by knowing how to appeal to his individual
mark. Wrong notes, raistal
in fingering,
and so forth.
Perhaps into this class nature and mind, very often turn these con¬
skipping
over
rests,
no
attention
to phras¬
come the things that lead to supremacy; versations to account by using them as a
ing and expression marks, h Hug the pedal
for those who can control themselves, who basis for comparison in driving home musi¬
over harmonic changes, we e but some of
can give enough and not too much,'can cal ideas.
the results of his haste and in idvertence.
have soul (not artificial “soul”), rise
To discover that his mentality had been
or even twenty*had h'
above the mediocre, the amateurish, and
Scaling the Technic Ladder
rated lower than that of some of his fel¬
become great.
the^rrort
CalIed
to low-students whom he had , ;15idered inFourth, there is a large, perhaps some¬
By Norman Lee
said, “But George
3d “ tellecually his inferiors was tor him a bit¬
what nebulous vastness, “Effect.”
Ah
ter but most ‘effectual lesson.
the subtle thrill of a Paderewski, the sigh¬
There is no royal road to a good tech¬
ing Chopin of DePachmann. Effect! The nic; of course, some have more natural
combination of tone, pedal, dynamics, tech¬ facility than others. They have the fingers,
Musical
Smiles
nic, brains, talent and genius to make the so to speak, but the most gifted and the
right effect, not on the audience, but on best endowed must nevertheless tread much
yourself.
For, if you intend to affect the same path to success.
By 1. H. Motes
others, you must start at home and affect
My friend, Mr? X., acquired technic
yourself.
When your soul responds to through steady practice of finger exercises,
A Terrible Mix Up
your own playing, others will also respond scales and arpeggios for an hour and a
, Betty’ .^ho was four, after a long siGo about your , technic, knowing that as half every day. From nine-thirty to eleven
ence, said: “All right, jack, let’s sing
you progress, there opens for you gardens A. M., six days a week, he went steadily Charles/ do^come &
some. more. I’vc got some air now.”
of trees and flowers, romance and exotic at them, each hand separately, then both
loveliness, all in the beauty of your own hands together. Scales in unison, in thirds, c.edSwith0RostWand SelSiV “L®”
b°* ’
soul developed by yourself. And beyond m tenths and in sixths, scales in contrary singing “Moonlight and Roses ”
A Popular Song
the trying years of drudgery, always motion, scales in double octaves, double
nlaVrr fel!ow was "ring hard to ex¬
A Rent Hog’s Wav
“just around the corner” lies the rainbow’s thirds and double sixths. They were played
plain to the salesman what he wanted.
Tenant—You’ve
got
tn
J)
,
very slowly at first, then increasing to'a
(Tnp“OW’ haven't you got this song? It
terrific speed.
know”"”21"1’ zum'zurT1. zang-zang, you
gave several hours a day to pieces,
The Question of “More Pep” butHenearly
half of his practice period was
devoted to scales. Even during vacation
By B. H. Wike
feel like singing.
^ffh she Won’ totlWehimeSman WaS trying VCry har<1
time, he spent one hour a day on them.
Sorry,” he said, “but I don’t seem to
When he went to'Paris to study, the first
Fkeouentlv you will hear someone en¬
tecogmze the tune. What are the words?”
remark his music-master made was, “What
gaged in musical work say, “Play or
rllose are the words.”
a fine technic! Though you have other
sing this or that piece with more pep.”
faults, as for technic you are in the dass
Now, playing a thing with "more pep’’
Note.—For singing
Brutally Frank
means, with too many performers, playing get it?”"034 C°nCert Pky*rs' How did you
the^!fSOr’ yo« cannot tell how I fear
it faster in order to make up in speed and
He answered, “Scales and exercises with¬
The pngf°f tln* *°ng before you!”
swing what, is lacking in understanding
out ceasing during several years for an
lne Professor.—“Me, tool”
and accuracy.
hour and a half a day.”
Indeed at times you will find some of
best to sing sopra^J but
^
The moral is: practice, practice, practice success.
Dm n°t With gj
our grand old hymns taken with “more
The
Ge*de» of It
your scales 1 The pieces will take care of
pep” until the meaning of the words is themselves.
The NeiTa'r1 Wam an E 8tring’ • A
selecting on» , esman- Would you m*id
bow7crf or yourself, sir? I ’ardly
e « from the shes yet.

An Interview with the Distinguished Pianist, Composer and Editor

IGNAZ FRIEDMAN
Biographical
Ignaz Friedman, who made his American debut in 1920, has a distin¬
guished record in Europe and in South America. He was born February
14, 1882, at Podgorze, near Cracow, Poland. His father zvas a violinist
and a musical director, who also played the piano. He gave his son his first
lessons, and the child soon developed into a “w'underkind.” His general
education zvas unusually thorough. After the customary academic work,
he entered the_ University of Leipzig, where he studied history under Adler
and composition under Dr. Riemann, in the same class zmtli Max Reger.
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A

NYONE WHO has made
: superficial examination- of
^-musical activity in all parts of the
world, during the past twenty-five years,
is confronted with the fact that the
jority of the younger men have been
isfied with nothing less than sheer icono
clasm. It seems as though they
tinually crying, ‘No matter what we do
let us do it in a radically different
ner, whether it be beautiful or not.’ In
fact, one must realize that the tendency
has been toward what musicians of the
older school unqualifiedly call cacophony,
rather than what has been previously
identified and established by the great
masters of the past as melodic, harmonic
and formal beauty. With this distinctively
different means of presenting musical
thought, there has come an entirely new
relationship of the art to the pianoforte.

“We say that one player is a colorful
player and the other player is not a
colorful player; but, as a matter of fact,
the only difference in tone color that exists
in the realm of the pianoforte, is the dif¬
ference that exists between one pianoforte
of one make or one period, from that of
another. The tone of the pianoforte itself
is just as distinctive and identifiable as
is the tone of the flute or the French
horn or the violin.
“What bearing does this have upon mod¬
ern music? The music of most of the
moderns demands, first of all, a great
variety of color. Some sarcastic critics
have gone so far as to say that .many of
these moderns have depended upon the
prismatic palette of the orchestra to make
up for their lack of invention and melodic
and harmonic beauty. However this may
be, when these so-called modern com¬
positions are translated from the orchestra
The Stylists
44 U* ROM THE great composers of the to the piano keyboard, there is a very per¬
ceptible
loss in character and loss in
A 17th, 18th and 19th centuries we come
down to the great writers (Berlioz, Chopin,
Wolf, Reger) who were first of all styl¬
ists. The word composer or componist
comes from com-ponere, that means put¬
ting together a musical idea according to
its value on rules, harmony, polyphony,
form and rhythm, in opposition to the
other method of building the idea out of
itself in architectural fashion. After the
stylists we arrive at the period of what
is called in German Sektanten, sectants
or mannerists (Debussy, Ravel, Moussorgsky and others). It seems that out
of the word manie, mania has been made.
In this surrounding, we see mostly
“maniacs,” rather than mannerists. This
never was and never will be the source
from which great developments arise.
Dadaism, Cubism, Atonalism, Polytonalism, Privitism, Infantilism, are in di¬
rect opposition to what the word art sig¬
nifies. They can serve as means possibly
to an end, but as established forms of art
they have no reason to exist. It is the
idea which counts and not the diction,
whether you take it in the field of sound,
in painting, or in literature. We can ex¬
plain most of the revolutionary ideas of
the world with the vocabulary of the
Bible. Anatole France, the greatest French
writer of the nineteenth century, has not
enriched the French language by a single
word, but with hundreds of ideas. The
“One Day Glories” of super-modernists
possibly brought us thousands of new
words, sounds and mixtures, but no ideas
except some which will rapidly expire.
“The pianoforte is primarily an indirect
percussion instrument. The sounds are
caused by the blows of felt hammers upon
vibrating strings The modern piano mech¬
anism makes these blows susceptible to a
great' number of gradations of force; and
it is these gradations, together with the
mingling of harmonics, brought about by
the ingenious use of the damper pedal,
that give the piano its charm and individ-

A:

He next studied piano for three years under Leschetizky, and for five years
was his first assistant. He then taught alone for five years, having many
distinguished pupils. His piano pieces, songs and string quartets—he has
ninety published works—reveal him as a musician with delightful melodic
gifts and fine artistic tendencies along modern but rational lines. He has
completed the editing of all the Chopin works, and many of the masterpieces
of Liszt, Bach, Beethoven and Schumann. In Europe Mr. Friedman’s
recitals are thronged by professional pianists.
beauty. Of course, there is a similar loss
when, for instance, a Beethoven Symphony
in a Liszt arrangement for the pianoforte
is played in the best possible fashion on
the pianoforte by the finest possible players.
Keyboard Limits
44rT'HE MAJESTY of the orchestra is
gone, but, nevertheless, the classic
foundations of the composition itself are
so strong, so clear and so majestic that
the effect of a Beethoven Symphony, played
upon the' piano, whether as a solo or a
duet, is sufficient to inspire the audience
with the greatness of the master-piece.
On the other hand, some of the modern
compositions, when played upon the piano,
sound woefully inefficient. Therefore, it
must be clear to the reader that music of
this kind is turning away from the instru¬
ment rather than turning toward it. In
the broadest sense, it seems to me that
keyboard music found its limits in the
type of things of Debussy; because no.h-

IGNAZ FRIEDMAN

ing more advantageous can be done with
the piano with this so-called modern ma¬
terial. In fact, if we wish to keep within
the serious possibilities of the instrument
itself and of beautiful pianoforte playing,
we must return to music evolved from the
classic and romantic schools. This does
not mean that we shall play nothing but
Beethoven, Bach, Mozart, Haydn, Schu¬
mann and Mendelssohn. Think of Liszt,
Chopin and Brahms, Ravel and Scriabine.
Here are composers who have drunk deep
at the wells of classicism and romanticism
and yet have, by dint of their great genius,
produced new, fresh and thoroughly orig¬
inal works that are great contributions
to the literature of the instrument and, at,
the same time, are based upon the canons
of an older art.
“Of course, no modem pianist who is
really capable of writing for the piano,
would think that he was producing great
masterpieces if he were merely imitating
the style of, let us say, Scarlatti, Galuppi
or Bach. It would be perfectly possible
for a very ingenious person to counterfeit
the style of Haydn or Mozart, but this
would not be original composition. That
is not what I mean. I mean composition
that shows a thorough acquaintance with
the best in the classic and romantic
schools and at the same time bespeaks an
entirely original personality. I am often
asked whether the so-called modern music
is something which would require the spe¬
cial technic of the pianist. Apart from the
freak pieces which expect the pianist’s
hands to do things quite as unreasonable
as the demands made upon the listener’s
ear, modern pianoforte music of the postDebussy type makes no particular demand
upon the player.
In fact, a great deal
of the so-called modern music is in many
ways simpler than the great technical ob¬
ligations which Liszt required
“I consider Chopin, Bach and Mozart
the three most solid, the most fundamental
and therefore the most difficult obligations
upon the pianist. I mean they are diffi¬
cult because they demand, first of all,
beauty of tonal expression, great clarity
and exceptional transparency of sound
(perspective). Whoever can play the
works of these three composers well is
indeed a master of the pianoforte. I know
of many excellent Beethoven and Liszt
players who fail in Mozart and Chopin.
The opposite is rare. In the performance
of the modernistic composers’ works, one
must have a good knowledge of the pedal,
a somewhat extraordinary memory' and
finally what is called in German ‘mintmik,"
that is, the ability to imitate peculiar ef¬
fects through sound combinations.

4

The Pedal in Modern Composition

4T N MODERN composition, a great deal
A is expected of the pedal, but unfor¬
tunately, the pedal is used entirely too
much as a kind of musical smear. It is
a very trifling matter to take a composition
(Continued on page 859)
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Precocious Genius
Four of the greatest names in modern
cultural history may be readily associated
with his in this matter of an early “cut¬
ting off”: Mozart, Chopin, Shelley and
Keats. Few of these men reached the age
of thirty-five, while poor Keats died at
the pathetic age of twenty-six; all of them
have left works of such beauty that they
will be forever remembered by posterity.
Study this list of names more carefully
and it will gradually become evident—
what came to us after much mulling over
the matter—that in two ways (exclusive
of the renown which all possess in com¬
mon) these men bear striking resemblance
to each other. First, all were very prolific
in proportion to the number of their writ¬
ing years; and second, all possessed, as
the ultimate essence of their work, what
may be termed ethereal melody,
Franz Schubert wrote upward of twelve Ex. I
hundred opuses in his short life, and his,
ideas oft|p literally came too fast for him
to set them down on paper. This figure

u.

‘ with the rmmber oTcompositfons brothels
of the' great composers.
Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart was surely prolific; operas, symphonies, sonatas, quartettes,
poured from his pen at a prodigious rate.
As for Keats and Shelley, though the
production of neither was enormous, both
turned out a considerable quantity of the
world’s finest poetry.

III
In conclusion, may we repeat the state
rnent—made by many previous writer^
that the great Unfinished Symphony is a
epitome of Franz Schubert’s life,
eighth symphony and the tenth (C Major)
are of supreme significance in the stud!
of the master.
Schubert's Cheerfulness

For Lycidas Is Dead, Young
Lycidas”—Milton
By STUART PADDINGTON

-

There used to be an idea, rather current
even among the well-informed, that Schu¬
bert's symphonies arc merely enlarged
songs, partaking not at all of the requi¬
site symphonic qualities. This notion, hap¬
pily, is fast becoming extinct. The Unfin¬
ished is as lovely and a symphonic as
anything imaginable.
Schubert’s downright sweetness of character, his cheerful
nature, and the tragedy of his uncompleted
career arc here set forth in a music which
is beyond description.
\ long as men
have ears to hear and hearts to feel, this
Lycidas shall lie remembered—and remem¬
bered with gratitude, adoration, and deep,
unreserved affection.

Thoughts From Schubert

..

°f this famous Nocturne by ChoPin
Ex-2
—-/
l
/
j
(

Fragments Quoted from the Limited Writ¬
ings of the Tone Poet
“O Mozart! Immortal Mozart I How
many and what countless images of a
brighter and better world hast thou
stamped on our souls!"
“Man is like a ball between chance and

Ineffable Melody
The other point of resemblance is not
so easy to explain, not so tangible. Each
of these men, be it said, seemed to have
drunk—deeper than other mortals—at the
very fount of Melody, the eternal springs
of which it is not given to many to
approach. Ineffable is the melody which
invests such lines as these from Endymion:

“The greatest misery of the wise man
and the greatest happiness of the fool is
based on conventionalism."
“Now I know nothing morel To-mor¬
row I am sure to know something fresh!
Whence comes this? Is m\ understanding
to-day
duller than it will be to-morrow,
A RECENT SKETCH OF SCHUBERT
because I am full and sleepy? Why does
_Melody, we believe, is half the substance not my mind think when mv body sleeps?
of heaven. Its constant echoing there is I suppose it goes for a walk. Certainly,
the expression of the peace which is „ol it cannot sleep.”
known on earth; it is the tale of the radi¬
“Grief sharpens the understanding and
ant good which, shining from the All
Lustrous, floods through the heavenly strengthens the soul, whereas joy seldom
aisles and shatters in duWt rQj
troubles itself about the former and mate
against the lofty vaults. Melody is^the the latter cither effeminate or frivolous.”

A thing of beauty is a joy forever;
Its loveliness increases; it will never
Pass into nothingness.
Or these of Shelley’s:
Music, when soft voices die,
Vibrates in the memory;
Odours, when sweet violets sicken.
Live within the sense they quicken.
Ethereal the melody of Voi che sapete, of
this tenor aria from Don Giovanni,

K 2 £^Bfe

Faith is far ahead of understanding
and knowledge; for to understand any¬
thing I must first 0f a)] Relieve something'

'101

be know!!Cwhiieni^onaTsIre^f^i
and therefore the Guardians If m
above speedily and jealouslv * Meody
offending hand from the lyre
2®
Player to his proper element in
^
choruses of heaven.
the great

Fancy! Thou unsearchable fountain at
t) • <’j1»art's,s and Philosophers quench their

8

A CONTEMPORARY OIL PAINTING OF
SCHUBERT BY W. MAHLER
Ineffable, refulgent, ethereal melody, glad¬
dening the soul of the listener: this is the
beauty which brought fame to these
writers. It is seldom absent from their
-k, and is the whole secret of their end¬
less renown.
II
The second point of resemblance has
bred a thought which, while doubtless not
original, may be of interest.

The Unworldly Quality

2Ut S* of
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prematurely is almost never duplicated •
other composers. In Wagner, Beethov
Franck, and the rest, there is always{n|
“alloy of living.” Life, with all
an
picturesqueness, is probably i„ the fo
ground, certainly in the middle-distanc(/'

I
RECENT re-reading of the facts of
Franz Schubert’s life, to refresh in
the mind the salient features of
those thirty-one years of golden melody
and sweetness of character which make up
the story of the master, brought us in se¬
quent musings to an especial contemplation
of Schubert’s early death. Would added
years have meant new works and greater
lustre—or had Schubert shot his arrow?
No one can say.

By the Noted Liszt Pupil and Exponent

CARL V. LACHMUND
With. Eighteen Original Exercises for Self-Study Covering Two Years

B

Part II

EFORlE TAKING up these exercises
the student should re-read Part One
to impress upon his memory the
“viewpoints.” Do not imagine you “know”
them; make them your own, as a back- ‘
ground for all of your work in the various
studies explained this lesson. Concentrate
on the directions given. Remember, it is the
shallow pupil who things the teacher
“fussy;” the keen pupil appreciates that it
is not what you study, but how you prac¬
tice it, day by day, that will bring the sure
results.
While average pupils cannot avail them¬
selves of a regular course in harmony,
every teacher should give applied harmony,
at least to the extent of the simple major
and minor chords, the diminished seventh
chords, and the dominant seventh chords,
with their different “positions” (inver¬
sions). Even this little, well digested, will
be a great help in reading, memorizing,
codifying, fingering, and in developing the
ear—teaching the ear how to think. . . .

a. Press the chord down first—hold it—•
move the wrist up and down, and side¬
ways as you press—this will “shape the
hand.”
b. Practice all arpeggios through three

then add the finger staeqato. This is done
as follows: as the finger tip strikes the
key, slip it off into the palm of the hand.
Practice the exercise slowly, two notes to
the count (metronome at 58); then grad¬
ually more quickly to 120; then start at 60
c. Watch the thumb—do not drop the playing four notes to a count, and increase
wrist as you play the thumb—this would rapidity. With increasing, the wrist joint
jar it—but keep the thumb at an angle of will refuse to act; but study slowly more,
45 degrees from the keys (not flat on the every day and make the wrist joint per¬
keys).
severe. In time, improvement will reward
d. Observe the dip—as you pass the
thumb under, lift the outside of the hand
—this aids the “dip”—watch' this, every
time you pass the thumb under.
e. Expand the fingers before you play
the first note—and keep them expanded.
f. Make it a rule to watch the fingers
that are not playing—do not allow them to
cramp.
g. Keep the fingers curved, always—do
not permit them to show the finger nails.
h. Even when you have advanced,
always play an arpeggio several times
This is a study to strengthen the 4th and
slowly first, with a deep clinging pressure 5th fingers. Here is the trick: as you
Ex. 3
to each finger—then grow gradually faster, play the 5th finger, stab the key by giving
but count aloud, or you will not do it grad¬ the wrist a fling toward the 5th finger.
ually. As you grow faster do not permit Hold the wrist higher than customary:
the tone quality to thin out, nor continue This will aid you. At (b) a different
if it does so, for it will not benefit you— trick is required in accenting the 4th
Here we have a major triad in its simple it requires more slow practice.
finger. Drop your wrist a little as you
form; a triad consists of the root, the
play the 5th finger and then flip it upward
third, and the fifth: c, e, g, respectively.
in playing the 4th. These are devices of
To change this to a minor triad you will
modern piano technic that will develqp
lower the third, changing the e to e flat.
additional strength surprisingly.
Bear in mind that in the inversions, e is
still the third (the original third) even
if it is the lowest or highest note of the
three. Practice these different positions
with each hand separately, taking two or
three keys each week, and keep it up for
The diminished seventh chord is one of
several months at least, to develop a full,
but mellow, tone, in playing chords. In the most interesting in harmony (pages
most of the exercises you will “kill two might be written about its significance).
birds with one stone;” that is, you accom¬ It is formed on the leading note, seventh
plish several purposes, not merely the one degree in minor. This is a simple way to
This is great for finger independence
most apparent. These chords require wrist form it: place the thumb on c—now
with the second finger check off (skip) and strength; do this as a preparatory
elasticity, resistance, and relaxation.
Now let us try it. Shape your hand two half steps, then play the 3rd (e flat)— study first. Hold fingers 5 and 3—play
first (see directions in Part One)—place you may repeat the words “skip two, take 4 and 2—play, press, then lift, pull. Speak
fingers on the keys well back—raise the the third”—do this with each finger, and these words as you suit the action to each
wrist higher than normal—now pull the observe that there will be two keys be¬ word; then hold 4 and 2, and play 3 and
hand toward you, as you press the keys tween any of the two fingers—now you ,1; then do the same going back. Do this
down vigorously—but listen as you play— have c, e flat, g flat and a. Practice this very slowly.
repeatedly on all keys until you can place
Practice the exercise proper on three keys
make your ears think.
"Did that chord sound mellow, yet full? your fingers quickly. Now play the chord for three days. After the second week go up
Did it seem to rise out of the pianc and —press, and so on as in Ex. 4. Play the chromatic scale and back, without a
exercise
a
dozen
times.
break in time—very legato in connecting
float toward the ceiling?—No?—it sounded
groups. Do this for ten or more weeks.
a. Accent the beats vigorously.
b. Start on a (4th finger), accent a de¬
Well, you did not press vigorously
scending, and e flat (2nd finger) ascend¬
enough—try again.
No, that was harsh—your wrist was too ing.
c. Start on g flat, accenting 3rd finger
stiff; it lacked elasticity.
Try it out repeatedly, and watch it for descending and the same ascending.
d. Start on e flat (2nd finger) descend¬
months, until you have formed the habit
of playing chords always with this wrist ing and accent (4th finger) ascending.
Follow the Arpeggio rules.
Do not
Then with the left hand similarly play four to the count, hut always trip¬
touch, proper resistance, and relaxation
consciousness. Aside, it is most important (though reversed). It is not an easy lets ; this avoids jarring the thumb as it
to know these simple chords. Ask six exercise to do well.
brings the accent on a different finger at
average pupils, or teachers, and not two
each beat. Study the ones on white keys
will play the simple chord of F-sharp
first, c-d-e-g-b-d, and so on; and finally
minor correctly.
those on black keys; in one position only.
Ex.lO

affect their music. What
, ,, dld n°t
Death or the djT, °J Isolde * LovcSymphony?”
'
from *e Fifth

r
history of nuisical COmpS the who,c
submit that here lies the * ’ We wou|d

Arpeggios. These rules apply for all
of^ the arpeggio exercises (Nos. 4, 9, 12,
17).
where schubert died
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Practical Lessons in Hand Culture

The wrist-finger staccato. The combi¬
nation of the finger staccato, with that pro¬
duced by wrist action, is a very important
part of technic. The staccato should be
done primarily by the hand, with the ivrist
joint; but when the runs are so fast that
the wrist cannot do it, the “finger joint”
staccato is added to the motion. Practice
t first without moving the fingers at all;

I owe this study to Isidor Seiss, pupil
of F. Wieck, the father of Clara Schu¬
mann. Wieck doted on wrist elasticity,
and on the weighty touch, years before
Leschetizky’s time. When Seiss met with
some difficult measure in a Concerto or
other piece, he would invent some study
to develop the technic and would practice
it in varying keys and ways. This is an
excellent thing to do. The present study
was devised to overcome a difficult meas¬
ure in one of Beethoven’s great Sonatas.
In 10 (a) and (b), flip the hand up,
from the wrist joint (not the entire fore¬
arm ). Do not permit a break in time, be¬
tween the triplets. Insist that the second
finger catch each note with assurance.
In 10 (b) watch the fifth finger.
Ex.lORi

In 10 (c), and 10 (d), a different action
of the wrist is required. As you will ob¬
serve, these are all legato. Hold the hand

loose; do not stumble. Take these in a
new key every week, until you have finjshed all keys,
9*4*.

Legato Octaves. Use the 4th finger on
all black octaves. Slip (slide) from one
octave to another; but do not permit the
fingers to leave the keys, in doing this.
Lift your wrist, then drop it as you pull
toward you; this will aid the legato.
(Imagine that the keys are covered with
mucilage).
Right

Pa9« *10.
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Observe Arpeggio rules, and practice ii i i.-> that the fifth finger can be made to play
triplets only.
with almost unfailing assurance by the fol¬
By Dr. Annie Patterson
lowing method. The basses, to be played
by the fifth finger, are shown in the chords
of 15a, with stationary low note; while
It has been sometimes alleged that the tive as well as interesting volumes that
15 b is a second study with changing low musician is not a reader; that xs, in tne low-workers could read for these •
basses. Practice these with the fifth finger literary sense. Notable exceptions how¬ information and experience of how J?
alone—always lift hand, not the arm— ever occur to one’s mind, among whom it of their calling came to distinction ^
Again, the specialist—such as a violin
stiffen the wrist—then strike a quick, is only necessary to mention Schumann and
severe blow (as in exercise 13), then fly Wagner, both of these composers undoubt¬ for instance—will do well not onlv
back, and hold the hand poised, and still, edly seeing attraction in books, being also gather records of his own instrument
. This is- one of tlie most important in for the next stroke. Now observe this themselves scribes of no mean order, xet also a knowledge of orchestration gl®
the series. Practiced carefully as to di¬ trick: as you play the fifth finger do not there are many artists, mainly executive ally, and, indeed, acquaintance with ,
rections, it will develop great strength, look at it, but pretend you are playing the ones, who say, not without reason, that kindred topic will never come amiss to h'
quickness, and assurance in the wrist, for octave with it. Watch the thumb, and you they have no time for anything save per¬ We musical people are all too much ®
will soon learn to strike the fifth finger haps their daily paper, the most interest¬ dined to get into our own little groove
leaps.
13 a. Count aloud always—“one, two” correctly, almost without fail. Then prac¬ ing part of that being the all too limited and, what is worse, to keep there. Afc
(met. 72). “Get ready” (pull your hand tice the four chords, as shown in the upper musical notices. Time is, of course, a con¬ into the open—in the way of fresh experi
octave
at 15 c—then both parts together, siderable factor, in more senses than one, in ences in the world musical—will do us L
up from the wrist joint), “strike” exactly
when you say “one,” but make the hand as shown at 15 d. Practice it in the black the life of a busy professional musician. bounded good. The few odd minuter
fly back instantaneously to the same posi¬ keys first, d-flat, e-flat, p-flat and so on, Yet, if one is interested in any particular when one is resting between lessons or
tion. As you count “two,” pull on the and finally in the white keys c, d, c, and direction, it is wonderful how even the otlier engagements—can always be
wrist to stiffen it—then on “one” strike others. Each key should be practiced sev¬ busiest people find time for what they want, fully filled by the books.
P'
the next key vigorously—forte.
Move eral weeks.
or think needful, to do.
Still more to avoid narrowness in the
only the wrist joint, not the entire fore¬
Now it cannot be denied that general outlook, we would also commend the musi
Ex. 16 Rieht
arm. Go up one octave and return, and
reading, even if it be largely concerned cal reader, were it only in his spare mo.
take your time in doing it. Do not do
with one’s own occupation, is very essen¬ ments, or holidays, to take up some pastime
this study rapidly.
tial for anyone who would take what is or hobby, and collect literature dealing with
13 b. But here is the important trick.
usually described as a broad outlook on that subject Games of all kinds, china,
Few pupils get it well. Suppose you are
life. Let us see if we can briefly indicate old pictures and stamp-collecting, all have
to strike a low octave and then a higher
on what lines the musician’s reading might been known to fascinate the artistic mind'
one—do not permit the hand to strike the
be made both helpful and enjoyable to him, and these form a plea*ant relaxation for
first, until you have your eye on the next
and in what way it can be managed with their devotees, necessitating a certain
octave. When you “strike,” fly quickly
the least expenditure of time’.
amount of informative liicrature if the fa¬
to the upper one, with the hand raised and
Apart from news of the day, even con¬ vorite topic be pursued in the true spirit of
poised over it; then count “two,” and pull
cerning his art, the musician will do well research.
on the wrist; but fly instantly back to the
to take in regularly the leading musical
A still more fruitful source of general
other place—poise over the next octave
magazines, The Etude, with its informa¬ reading could be supplied by material for
to be struck. This is quite difficult to do Ex. 17
tive and educational departments, forming, the study of, say, a natural science (acous¬
just right.
, L* < U
in our opinion, the ideal of what such a
tics, in scientific departments, which is
monthly publication should be. It is as¬ really needful for the fully educated musi¬
Ex. 14
sumed, also, that the serious student will
cian). General history forms another great
stock his bookshelves with all standard
theme of perennial interest, and widening
This consists of a minor triad, with the works touching upon his special depart¬ of outlook. Nor, in its place as a whole¬
large seventh (the leading note). It is the ment. Leading publishers will always be
some recreation from serious thoughts, is
most difficult straight arpeggio study and able to supply details of indispensable text¬
well-written fiction to be despised. Nothing
practiced in all positions, requires great books for singers, instrumentalists (of
rests one more titan the dipping into a good
The fingering, of chromatic thirds is strength, and severe stretching. Try it in various kinds), theorists and teachers Two
novel, if it be even for ten minutes at a
easily learned by this procedure: the such keys as p-sharp minor, or c-sharp or more good histories of music should
time. In fact, everythin. , as long as it is
thumb, and 2nd finger, play the lower part minor, and you will realize its difficulty. certainly be added to the list of books deal¬
good, may well find a place in the musi¬
(using the thumb twice at e-f, and at b-c). It is a study of a lifetime. Practice it in ing with the chosen art; whilst biographic*
cian’s library; and the more variety the
Then practice the upper part, using 3rd triplets only. Note: An excellent device of musicians are among the most instruc¬ better.
finger only, on black keys, and 4-5 at e-f, to loosen too closely knit knuckles, and to
and at b-c. Practice each part separately acquire an easier stretch, is this: take
until you have formed the habit, and it three corks about as thick as your 4th
Wisdom of Women Musical Workers
will come easily. Treat the left hand finger; press these between the fingers;
similarly, only reversed; .always remember now close and open the hand several times
that the left hand must reverse the order slowly; then hold closed a few moments
What Women Musicians are Thinking
of the right. Note that the 2nd and 3rd Uo this for some weeks.
“The permanent quality of =„
..
fingers play black keys only.
Ex. 18
work depends in some mystical
^
the midsl uf the vital ^
on the genumeness and multiplicity of hie of. mus,cal development
1: means that
Ex. 15
f°'"\ ,°P coatact with life. More than this ‘hlS coun,r>' is the place tor the student
ligibledit°f TrSr~the not wholly neg- °f t0‘da>- Ht’ can get everything here
ilieal
eauinmenf
and
adefluatc
tcch?nd
morc
than
hc
can
get
abroad.
He can
eft ’ “ 5
6 Pment.—Dame Ethel Smvth.
hear. ,he music he needs, the unusual
Practice these scales in thirds, four oc¬
“We do not mean tn r •
?“*** the varie«y and interesting music
taves, very legato. Do it in all the keys ficulty from the art, ? T?,nate a11 dif- that hc should hcar.’-Orc.A SaMAROFF.
with the same fingering. Press hard.
Part of his development—hut~u;thai being
.,,
change of attitude toward th t eS'rc a
f
ever ,each I shall try to impress
Teacher—Mother—Pupil
™lcaawhen he offers work ofCIet
"Jy pupils ,he importance of singing
By Florence Belle Soule
leatre ”-E°a * kvel wi* ^ foreignIf >
J'°y °£ ^
**cause f
S ' ^leanor Everest Freer
ovc “•
would also trv to teach them
„j
Perfect an ideal and then concentrate
That co-operation is the key to success
is a fact that applies to music as well as
havel W?eaS°n, why a woman can °U
and not to confuse confidence with
j UdVC a nome and a car
* vau
to other activities. The progress of the
, if you aT Mda «reer as JeT C°ncc,t' C°nfidence is necessary to sucpupil depends very largely upon the in¬
ask me. I
cess, while conceit is mnrc than likely to
terest and help of the mother.
simply not deeply inter J*J™P°8Slble ar«
'Merle Allock
The wise mother understands that the
or
the
offier.”—YoLANn.
xx'-n
■0ne
thing
ove of music and its cultivation will make
MeRo“There is something so wonderful ab<
her children more cultured and more
Propaganda, you fc,
‘?Us,c* 30 uplifting.
But then, I h;
Exercises 15 and 16 are exceedingly im¬ popular than will any other attainment i very thing. 0ne can ^ - can not d0 devoted myself to it.
Other people
portant, and will develop great assurance She understands the value of music and
80 much fr°m it; perhaps becai
in staccato skips, as required in the left knows that regular practice, regular les¬ of Mr" Person °r in a greater, 'T*' T
persons
simply
by
;n?
«at
number
they
do
not
feel
as
I
do
Tiiat is dcsti
hand work of Chopin Vaises, and Liszt sons and her own interest are all necestbe Pr°«ss of building musicians.
Rhapsodies, or the right hand skips of the
When the teacher plans the work and
Liszt-Paganini La Campanella Caprice, in
mum \ “to fUl'red «*» with amtf 7
»* thing,, and if all V*
the mother co-operates in seeing that les¬
all of which most pianists are lamentably
Rethberg. ^ ' consC1ousness.”—Elisabeth
intense,-v where would the otl
sons are properly prepared, results are
beautiful arts and necessary busine*
deficient. Have you ever observed how quick and lasting.
many pupils will miss the quick basses with
________0me ln?”—Guiomar Novaes.
This situation means an enthusiastic
the left hand, either with the fifth finger,
or in the chords ? The writer’s experience teacher Sat’Sfied parent and an encouraged
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Some Unconsidered Details Often Neglected
By the Eminent American Composer-Teacher

ARTHUR FOOTE

T

HE MANNER of writing for piano
has always been determined largely
by its mechanism, a knowledge of
which is desirable for both teachers and
pupils. In the following, the points taken
up will be better understood if we know
how the varieties of tone from pp to ff,
from legatissimo to staccatissimo, are pro¬
duced, in so far as concerns the mechanical
side—the keys, the hammers, strings, dam¬
pers, interior action and so. forth.
It is helpful to the pupil (and interest¬
ing to him,. also) for the teacher to ex¬
plain very , early in his instruction that
the key is practically a lever, of which the
part out of sight is several times as long
as that appearing on the keyboard; that
this lever is so balanced that the ends of
the keys touched by the fingers will rise
and return to normal position after be¬
ing played unless held down firmly by
the fingers; that this force is ex¬
pressed by a certain number of ounces^
(this makes it clear why not only the'
muscular action of the fingers must be
considered, but the weight of the arm
as well) ; that when the key is depressed
quickly the tone is naturally made f, a p
resulting from slow action of the fingers.
It is of value to the pupil to realize how
the style of writing at different periods
has been influenced by the mechanism of
the clavichord, harpsichord and the piano
of 1826, as well as that of to-day. When
the action of the piano was light, with but
a slight dip of the keys, and little resist¬
ance to the finger-tips, the tendency was
towards exceedingly rapid passage work
and quick tempi, the reverse being the case
to-day (Hummel and Brahms are exam¬
ples of both extremes).
An example of
the unmusical rapid tempi that were en¬
couraged by the light piano action of a
hundred years ago is seen in the metro¬
nome marks of Czerny’s studies, and of
his Bach editions. It is odd how a once
favorite piano figure has nearly disap¬
peared (that of repeated notes in quick
tempo'), owing to its extreme difficulty of
performance with our heavier action. Oc¬
casionally, however, we still find it, as, for
example, in the Caprice Espanol of Moszkowski—
Ex. I

1

..
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Now, as to the manner of using fingers
in depressing the keys, it is agreed that
there are two quite different ways called
“hammer” and “pressure” touches. In the
first of these the fingers are raised and
the keys put down percussively, struck
from varying distances and with varying
degrees of force. Other things being equal,
the higher the finger has been raised and
the quicker its descending movement, the
bigger the tone. From this is to be de¬
duced that a scale played softly must
avoid a high hammer touch, though one
that is to be f demands it. With the
Beethoven extract that follows

The following is an excellent example
were, with a boneless hand and fingers of
velvet. The keys should not be struck of the two ways of handling the keys,
from a distance. The fingers should actu¬
ally touch before depressing them.” Bee¬
Bx.7 Mendelssohn: Variations Serieuses
thoven’s remark is famous: “Place the
hands over the keyboard so that the fin¬
gers need not be raised more than is neces¬
sary; this is the only way by which the
player can generate tone.” The preceding
quotations do not apply in rapid playing
in most cases, but have much point when
we come to consider really slow playing
to melodies and to chords.
The term “pressure” touch is not for¬
tunate, and is misleading in that it en¬
courages the student to push hard at the
keys with some stiffness. A better way
the fingers could not possibly get the of putting it would be “pulling” (for that
power required if kept close to the keys, is really what we do) with the finger tips.
while in that from Chopin
The keys are manipulated in the manner
described by Thalberg, the result . being the chords being played close to the latter
beautiful tone capable of the greatest pos¬ with the arm, while the arpeggios de¬
Chopin, Barcarolle,Op. 60 sible variety. In the slower playing it is mand rather high finger action.
practicable continually to adjust the fin¬
In the familiar Liebestraum of Liszt we
gers so that they touch the keys before find two extremes, the cadenza being
depressing them. As an extreme exam¬ played with a decided hammer touch,
ple of this, the Nocturne, Op. 37, No. 1, of
Chopin, is perfect, both as to melody
Ex.8*
playing and chords,

they begin close and must be raised more
and more (within limits) as the crescendo
progresses. It is often, then, the case that
scales and all passage work frequently
demand more or less high finger action;
but since the tones so resulting are not as
beautifuj and cannot be played with such
variety of color as when the fingers play
close to the keys, it is a fair way of put¬
ting it to say that hammer touch should
not be used unless it is the only way of
producing the desired result. With arpeg¬
gios and double thirds, for example, it
is practically always needed; for arpeg¬
gios must always be distinct, and nearly
always f. It is a practical impossibility
to play double thirds without considerable
raising of the fingers.
Especially in expressive playing is it a
problem to manage' the keys so that the
percussive nature of the piano shall ob¬
trude as little as possible. As to this
point (which even now is too little con¬
sidered by the average player) it is inter¬
esting to realize that ideas considered
“modern” to-day were familiar to some, at
least, of the players of many years ago,
and to read what Thalberg has to say in
his famous preface to the “L’art ou Chant”
transcriptions which were composed as il¬
lustrations of this side of piano playing.
“In many cases the keys should be ca¬
ressed rather than struck, kneaded, as it

for it demands to the utmost the variety
and charm of tone that this manner of
playing gives. With chords of more than
three notes it is best (and practically nec¬
essary) to adjust previously the shape of
the hand So that when this is placed on
the chord the fingers lie on the right keys,
or exactly over them and very close. In
chord successions the changes in the shape
of the hand and in the position of the fin¬
gers may be very rapid indeed, as will be
observed if we play a series of dominant
sevenths, taking away the hand after each
one and looking at the inside of it to see
how differently (and rather stiffly) the
fingers are shaped. Obviously, rapidity
in such chord playing is restricted,
Ex. 5
-0
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this resulting mainly from the fact that
the fingers lie best in a flatter position on
black keys than on white.
Chords of three notes, on the other hand,
frequently occur in very rapid succession,
being played at the wrist.
Beethoven, Op. 2, No. 3

Of legato and staccato the average
player has but -a superficial knowledge, be¬
ing misled very often with regard to the
latter by incorrect notions formed in child¬
hood. The teacher ought to make it clear
that there is a wide variety of touches her
tween legato and staccato. The form
ranges from legatissimo in which tones
actually overlap so that there is a sound¬
ing together (so slight that no real blur
results) of each successive pair to a sort
of playing that is rarely legato at all, nor
yet really staccato, being, as it were, on
the border line between the two. So with
staccato we can range from a touch just
not legato, to that which is crisp as possible.
In legato a great deal depends ou
whether hammer or pressure touch is
used. For instance, in rapid playing of a
melodic character (as distinguished from
pure passage work) we need clearness as
well as expressive shading of tone, and
therefore are forced to employ a certain
amount of finger actions, since otherwise
the passage would sound blurred when

„
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fingering and

TB**TUto
A few basic principles: That the t,

printed indications.
indications, Forfor- someum^
“ 'Ucrimzed
, criticized by
ay his -•
.“ 7 i^mon ^
Wirt,
Stations by _ printed
v^Tl^t^simZ
merly (we find Beethoven making a great having this analyzed and
0nt necessity: that a simple hngering J*
point of it) there were two kinds in com- teacher.
f the fingering of ways preferable to one hard to learn
Beethoven, Op. 13
mon use, the dot (.) which was underThe worst
°
!
c*mcs to remember; that with scales, arp^
stood to prescribe a note one-half of its much of the edit
rertain idea for double thirds, and so forth, fingering wl; /
normal value, and (') which designated a from the adoption
, ■/1.. responsi- has been rendered automatic through k
note of a quarter of its normal value. This which Hans Bu ow
rpneated whether practice should be strictly adhered to *
custom has, however, been abandoned by ble: that when a no e
must lie less there is a very good reason /0. "
composers for a good many years, while slowly or rapidly,
ft with a bad contrary; that if for any cause we
as to the older music (in which we really changed at every repfr11
doctrine obliged to begin a passage with a fineJre
ought to observe this distinction) it is so day for piano playing when this
Qthcr than the regular „Ile
ger‘n8
hard to find to-day an edition that is trust- was so generally accep e .
, ^
Beethovm- n worthy on this point that we have to fall
In the following is an
p
g
Ex- *
, ’ p'53
back on our musical feeling and common two ways of looking at is
•
j
sense as guides. There are luckily, how- using the same finger with the repeated
ever, two varieties of staccato that have a note we are taking not only
definite way of performance. The so- surest way, but one which, ena e
called staccato-legato (or non-legato, as make shading and expressiveness 1
Extreme legato finds its place in slow some name it)
' tones—
indicated by "
playing, then, as in the following (Rubin"
-i- » A
or-, the second calling for rather Ex. 12
stein, Romance in Eb) :
longer and heavier tones. An excellent
Ex. 10
way by which the pupil can learn it
is for him to play a scale with one fin¬
ger as nearly legato as may be, having
the fingers touch the keys before depress¬
i
ing them, and then without striking them.
This is often improperly called porta¬
mento, a word indicating something im¬ Schubert, Op. 94, No. 2.
possible of execution at the
piano while
—- „This principle has been carried even furnatural and easy for stringed instru- ther (a reductio ad absurdum) by editors we should get back to th> latter as soon as
While a good example of the difference ments.
who also change the finger, even if there is practicable.
between it and a legato requiring a cerThe second type, called the up-staccato, is a different note played between the two
As an illustration of the unnecessary
***** amount of finger action is furnished affords an excellent means of getting the repeated notes:
awkwardness resulting horn frequent al¬
by the .first two and the last two pages of very crisp touch. The fingers should be
Chopin: Impromptu, Op. 29
terations in the position of the hand, the
Chopin s Impromptu in Ft Major, Op. 36. touching the designated keys with the wrist
following speaks for itself;
What degree of legato or staccato shall slightly depressed, or at any rate not
be used must be left to the taste, musical higher than level. Then, with a very
feeling and experience of the player, since quick, sudden pressure of the finger tips
El. to Bach, 14th Two V,„ce Invention
unluckily our means of showing this with the wrist should be quickly thrown up (aldefiniteness m printed music for the piano most with a jerk), the hands rebounding
are quite inadequate.
from the keyboard, though naturally as
As to legato, there is one thing of the little as possible. As a very great variety
greatest importance to which not nearly of force can be exerted at the finger tips
enough attention is paid, that is, that above we control a range of tone from pp to ff
The upper Angering is that of the old
F on the fifth line the tones do not perfectly, while the quality is also beautiPeter’s edition; tlie lower tiring suggested
sound as loudly, do not last as long, and, ful, percussion being eliminated. This
as preferable.
naturally, do not blur so readily as those sort of staccato, however, cannot be used
in the_part of the keyboard below this in rapid playing, as the hand has to adSelf-Help Questions Upon Mr. Foote’s
note. Contrarily, below middle C the blur- just itself anew for every note or chord,
Article
ring, especially with dissonances, begins to In the slow movement of the Beethoven
Students ought to be encouraged to think
show unpleasantly, becoming intolerable Sonata, Op. 1, No. 2, we have a remark¬
1. Describe “hammer" and "pressure
's we descend to the lowest octaves. It is, able example of (a) real legato, (b) stac- for
. themselves as to fingering,
__.,
to be- touches.
then, obvious that as we get into these cato-lcgato, and (c) up-staccato as also lieve’ 1361:31156 11 >s printed and made by
2. Hoxv do legato too- ■ r tnrv on dif¬
dangerous regions especial pains must be in the third, fourth and fifth variations in suPP°sedIy intelligent editor, that it
ferent parts of the keyi
therefore be right;
in
, ,
taken that the playing shall be made clear his Op. 26. In the following
’
' other words not
by using more finger action, by getting the
fingers quickly away from the keys after
Schumann.
Op.
23.
No.
4
the up-staccato
playing them, and, below “A” in the first Ex.tl
space of the bass clef, by even resorting
to a touch that is not really legato at all.
be followed in
acting m demanding that the fingering if , S‘ C,TV f°ur rules
As an example of the desirability of this,
sensible, be followed absolutely and mad.- fin9m"9 a
I "
the passage work of the Chromatic Fan¬
automatic If it is bad in any wav, hot
tasia of Bach will serve; the scale pas¬
Inspiring
Confidence
sages will sound as a mere jumble of sound
S’xTftSS v changed before tbe PuPi]
A s t a ■? hlS, mmd and fing rs.
if played with true legato when they go
AS to deciding the question of how much
below middle C.
By Lucille Nancy Wagenfeldt
The faster we play the louder we play, this up-staccato enables
and the lower o n the keyboard, the greater stronger singing tone with the little linger
Those few words. "I know that you can
do it," arc a great incentive to work. To
becomes the necessity of keen listening as compared with the rest of the chord
,
va
feel that there
i- doubt a
and of extreme care to avoid indistinctness.
Rapid staccato of single notes is to' be
di“^eS, according « tlw such
~ lei,...a pupil
‘
..
*"> ..-.~
.
It may be added that the distance the played mainly with the finger action- 6eed
number really needed Tu
?b"'-v 15 ."*>« discouraging But belief»
listener is from the piano makes a real dif- chords of three notes in rapid succession ,hCe designed to prove the teachp 6 PniC' ""’i COIlfidencc 1,1 h" > -‘I -»city to do ,hl
ference, for what appears to be clear to at the wrist (Ex. 6). Staccato double lkn0WWg Person, really stamp,
&
and carefulness
Icing him be
be player sitting at the instrument may thirds are made easy by first being prac- C?mpetent The followingT^ln' awar< ,,f 'hi5 confide,,,•. - an urge to
become quite blurred fifty feet away. We ticed legato with the usual high finger ac- tlonJfroni an edition of the If ! T
must adapt ourselves to conditions.
tion, and then in the same way, but
C!^chord which though
" ,The >'"pil decides that he must accompl*sh what
what has
hi
What u
tached■ This is a safe method of solving
y *ree fr°m superfluous
P3ra' P’Sh
1,a5 been assigned liecause
'*cause his
What is Staccato
a rather difficult problem.
g ,I16vertheIess contains a few r
teacher believes he can. He appreciates
THEN we come to staccato, the fact
Fingering is often a bugbear to pupils ‘ng theSe ar'e “dosed in
•he fact that there is this belief i" hlS
must be faced that most pupils have This is indeed not to be wondered at when Ex 14
v
enthes,s■Power’to achieve, and it is his desire to
a really mcorrect conception of it, believing one thinks of the difficult, complicated and
ugue> Vo>-1,No.16
increase it.
that it always implies a very crisp touch, useless markings often found in music that
Sometimes, when the student sees a nes
An understanding of the actual meaning has been “edited.” The teacher should
Piece or etude which is a little more dif¬
of the word “detached” (a pretty elastic point out that the more difficult the pas
ficult than the one he has been play'fS-be
term) clears this matter up, however. The sage, and the greater the speed required the
Bunks he will not be able to learn it. The
fact is that there is quite as much variety more aided are we by good fingering ^onhrst thing ,0 do is to cha))ge this though
in staccato as in legato, the former being sistently adhered to; that, as a rule the
°
cant" to “I can and I will-”
in some cases as crisp as possible, in others better the player, the more carefully is
“nt means “I will not try.” As long*’
a moderate shortening of the tone, while it fingering considered, while, the simpler and
* * ,s m
mind, there will be
ad‘
sometimes is practically just not legato.
more sensible the latter, the easier will it
vancetnent.
As is the case with legato, we have, un- be acquired automatically.
The pupil
Thc ,eacher howcver kf)0WS that hi*
like the players of stringed instruments, should be taught to use his common sense
'I
he
will
jus,
try.
Mak
but inadequate means for expressing the (for he is going to need it always) by
When this
- hei.-.r
^--Hei'sa,
K IS ablc 10 «> '*• "
^ :n
established and he begins, to »'°
m ^est, half of the battle is
no Wur ^efeedlt demanded: withslow
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“The Erl King”
HE COMPOSITION of The Erl
King, near the beginning of the year
1816. was destined to bring Schubert’s
works to much wider notice. It is reported
that when Schubert first heard the poem he
was possessed by a kind of creative frenzy
and could hardly wait until he got the
notes down upon paper. The minor ninth
in the passage “Mein Vater, mein Vater,
Jetz fasst er tnich an,” a harmony long
since passed into the commonplaces of
modern discords, was considered so extra¬
ordinary that one of Schubert’s former
instructors was called upon to explain it
to the group at the Convict when they
heard thc song for the first time. The
song reached wide currency in manuscript
form, thanks to the enthusiasm of Vogl
who sang it in many private homes, It
was not accepted for publication however
until six years after it was written, when
the composer-publisher Diabelli issued it.
Over eight hundred copies were Sold in
which Schubert shared one half the profits.
Schubert was always a friendmaker. In
fact, if it had not been for his friends his
plight would have been far worsg than it
was. We have already mentioned Spaun
and Huttenbrenner. To this circle came
the great tenor, Johan Michael Vogl (17681840). Vogl was the court opera singer
and a man of decided influence. His name
touched immortality however only because
of his fortunate friendship with Schubert.
He was literally Schubert’s mouthpiece.
Although' he was thirty years older than
Schubert, he lived twelve years longer.
Vogl’s voice had a very wide compass
and he could therefore sing many songs
which would have been impossible to
the ordinary tenor. His influence upon
Schubert was particularly beneficial in
bringing the young composer to realize that
he must compose for a public as well as to
please himself. Schubert was inclined to
be introspective. Vogl at their first meet¬
ings pointed out, “You are too little of an
actor, too little of a charletan; you squan¬
der your fine thoughts instead of develop¬
ing them.” This sounds a little bit odd,
coming from Vogl, who was a fine class¬
ical scholar and had excellent literary and
artistic taste.

Schubert’s Life in Anecdote T

LL LIFE is a chain of incidents.
The great- adventure is momentous
to everyone, quite apart from the
fact that some, like Alexander, Napoleon,
By DR. WILLIAM ROBERTS TILFORD
Cellini, Milton, Wagner and Roosevelt,
spent their days m a series, of exciting
experiences; while others go through the
years with little more thrill than that which
comes through the accomplishment of hard
labor. The testy Handel, flitting about
Europe, peppering his days with quarrels,
can not be said to have accomplished more
than the powerful Bach who rarely went
far- from his fireside.
The iife of Schubert has long since been
made the subject of romances, plays and
operas. This in itself invites the invention
of the poet and it is difficult to tell exactly
how authentic are all of the interesting
anecdotes associated with him. Far from
being a valiant adventurer, he was a. most
timid man who shrank from publicity and
longed for one great life privilege the
freedom to pour forth his beautiful music.
There is a decided tinge of pathos in the
story of his life. That he sensed this is
evidenced by his music; but at the same
time the amount of sprightly composi¬
tions he turned out reveals the great genius
laughing through his tears, his poverty, his
afflictions and the obstacles which fate
placed before him during most of the short
thirty-one years of bis existence.
Thirty-one years l Think of itl Schu¬
bert’s immense achievements were passed on
to immortality at an age when many of
the profess.onal men of to-day are just
beginning their careers.
easy duets pretty well: after that, I sent that Schubert’s educational background
him to attend the singing-class of Herr must have been fairly comprehensive.
From 1813 to 1817 Schubert came under
Schubert’s Peasant Background
Michael Holzer, choirmaster in Lichten¬
the instruction of the dramatic Antonio
HE COURTYARD to Heaven, num¬ thal. Herr Holzer often assured me, with
Salieri. Salieri was one of the leading
ber seventy-two in the Lichtenthal tears in his eyes, that he never had such a
operatic composers of his time. He wrote
district of Vienna, was the home of a pupil. ‘Whenever I want to teach him any¬ no less than forty operas none of which
little Moravian school master, Franz Schu¬ thing new,’ he would say, ‘I find he knows are retained in the present day operatic
bert and his wife (Elizabeth Sitz) a it already. The result has been I have not
repertory. He was a brilliant personality,
given
him
any
real
instruction,
but
have
Silesian, who, like the mother of Beethoven,
a fine looking man with a very testy temper.
had been a cook. There on January 31, only looked on, him with astonishment and
His chief claim to fame is that he was
1797, little Schubert was born. He was silence.’ ”
the teacher of both Schubert and Beethoven.
baptized the next day in the Catholic
He was amazed with the genius of Schu¬
A Master Begging for Music Paper
Church zu dem Heil, taking the name of
CHUBERT’S BROTHER Ignaz then bert and expected that he would "become
his Father. A small salary and a very
started to teach him but soon realized a great operatic composer. In a moment
large family made life a constant struggle
of
enthusiasm he told the hoy that he was
in the Schubert home. Nevertheless the that the little genius was outstripping him. already able to write operas. Schubert
father, who outlived his son two years, gives In 1810 he is reported to have written his
disappeared from his lessons for a long
the following picture of the great com¬ first piece, a setting of Schiller’s “Ein Leichenfantasie.” In the same year he sang time and returned with the manuscript
poser's childhood.
of a three act opera “Des Teufel’s Lust“When he was five years old, I prepared and played the violin in church so remark¬ schloss (The Devil’s Palace of Pleasure).”
him for elementary instruction, and at six ably that he was admitted at once to the
Schubert later rearranged the opera but
I sent him to school, where he was always Emperor’s choir school, “The Convict.” was forced to pledge it as security for a
one of the first among his fellow-scholars. There, despite the fact that his plain grey debt to his friend Anselm Huttenbrenner
He was fond of society from early youth, clothes were exchanged for a gold-laced (he in whose arms Beethoven died in 1827).
and was never happier than when he could uniform, the life was extremely austere, Later Hfittenbrenner’s servants used the
spend his hours of play in a circle of joy¬ the discipline severe and the food so meagre manuscript to light a fire and it was totally
ous comrades. When he was eight, I gave that we find the child begging pennies from destroyed.
his brother to buy rolls. The musical
him preliminary instruction on the violin,
opportunities were however extraordinary,
The Father’s Plans Frustrated
and let him practice until he could play because we find that there were daily
CHUBERT’S FATHER was deter¬
orchestral rehearsals in vhich the little
mined that the son should become a
fellow took part as a violinist. Thus he
teacher. Accordingly he was installed in
came to know the works of Haydn, Mozart,
the school where he remained for three
Beethoven, Cherubini, Mehul and others.
years.
Schubert, with his marvelously
In the Convict orchestra, Franz was
alert and creative mind, found teaching
seated directly behind Josef Spann, nine
very dlstastefuL He had no patience with
years older than the newcomer. He timidly
told Spaun that he had written a number stupidity and, difficult as it may seem to
of compositions and eagerly desired to write believe, he was extremely severe, often
more but could not afford money to buy boxing.his pupils over the ears. For this
the manuscript paper. Spaun at once found reason the father finally consented to have
the wherewithal and Schubert was de¬ him give up the work of teaching. During
these three years his work in composition
lighted beyond everything. It is said that
was by no means neglected, as he wrote
at this time he cultivated bis extremely no less than .three hundred and ninety-six
neat, fine, closely written methods of put¬ songs, or over two songs a week.
ting down his thoughts on paper so that
Once he was convinced of the son’s
the paper might not be wasted.
talent, the father was not loath to recog¬
nize it; because, when his first Mass in F
A Wrong Estimate
was given at the Lichtenthal church in
N SOME unaccountable manner there 1814, the father went to the great expense
has arisen the wrong conception that of presenting his son with a "five octave
Schubert was more of less of an uneducated piano,” an enormous improvement over the
lout. When we learn that at the Convict all oldfashioned ‘chopping block” upon which
students had to pass strict examinations in he had been obliged to practice. Pianos
French, Italian, Drawing, History, Math¬ today ate ordinarily seven and a quarter
ematics and Geography it becomes evident octaves in Size.
SCHUBERT'S FATHER

T
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Vogl’s Influence
'T'HE IMPORTANCE of this friendA ship can only be estimated when we
read that Vogl visited Schubert every morn¬
ing for a long perjod of years, advising
with the composer, helping him to select
fine texts, and then even declaiming the
poems in dramatic fashion so that Schubert
might realize their literary possibilities.
In one way the affiliation is said to have
been injurious to the practical phases of
Schubert’s song composition. The range of
Vogl’s voice was so great that he could
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Fenimore Cooper, I have already read “Tu
Last of the Mohicans,” “The Spy” JJ*
Pilot” and “The Pioneers.” If
P*
anything else of his, I entreat you t0 u.**
it with Frau von Bogner, at the coffa'e
house. My brother, who is consciemi,,"'
ness itself, will duly bring it or anyth!!'
else to your friend,
Schubest. g

sing works that are prohibitive to the
average singer. This accounts for the
songs°rdmary ranSC in Hlany °f Schubert’s
BvSlUbtert 'vas enormously industrious.
Bythet.mehewa3 twenty he had written
over five -hundred works, including five
symphonies, operas, cantatas, sonatas, quar¬
tets and numberless immortal songs

In such a condition he easily became th
victim of the dreaded typhus fever. Af *
days later, November 19, 1828, after re!
ceiving the Holy Sacrament of the Church
Schubert passed into immortality.
1
At the request of the composer he was
laid to rest in the Vienna Cemetery, just a
few feet from the last resting-place of
Beethoven.
A list of his few worldly goods at the
time of his death is pathetic. What millionaire has given to the world a fortune
to compare with the artistic and spiritual
bequests of Schubert?

instructor
T e"8aged aS musicaI
Esterhazv ffam.ly
-7 at Zselesz,
°f theHungary.
famous
tsterhazy
Here it was his privilege to live in comlort, even luxury, free from care and
poverty, with abundant time to compose
here was only one thing lacking—artistic
Schubert' j'e SilUati0n was t0° much for
|nC.hl, ert and,at 'he end of three years we
?n Vienn b a ,T’th his old companions
n Vienna. At that time Rossini was meet

canitol vmmenSe SUCCCSS in the Austrian
wasextrfVm'?na T °Pera mad' Schubert
hfti lw u ambitious to be successful
m this field He wrote no less than eighteen
pieces for the stage, including several threeact operas. None of these remains in the
A SCHUBERT EVENING
Self-Test Questions on Dr. Tilford’s Article
th
% r£Pertory of t0'day. not because
1. What can be said of Schubert’s
^7d,d not contain musical passages of
ancestry T
“Grief sharpens the understanding and
notable beauty and fine workmanship but strengthens the'soul. In order that these Schubert was one of the thirty torch bearers
2. From whom did Schubert receive
at the elaborate public funeral of Bee¬
lines
may
not
perchance
mislead
you
to
a
his
musical education f
Sr Schubert never had a -ally
thoven. He was dressed in the customary
belief that I am unwell or out of spirits, I mourning, with white roses and white
3. What was the quality of his general
hasten to assure you of the contrary. Cer¬ lilies fastened in the crepe upon his arm. educationT
The Meeting with Beethoven
tainly that happy joyous time is gone when
4. Tell the story of the composition, the
Schubert’s compositions brought him a
O
naturally Schubert looked up every object seemed encircled with a halo of
very slight revenue, despite their great publication, and the in finer
upon Schu¬
Jh t0 . e towenng genius of Beethoven youthful glory, and that which has fol¬
and anxiously aspired to meet the older lowed is the experience of a miserable number. He did not compose in the popular bert’s career, of "The Erl King."
style and the publishers of that day looked
5. What celebrated tenor had a strong
reality,
which
I
endeavored
as
far
as
rrer‘. rinalIy this was arranged by
Beethovens friend Schindler, who tells of possible to. improve by the gifts of my im¬ upon him as a questionable business venture. influence on Schubert’s works, and how1
Posterity was to pay enormous sums for
the meeting m his own words
6. Tell of Schubert's me,-ling with Bee¬
agination (for which I thank God).
the same compositions; and it seems in¬ thoven.
“In the year 1822, Franz Schubert set People are wont to think that happiness
1. Were Schubert's compositions re¬
t to present m person the master he depends upon the place which witnessed credible at this time that there was so
little
market
for
Schubert’s
works
in
his
munerative to the composer ’
honoured so highly with his variations on our former joys, whilst in reality it only
lifetime. In 1828 he gave a concert which
8. What were the circumstances of his
he
S°ng (,°P- 10)‘ These variations depends on ourselves, and thus I learned
he had previously dedicated to Beethoven a sad delusion and saw a renewal of those bro,U|h‘ h‘m„a sum of about one hundred deatht
and fifty dollars (worth possibly ten times
acting as
aCCOmpanying him, and of my experiences which I had already as much then as to-day). This sum he
Seh h !• ;:po,kesman and interpreter of made at Steyr, and yet I am now much spent freely as was his wont and was soon
Schubert in Romance
in^the^ f • gS> Schubert Pfaycd a part more m the way of finding peace and hap¬ again in need.
in the interview which was anything but piness in myself.”
The Modcrnc Welt some years ago
Pleasant to him. His courage, whidi he
issued an excellent Schubert number in
A Victim of Overwork
Beethoven’s
Death
^-0"
UV°the
Very ‘hreshold
which Wilhelm A. Bauer contributed a
ot
the house,refam
forsook
him entirely
at the
S ™UBERJ’. althoa£Sh abstemious in highly interesting article up „ “Schubert
first ghmpse he caught of the majestic C CHUBERT, it is reported, was very
eating. and m drinking, was continuartist, and when Beethoven expressed a 7 f eatly depressed by the illness and ally intoxicated by his work. He was m Romance.” It is quite easy to see why
death of Beethoven in 1827. The younger
wish that Schubert should write the an
gradually burning himself up on the a^ars . e famous composer has become the sub¬
swers to his questions* he felt as if his' composer visited the great master several of his art. In November, 1828, he wrote ject of novels, plays, operas, moving pic¬
ture films and so on. His life, his hopehands were tied and fettered. Beethoven tunes in the company of Hiittenbrenner
and Schindkr. Viewing them from his letter)S•
^ <&*■*«•• 2 ulness m the hands of his all-controlling
fl ,h:,°Ugh the Presentation copy, and
genius, elicit sympathy.
stumbled upon some inaccuracy of har- death bed . Beethoven said, “You, Aselm
Hfittenbrenner, have my mind; but Franz
The best known of these works was
drew'thf6 the"’ M thC k”ldest manner, Schubert has my soul.” It is interesting
flub 'h6 young man’s attention to the
016 astonishingly successful “Das Dreifault, adding that the fault was no deadlv to note that none of Hiittenbrenner’s seven
maderlhaus,” with the musical score de¬
or
eight
hundred
compositions,
including
sin. Meantime the result of this rem£k
veloped from themes by Franz Schubert
operas, masses, symphonies, overtures and
“I arranged for the stage by Heincert^he ne
kmd’ Was utterly - discon¬
cert the nervous visitor. It was not until many other forms of composition, are «e. I?dl Se anything™*
•
. erte'. This work appeared in Amerhe got outside the house that Schubert ever heard on modern programs, with the duces sickness. In this^istJf a
\n'
«»!_m a
arrangement known as
recovered his equanimity and rebuked him¬ possible exception of a few male choruses.
tion, kindly assist me to some reading^Qf
Blossomtime” and has already been upon
self unsparingly.”

sV-rtwshiSrt
%

ica. inSpf°i near,y ,en years. In AmerdiffPro„t ngIand and in Germany many

The failure of Schubert’s operas, as
°Xared

Tv

th■ ?reat SUCCess of those of
r°bbed the comPoser
To this
happy deposition.
ih' ,'VaS, added a tragic infatuation
for the daughter of Count Esterhazy;

optettaaCt°7)anics h3Ve
p,ayin* this
of fho
1 t lC same t,me. It has been one
theatre jreatest rcyenue producers in the
A?l Unng recent ^ars.
inlffl°Peretta appeared
LejPzig
The ^ wn as ‘ Hannerl und Schubert.”
Ccunte«r°c-anCe of Schubert and the
ground f Esterbazy formed the back-

°JhlS

cE?tezhazy was seventeen and
beautiful. Schubert adored her in silences
If* IS *ald that
understood his’
affection. The social chasm between them
was one which could never be bridged
Une was a poor musician and the other a
member of one of the most. aristocratic
houses in Hungary. “Why do you never
dedicate anything to me?’’ asked the young
countess. “Because,” replied Schubert!
everything I ever did is dedicated to you ”
After his death they found the Fantasia in
A Minor significantly written as a piano¬
forte duet dedicated to Caroline Esterhazy.
The Countess did not marry until sixteen
years after Schubert’s death when she was
nearly forty.
Meanwhile, Schubert accepted the de¬
cision of fate with fortitude. He wrote
to one of his friends:
‘Beethoven was then quite deaf.

Was called “Tu'^L!’7 Hei,a Hofmann- 11
same
L
B'°nd Co“’’ The
Viki S Was treatcd m a novel by
In facteutltled “Abend in Zse,iz ”

2

6

d-eatments 0fetheVseameen numerous sh°r‘
The
lne same romance,
of SchubertSUCCeSSful '10Vel upon the life
Rudolf Han n'S’ “questionably, that of

ture nrese!!!,?' 1x611 several moving picabroad “cr, I?I1S of Schubert, here and
Vi2,in^S rtsLast
in
and one of ih ’ W3S 0ne of tbe he5' fm°wn
tne most artistic.
™ HBOOB

IN Manuscript w

r°«f taste i
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THE ETUDE

How to Read Music Accurately, Rapidly
and Comfortably
By MRS. PAULINE MALLET PREVOST ORNSTEIN
Mrs. Leo Ornstein, wife of the famous virtuoso composer, herself a pianist and educator of distinction,
writes upon a subject of great practical interest to all music lovers.

M

ANY MUSIC STUDENTS labor
under special difficulties, owing to
the fact that they are poor readers.
It has been said that reading is a gift, and
that a good reader is born rather than
made. Nevertheless, it is possible for
those who find reading particularly diffi¬
cult, to become so proficient that their lack
of native facility in that direction will in
no way hamper their general musical prog¬
ress, If this difficulty be not given sepa¬
rate consideration it is likely to retard the
entire musical growth and to make the
preparation of lessons slow and inadequate.
It may. be helpful to observe wherein lie
the essential differences between the good
and bad reader. We must realize that the
reading of music is similar to the reading
of a language. Just as groups of letters
form words, and many words a sentence,
so in music groups of notes form chords,
and series of chords define keys and form¬
ulate musical phrases. The good reader
sees all of these symbols as related and
compounded, while the poor reader can
grasp only their fractional elements. One
who reads rapidly is conscious of seeing
neither notes nor letters, scarcely even
words or chords, but still larger sections of
the design, and hence at a glance absorbs
the contents of the whole phrase. He is
able to do this because, either through
knowledge or pure instinct, he analyzes and
reduces what he sees into group symbols.
Where no actual visual obstacle exists, it is
usually the failure to do this, which causes
a variety of blindness, because too much
detail is seen. It, is the proverbial case of
the man who could not see the woods be¬
cause there were too many trees.
Relating Chords and Cadences
VX7TTH MANY, the process which re* * lates chords and which senses ca¬
dences, is purely intuitive. With others
who have not this natural facility, it must
be the result of some study of harmony
and musical structure. Without this analy¬
sis, either conscious or unconscious, a page
of music presents much the appearance of
a chapter printed in some unknown lan¬
guage, having no punctuation, even no
spaces between the words, to indicate their
beginnings and endings. A person familiar
with the language would have no difficulty
in deciphering the meaning at a glance; but
one commencing its study would be at a
loss to separate one word from another.
No wonder the reading of music is a la¬
borious process when it appears thus unor¬
ganized, since each note must be calculated,
and no relationship is felt between the vari¬
ous integral parts. Add to this the prob¬
lems of counting time, arranging a possi¬
ble fingering, and finding the location upon
the keyboard, and we have a collection of
difficulties that seems insurmountable.
Probably the first. point to master in
overcoming all these problems is that of
time. This should be studied away from
the piano, tapping the rhythms, as it is
purely a matter of training the eye and
rhythmic sense. For purposes of study, the
best results will be obtained from taking a
collection of pieces having various time
signatures. Glance at a page of one, with¬
out looking at the signature, and see how
quickly the eye can detect the time from
the general context. At first, the student
will search until he finds some simple and
clear evidence such as a measure contain¬

ing exactly four quarter notes, or three each quarter subdivided into two eighths,
quarter notes, or six eighth notes. Later it will be written accordingly.
he will be able to discern the time in a
measure of two half notes, a dotted half,
two dotted quarters, and more compli¬
Here there would be but one real ac¬
cated combinations.
cent, although the second of each group
of two-eighths is naturally even lighter
Where to Commence
than the first eighth of each group. To
T IS NOT wise, in learning to read,
this extent, one might feel that there
to commence at the beginning of a
piece, to look at the signature and then were relatively three accents in the meas¬
count it out measure by measure. This ure; one heavy and two very light. It
can be done later after one has acquired would be counted “One, and, Two, and,
greater familiarity with the general aspect Three, and,” instead of “One, Two, Three,
of various rhythms. The important thing, Four, Five, Six,’’ as it would be in sixat first, is to teach the eye to roam over eighth time. Hence of the six counts it
the page, picking up as much instantaneous would be the first third and fifth that would
information as possible. This habit of be relatively heavier in three-fo.urth time.
wandering over the page with tlfe eye, The eighths, in this case, would correspond
scanning quickly first a measure here and to sixteenths in three-eighth or six-eighth
then another there, is a great help. It de¬ time, and would be grouped similarly.
velops a certain visual flexibility which en¬
Secrets of Printed Page
ables one later to look ahead with ease.
LITTLE study will make evident how
This is a most necessary habit in reading.
many hints lurk in the printed page
The eye of the poor reader is apt to find
itself glued to the note which is in the act of music which the eye must catch and
of being played. Long after all that is es¬ quickly transmute into pulses and subdi¬
sential has been observed, and the eye visions of time. After the larger group¬
should be travelling forward, it will re¬ ings can be recognized almost instanta¬
main with a kind of inertia, resting, until neously each unit whether half, quarter,
the cycle is completed, the note played and or eighth, should be equally divided into
heard. Then only is it ready to look for¬ counts equivalent to the most rapid note
ward to see what follows. This is a habit contained within the group. If, for in¬
fatal to any speed in reading, every effort stance, a sixty-fourth note appears in one
must be made to teach the eye to rfest but of the quarters of the measure, sixteen
should be counted to that quarter. There
a moment at any one point.
Notice how the arrangement of the nota¬ would be sixteen sixty-fourth notes to one
tion is calculated to help the eye to catch quarter. Suppose your quarts was sub¬
quick impressions of the rhythmic subdivi¬ divided thus:
sions. The four sixteenth-notes which
equal one quarter, are all grouped together
and separated from the next group, thus:

n, n n

I

A

You would count one in each of the six¬
ty-fourth notes, two to each of the thirtysecond notes and eight to the eighth note.
Also the two eighth notes, or, for in¬ You would thus have the exact time values
stance, an eighth and two sixteenths, are of each note. Too many students are
probably written thus:
satisfied if they get these approximately
right; but it is important to form the
habit of counting time with absolute ex¬
actness. If care be taken in this regard,
the very common fault of playing out of
The various rhythmic units are nearly time would be largely obviated. It has
always separated from each other. Where
its origin mainly in careless reading of
quarters are the units, for instance, try to
rhythmic values.
see each quarter of the measure as a bunch
When the scanning of even the most
of notes forming a block in the rhythmic
complex rhythmic subdivisions has become
structure. Later, each quarter may be sub¬
rapid and easy, away from the piano, the
divided into eighths, sixteenths, or thirtytime is ripe to again scan the page, this
seconds, as occasion may require.
time to obtain facility in determining the
Perhaps the next example to be scanned
various keys through which the music
may be in six-eighth time. Notice how this
passes. This should still be studied away
differs from the writing of six-eighth notes
from the instrument as we are at present
in a measure of three-quarter time. In
concerned only with the appearance of
six-eighth time the eighth is the unit of
modulation as presented to the eye on the
measure. Six-eighth time is what is known page.
as compound time. It is in reality two
measures of three-eighth time with the barStudy the Obvious
line between every other measure erased. ' I ’'HERE ARE some things which seem
Hence the notes are grouped three and
so obvious that one is tempted not
three, thus:
to call attention to them and yet even a
very little experience with teaching proves
how many apparently obvious truths may
remain unutilized. A knowledge of key
indicating the rhythmic derivation. There signatures is one of these often ignored es¬
are two accents in six-eighth time; the sentials. Three sharps indicate no more
heavy accent on one, and a lighter accent than a little decoration of the engraver to
on four. Each of these represents the first many students. A routine familiarity with
count of a measure of three-eighth time. all scales, major and minor, is absolutely
Whereas if the time be three-quarter, with indispensable to facility in reading, as it is

n7j
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Mrs. Pauline Mallet Prevost Ornstein
to any understanding of harmony or form.
The greatest difficulty in scanning for keys,
where there is not a thorough knowledge
of harmony, lies in the fact that one be¬
comes largely dependent upon accidentals;
and it is often difficult to distinguish those
sharps, flats and naturals which have har¬
monic significance from those which are
only neighboring notes or altered scale
steps and without modulatory meaning. In
order to determine modulations with cer¬
tainty a knowledge of harmony is requisite.
But for purposes of reading, a great deal
must be inferred from what little the eye
can quickly grasp. A very facile reader is
•not always one who plays every note
exactly as it is written, but one who can
separate essentials from non-essentials.
While playing all important elements, he
will add as much of the less important as
his proficiency permits.
Studying the “Waldstein”
T ET US for a moment glance at the
well-known Waldstein Sonata of
Beethoven, to find what can be seen read¬
ily to indicate the transitions from one
key to another. We notice that the first
movement begins in C-major. The C-major chord repeats on successive eighths un¬
til the last quarter of the second measure.
This should be sensed in a moment and the
eye, instead of resting on each repetition
as it is played, should immediately look
forward to seek the first change. We see
an F-sharp which should instantly suggest
some form of G chord to follow. The
third measure fulfills our expectation and
is entirely built upon the G chord. In
the fourth measure we see a C-sharp, but
it is only a grace note and is immediately
contradicted by a C-natural; hence, we as¬
sume it is only a transient accidental and
probably a neighboring note.
In the fifth measure B-flat is evidently
part of the harmony. This would indicate
the key of F and the F chord follows in
the sixth measure. In the seventh measure
the B-natural is again but a neighboring
note and B-flat and A-flat in this measure
indicate F-minor. In the tenth measure
the B-natural foreshadows a return to C,
but we notice that in the eleventh measure
E-flat and A-flat appear. These, together
with the B-natural, indicate C-minor
rather than C-major; and the twelfth
measure proves our assumption right, giv¬
ing us the C-minor chord. Considerable
practice of this sort of analysis is exceed¬
ingly helpful for facility in reading, be¬
cause1 consciousness of the relation of the
notes one is reading indicates so clearly
what one may expect. Look for a moment
at the twenty-ninth measure. Here the
chord remains the same throughout and,
if understood, is seen simply to repeat in
different positions descending. No new
notes enter and its first and last position
are all one need see.
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ZS*tS
muscular memory of the hands can take
care of finding the place on the keyboard,
provided that this has been separately
deve,oped by efficient work with scales
a«d figures. These should be practiced
without looking at the keys, in order toi
devel°P ‘he sense of touch measurement to
the most acute degree. Scales should he
played- not only in their simple form but
also for instance thus:
Ex. 3

By Ben Venuto

The Difficult Sense
A LL OF THE foregoing has been pracu L'Ced with. thc e-ve- Some will find
this the most difficult sense to cultivate for
reading. An entirely different set of diffi¬
culties, however, is experienced in the
effort to co-ordinate what the eye sees
Needless to sav7he7nre'th7S ln,playing'
able to Ipprehend 11^ T
hands can prepare positions It
,7
reason that the trftotoi r 1
precede the actual practice d Tradin''
since only when general outlines are recog
nixed can fingering be planned and problems of execution considered. For instance
if we know we are in the kev of B anr!
see an ascending scale line it is not necessary to read every note
If ma
assumed to be the scale of B and we^have
only to notice the first and last notes and
apply the fingering of the scale. But the
ability to do this implies a practical knowl
edge of, and familiarity with, all scales
and their fingerings.
The location of
sharps and flats must be quite subconscious. Not only this, but also as we are
called upon to read arpeggios and figures
of all sorts. These should be separated
studied and applied to different keys and
—- in " Jl ylchords. As they appear
n compositions
under consideration, they should‘be a
lyzed and transposed.
For instance, this figure from the rnnrln
thp same
esmo sonata:•
of the

Why and When the Fourth
Finger

Tbc>' should also be practiced with the
“j,n0t onIy an octave apart> but als°
3 !,'Xth apart’ a tcnth apart' and ln ParalleI
r‘K °ppos,te dlrections: until, in fact, any
m'T Tf
a’°ng the SCa'e Iine
Xedwfrhthe Ses shm^ ^ ““ *
y
Keen ShwTim.
^ -r
_r
eep Strict Time
N° MATTER how slowly " may be
necessary to play, when reading,

Sh°Uld be pIayed in strict time‘
The/egular recurrence of the beat forces
a ■^
.7d the note' ThlS rhyth‘
'S St' m°re emphas,zed when
dlng „ets °,r ensemble with another
person' ,
,re the time must be counted
gethe'r-^d’"fter H ^ b°tH ke6? u°'
to * a
d f'.H prCparatory work has
!! done>. combined practice is the best
’ • to r
a •
,
to,7 ”7 .fo“ndatlon bas been
lald- a good reader is developed just as a
good technician, by daily practice. Learnmg to read is much like the study of a
language.
The CJ1C
eye will, "l“c
little by
little,
■
us "iuc,
extract meaning from associated rather
than fron» dissociated symbols; finally it
will lose the sense of detail and see only
the group as a single symbol. Cadences
which continually recur will be recognized
and the chords which compose them will
be sensed even before they are actually
seen.
An exce’llent method after all earlier
stcPs. bave been perfected is to assign a
cenain number of days to a given compo‘ ‘“is not with the idea that the
to , be memorized or '-veil
even worked
.
vvurKCU
out 111 detall> but Purely from the reading
angle> to be as fluent as possible. Either

Some teachers, in a commendable but
unwisely-considered effort to make the
beginner’s task more simple, allow the
use of the open string even where the
fourth finger is indicated, in the first posi¬
tion. Others go to the opposite extreme
and so insist on the use of the fourth finger that they unwittingly give their pupils
^
‘ha. there is something in general
incorrect or inelegant about any use of the
open string.
Both theSe ex,remes may be easily
Z*?* by merely following faithfully
7 fingenng g.ven in any well-edited instruction book or studies; but the very
best teaching is to explain the principle of
the thing and encourage the pupil to think
it out for himself,
. -The trUe princiPle is simple, namely
this:
Whm a note may be
cither on
open s,rmS or with the fourth finger,
choose that method which will call for the
'cast changing of strings.
For,inatance> the following example, by
Use. of the fourtl3 finger, may be played
entirely on the D string, and to use the
0pen A wouId be clumsy,
" ‘

On the contrary, in the next example,
T u“c ol the A string anyway, it would
„ eV/n
e clumsy to use the fourth fing
A’ fhe open string is correct.

is simply a chord skeleton
and Beethoven
iieion ana
jtseetnoven
repeats the figure on different
""
chords. In
Where a change of strings must of
the third measure it appears c the domiit seventh instead of the tonic; and later
it appears
curtailed wllu
and altered,
**
v-u, through
uuuugll
'
various keys. The student should take
figures such as the following which
are
ihords and apply them to echord he c n think of in all keys.
MKen eacn week. At the end of the tinw
whatever the condition of the pages stud- *e. pupil maJ' be allowed either method
— ‘nat..
comes more
nat„r,n.. and easily.’
Sonata, Op. 22 ied, they should be dropped anil■ ne
“,u,e naturally
commenced for the following week
This system is helpful because it de¬
Practicing New Scales
velops the kind of memory which is most
useful in reading. A short visual memory
By Wilfred E. Despard
enables the eye to reconnoitre. A good
reader can carry a momentary picture
The following method of teaching
u
often, of many measures. This faculty
also has to be developed and is encour¬ 7 Zu Wil‘ bC f°Und helpful * 63011
aged by a limited repetition of the same
text, it n
He should extract figures from every piece above has any reference to the manner in
he studies and apply them thus until he which meres are to i
136 , ,
ln notesbecomes so well acquainted with his key- sons. The preparationPoefPar6di,f0r-’eS'
Z Make h™ play both ha a
board that once the shape of a motive is should be carrie/out to f ,SUch p,eces and c°unt four beats to ea t * together
grasped, he has but to recognize to wha every de a 1 It i VE f ^meuCaTe in k>ws:
b6atS to each note as folChert, I, i, applied ,„d wha, I, „
tion to the general pattern.
noor rpaa;,,„
,,
,
correction of

^76rrd„7!L? 3’

After much work has been done, improvising on figures and themes at the piano,
without music, It will be advisable to. combine the earlier process of eye analysis
with its practical application, by actual
reading at the piano. In doing this it is
very important to keep the eyes on the
music and to measure, by feeling, the distances on the keyboard. If the eyes are

the*table
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°n
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wniilH ci tW0 smaI1 brothers; all then
ease in reading acqtfired wiS mtto ? ^
am)
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rapid the preparation of new compositions
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wZ • h3d 3 tune t0 ".arch to. But,
for a lesson; but it must never befnrito
keJ 1 r'ght and proper. Jean-Christophe
ten that while much detail must of Z '
his t,7 h*5' f°r hlmself- Every one of
sity be skimmed over when results at first
1 u
snertotn6S W3S strict,y appropriated to its
sight are desired, nevertheless in careful
,
him Practice like th; <•
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By PROFESSOR FREDERICK CORDER
Of the Royal Academy of Music, London, England
Part V
Sonata No. 11, in Bj, Major, Op. 22

W

ITH THIS WORK we discard the
term “easy” and acknowledge the
advance which Beethoven demands
in our technic. While the subjects are just
a trifle square-cut and formal, their profu¬
sion (there are no less than six different
phrases to the second subject of the first
movement) and variety of rhythm, raise
this Sonata to a very high plane of com¬
position. Impetuosity and energy mark
every measure of its first movement, and
the powers of the left hand are not spared.
Therefore must we not scruple to employ
the thumb on a black key, and such-like de¬
vices which are forbidden to the beginner?
For instance, the unison passage beginning
at the eighth measure cannot be firmly
played without using the left hand thumb
on the first of every four notes, black as
well as white.
At 10 Beethoven has
written Mordents for the right hand; but
at the pace we are going it is impossible
to get the three notes in, so they are gen¬
erally reduced to simple acciaccaturas,
and these the left hand also is able to play,
so the passage is usually taken thus.

Music For All Occasions
Perhaps no more sensitive literary
portrayal of the childhood of a musician
has ever been drawn than that of JeanChristophc, the central figure in Romainc
Rolland’s great novel.
“Like all children,” we read, “he (JeanChristophe) hummed perpetually at every
hour of the day. Whatever he was doing
—whether he were walking in the street,
hopping on one foot, or lying on the floor
at his grandfather’s, with hi- head in his
hands, absorbed in the pictures of a book,
or sitting in his little chair in the darkest
corner of the kitchen, dreaming aimlessly
■n the twilight—always thc monotonous
murmur of his little trumpet was to be
heard, played with lips closed and cheeks
down out. His mother seldom paid any
heed to it, but once in a while she would
protest.
“When he was tired of his state of halfsleep he would have to move and make
a n°lsc- Then lie made music, singing it
a‘ the top 0f his voice. He made times
‘or every occasion. He had a tunc for
splashing in his wash-basin in the mornlike a little duck. He had a tune
or sitting on the piano-stool in front
V the Rested instrument, and another
or getfmg off it, and this was a more
brilliant affair than the other. He had
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Beethoven’s Piano Sonatas and How to Teach Them

By Patricia Rayburn

Music teaching partakes of the natu
both a profession and a business j C°*
latter capacity, advertising is a nere" tlle
adjunct of its practice.
ssary
The music teacher has his wares to SD
before the public just as has thc merch?!1
There are a number of ways in which "
pie may be informed of the merit of7°
teacher’s work and new pupils thus oh
tained.
First of all comes real ability as a teach
and interest in both music and one’s st”
dents. If an instructor is earnest, serious
and has all the qualifications that one wh
teaches should possess, his pupils will serve
as his greatest and best advertisement This
is as it should lie. Thc recital in particu¬
lar gives an interested public an opportun
ity to see the products of thc teacher's
work. If that work has been good, desired
results in the nature of a broader field will
be obtained. _
Do not stop with this, however. It js
necessary to go farther.
There are literally hundreds of avenues
of advertising. Through newspaper no¬
tices, through attractively written personal
letters to parents with eligible children,
pointing out the advantages of musical
knowledge; through person ,! calls, through
innumerable channels tha1 ,i little thought
makes apparent, a teacher may secure the
desired hearing.
Do not hide your light under a bushel.
No matter how great your ability and merit,
you must blow your own horn a bit to have
it heard. Search out new and original ways
of advertising—alxivc arc a i w suggestions
—and let the world know about you.
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Advertising to Get PUpiis
Article
1. How docs the rapid reader see things?
2. Where shall we begin a piece, for
..
practice readingf
3. How shall the printed page be first
studied?
studiedT
4.
shall repeated chords be read?
' How
”
5. How shall we apply study to chord
figures?

At 22 the left hand has a very brilliant
passage, the fingering of which must be
well looked to. A great deal of 4, 1, and
3, 1, is advisable, the last measures going

The second of this unique display of
“second subjects” is severely bold and re¬
quires careful phrasing. At 34, where
the double thirds grow to larger intervals,
there will have to be considerable slipping
of fingers, to maintain the legato. Beware,
too, of breaking up the right hand arpeg¬
gios at the second group. Further on, at
48, the jumps of broken octaves demand
much care. But this right-hand passage,
from 44 to 56, is so brilliant and effective
that no one can grudge the labor that has
to be bestowed on it. Two more striking
phrases bring the exposition to an end,
with just a hint of the’ opening, for fear it
should have become forgotten in the long
series of subjects. All these require the
broadest contrasts of tone and style of
which you are capable. In playing this
portion, I like to think of a collection of
portraits of athletes.

the right-hand flourish takes the lead for
awhile and the left accompanies. Since one
would naturally use the pedal to each
measure, there was not much point in writ¬
ing each quarter-note separately; but it
was meant to imply an abnormally heavy
bass. After 14 measures of this the left
hand resumes the offensive by converting
the scale figure into a new subject in the
bass. Three repetitions of this, murmur¬
ing more and more softly, bring him to his
real objective, a low F, the dominant of the
original key. This reached, a gradual re¬
vival takes place, while the harmony “stays
put” on a chord of dominant 7th for nearly
twelve measures (not to mention a pause)
which makes it quite a relief when the
original subject reappears. Having so bom¬
barded us with subjects in the exposition,
the. composer felt that any further matter
in the way of a Coda was not wanted and
so made his recapitulation act simply up to
its name down to the last emphatic cadence,
as if to say, “That’s that !•”
The next movement, marked Adagio con
molt’ espressionc, is in 9/8 time, so we have
to bethink us which is the unit of beat
which is to be Adagio. As a matter of- fact
it is the dotted quarter-note; but I don’t
know how you are to tell. The quiet accompaniment chords were carefully sur¬
mounted by dots and slurs, indicating
mezzo-staccato touch, but surely they can
only be played one way The pp mark was
sufficient, the melody above demanding nec¬
essarily to be the prominent feature. I
have noticed a common fault with en¬
gravers is to substitute appoggiaturas for
accacciaturas in these and similar places,
the tiny difference of the stroke through the
tail rendering the error one easy to be
overlooked. The player would not be likely
to be misled here (first three measures),
the character of the ornament being so obvi¬
ous. The trills in 8 and 10 begin, as usual,
with their upper note's and are best made
to consist of six notes to the eighth-note.
To maintain the legato in the second sub¬
ject, especially in the middle melody, the
division of the notes between the hands had
better be modified thus:
Ex. 3

The same at 21, taking only G with the
right hand and all the rest with the left.
At the end of measure 27, it is obvious that
the middle Eb should go with the right
hand. It is not so obvious that at 30 the
bunch of grace-notes (grupetto) should
come upon and not before the beat, thus
turning the dotted quarter-note into a
group of four notes. At the latter part of
33 the phrase in octaves is difficult unless
you can adroitly slide the thumb and help
out with the fourth finger. If your stretch
is very small you will be forced to let the
left hand abandon its last two G’s of the
The Dovetailed Fragments
measure and come to your assistance, sus¬
TT IS VERY interesting to note how ap- taining the G’s meanwhile by means of the
-*■ parently mechanical fragments out of pedal, but you can see why this is undethe various subjects are taken and fitted
together and how triumphant is the result.
In the bit of duet, or imitation which
The principal subject recedes into the follows, the right hand has the difficult task,
background, becoming a mere suggestion thrice repeated, of making the waning ca¬
for the flourishes which separate the ca¬ dence of one voice simultaneously with the
nonic imitations founded on the scale figure starting of the' second. Endeavor to endow
(62). When this has been repeated thrice them with a different quality of tone, if you

can. The six sixteenth-notes then become
(at 39) a figure of accompaniment in sextolets, murmuring along for quite a time,
while a mournful scrap of melody wails out
against the rippling flow. I must leave' you
to find out the few places where the left
hand can save the right from using its
thumb twice on successive notes.
The second half of this movement pre¬
sents no fresh difficulties unless the cresc.
at the end, culminating in a pp (the previous
time it was only />) may be regarded as
one. This is a strangely sad and wistful
piece, considering that it is in a major key.
The Minuet which follows is graceful
and placid in character. The figure1 which
pervades it
Bx.4

sliding' of the right-hand thumb and use
of the fourth and fifth fingers for the
upper notes. Keep a smooth, but quiet
bass. The modulating subject wants to
sound vigorous and decisive in contrast.
In 19 the trill occupies the first heat of the
measure (you must count four eighth notes)
and the accent of “two” falls on the little
Bb, giving you an even run of four notes on
this second beat. It would have been bet¬
ter to write it thus :
Ex. 6

The1 new rhythm in the middle of 22 is
apt to cause bewilderment by reason of the
cumbrous notation of the period. Nowa¬
days we should write:

seldom indulges in a chromatic note for
the second of the four, but the avoidance
of this in 6 was, I fear, because it would
have looked so shocking to have written G5
against the Gb of the left hand. Certainly
it would have sounded better than Bb, and
being merely a passing note, could have
hurt nobody’s feelings.
The triple trills which come in the sec¬
ond half of this Minuet would be written

leaving the sustaining of the notes to the
pedal. If you still fail to catch the
accent set these words to it, “Never mind
—pick it up I” and you will be all right;
but after three repetitions of this take care
when the time relapses into simple eighthnotes again, that you do not go too fast.
At 32 comes a flourishing passage' for the
right hand. If you find the downward skip
at the commencement of every other meas¬
ure very awkward, you might pop in that
second thirty-second note with the lefthand thumb, but this would have to be done
very neatly and lightly. At 35 the com¬
poser evidently was forced to alter the
in the1 present day, enabling the player to position of his arpeggio because his instru¬
get a very much better crescendo. It is ment had no top notes
curious that Beethoven never employed this
devise, which Bach invented many years
•before and used with great effect. At the
end he gives us—or rather, demands that
we should give him—his favorite sudden
piano. The Trio is an honest bit of lefthand work, and I would advise you to
finger it for yourself, playing through the
part alone, to discover what will best suit
$
you. By the way, in fingering a passage
do not overdo the thing. As a rule you Alter it if you like. Next there is an inter¬
merely want to mark any irregularity. esting bit of imitation to lead back to the
Nearly every “edited” copy tends to be¬ main subject which it appears to seek to
wilder the eye by a mass of superfluous anticipate, the two hands grotesquely seem¬
fingering.
None at all is far better than ing to say, “I’d rather you went on with it”
too much.
—“Far best if you went on with it”—
“Nothing of the sort, you must go on with
Using the Repeats
it”—and so on. It would appear that Bee¬
F COURSE you must make all the re¬ thoven expected the player to make a fivepeats and the Da Capo in this move¬ note turn in 42 and 43, where he has
ment. I have heard more than one indif¬ marked a trill, but four or even three notes
ferent amateur complain that the final will be as much as most people can get into
Rondo of this Sonata is dull and uninter¬ the space of one sixteenth-note. The pro¬
esting. Few are the pieces by Beethoven testing lower part at last leaves the work
which deserve this reproach; what can it to the treble, who (like a nervous man
be in the work of the performer which making a speech) gets finely flurried over
fails to arouse interest? Lack of rhythmi¬ it. On no account divide up the final rush
cal variety tends to dullness. Beethoven is with which he plunges into the subject; it
always on his guard against this fault and would quite spoil the effect.
substitutes other attractive features in un¬
This subject is gone through without any
expected places. Observe the long phrases modification, as the custom demands; and
of the subject. Hum the melody through the “middle subject” which follows, pre¬
and notice how taking breath at the end of sents the unusual feature of beginning like
the first and third measures would weaken that at 18, only in Bb minor. After a mod¬
it. Then a long run of three-and-a-half ulation to F minor, this is followed by a
measures with a steady crescendo topped bustling passage, which one longs to play
by a piano cadence! The second half of with alternate hands, but which one must
the tune is in octaves, demanding clever not. Then we have a curious contrapuntal
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treatment of the previous phrase, first in
Forgotten Foundations of
Practical Hints on Memorizing
two parts, then in three, then with both
Music
hands in double-thirds. Notice in this ver¬
By May Hamilton Helm
sion that thd two eighth notes are slurred,
By W. Francis Gates
where one would have expected to find
Often the best of pupils will, as they graphic method. After a pupil photo¬
them strongly accented, as they have
graphs the printed page of music on ms
One can enjoy and understand the mu
hitherto always been. I suppose he thought express it, get “rattled” in playing in pub¬
lic, but experienced teachers can always mind, lie is simply reading it, though the sic of to-day only by acquiring a fa-‘
a change was desirable, but it is not so
distinguish between mistakes made for the page be removed. This method of mem¬ amount of knowledge of the music of th
effective in the new version.
first time through nervousness and those orizing is inadequate for the musician’s or past. That is one good reason why stu
The second return home is managed in
actor's purpose. One cannot conceive of dents of music should study the history „f
ground in by incorrect repetitions.
a quite different way. It aids smoothness
To avoid the latter, the most important Sothern and Marlowe seeing the text of the art.
if the middle Eb at 112 be taken with the
thing is to see to it that the first reading Hamlet, when they present the play 1
But beyond students there is the gen
right hand; but the correspondipg place at
The second method, the analytical, has eral musical public which gets its musical
he a careful, thinking one. By many think¬
114 cannot be thus facilitated. Next we
ing repetitions, habit will be formed. Repe¬ its place in the process of memorizing, but knowledge only from what it hears and
have all the first part of the movement
titions engrave bad as well as good a pupil might know all about the structure
which never sees the inside of a “History
recapitulated (with the dominant portion
“tracks,” however, so beware how the first of a composition yet be unable to play it.
transposed, as usual) and then occurs a sort
of Music.” That this public may realize
track is formed. “Correct habits are nec¬
Muscu'ar memorization, the most popu¬
of premature entry of the subject in the up¬
the road along which music has travelled
essary to establish accurate finger or man¬ lar and least reliable, nevertheless has its
per octave and in the sub-dominant. As if
it is well to present in concerts occasion¬
realizing its mistake it falters and finds its ual operations. Correct mental habit comes use. The recommendation to remember ally works of Haydn, Mozart, Scarlatti
way cleverly back to the right place, but first from conscious mental direction by touch each key as pressed is useful in Bach, and others of by-gone days.
'
having drifted into triplets, makes the practiced systematically and persistently some instances. But it is unsafe to depend
It must be remembered, however, that
proper last entry a charming variation in until the mental direction becomes subcon¬ wholly on this sense. Too many pupils these men themselves were the flowering
that measure, the left hand meanwhile scious and therefore without appreciable know by experience what it is to be “lost” of centuries. Every composer’s work is
keeping placidly on with its accompaniment mental effort.” This is taken from a well- in playing a piece they had memorized founded on that which preceded his.
in twos. There is little trouble in fitting known typewriter's manual, but the princi¬ through the muscular sense and thought Without this foundation it is only a bit
these two together until the octaves come ples of habit-forming are the same for they knew perfectly.
of chaos.
The best method is to listen for the
(173). The triplets then being broken— typewriter or piano. Every one knows that
For instance, Bach was a monumental
that is, shorn of the first of each three— it is easier to form new habits than to sound of the piece, recurring faintly in the
break old ones.
mind. However, neither is it safe to depend genius; but Bach was a development, a
the bass must be felt to supply the gaps
Four phases of memorizing are empha¬ on this alone nor to think too far ahead.- In summary and an extension of his times.
and the two hands must “beat as one,” as
the poet says. The last two pages are by sized in nearly all works on this subject: reading aloud, when the eye travels faster The same may be said of Mozart and Bee¬
Between Bach and Beethoven
no means easy, especially for the left hand Visualizing mentally the printed page; than the tongue, it is hard to avoid making thoven.
which has a strugglesome time with scales, gaining a thorough analytical knowledge mistakes. So, in music, whether the printed there were many lesser lights whose work
while the right hand keeps trying to get of the music, of its harmony and musical page be seen or the music heard, it is dis¬ had a bearing on what followed though
back to the "middle subject.” In the end form; acquiring a muscular sense of the astrous to transfer the thoughts to a dis¬ the period was less than a century. The
both pay courteous compliments to one passages; and hearing the music played, as tant passage. One musical idea should be¬ lesser men gather together the materials;
a sort of echo in the mind.
another; and “that’s that!”
come firmly fixed before proceeding to the the greater men use them.
The first is sometimes called the photo- n
Works of men who helped, though pos¬
sibly in a somewhat obscure way, to make
Self-test Questions on Professor Corder’s
musical history, were represented recently
Article
by the New York Symphony Orchestra,
1. What particular demands are made
Musical Lollipops
under Bruno Walter, in the performance
on the left hand in the first movement of
of a symphony by Johann Christian Bach,
Sonata, Op. 22.
(With Apologies to the Author of “Musical Laughs.”)
the
eleventh son of Sebastian Bach. This
2'„ What “engraver’s fault” occurs in
son of an illustrious father, was called
the "Adagio,” and what distinction should
By Clyde Norwood
“the Milanese Bach,” because he went to
be made?
Milan, in 1754, was a pupil of Padre Mar¬
3. How shall dullness be avoided in
A friend of mine, a native of good old
tini and was organist of the Milan Cathethe “Rondo?"
i j t- .MHStiuugaua
Hamburg, Germany, is sometimes reminis¬ tt
He would begin to whistle far down th * dra> for two years. He lived in an atmos¬
cent over some scenes of her childhood.
phere
entirely different from that of his
street. The birds would hear and follov
She and her brothers and sisters seem to
him, till he came to the garden. There In [ ear*y German home, the latter being one of
Measuring the Child
have been a favored group of youngsters.
would stay and whistle to them, while thei counterpoint, the former of melody. Con¬
In their home was a true love for music,
would sing as if to split their little throats sequently, he absorbed something of the
By Eutoka Hellier Nickelsen
a really musical atmosphere. The mother
One of the most precious memories o ; Italian style which gave his symphony
had a beautiful voice and had sung much
my friend is of Jenny Lind’s party foi ■ more of joy and less of austerity. He
The very young child should be able:
in public. The father was a liberal patron
the children. While visiting in this Ham even wrote operas in the Italian style. One
1. To indicate the melody line.
of music. One of his duties was to escort
2. To discover certain scales that make artists to the podium at concerts and re¬ burg home, its hostess arranged a chi! may well imagine with what feelings his
up the runs or passages in their studies and citals. This required his presence at the drens party for Jenny Lind who hac , father might have heard them!
Johann Sebastian Bach and his twentypieces.
best concerts, and naturally his charming promised to sing to them. Some two dozer
children from families of friends had two children furnish not merely an in¬
3. To build a triad on each scale tone.
wife accompanied him, often with the been
invited.
teresting page in musical history, but sev¬
4. To build a four-toned chord on each children.
eral
significant chapters, where it is good
scale tone.
It was a great day for the dear children
In the city of Hamburg, in those days,
5. To recognize chords of rest.
each symphony concert was preceded by a They came dressed in their prettiest to linger. The recent concert of this littlenown Bach is an example of what can
6. To recognize chords of unrest.
public rehearsal for which tickets were daintiest clothes, with hair in „
e resurrected from the past to point to
7. To determine by ear an octave, triad sold and a considerable audience assem¬ neatly braided, and faces shining with “
and four-toned chord.
the present status of
bled. On a certain occasion, during the mar hT ■ At ** right foment tte art *oun^a**ons
8. To recognize, by means of pre-key¬ reign of Hans von Bfi'ow as conductor of marched into the large music saal, an
It. is well to hear a bit of “foundation
board training, various instruments by their the symphony, this little incident occurred.
quality of tone.
In the audience sat Mme. Amalie ^she^er^dt^SS music once in a while just to extend the
nowledge of the structure of art and the
Note: The teacher should blindfold the Joachim, wife of the famous violinist, her¬
appreciation of those many smaller men
pupil and have him listen very carefully self one of the most distinguished lieder
“d «
to such instruments as the piano, guitar singers in Germany. Those who have almost as big „ , „:al
o in time evolved from their mass other
violin, cornet, and so forth.
men
of towering genius. However, one
heard Mme. Joachim in recital remember
ight enjoy looking at the foundations of
her queenly bearing and dignified manner.
he pyramids but not care to descend
But the singer had a fund of humor be¬
therein every week.
The Creed of the Student of hind her serious mien and dearly loved a
good joke. During the concert, in the
s»«>
32*
Music
s
l is said no one ever
befnro
softest part of the music, a few short yelps
were heard. Billow scowled prodigiously,
By Mary M. Pleasants
and everybody looked at everybody else.
Bienchen cum,
th
All seemed perfectly innocent. Only a few
t scrim<;CrCdS °,f Schut)ert’s song m:
As to the Art of Music :
^
favored ones knew the sounds came from of the lovely things,'one afte/an
twentv fi Cre S° d by him to Publishers
I believe in its educational power.
Mme.
Joachim’s
tiny
pet
dog,
which
she
i that atfiVC CCntS. aPiece- It is estim;
I believe in its aesthetic power.
had concealed in her large muff and had
• exceed k° llnle in il,s bfe did his inc
I believe in its spiritual power.
pinched at the opportune moment.
: nather ^ 5500 00 a year. Here is
As to my teachers :
My friend’s father, as a lover of music
world/0 °ffiC!al inventory of all Schubt
I believe in their knowledge.
was partial to the song of the nightingale,
ThrJ g°ods at the time of his deatl
I believe in their judgment.
and used to attract many of these birds to
I believe in their interest in me.
ten pairs dnfSSu°atS’ three walking cc
his garden by feeding them a particular
As to myself:
one hat fif °“ .trousers- "me waistcc
food they liked. Julius Stockhausen, the
I believe in strict obedience to teaching. eminent baritone and singing master, who artist, and the lovely son™
,graciou °f boots ^ Pa!rS of shoes- three p
handkerr’v <UF shlrts< ni’ne neckties, i
I believe in my power to learn.
was a frequent visitor in this musical seldom heard nowadavs Si whlch are s<
I believe in regular, faithful practice.
towel on !S’ thirteen Pai« of socks,
household, had a peculiar birdlike whistle, with the children, and with^h
who were present, as a vital’pot^ one quin6 sheet- one mattress, one bols
of all fir* quantity of old music. Vi
of aH. fifty shillings ($12.50).
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Minor Scales—The Pipe Organ
(1) I find it very difficult to teach pu¬
pils between the ages of nine and twelve
the minor scales. They have no trouble
with the major scales, which I teach by
tetraebords, and they finger them nicely.
Although I have explained many times as
carefully as possible the relation of a
minor scale to its major, it seems Very
hard for them to understand, and It is
almost impossible for them to remember
the fingering. Please give me some sug¬
gestions as to the formation of the minor
mode and its fingering that may prove
helpful.
(2) I am planning to take up the study
of the pipe organ soon. Will you suggest
a text-book that will give me the neces¬
sary introductory information regarding
the organ, something of its construction,
the different stops, pedal and so forth ?
MBS. H. W.

I believe that it is more inspiring as a
rule to take all grades of pupils, as the op¬
portunity occurs. True, this is an age of
specialization; but, carried too far, such
limited fields are apt to narrow one’s

Key-Signatures
Miss M. K. M. sends the following sug¬
gestions as to how the key-signatures
should be taught:
Your correspondent in the February
issue on “Examination Questions,” gives
a rule for telling a key-signature which,
to my mind, is not as absolutely certain
In sharps the key-signature Is one half¬
step higher than the last sharp. In flats
the key has the same name as the next
to the last flat. I have a fancy that it is
more logical to establish the key from the
beginning, rather than the end of a com¬
position.
My pupils are taught to write all their
major and minor scales, and never to
play them “from a book.”

(1) The minor scales are always some¬
thing of a problem for young pupils, and
should therefore be taken up very slowly
—the easier ones first—in the order A, E,
B, D, G, C and F. All these are fingered
Perhaps the surest way to determine the
exactly like the majors which begin on key of a given piece is to examine -both
the same keynote.
the beginning and the ending chords.
I should teach first the harmonic minor. Sometimes the beginning is vague as to
After explaining the signature relation be¬ the exact key; in which case the final
tween the major and minor modes—C ma¬ chords must settle the question. An in¬
jor and A minor, G major and E minor, stance of this kind may be found in Bee¬
and so forth—you may let the pupil begin thoven’s Sonata, Op. 31, No. 3, first move¬
on the minor tonic and follow the signa¬ ment, where the key is not fully estab¬
ture implicitly, adding, however, a sharp lished until the eighth measure.
on the seventh tone.
(2) The standard book for the infor¬
Careless Fingering
mation you want is Stainer’s Organ
Primer. This book also furnishes a series
_ie last joint? She is large fo_
of valuable exercises which extend from
her age, and her hands are abnormal
the beginning to a considerable degree of
in that she seems unable to control
them well enough to keep the fingers
advancement.
from bending. She is a new pupil,
and I cannot seem to impress upon
her the importance of logical finger¬
Replenishing Ideas
ing, of which she is in great need.
No matter how easy a piece is, or
A teacher who gives an average of forty
how completely the fingering is
marked, she never fingers it right,
lessons per week, says:
but puts her thumb on black keys
I am very glad, indeed to be so busy;
finger
but I get ratber blue and discouraged at
-0 forth. What shall I do t_ times, and want to ask you if it isn’t wise
rect these faults?—H. W., Jr.
for a teacher frequently to take up a
course of study and get new ideas in
Have your pupil practice five-finger ex¬
teaching. I have always had a dread of
ercises in “scratch” position—that is, with
getting into a rnt in my work. I am too
the fingers held firmly curved, as though
busy to study during the winter, but could
she were going to scratch someone. As
take a summer course.
Another question : Do you think it wise
she grows older and her fingers become
for a teacher to take all grades in piano,
less flabby, the problem should be sim¬
or is it better to specialize in either be¬
plified.
ginning or advanced work?
M. M.
Probably she has never been taught to
notice the finger numbers, and to connect
There is always the danger of running them with the proper motions. So you
dry if one continually pours out informa¬ should do everything possible to compel
tion to pupils and does not refill the such attention. Here, as usual, slow prac¬
pitcher. Even during the busiest season tice is the chief panacea. When she be¬
one should manage to save some time for gins on new material—a study or piece—
self-improvement.
Make out a list of have her practice for some time with each
pieces to keep up or learn, and devote at hand by itself, and require her to name
least fifteen minutes per day to systematic each finger-number out loud before she
work upon two of them. Also, have a plays the corresponding note. At the les¬
book on music or a kindred subject con¬ son, if a mistake in fingering occurs, let
tinually at hand, and read an equal time her draw a ring around the finger-number
each day, taking note of important items. with a blue pencil.
Summer courses are now the salvation
Another helpful device is to have her
of many teachers like yourself, and are write in the fingering wherever possible.
given at private camps or institutions, also Let her supply the fingering for notes
■n many of the colleges. I strongly advise where the numbers are not written down,
your taking such courses, not only in piano and also for repeated passages where it
teaching, but also in music theory, his- is omitted. Occasionally choose a simple
'ory, and so forth. Much of the benefit of piece which has but little fingering marked
these courses, too, comes from the inter¬ and let her finger it according to her own
change of ideas with fellow students.
judgment.

How should a pupil be taught to
play staccato octaves ? According to
Dr. Mason, Touch and Technic, Vol.
1, Sections 33 and 34, they should
be played with the free-hand touch,
moving from the wrist, but with the
forearm moving slightly at the same
time. Nevertheless in Vol. IV, Sec¬
tion 1, Dr. Mason says, “The proper
octave touch is that of the ‘Dp-arm,’
described in Vol. 1, Sections 30-34.”
Which of these two methods is the
more generally used in the principal
training colleges and for examination
work in general?
Inquirer
There is no discrepancy in the two state¬
ments quoted, since each of them involves
a slight upward throw or jerk of the fore¬
arm, which, if the hand be kept properly
loose at the wrist, results in a sort of
“flop” of the hand upon the keys. This is
a variety of the “hand touch,” often de¬
scribed in these columns, and is the1 proper
method of playing staccato octaves. Ob¬
serve that the hand is not “pulled back¬
ward,” but is thrown slightly upward from
the wrist.
This method of playing staccato is, I
believe, the one most often used by modern
teachers, and should therefore pass muster
in examinations.
Forearm Rotation
With reference to your answer to
"Technic for Beginners” in The
Etude for May, 1925, you advise a
close-finger position and forearm ro¬
tation* for a brilliant technic.
I am studying with a teacher who
uses this method of forearm rota¬
tion, and X find that it has enabled
me to play relaxed (I had played
with stiffened muscles for years),
but my fingers do not seem to gain
strength. How ean I remedy this?
B. M. S.
Most of the modern teachers employ
to a greater or less extent the principle
of forearm rotation, which has been es¬
pecially stressed, however, by Tobias Matthay.
Most important of all, however, is the
ability properly to relax the muscles.
But it must be remembered that such re¬
laxation does not mean a generally flabby
condition in which the hands merely flap
about the keys. While the shoulder muscles
are relaxed, for instance, the biceps muscle
of the upper arm is constantly called up¬
on to hold up the forearm; and while
the wrist muscles are kept plastic, the
fingers should retain the necessary firm¬
ness to attack the keys with confidence.
Probably your trouble is not so much
that your fingers are weak as that your
muscular force and arm-weight are not
properly directed over and into the keys.
The throw of the hand from the wrist,
the weight of the forearm and full arm,
and the force arising from forearm rotation
may all be utilized as needed to drive the
keys down. It is only as these various
factors are concentrated upon the key that
tone-power is secured. Consequently, any
motions such as jerking the hand awav
from the keyboard or throwing the arm
into the air are worse than wasted.
Concentrate your force directly upon the
key, therefore, and you should soon acquire
the desired amount and control of tonal
strength.
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PBOF. CLARENCE G. HAMILTON
An Advanced Student
I have finished all of Czerny's Books,
Cramer’s Studies, The Sonatas of Haydn
and Mozart, Mendelssohn’s Rondo Capriccioso, Beethoven’s Moonlight Sonata,
and so forth. I started taking lessons at
twenty-one and finished this work in two
and a half years. I practice from three
to five hours a day, but cannot memorize
any of these pieces.
Can you tell me what grade I am in?
MBS. L. D.
The pieces you mention are well within
the eighth grade, so that this grade evi¬
dently represents your advanced work.
Complete mastery of a piece, however,
involves committing it to memory; so you
should cultivate this side of your piano
education. Take a short and somewhat
easy piece, and begin by memorizing very
short passages—say four or eight meas¬
ures—making this work an important item
in your daily practice. Remember that, to
be of any value, memory work should in¬
volve absolute accuracy as to notes, finger¬
ing, rhythm and technic. Herein, indeed,
is its chief importance, since it involves
absolute finish as to details.
A Promising Pupil
I have a boy pupil, sixteen years
of age, who has been studying for
eight years. He seems to possess re¬
markable talent, has boundless en¬
thusiasm, and ambition, and is very
industrious. He plays such com¬
positions as the Chopin Polonaise,
Op. 53, and the Grieg Concerto
beautifully.
He wants to become
a virtuoso. Should I encourage him
in this idea or not, and if so, would
it be best for him to go to a college
for a few years, taking a music
course and also broadening his gen¬
eral education, or should he go im¬
mediately to a first-class conserva¬
tory? I have told him that the con¬
cert field is much overcrowded, but
all negative advice seems to increase
rather than decrease his determina¬
tion to become a concert pianist.
\V. L. C.
If the boy is a good general student and
is getting the requisite1 preparation, I
should advise his going to college and ob¬
taining his academic degree, if possible,
even if this course entails the neglect of
his music to some extent. For the career
of a virtuoso is a vague and uncertain one,
while a solid educational background will
enable him to take a high stand as a
teacher, whether he succeeds in the concert
field or not. There is a growing demand
for. musicians of broad culture; and I
should endeavor to turn his ambition
toward this end, rather than toward the
career of a mere expert player.
But if this advice doesn’t work, encour¬
age him to carry out his own plans, for
such “boundless enthusiasm” sometimes
levels mountains!
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Cesar Franck, long organist at the
church of Sainte-Clqtijde in Paris, used to
improvise for his pupils, among whom was
Vincent D’Indy. D'Indy gives a touching
Anything and Everything, as Long as it is Instructive
account of these experiences in his biogra¬
phy of the composer of The Beatitudes
and Interesting
and the Symphony in D Minor.
“Here in the dusk of the organ loft of
Conducted by A. S. GARBETT
which I can never think without emotion,”
says D'Indy, “he spent the best part of his
life. Here he came every Sunday and
-feast-day—and, toward the end of his life,
every Friday morning, too—fanning the
RIMSKY-KORSAKOFF AS A "SEA-DOG''
fir5. of his genius by pouring out his
lx is difficult to remember that Rimsky- your legs; you are constantly besprinkled
spirit in wonderful improvisations which Rorsakoff was originally a naval officer with spray and sometimes washed from
werg often far more lofty in thought than
and conducted his first symphony in naval head to foot by a wave; you feel chilly and
marjy skilfully elaborated compositions;
uniform, yet according to Rosa Newmarch rather sick. Oh, a sailor’s life is really
and here, too, he assuredly foresaw and
conceived the sublime melodies which in her book on “Russian Opera.” the future jollvl’
composer of the sea-voyage in “Scheher“But if his profession did not benefit
afterwards formed the groundwork of The
ezade” profited by his experience however greatly by his services, his art certainly
Feaiitudes.
distasteful it may have been.
gained something by his profession. It is
“Ah! We know it well, we who were
“jhe following letter, written to Cui this actual contact with nature, choral in
his pupils, the way up to that thrice-blessed
prgan-loft—a way as steep and difficult as during his first cruise on the Almaz, moments of stress and violence, as well as
that which the Gospel tells us leads to reveals nothing of the cheery optimism of in her milder rhythmic moods, that we
a
true sea-dog,’” says Rosa Newmarch; hear in Sadko the orchestral fantasia, and
Paradise. First, having climbed the dark,
but it does reveal the germ of Sadko and in Sadko the opera. We feel the weigh,
spiral staircase, lit by an occasional loop¬
ol. much finely descriptive work in h s
...
, ,
hole, we came suddenly face to face with later
music.
.
0f the wmd against our bodies and the
a kind of antediluvian monster, a compli¬
“.'What a thing to he thankful for is
th® bn,n? 0,1 °Ur faces- We are
cated bony structure, breathing heavily and
irregularly, which on closer examination the naval profession,’ he writes; ‘how left buffeted and breathless by the elemenproved to be the vital portion of the organ, glorious, how agreeable, how elevating! tal fury of the storm when the Sea-King
lu the
worked by a vigorous pair of bellows. Next Picture yourself sailing across the North dances with almost savage vigori to
Sea. The sky is grey, murky and colorless; sound of Jjr
Sadko’s
* gnsslee, or by the
we had to ascend a few narrow steps in Sea,
the pitch-darkness, a fatal ordeal to high the wind screeches through the rigging; vipleht realism of the shipwreck n ‘Schehats, and the cause of many a slip to the the ship pitches so you can hardly keep herezade.’”
uninitiated. Opening the narrow janna
cadi, we found ourselves suspended as it
PADEREWSKI, THE STATESMAN
were midway between the pavement and

The Musical Scrap Book

the vaulted roof of the church, and the
next moment all was forgotten in the con¬
templation of that rapt profile, and the
intellectual brow from which seemed to
flow without any effort a stream of in¬
spired melody and subtle, exquisite har¬
monies which lingered a moment among
the pillars of the nave before they ascended
and died away in the vaulted heights of
the roof.”

Recent Polish history reminds us once
more of the great part played by Paderewski who gave up piano playing to become the premier of Poland after the war.

HQW TO PLAY BACH
Henry T. Finck in “Success, in Music”
quotes some hints by Hans von Billow, one
of the greatest of all pianists, on the art
of practicing Bach:
'“I play—that is, practice—daily seven
hours, the first of which is invariably
devoted to the "Well-Tempered Clavi¬
chord."
Regarding the performance of a Bach
prelude, he said to a pupil; “ !Dq not ac¬
cent regularly the first and third beat, but
accent the changes in the harmony.
‘“Accents must not be used to excess
else they lose their effect. If we under¬
score every word we emphasize none.
“ ‘Make pauses for hreathing.
‘“At the close of a Bach prelude we
must retard only when there is an accum¬
ulation of harmonies.
“ ‘Do not play too fast. You must bring
out the harmonic and melodic beauties, and
you cannot do that if you treat the piano
like a sewing-machine.
‘“Always play Bach’s pieces first with¬
out their ornaments.
“•‘You must study Bach’s cantatas; his
declamation is wonderful; he blended word
e.
,.
...
,
one after him did except

T#e revival of the Gilbert and Sulii,
opera, "Iolanthe” in New York provok^l
a somewhat lengthy article in the N
York Tribune relating the curious turn"
of fortune suffered by the composer"!!
the time he wrote its lovely music. Her'
are the abbreviated facts :
e
On June 1, 1882, Sullivan's mother died
and the composer was heart-broken while
he composed the music and rehearsed the
opera. But this was not all. “The pre.
miere of Iolanthe occurred on Nov. 25
1882. As Sullivan was on his way to tk!
playhouse he purchased a late edition of
an afternoon paper. In it was displayed
‘he disastrous failure .. t the brokerage
...\\ith which were deposited all his
‘u'ld~
.
^et W1. nevcr a wo"! ‘,l ,lis misfortune> Sullivan took In- p , on the conduc‘or s *la»d, tupped li
baton on the
music desk, and Iolanthe
*- on. "Under
his seemingly inspired leadership the; opera
progressed along e\er-m
>ng waves of
enthusiasm.”
°w,n? «'e success
this premiere,
Gilbert and
“
<***, in'ited Gladstone to witnes . performance
WaJ)rt, is of course a , ,

the House of Lords.
had
qualities but a sense oi
,,nor was *hoi
the most prominent ..f tin: ua-feared
hem'
' frown
’
lie
might
upon the - and cranks
of the Lord Chancellor. However, tile
great man was pleased. Hi u. >t only wrote
a cordial letter of apprecianon, but a feudays later Sullivan, the composer, became
“Sir” Arthur Sullivan.
I bus iolanthe.
conceived in grief, produced in the face of
knows what he has achieved in music-his disaster, was for its composer the foun¬
inspired interpretations, his prodigious dation stone of revived fame and fortune.
memory, and the subtle range of colors
of his musical palette, but not so manv

discussed in “My MusicMLife’^by'Wa£ ophy and^history'and ifSSet / 7- Tfl bf
Damrosch.„
War to demons[rate that as 0*ator°and 1 thlnk> llw> a

d0t™. "

dramatic

" PrilfPlc.cork always

r ,Pe0?[e’ ,:ays Mr' Damros<*. “d° not statesman he ranks as high as musician -J °Y nearh so- a/l til
realize that he was, consciously or uncon- I heard him make a speech on Poland lt dcserz'CS with the public

tcccss that
—GOUXOD

]USt, this durin« the ExP°sitio" in San Francisco (wntin£ of the failure
,Hf had ^ways in 191S before an audience of ten thousand Sappho).

f his own

h's.,IlfeI find that, in art, people are so apt to
enthuse over that which they do not un¬
derstand.—Sra La^pon Ronald.
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IN THE DAYS OF “10LANTHF."

IN THE 0RG4.N-LQ.FT IV1TH
FRANCK

“
Z
-*«*“* <"»>
Czar who, congratulating him, expressed Hn“
l VxJ
that Colonel
his pleasure that a ‘Russian’ should have , .
Pronounced him to be the greatest
achieved such eminence in his art. Pader- statesman of the Conference; and it was
ewsM answered; ‘I am a Pole, your Maj- only the cynical Clemenceau who said to
esty, and, needless to say, was never again h,m:
Paderewski, you were the greatinvited to play in Russia. His mind is est pianist in the world and you have
one of the most extraordinary 1 have ever chosen to descend to our level What come in contact with. All the world pity! ’”
•
at a
-——--—-—___
WHITEMAN'S ORCHESTRA
Come on, boys! Give it a lick! What
do you think you are—a symphony orchestnwoi.S0ILethi”g?"With these mspmng words Henry Osborne Osgood commences an entertaining
article on The Anatomy of jazz” in a reZ UT of ThtC American Mercury” in
mnSaffiv skill
°f J3ZZ 13 deSCnbed with
He mnfnk ' -p t
•, • l
He continues: Past midnight, on the
bare stage of the Garrick Theatre, lighted
by one glaring white bulb high up in the
flies, Paul Whiteman, in sweater and felt
hat, throned on an old wooden chair
cornerwise upon a prop platform from
‘Arms and the Man,’ faced thirty-odd players, a motley crowd whose temperaments
ana
and temperatures ranged from sport shirts
... with neither
coats nor vests over them
them
V m
through
whi,o shirt-sleeves
,o

business suits sweater. „ i
coats:
’
d even °ver“As 1 sat bundled un m t •
■
audit'orium listening to
‘he ,CoId
that extraordinary firs onerL," 3"3
°f
in jazz, George Gershwm’s ' eXper1‘ment
‘One Hundred and Thirty fifttf"
1 “agined to myself the su™ri Str.ft;
am sure- the joy that evenT
and’ 1
master of orchestration ,!$ , reCCnt a
vjtch Rimsky-Korsakoff who
than,fourteen years
’ „ . dled less
nenced could he have dronnerl
j CXpe'
a seat beside me.
P
and taken
. “Peculiar is the right word t
,
°rehf‘ra, particularly from .7, 1°r
standP°'nt- Fifteen years ago it wo'”5 3S
ten year= *£
IT ^
1t f v ;’ °n
y two
ago was
was it
it u
k
”ly
tW° >'ears
years ag°
i
it &

BY BBEWonN
,‘'To THE acrobats of the kn-board who
abounded in his day,” savs Henry T. Finck
m Success in Mime "Beeib veil referred
contcniptuousIy to pianists ‘who prance up
“l* down the keyboard w
passages in
'VhlCl' they have exercise] themselvesP',>SC'' l"tlsch- futsch; what does that
mean.- Nothing.\. a ruj(. jn the case
°1 Ikese gentlemen, all reason and feeling
ErftS? ** " **
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How to be a Drum Major
The Second of a Series of Two Articles on the Drum Major in the Military Band
By J. BEACH CRAGUN, A.B., MUS.B.
Part II
FOREWORD
The various signals to be used by the drum major hare never been fully covered by
the training regulations issued by the United States military authorities. These are
more a matter of tradition than of printed regulation and, as might be expected, have
been subjected to extremely varied interpretations at the hands of individual drum majors
in both army and civilian bands. Except ichere noted, all signals conform to drill and
training regulations as issued by the government or to those accepted as traditional by
bandmasters throughout the service. The following additional points should be kept
in mind:
1.

The drawings (with a few exceptions) show the drum major as the band members see
him, they being the ones to interpret his signals.

2. All drawings (with a few exceptions) show the drum major in the position of giving
the preparatory command, the arrows showing the motion during the brief interval
serving as “warning" and dotted lines the command of execution.
3.

The signal commands are arranged roughly in the order of their probable appearance
in taking out a band for a parade.

Mr. Cragtin, a graduate of Oberlin College,
Obcrlin, Ohio, and of Columbia School of Music,
Chicago, is a trained writer and instructor as
well as an experienced bandmaster. He was for
nine years instructor in music at the University
of Chicago and is now the head of the Oragun
School of Music, Chicago, a school specializing
in band and orchestra training. He is well
known as a composer, his published works in¬
cluding a four volume yiethod for saxophone, the
first published concerto for that instrument, and
many recital pieces in the smaller forms.
The military band is one of the fields in which
Mr. Cragun may be recognized as an authority.
Following are some of the bands of which he is
or has been bandmaster: Oberlin College, Spearfish (S. D.) State Xormal, Earth Central Col¬
lege. University of Chicago, 122nd Field Artillery,
12,tii Field Artillery. Mountjoie Commandery,
Englewood Commandery, Bloom Township High
School and Chicago Heights Elementary Schools.
—Editor’s Note.

11. “BAND—HALT”
HIS command is often given verbally,
in addition to its frequent use with the
baton. When the baton signal is used, hold
the preparatory command for an interval
sufficient to insure that the rear rank of the
band have seen and understood the order.
After the command of execution, the -bands¬
men execute two more movements: 1, one
more step forward, and 2, the other foot
(either left or right) is brought smartly
into the position of standing at attention.
Do not attempt to give the command
Band—Halt simultaneously with the com¬
mand Cease Playing. This is possible;
but it is much better to stop the forward
progress of the band, the/n the playing,
or vice versa, with separate commands.
A clean-cut execution of the command
Band—Halt is one of the most diffi¬
cult things to teach the amateur band,
especially if executed while the band is
playing. Some will invariably stop play¬
ing with the halt in forward progress or
will straggle on a few steps after the re¬
mainder of the band has halted.
This suggests mention of the element of
personality. The successful drum major
must be an inspiring leader and drill mas¬
ter. His personality must win discipline
and cooperation. Whether marching or
standing at attention, his players give, evi¬
dence that they have been taught that it
is a “lull time job” to watch at the same
time rank, file, music, position, spacing
and the signals of the drum major.

12. "RIGHT OBLIQ.UE—MARCH”
A TTENTION already has been called
“Ato the fact that in all changes in the
direction of the movement of the band, the
staff points out the new direction when
held in the position of issuing the prepara¬
tory command. In Right Oblique—March,
the staff, held high that back ranks may
see, points, out the new direction at an
angle of 45 degrees incline to the right
of the old line of forward progress.
Only the front rank turns at once in the
new direction. The other ranks continue
the old line of forward progress till they
come to the point at which, the first rank
pivoted, when each executes a similar
movement.
The drum major may or may not find it
necessary or helpful to face the band dur¬
ing the execution of Right Oblique—
March. The larger the band the more
necessary it will be found that he do so.
In case of doubt, facing his band is cer¬
tainly the only position from which he
can help straighten out alignment and
spacing. And it is a well-trained band,
indeed, whose players do not need help in
these matters, especially if this command
be executed while the band is playing.
As advised under Column Right—March, tlje drum major should hold back
somewhat the forward progress of the
band till the last rank has executed the
command, when, and only when, he again
faces forward and resumes the regulation
30-inch pace.

trated.

Preparatory command: Hold the baton
high, that all may see it, pointing in the
new direction.
Interval of Warning; Give about 1%
seconds to the motion shown in the

T

H

13. “LEFT OBLIQUE—MARCH”

ERE the staff points out the new
direction at an angle of 45 degrees
incline to the left of the old line of for¬
ward progress.
Excepting only the matter of direction,
the execution of this command is identical
with that of Right Oblique—March. These
two commands will be used, mostly, in
maneuvering the band into some certain
position of importance or convenience.
A special and practical word to the
would-be drum major—several matters have
been discussed above as being difficult for
the band. Here is a matter of practical
procedure that must be studied out with
care by every successful drum major. The
preparatory command position of the baton
must be held long enough to enable the
order to “percolate” back to the rear of
the band. The momentary flash of a sig¬
nal will not suffice. It has already been
stated that, in the opinion of the author,
each preparatory command should be held
from four to seven seconds (see 7. For¬
ward March). This interval should be
lengthened, possibly, in the' case of a large
band playing, at the time of the issuing of
Such a command as Left Oblique—March.
Devote no small amount of study and ex¬
periment to this' matter.
The use of the whistle is again a matter
of option. In the small band of sixteen to
twenty-five players, it need not be used. In
bands between twenty-six and fifty, its use
is recommended. Still larger bands will
find it indispensable.

J. BEACH CRAGUN

T

14. “COUNTERMARCH—MARCH”

HIS command is an important one.
Because of the frequency with which
it is used and the difficulty of its execution,
it will be given double space.
Various bands and drum majors exhibit
more individual interpretation in the issu¬
ing and executing of this command than
is the case with others already taken up.
The interpretation here presented con¬
forms with both government training regu¬
lations and non-regulation but wide-spread
usage among both army and civilian bands
in all parts of this country.
The illustration shows the drum major
just as he has turned facing the band, with
the staff pointing out the new direction,
and in the position of issuing the prepara¬
tory command. The front rank marches
in the old direction toward the line at
which the drum major turned. As he
passes the front rank, the • drum major
again turns, marching backward in the
new direction through the band. When he
sees that the front rank has reached the
line at which he counter-marched, he blows
one sharp blast on his whistle. This is
the signal for each front rank player to
execute the command Countermarch. Each
front rank man to the right of the drum
major turns to the right about, and each
roan to his left to the left about. Each file
follows its front rank leader, going for¬
ward in the old direction to the same line
at which the drum major established the
Countermarch, then following its leader
through the band.

^

. E?Sard>ng Beethoven’s method of
'caching, Hiis says: ‘When I made‘a mistak(;
a passa8e, or struck wrongly notes
°r fPs which *>c often wanted specially
Cmpl;as,,zcd- he seldom said anything; but if
my.fau,t was in expression, or a crescendo,
°r
th.e character of the piece, he liecame
T**!’ bc,CaUSe’ as he said- the former was
fC',dcntal‘ whilc the latter showed lack
w knowledgc. feeling or attention. He
”mself ,v:erv often made mistakes of the
fo™er kl»d, even when playing in public.’
° Czer">' who was instructing h's
nephew Beethoven wrote: ‘With regard to
till play,ing’ 1 beg you. if once he lias go'
® ri8.h‘ fingering and plays in goo*'
nulMv " ’ n°teS fairlv correct, then o'd.'
^ «p al-ut the rendering; and when
”
ston13 <arnved
i 3t
at that
tbat stage,
sta8c- don’t
don’t let
let him
hu
i
Small faults,
«»* i'.Z

7

Wagner.
“ ‘You must learn to know Bach as a
writer for the voice in order to appreciate
----—-—
g 0Wmg^p!cceJ'wough. Although I have do,
his instrumental works and to play them
With an apt pupil, the pure technic to a high state of
Way of ‘caching, I have alwaj
correctly on the piano. Bach is above all
foundation principles can be acquired in of time and depends
the
^ P'a" : il soon forms
things a melodist.’ ”
a fm Weeks' Dcvel°P'*g these principle> of the student"- HEv“ u mW an<l tal™ of'n
! all‘ is one of the first ain
RV Holde* Huss.
‘42’ and
an,d pupil.’»
'* gives 'css trouble
'both
master

1

seconds

Preparatory command: Hold the baton
high, that all may see it, pointing in the
Interval of Warning: Give about 1%
seconds to the motion shown in the

Command of execution: The arm mo¬
tion comes smartly to a dead stop in tion comes smartly to a dead stop in the
the position shown in dotted lines.
position shown in dotted lines.

Preparatory command: Issued as the
drum major himself executes the count¬
ermarch, the baton pointing toward the
band in the new direction.
Interval of warning: While front rank
marches forward to the line at which
the drum major countermarched.
Command of execution: A sharp blast
of the whistle when the front rank
reaches this line. (Continued on page S10)
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A NEW DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC

The Junior High School Chorus

T

Part 2
HE ELYSIUM of the Junior High
It is fairly easy to teach two-part songs' seating, keeping of records, placing at books
while the rest of the „
bchool music teacher would be a
a contrapuntal nature but increasingly and material, position of piano and ac. place where pupils could read partthe syllable, until thTjLf^
1 cult to develop three and four parts by companist, position of the conductor’s stand
music with words, spontaneously. Unforeasy.
The pianist should J
i
i
g
text
only.
If
the
selection
is
not
and
provision
for
the
many
mechanical
f.matdy this is not the case in the average
throughout letter ”d ”
pla?;
?.ng’ and
eacb Par‘ has a strong details of organization. The teacher must
school. There are many reasons why
III. Music appreciation.
sight-reading ability breaks down in the hp fatC °-'u ■ n t,lree Part selections can be prepared to start the lesson oil the
i\ (aj Review a new part songor()|1[
Junior High School. The pupils are in has pj? W>K1 text‘ ,Affer the entire group scheduled time. A blackboard or chart
veil liked.
r
or lowest
aiv.„__ „„„
t-Say the th”id °r
lowest division,
showing the musical program for the period
the adolescent stage of development and then eh?116
(b) Take an
then the entire group should learn the next Bhn„ld h*
a, '—
„f
durational ,
dnl! work or practice does not contain hther
uart,reTh0UP f°Uld lMrn the next shouId ** ready- As
« ...
song, of si
k musical content,
the old element of interest that it held pufLetW T,
tW^ pa,rts should be the PuPils arrive, the accompanist should
for closing
„°r
s!me pupi,s in the associative ban‘one nnd’ The puplls chosen to smg be directed to play an introduction to the
The
above
plan
ma>
I*
modified lo
period, that is, in grades four, five and sing these narK^Th S°P.rano srhould now first number and the pupils present should
the
reading
ability
„f
.,
large Junior H
six To maintain skill i„ sight-reading, tois thofe assigned t651^ °J the PUpi’S’ be prepared to sin*
a *fc»l from the
daily practice is required and general should sing the second 1° ^ ^ SOprano conductor- The psychological effect of School choral group. Many of ,hc
may he omitted if u„ grou|) •
‘
chorus work in the Junior High School
the b^t^riEPart °r he,P ?‘arting the d,oral period with ^ging bm jf the group is
n w IT" ,dai!y nor is the maintenance octave higher SIfg either M°"e.part ^
°f, talklng and waitin£ for ‘ardv >t is well to work out each step an,11
of sight-reading technic by daily drill then these nnntiT
, , pa,rt Is weak PuP:>s will be obvious,
■considered worth-while.
be used to strengthen both
ket,us consider the division of a choral advantage of every <.j-i***rtimi«y term
each vocal part. It , possible to lead
We must appreciate these facts when
first soprano should now be presented^ work^ r forty.‘five m,nutes into types «(
four-part selection of bum, ,unc Jengffi
Tet,Junior H’gh School pupils in as short a time as possible and all the
t r FlV® mmutes may be taken for a
the choral periods and meet the situation parts put together, ^he success
fam I,ar ums™ or two part song, at the an average large group of Junior Hi
with a plan or plans which will obtain
quick results and also provide for the work depends on the choice of material Ind and”™ P”? WI” SOcialize thc Sroup ptr
very li.tle forcing can' be done if the work^study °f „ew ,an
development of musical experience on
material proves too difficult.
S, ,J"enty ,or ‘'futy-five minutes
Teachers and Accompanists
P,fof.the puPils- It has been said
D
d be devoted to this. Then should
Presentation of Harmonic Music
E short. penod °f music appreciation F T[*E ,ar«'- Juni.., High School, t»
lescent
* f° °"e lazier than the adoteachers should lx- elected to teach w
WhZ l°Y’ Un'eSS ’l 13 the adolescent girl.”
C°rrent eVents
While this may be as true as many trite W"tHI]TE A ,certain amount of con- Th^mav
choru, muslc. I, i5 (J„,y fair t0 assim
trap tun tal chorus music should appear the le«nl *
ifT °r ten minutcs and
that the principal wb asks his musi
aIso n;ust he said in defense of
C'°Se w!th a familiar
the adolescent that no group of school m every Junior High, School chorus pro- union T t
teachers to handle groups of two hundre
gram
also
the
music
of
harmonic
conselected
Whlch
may
have
Nen
•pupils can rise to greater heights of inParP.,,3and "Pwards at . ,«■ time should sup
tent should be presented. This will give
“ d for reper-ory use.
Port the music ,eacll(.rs ty assigningothc
shin th?
eff°rt Under Proper leaderopportunity to carry on work in music
The Intensive Choral Period
ship than those of Junior High School
teachers to act as procu ; on the basis o
mu5t SUpply thl3 inspiration and
one teacher t„ cacl, , „c hundred pupil.
urge-to-do in presenting music in the mass
Ole or sustaining harmonic parts There use a nlan
u
. rmon:c ‘-'PC must The average class mm.I.crs thirty pupil
choral periods.
is nothing finer than the massed singing The following^;™.! miSUre qU'Ck resuIts- n the Junior High School and the musi,
Choral Methods
teacher ,s often expecte,| to handle nun;
‘imes the average “teacher load.”
LAS ,Cn°RAL groups —ot be
Handled like small ones. The aver¬
. I* two music teachers are provided, i
age plan for rehearsing small choruses is
LT "ece3sary ‘o use proctors for th
on a rote-reading basis. A single nart
small chorus. One teacher should direct
'“I
d {I* other play thc piana The teach
thePrest'Ced ^
individuals while
the rest await their turn. In due' time
; sh°uld alternate in Hie work of directeach part is btult up and then all of the
'"g ,and accompanying.
If one music
Parts put together. If the chorus is an
C e[ directs the first-period chorus,
" ‘he sccond teacher should direct the
partesnmCaed ff°UP °,f singers’ the
AduL^ni
attacked simultaneously,
second-period chorus. The teachers should
quite often set to secular text. ^The° inner
1. Begin
with the lowest i •
‘f any)- cuange this order weekly in order that
success.
r darSCd in this way wi(h parts of well written harmonic vocal music
f^andde^t^,ce
c teacher may have the opportunity of
Little or no objection is made bv the
(c) and (d) below m
(
funfish1
6ment °f “el0dic interes‘ and
„!.eC“ng evcr-v Kroup. It goes without
verage choral conductor to quiet con
key to make the pitch „Tra?spose ‘he
the^ studv ?fe7enCe f°r 3 background of
y,ng ,hat ‘he music teacher should be a
necessary
P
Ch
comfortable,
if
darts31'? !,eing Carned on winie single
capable accompanist and not expect a
Parts are being studied. There is a cer
tarn social value in this practice
'
capa i,T agroUp of PuPils to act in this
r. , . - ; I‘ ls possible to engage a prothe soHSa.°f a,Ch0rUS are compensated by
nal accompanist to do this work, and
the social contact as well as the enjoy¬ of the sight-reading development which
ny aspiring young professional teachers
ment of singing. While glee clubs cou d has occupied a considerable part o7 he
be earned o„ in this way it is impoSbk music preparation of the lower grades!
are anxi°us to serve at a nominal fee.
to use general methods for large^horal
and fd).
P
35 In (a), (b), (c)
Division of the Choral Period
groups. The element of the waste of time
I r .0rganiza,,'°n of Choral Periods
J Vs CUSTOMARY to assign teachers
maV ad°Pt
whilHhgr°UP- °- PUpiIs ‘° practice 3 Part T ™tlfcdsSIforeaCher
metliods for presenting
part Vari0us
music
while the majority remain silent must be
am tCt as Procfors whenever lessons in
mt
the
elements
of
interest
and
coop.’
•) subject are given in the auditorium to a
considered and talking will create com
6- TakVi^
S S thealt°

rrss

»« «t

W
We must
must adorn
adopt rC
for f°r
our U?le
slogan,Progress
“Every
pupil works all of the time.”
y
Presentation of Contrapuntal Music
T N PRESENTING music, each part of
which is considered a melody, it is pos¬
sible to teach each part directly with the
text to the whole choral group. This
amounts to the same problem as teaching
the same number of unison songs as there
are parts in the selection. The difficulty
cemes in putting the parts together.,

ars

i

musicianship must be reinforced by paffis

eatioif PreParati°n and ^ticyPaS:
The teacher who dilly-dallies or plavs
for time in starting promptly loses thl
respect of the pUpi,s, whoPaIy ^
quick to sense any weakness
i J°°
No detail should be overlooked regaling
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The Famous Schubert-Tausig “Marche Militaire in D”

S&**"flSSfcTte

>

(c) and (d)Pran° Part asin (aL (b), It i fu°UP of Junior High School pup'L
in tat;"6 duty o{ ‘bese teachers to assist
g Parts i,ethsyHaE’ ah° a'ld soprano denn *'ng attendance. to observe and record
make ,?C,U' and to help in every way to
e eEorts of ‘he teacher giving the
fi?!€wiffi syHaS0^6/31 times; lesson
3“n a success.
mmg or usinrp
’ sec°nd, by hum
as “loo”; third,"wTtt theSyIlab,e SUcb call f"y °f .thcse auditorium lessons do not
the n.,r .fctlv'c Participation on the part of
Ca) Pupils scan thl Vhe WordslisLP“P j' 35 they may be required to
(b) C"* >i«B
calls f nd Uke notes- The music work
wise fX afh'VC participation, and it « m'
companied w6 sydables unac stop a„I ,, music teacher to have to
Pupd whd0
attention to an individua
work of tu not cooperating, and yet *
^dividual pupil must be ac(Continue oh page 880)

MARK HAMBOURG

F

RANZ SCHUBERT was born in Vien¬
na on January 31,1797, and died there
on November 29, 1828. He is buried
in the Vienna town cemetery just three
graves off from Beethoven. In his shor:
life he enriched the world by composing
some of the most lovely music that exists.
Unfortunately he was unrecognized during
his lifetime for the supreme genius that he
was, and consequently the thirty years of
his existence were a continual struggle
against the direst poverty, and when he
died he was in complete destitution. His
fertility as a composer was simply amaz¬
ing and he found time to make the enor¬
mous output of one thousand and thirtyone compositions, in spite of his early
death.
The “Marche Militaire,” which is con¬
sidered here, was originally written by
Schubert as a duet for four hands for the
pianoforte, and the present and usually
played version of it has been transcribed
by Carl Tausig as a piece for two hands
on the same instrument. Tausig was one
of the most remarkable musicians and
pianists of his day. Born in 1841, at War¬
saw, and, like Schubert, not destined to live
long, he died in Leipzig of typhoid fever
in 1871. He was an ardent disciple of
Liszt to whom he was taken at the early
age of fourteen to study the pianoforte.
Liszt spoke of him as the “Infallible with
lingers of steel,” and one of his fellowpupils described his first performance be¬
fore Liszt thus: “A devil of a fellow who
knocked us clean over with the octaves in
Chopin’s A-flat Polonaise!"
A Grand Style
AUSIG’S STYLE was grand, impas¬
sioned, and of noble quality; and his
transcriptions for the pianoforte show fine
musicianship and a knowledge of the pow¬
ers of his instrument which equal those
of his master, Liszt, and display most bril¬
liantly the true virtuoso capacity of the
pianoforte in the best sense of the word.
"Marche Militaire” is one of three
marches written by Schubert, and is the
only one of the three Which has become
well-known and extremely popular. This
is chiefly owing to the present excellent
transcription of it by Tausig who has ren¬
dered it a quite remarkable work for the
piano, though as a matter of fact the music
itself cries aloud for orchestral effects.
The charming Trio which forms the sec¬
ond portion of the piece is very Hungarian
in character and contains much delightful
and characteristic melody. The whole work
must be played with a martial rhythm and
the buoyant swing of the Magyar spirit,
but with much variety of tone in order to
avoid too great feeling of' ponderousness in
the performance.
The introduction, consisting of the first
six measures, gives the tempo which gov¬
erns the whole march; and this must not
be too fast, but rather controlled with a
certain deliberateness of rhythm. The
opening measures of this introduction must
convey the impression of the beats of a
drum, and there should be short accents
on the first notes of each measure in both
hands.
A Good Beginning
'T'HE BEGINNING must be played
I piattissimo and a crescendo in the fifth
measure leads up to the “A-flats” in unison
in the sixth measure which should be held
a little over their true value and create in
fact a brief fermata. This pause serves to
give more emphasis to the main theme of
the march which is ushered in at the sev¬
enth measure. The first beat of each meas¬

ure during this opening subject must be
well marked and a short sharp rhythmical
accentuation be given to the chords in the
right hand. Continuing to the fourteenth
measure, the passage in octaves in the right
hand should be played very lightly with a
small accent on the first octave of the pass¬
age on “F.” Proceeding, in measures 16
and 17, the first two eighth-note chords of
each measure ought to be given with
slightly more deliberation of time, and be
especially punctuated by accents; but
measure 18 should be in strict tempo again.
Arriving at measure 19 there should be
an accent on the first eighth-note beat of
the measure, and in measure 21 a crescendo

SCHUBERT PLAYING AT THE
can be introduced on the first and second
eighth-notes, and then diminuendo again on
the third and fourth eighth-notes, with an
accent on the third eighth-note. The reit¬
erated A-flats in both hands in measure 22
ought to be played piano in tone, but imi¬
tating as far as possible the call of the
trumpet, with a little crescendo at the end
of the measure culminating with an accent
on the first eighth-note beat of measure 23,
and then a sudden piano. A continual
crescendo should grow up from this piano
iu measure 23 onwards to measure 26 and,
still proceeding, should lead to a forte
fermata on A-flat in measure 28.
To
facilitate the passage in measure 27,
I take the upper note of the last octave
in the bass with the right hand, using
fingers 1 and S of the right hand for
the octave “F,” and for the ensuing octave
in measure 28 on A-flat I take 1 and 4 with
the right hand, and 2 in the left hand on
the single remaining A-flat. Measure 29
should begin messoforte, the first eighthnote in the bass being made to sound like
the beat of the big drum, and the rhythmi¬
cal sixteenth-note figures being brought out
very precisely and distinctly like trum¬
pets.
Study Rhythms
PROCEEDING still in messoforte tint,
-*■ accents should be given on the first
and second beats of measure 35, while the
octave passage in measure 36 must again
be played very lightly, as previously the
same passage which occurred in measure
14. A little accent on the first octave of
the passage, namely on “F,” and a slight
crescendo to the first beat of measure 37,
which should also be accented, completes
the presentation of measures 35, 36 and 37.
In measures 38 and 39, similar delibera¬
tion of tempo and punctuation can be given
to the first two eighth-note chords of each
measure, as in former measures 16 and 17.

ure 65 on the second half of the first beat
must be made prominent. In 72 an accent
should appear on the first octave of the
scale passage starting on the second half of
the first beat, and the same accent should
be present in the bass chord which is
struck with it. In 76 the chords should be
played with much accent and some delib¬
eration; also accents must be given to the
rhythmic chords in both hands in the fol¬
lowing measure.
There is an accent on the first beat in
81, and in the next four measures there are
sforsandi marked on each beat, with cres¬
cendo. In 85 I give an accent on the first
beat of the measure, and in 88 I vary the
time, playing the two eighth-note chords
on the second beat of the measure more
slowly, with an accent on the last one, and
take up the next measure in tempo. In 91 and
92 there commences a descending passage
in staccato octaves in the left hand begin¬
ning on the note “F-flat.” This descend¬
ing passage must be well brought out with
an accent on the final chord of measure 92,
in both hands. A similar octave passage
occurs in 95 and should be given signifi¬
cance in the same way, with a crescendo
leading on to measures 96 and 97. At the
100th measure the tone should be fortis¬
simo, with a big emphasis on the last
eighth-note octave in the measure, and the
subject should be attacked in 101 in a
rather slower and more ponderous style and
with all the fortissimo that it is possible to
put into it; for this part of the piece repre¬
sents the culminating expression of war¬
like triumph and the music should continue
in victorious mood right down to 122. From
109 the tempo ought to accelerate a little
HOME OF HIS FRIEND VOGL
and in 114 there should be a sudden dccresccndo to messoforte on the second beat of
and second eighth-notes of measure 48, thc measure, rising again with accents on
but becomes louder on the third and the third and fourth eighth-note chords,
fourth eighth-notes until it reaches the ac¬ and a broadening of tempo back to fortis¬
cented forte chord on the first beat of 49. simo in 115.
The rest of the notes in this measure, how¬
A return to strict tempo should be made
ever, drop at once to a sudden piano which in 110. In 122 there is a sudden diminticmio
remains throughout measure 50 with an ac¬ and in 123 a ritardando leading us into the
cent on the first chord of this measure. The tuneful Trio in six flats.
first two chords in measure 51 should be
performed a little slower with an accent on
The Trio
the first of them, and the remaining two
can then be faster and louder, with an ac¬ T N THIS Trio the melody must be
brought
out
with
a singing tone. The
cent on the first of these two as well. In
arpeggii in the first two measures should
measure 52, continuing the crescendo, the
beginning two chords must be strictly in be played harmoniously, and also these
tempo and the final ones eased down some¬ measures ought to be performed more
what in time and with diminuendo in tone. slowly than the next two, and the whole
Trio should give the1 impression of fancifulness and flexibility. It will be found
Variations
to contribute to the smoothness of execu¬
A NEW variation of the theme is in- tion to divide the octave passage in 127, and
troduced in 53, and here the tempo play it with both hands as follows: Right
should be very measured, exact, and piano hand fingers, 1, 2, 3, 4, taking the last
in expression^ Arriving at 56 there is a sixteenth-note octave with the right hand.
figure in the left hand, written in the treble The left hand takes fingers 5, 4, 3, 2.
clef, that ought to be brought out like a The melody in 126 in the right hand
trumpet sound with accents on the two last should he accented on the first and second
eighth-note beats of the measure, especially beats of the measure and played with a
the final one." In 60 there is a staccato light rhythmic swing.
Measure 130 must
eighth-note chord in both hands, on the be like 126, and the sixteenth-note pas¬
second beat of the measure, which must be sage in 131 should be fingered similarly
struck very abruptly, and the hands lifted to the one in 127. The next four meas¬
right off before attacking the next two six¬ ures, 134-137, can be given faster and with
teenth-note octaves on “B-flat.” In the fol¬ more tone, a crescendo being introduced in
lowing measure there is the beginning of a 135, but dropping down again in 136. In
crescendo, with slight broadening of tempo 137 the hands should be raised before at¬
on the two eighth-note chords forming the tacking the new thirty-second-note figure
second beat of this measure. The rise in which appears on the last half of the up
tone continues gradually up to measure 65, beat and this new figure must emerge
where the main subject of the march is humorously and sharply defined with little
taken up with great zest and enthusiasm.
accents on the first of each thirty-secondThe repeated “A’s” in both hands in note group. Measures 144 and 145 are sim¬
64 should be played somewhat slower, to ilar in style and finger, treatment to 126 and
give more emphasis to the main theme 127, and so are measures 148 and 149, as
which arrives at the beginning of 65. Also also 152 and 153 are like measures 134 and
the trumpet-like figure in the bass of meas¬ 135. In measure 157 there is a crescendo
I emphasize also each of the three chords
in measure 40, and in measure 43 start
piano and crescendo up to the accented
third beat and continue the increase of tone
until the first beat of measure 44.
After this the rhythmical figure in six¬
teenth notes on the second half of the first
beat of measure 44, commences with a sud¬
den piano, then grows louder with an accent
on the last eighth-note beat of the measure
to an accented “G-flat,” in messoforte, on
the first beat’ of measure 45. Measure 46
is echoed in piano again and in measure 47
the first two octaves are loud, the second
two are echoed an octave higher softly,
then the soft tone continues during the first
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and the melody which is now in the left
"and must be distinctly apprehended.
Dynamic Effects
^DECRESCENDO comes again in the
crescMdoT+K °f ,158, and >'ct another
ri “" °n„ he e?d°f that measure. The
the” 1^1 ° marked in the Ieft hand in
me myth measure and commencing on the
second half of the first beat, I take with
X a,Jdtfcand makc a lonfi- pause on
it, trilling all the time. Supported by the
triplet figure starting in 160, the melody in
mus hCr qUarter'notes m the right hand
must be prominently brought out with
mg,„g tone. I use the thumb on <Lh of
gerseonU?hter’n°teS,and
third In
and162,
fifth
fin‘
gers on the sextuple notes.
I give
httle accents on the first and second heals
n the measure to impart a Hungarian
tteTffhand" £ T* ^SUre 1 t2KX
of the W , C'sharP. which is the first
ol the four lower thirty-second notes of
the passage on the second beat in the
ASf tbc hest fingering for the
SS is^ Vt^,0te tkirds of the same
Star^W L/
7 ’ W‘th the riSht hand.
164 vv ft, fi
0nCf m°re the sextuples in
164, with fingers 2 and 3, I again olav the
quarter notes with the thumb.
Continuing to measures 168-169, I create
a variation of tone color by playing S
figure on the first beat in each mefsure
forte and echo it piano on the second beats.

I*r the excellent life of Schubert by
E. Duncan the writer gives an excellent
idea of Schubert’s daily life:
Schubert’s daily habits were simple, and
almost monotonous in their regularity. He
was an early riser, and it was his custom

THE ETUDE
ui the
lne f0ij(
f0|,
ushering in the military Tempo Primo Vi- “A-flat” of the group in
measure. In 273 I play a little slowL?s
vace which returns in 208.
with very sharply defined rhythm » j
A Tempo
play 274 in tempo. In 275, 276 and"!!
HIS TEMPO PRIMO is practically the cymbal effect should once nuT
identical with the opening part of the made as in measures 271 and 272in
277 and 278 I make a big s|ow do!!*!
starts at 23, and it is therepiece which
_
the lime in order to give more signifi °
fore not necessary to note anything
anytning mu
in it, except at 232, where I introduce a and then return to tempo in 279. ACance’
further variation of tempo by playing the siderable ritardando in 286 is effecti C°”'
octaves in that measure rather slower, and the end of the great descending J!* a
those in the next measure considerably in octaves, and then 287 must be inT
faster, but return to strict tempo again in original time again. The final passav. 234. Also in 238 the two “E-flat” octaves 297 should be made to sound-as muX"
in the right hand, where it is marked treble trumpets as possible, and thus termini
fortissimo, ought to be given much more the march in a fanfare of martial triumpf,
slowly and emphatically, especially the sec¬
ond of the “E-flats,” and the same point
can be signalized at the similar “D-Flat”
Self-Test Questions on Mr. Hambouro’s
Article
*
octaves in 242.
A new variation of the structure arises
1. How did Schubc
o the riches
in 250, with the melody in the left hand. of musical literature f
But this theme should stand out well from
2. What teas Tattsig
°f Playingt
the accompanying octave runs in the right
3. How has he displt
* in the “arhand. I play the whole of the next eight
rangement” under eons
measures, up to 258, rather slower than the
4. What was the form j the original
original tempo, and only speed up again
composition P
at 258.

In 171, the fingering is the same as in 163,
and at the end of the last .figure in meas¬
ure 173, I make a slight pause before at¬
tacking decisively and in tempo the next
phrase in 174. Proceeding to 175 there are
thirty-second notes in the left hand which
I turn into a kind of trill, playing as many
notes as it is possible to get into the al¬
lotted time. I accelerate somewhat in the
two following measures, l76 and 177, play¬
ing the sextuples in the right hand with
alternate swelling and diminishing of the
sound like something continuously rising
and falling. In measures 178 and 179, a
big crescendo should rise up to the summit

in iST PaSSage and dr°P t0 Plan° 3gain
There is a crescendo marked in the mu¬
sic in 181, but I do not make this one; but
play the two eighth-note thirds on the first
beat in the treble in 182, with some broad• emng of the time, hastening up again, how¬
ever, on the two other eighth-note thirds in
the same bar, and making an accent on
trd* which occurs on the C-sharp in
183. The music from here onwards to 207
is a repetition in other tonalities of what
has already been, and must be treated in
the same manner. At. 207 the Trio ends
and the figure resembling the drum beat
reappears and should be rapped out ponderously and with smartly emphasized
rhythm, to create a fitting atmosphere for

T

Arriving at 271 I give a tremendous ac¬
5. What characteristics did Schubert
cent on the first “B-flat” of the thirty-scc- give to this work, other th ,n those of the
ond-note group on the second beat, en¬ instrument for which it was written!
deavoring to produce the effect of the
6. What are secrets its continued
clashing of cymbals. I do the same on the popularity t
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FRANZ SCHUBERT

Fora Master Lesson on this famous eomposition*by the celebrated pianist Mark Hambourg, see another page of thi$ issue.
This whole piece must be played very rhythmically,- and with variety of tone so as not to become too heavy, and endeavour to impart a Hungarian char¬
acter to the music.
Sharp and accented,with rhythm.
Allegro vivace Not too fa at
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Sudden piano

Schubert’s Regular Daily Habits

to an afternoon call on, Fniulein Anna
monly surrounded the composer; his
ning here and there in different directions
Milder, on Madame Lacsny-Buchwieser,
younger brother Carl (the painter), on the
the Esterhazys, with whom he was on
with orders, in the full hul.l. d, 0f a holiday
friendly terms without regard to music, contrary, often frequented the round ta¬ crowd, Schubert wrote that lovely song—
or to the rooms of Madame Sofie Muller ble of intimates which was wont to assem- truly ‘a wonderful sweet an, with admir¬
(the great actress) who had the courage i
°1 a" ,.evening- Poets and Painters able rich words to it.’ 1
gardens de¬
have brought many a modest little inn
o begin the day with composition—pursued on one of these occasions to sing “Die
serve better of mankind i i consequence.
half-dressed or even in bed, it was a mat¬ junge Nonne” at sight. A fine summer into notoriety, surrounding them with a There is another view of tavern-life of
fragrant
memory
which
speaks
enchantter of indifference or with experimental evening would take precedence of any
our hero which is not so i isant to con¬
ment to succeeding generations.
extempore playing on the pianoforte of town appointment, and Schubert and his
template. The authority i
the succeed¬
IS doubtfuI if any such Place before
ideas which were afterwards to be jotted friends would stray at their own sweet ,<Jr
1826 ever witnessed the birth of so beauti- ing remarks is found in W. Chezy’s
will,
regardless
of
everything
but
the
en¬
‘Recollections of my Life’ < I. ii. p. 292).
down. This exercise continued till the
joyment of the hour.
breakfast hour, after which work was re
_ Schubert became ovei
I of good
“Tavern-life in Vienna was a mere com¬ SenHe
sumed, and briskly carried forward until
wine. He even took a curi ■ pride in the
two o clock in the afternoon. Then he monplace to a bachelor, who would natu¬
accidents which resulted irom over-in¬
would repair to a restaurant, usually the rally resort to such places, just as in Londulgence. When the juice of the grape
.a man wouId rePa;r to his club.
Gasthaus, where he could dine for a Zwanflowed in his veins, he would retire to a
z'ger (8k!.)—a sum not always at his Beethoven, surrounded by his friends Wahring, they espied there a friend, Tie* solitary corner, and there i .irse himself
command. Dinner over, he was free for might any day be seen at the Gasthaus,’
comfortably into a passion. Chezy assures
where
he
often
dined,
and
where,
no
doubt
the rest of the day, which would commonly
Biersack ’ °Th °f ‘ ^ !?bIeS °f the ‘Zum us that ‘he became a laughing tyrant’—
be spent in walking in the delightful sur¬ Schubert looked on him with an interest
whatever that may be—‘and would de¬
roundings of the city. In Schubert’s later and regard of which the great man was
stroy everything he could, without making
Schubert had of
the ka-ofe’handbook a noise—glasses, plates or cups—and sit
years he was to be found at Bogner’s cof- perfectly oblivious.
fee-house from S to 7, smoking a pipe and course, at _ various times other favourite
denly he sto7ped°Tnd,° pofiinj^ ^ simpering and screwing up his eyes into
enjoying the conversation of friends. The tavern-haunts, such as the ‘zur Ungarverses, exclaimed, ‘Such a lovely mekT me smallest possible compass.’ When the
evening was sometimes devoted to the thea¬ ischen Krone.’ in the Himmelpfortgasse. has come into mv hear!, ir T ,y ,melody Kellner came for the reckoning, the
come into m’y hetd; iftSd’bi
tre, after which there would be supper at where he and his companions were wont
guest placed his hand quietly underneath
the Gasthaus, and perhaps a final visit to foregather* or the ‘Zum rothen Kreuz,’
the table, and the number of fingers he
to Bogner’s cafe. Not an infrequent al¬ where h.s brother Ferdinand joined him back of a bill of fare
mes 0,1 the field up indicated the number of measures
ternative to such a programme would lead at dinner. Ferdinand did not mix with in the midst of all the attma" a”d there’
consumed. It is also said that his illness
the
troop of
friends which com¬
fiddlers and skittle-players, of waiters^"! was aggravated by carelessness in these
tavern matters.”
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The same as bars M and i7.

Other Schuberts

The same Schubert is well known in
insisted that someone was trying to trade
musical history, although the Schubert
upon his good name and accordingly kept Cologne who published
family itself cannot be said to have the tne manuscript for evidence.
and produced an opera “The «*P°sltions
pearance.”
1 ’ Ihe NlgMy Aplofty standing of such musical names as
Schubert’s brother, Ferdinand (1794Bach, Couperin or Puccini. There have 1859), although engaged most of his life
27;,812>. «■ •
been a number of musicians of high order as a teacher, wrote church music of a hi°fi vioS\,
s
Polished much
’J,
who have borne the name of Schubert, or order.
tng m'
Franz Schubert, son of the Dresden struments and produced four
its variants—Schubart, Schuberth, Scho«othing of fifteen ^ j0Ur °Peras, to say
Konzertmeister we have already men¬
bert arid others.
tioned, was born 1808 and died 1878, and
In fact, when Schubert presented the
became famous as a violinist and Konzert¬
song, Erl King, to the publishers, Breitkopf
meister. He published many compositions •nd attained high disfaS," “J*.
and Hartel, they had never heard of any for violin.
and as a Konzertmeister
' "!St
Franz Schubert excep't the Royal Church
Johann Friederich Schubert (1770-1811), •fioted as a singing teacher fe *a* also
’ and Produced
Composer of Dresden, a man fifty years was a musical director and violinist of four operas.
old. They accordingly sent the manuscript
Maschinka Schubert (wife nt ir
of the younger composer to the older one
to Spaun in 1822, Schober master Franz Schubert) wnf Konzert'
* ' unitivs “Writing
wiin surpi
in Dresden. He was very indignant and completely
i. a noted
iv1Wc
founa “Dle K^fio- stage soprano as was his A
deserted.
»e (a pntil 0f j
j)“ght«r Georg-

is
® fir,

if

Hi
(icri
(50)
slower^-Taster
(5$)sl
(lST«75Wdi"ind
S'1"11
firm t I
funded the music publis
°f J- Schuberth and Co. ol Lei
and New York.
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ceVKst’ Schubcrth (1811-1863), emi
enorlW3S ,X)rn. at Magdeburg.
—
us succcss in Russia led to his
direrw11 h tWCnt-v >’ears as the mu
or of the University at Petrogrs
famJi31111 ^cbobert (doubtless the s
He ? a"ame) was hunt in Silesia
have k
faris 1767‘ He is reporte
pianof*6*" -the first composer to use
Mora ?rtC 10 cbamt>er music compositi
F p
admired his works,
bom in ca"!el Scbubart (1739-1791).
erettas Swabla- He wrote numerous
’ cantatas and pianoforte pieces.
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PATTER WITHOUT CHATTER
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PATTER WITHOUT CHATTER
JAZZ STUDY

C. BLANCO
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THE QUEST OP PIERROT
A modern

air tie ballet; to be played in very free

Leggiero e L’istesso tempo
4 L

time. Grade 3|.

FRANK H.GRey
3

rj?, ..

■»

tup
;t

—f—T-

-.. * -

* From bere go back to % and play to fine, then play
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CHOOSE YOUR PIANO AS THE ARTISTS DO

Bachaus pldys only the

Halfitom
M

OST exacting of pianists, Bachaus
finds in the Baldwin Piano the per¬
fect medium of musical expression. In his
own words, “The Baldwin satisfies the
highest demands. The tone is noble and
brilliant, the mechanism perfect.”
For its enduring purity and resonance, for
its perfect concord of tone and action, the
Baldwin is the choice of exacting musi¬
cians the world over—on the concert stage
and in the home.

Please mention THE ETUDE

In any Baldwin you will find a new revela¬
tion of your musical dreams. Visit the
Baldwin dealer near you.
Uprights, $850 and up, Grands,
and up; Reproducing Models, $1850
and up. Convenient payments if desired.
BALDWIN

$1400

A SVQQESTION
Choose YOUR, piano as the artists do. The book.,
‘‘How Artists Choose Their Pianos,” will help
you in selecting the instrument for your home. We
will gladly send you a copy free. Address

addressing our advertisers.
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'Before buying any Musical Instrument or Radio
hear the BRUNSWICK PANATROPE
—joint achievement of
Radio Corporation of America
General Electric Company
Westinghome Electric & Manufacturing Company
The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Company

the new

electrical

reproducing musical instrument which

brings you the music of the new electrical records, and
Leopold Godowsky’s recordings will reveal
the superb beauty of piano music reproduced
by die Panatrope

radio, with a beauty you have, never known before.

T

HE Brunswick Panatrope marks an

Great artists of the
New Nall af Fame
—those whom the present-day public
proclaims to be supreme

epoch in the music-life of the world.
It is the FIRST purely electrical repro¬

Michael Bohnen

Richard Bonelli

Karin Branzell

Mario Chamlee

The Cleveland Orchestra
Nikolai Sokoloff, Conductor
Giuseppe Danise
Claire Dux
Florence Easton

Ekhuco Trio

Leopold Godowsky

Josef Hofmann

Bronislaw Huberman

Maria Ivogun

Giacomo Lauri-Volpi

Edith Mason

Lauritz Melchior
Metropolitan Opera House Orchestra
Gennaro Papi, Conductor
Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra
Henri Verbrugghen, Conductor
Marie Morrisey
Elly Ney
New York Philharmonic Orchestra
Willem Mengelberg, Conductor
Sigrid Onegin

Elisabeth Rethberg

Max Rosen

Friedrich Schorr

Albert Spalding

Richard Strauss

John Charles Thomas

as superior to what you are accustomed.
This remarkable instrument operates

Electrical reproduction of music means

entirely from the light socket; no batteries

tire musical scale, we believe this instru¬

anything in existence, except the Pana¬
Until you hear the Brunswick Pana-

So overwhelmingly beyond anything

trope you cannot realize

the world has known is the music of the
Panatrope that the first demonstration of
this instrument in New York City was
the news of the day in the papers the fol¬
lowing morning.

quality and its ability to reproduce the en¬

ment represents a very great advance over

or outside wires needed.

cal photograph!

Critics and laymen

agreed that here was by all odds the most
remarkable reproducing musical instru¬
ment they had ever heard.
The Brunswick Panatrope brings you

trope.

Brunswick’s new musical instru-

the difference

ment dispenses with the electrical mecha¬

between its music and reproduced music

nism' of the Panatrope, and its prices are

as you have known it. It is merely exer¬

lower, ranging from $115 to $300 (slightly

cising good judgment to refrain from buy¬

higher west of Rockies).

event of a tie for any prize offered, a prize
identical in all respects with that tied for

until you have heard and seen this remark¬

*$3,000 for a name

scribing this contest. Or, ask your Bruns¬

able invention. Otherwise what you buy

To find a suitable name for the new

wick dealer for a copy. It is not necessary

Brunswick musical instrument we offer 3

to have the booklet in order to compete,

seem, may fall obsolete tomorrow before

prizes totaling $5,000 (first prize, $3,000;

but it may help you immensely.

this amazing instrument.

second prize, $1,500; third prize, $500)

You can hear the Brunswick Panatrope,

for the best name submitted together with

the Brunswick Panatrope & Radiola, and

an advertising slogan or phrase not exceed¬

the new Brunswick instrument as yet un¬

Another triumph

obtainable either alone or combined in

The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Company

ing 10 words describing its music. Contest

named* at any Brunswick dealer’s.

one beautiful cabinet with the Radiola

has also developed another musical in¬

doses December 15 th at midnight.

is no Brunswick dealer near you, write us.

Super-heterodyne.

The Panatrope may

In

If there

strument, as yet unnamed*, for bringing
out the music of the new records. Intone

New Brunswick Records by the "Light-Ray”
electrical method (music by photography)
are now on sale every Thursday.

t/oTtmmick
PANATROPES

THE BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER CO., GENERAL OFFICES-

623

S. WABASH AVE.

CHICAGO

TliE

*

in recording

Write Dept. P-192 for free booklet de¬

today, no matter how wonderfiil it may

not only the music of the new electrical

An amazing development

will be awarded to each tying contestant.

ing anything in the field of music or radio

records but that of radio as well. It is

Willem Willeke

— these artists find in Brunswick’s “Light
Ray” electrical recording (music by photog¬
raphy) reproduced on the Brunswick Panatfope the perfect medium for their art.

also be used as the loud-speaker unit for
your radio, with musical results equally

ducing musical instrument.

music as it really is. True to life_a musi¬

Brunswick Panatrope & Radiola.
Equipped with either 6- or 8-tube
Radiola Super-heterodyne. Fin¬
ished in walnut.

PHONOGRAPHS

•

RADIOLAS

BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER

CO.,

*

B

Y old methods of recording, the energy to
move the recording needle on a disc of soft
wax had to be developed by the actual sound
waves entering a horn. Because some sounds, no¬
tably in the middle register, had more “needle-cutting energy” than others, it was impossible to record
the entire musical scale. Furthermore, the artists
had to be arranged in awkward positions and to
exaggerate their music.
By Brunswick’s “Light-Ray” electrical method of
recording (music by photography) a beam of light
is reflected on a photo-electric cell from a tiny
mirror weighing but 2-100th of a milligram. The
slightest sound causes this mirror to vibrate and
the beam of light to vary as it plays on the photo¬
electric cell Amplifiers “step-up” these vibrations
and a recording mechanism registers them. Thus
every note is recorded naturally. The artists per¬
form with perfect freedom.
We believe the “Light-Ray” electrical process, ex¬
clusively Brunswick, makes records unequaled in
naturalness of tone, yet the Brunswick Panatrope plays
all makes of records with the extraordinary bril¬
liancy and beauty characteristic of this instrument.

RECORDS^**'

GENERAL

OFFICES:

62 3

S

WABASH

AVE.,

CHICAGO
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MORRIS DANCE
JAMES

H.

ROGERS

In semi-classic vein. Grade 25.

An Interesting and Helpful List of the Very Latest Issues That Will
Assist the Teacher, Student and Performer in Selecting
1
New Music Material.
Any of these publications may be had for examination
PIANO SOLOS

V OCAL—Continued

Cat. No.
BARTLETT, HOMER N.
23384 Grande Polka De Concert...
BREHM, FRANK T.
23430 Lonely Star, Reverie.
EVILLE, VERNON
23358 Funeral March of the Dwarf King.
23357 Goblin’s March, The.
23359 An Old Fashioned Nosegay.
FONTAINE, L.J.
23379 Bonsoir, Ma Mie! Garotte.
GALUPPI, BALDASSARE
23385 Cigue, from “Sonata in D".
HUERTER, CHARLES
Away We Go.
23390 Frag
~
■ Here We Come..

thousands ofhomes now enjoijr
this beautful Sh>abijr Qrand
gRAMBACH built the first small grand piano.
/fday, this beautiful Baby Grand is known and
used by music lovers the world over.
Its popularity is easily understood when these facts
are considered.
First, it is a compact, beautifully-proportioned instru¬
ment less than five feet in length. It is so small it
takes no more space than an upright and fits into
even the smallest corner of the house or apartment.

MOKREJS, JOHN
23381 Dance in D.
23382 Memories.
NORRIS, ALBERT LOCKE
23363 How Do You Do Today? Op. 49, No. 1
23364 Long, Long Ago. Op. 49, No. 2. ...
23365 Springtime. Op. 49, No. 3.
PERRY, ROB ROY
in May, A .
PRESTON, M. L.
23361 Fields in May, Waltz.
ROBERTS, J.E.
23327 Morning Song.
SCHULER, GEORGE S.
23346 Frirolity, Novellette.
SIBELIUS, JEAN
23386 Valse Triste. Op. 44 from “Kuolema”..
VAL, PAUL DU
23347 In a Fairy Boat.
WILM, NICOLAI VON

Songs and Ballads
6 $0.60
3>/g J5
3
3
3

&asi/r to own one
Because of the enormous
Brambach production, this re¬
markable grandpiano is priced
surprisingly low, $650.00 and
«P, f- o. b. New York City.
On convenient terms, if de¬
sired. Distributed by leading
music houses everywhere.

SAAR, LOUIS VICTOR

J5

i£;:

*

2

BRAMBACH
BABY GRAND

is&assste

SMITH, CLAY
.
23383 Night Brings the Stars and You (E flal-F)
40
WHITE, CLARENCE CAMERON
23368 Honey Chile (b-E).
.
Sacred Solos
BARNES, EDWARD SHIPPEN
23351 With Psaltery and Harp (d-al
M
RIKER. FRANKLIN
23415 Acquaint Now Thyself Wilh God (d-g)...
.45
WOOLER, ALFRED
23418 There is No Unbelief (E-F). .40
Sacred Duet

3
3
ANTHEMS
4
5
3

Mixed Voices
AMBROSE, PAUL
i Bethlehem’s Star (Christmas).
BARNES, EDWARD SHIPPEN
2664' 0 Come and Mourn With Me Awhile.12
20648 ThyrHro'.ry(Hil|,P*,l*)
Do“bIc Ch.™., .15
CRANMER, E. L.
20655 In The Croas of Christ I Glorv.06
GARRETT, G. M.
20662 In Humble Faith and Holy Lore .08
GOSS, SIR JOHN
20653 Behold, I Bring You Good Tidings
(Christmas)
08
LAWRENCE, MAY F.
20674 God of Lore, The.12
SIMPER, CALEB
I Am He That Lireth.12
TOURS, BERTHOLD
20651 While the Earth Remaineth.10
WOOLER, ALFRED
20658 Walking With The..10

PIANO DUETS

SIX HANDS

PIPE ORGAN

Mail coupon below for further
information and for a paper pat¬
tern showing the exact space
requirements of this beautiful
Baby Grand. The pattern will be
mailed with our compliments.

23588

4
4

In addition to its convenient size, the Brambach pos¬
sesses deeply resonant tone and wonderful respon¬
siveness—due to the patented Grand Action and the
Brambach Tone Expander.
It is so beautiful and individual
in line and finish that its low
price comes as a surprise.

HAMBLEN, BERNARD
ict Song (F-g)...
23371 Lore s Perf, *1 Song (d-E
23372 Lore’s Perf.
HOPKINSON, FRANCIS . *

PART SONGS

KEATS, FREDERICK
23360 March of the Noble.
KOHLMANN, CLARENCE
23340 Storm, The.

3
3

VOCAL
Songs and Ballads
BORNSCHEIN, FRANZ C.
23380 Dream Kiss (F-a) . .,
CLARK, F. A.
23405 Voice of the Deep Blue Sea. The flat-D)...
DAY, HARRY
23419 If Love Were!
Rose Is (b-E).

Mixed Voices
EMERSON, L. O.
20652 Star of Descending Night.08
Treble Voices
BAINES, WILLIAM
20650 Lady June (Two-Part).
FORMAN, MRS. R. R
20640 Tinkl.
~ MANNEY, CHARLES FONTEYN
Birthday, A (Three-Part).
20643 «-o-r
" - - (Three-Part) ..

12

School Chorus
GEST, ELIZABETH
20645 Song of Coasting (S A B.).

THEODORE PRESSER CO.
MUSIC Publishers and Dealers

712-1714 Chestnut Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

“EVERYTHING IN MUSIC PUBLICATIONS”
fro^hmS*
teachers. Ark about thm.
THE ETUDE when addressing: our advertisers.

CAN GET it promptly

* publ,cat,°n quoted cheerfully. Special service features of into
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DANCE OF THE MEDICINE MAN

w. berwald

Very characteristic. The sharp dissonances in the left hand are mereIy“crush-notes” written in the raSdern manner. Grade 3.

Allegro m.m.J=15}6

FOR THE LEFT HAND ALONE

RICH. KRENTZLIN,Op.l05,No!

A novelty: the left hand alone,and written .on a single staff. Good practice in reading, and in the singing tone with subdued accompaniment in the

Copyright 1926 by Theodore Presser Co.
British Copyright secured
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HICKORY STICKS

I
J
Notes with stem
> f-M-g- down played with
L— I = left hand.

CHARACTERISTIC DANCE
L. RENK

A study in interlocking and coordination of the hands. Grade

Tempo ad libitum

»

quasi Martellato
«»p—i
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/,Gt. to Octave.
Registration:] Ped*^6ft
/ Gt.to Sw.
\ Gt. to Ped.

POSTLUDE IN D MINOR

Too few Pomades have sufficient life. Here is one with plenty of go.

E. S. HOSMER
and easy to play.

Manual

Copyright 1926 by Theodore Presser Co.
British Copyright secured
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SERENADE ANDALUSIENNE

A lovely slow waltz,full of warmth and color.

* Allegretto

MAURICE ARNOLD

m.m.J.=63

VIOLIN
V

PIAN0<

p

y

o

P\ *

i ,•

[.-.-Vi.fTT'j irT^i

cresc.

r

P-

,F.
/v

j.pora rit
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%

fa#
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Finger-work in the five finger position
contrasting with staccato chords.Grade 2.
Tempo di Marcia m.m. J = i26

the ETjjfig

HALLOWE’EN
MARCH

EDMUND PARLOty

NOVEMBER 1926

THE etude
WM. SHAKESPEARE

WAS 1ST SYLVIA?

“Two Gentlemen of Verona.

2. 1st sie sc/ton und gut dazu?
Reiz labt wie milde Kind he it-,
Ihrem Aug’ eilt Amor zu,
Dort heilt er seine Blindheit,
Und verweilt in siisser Ruh,

International

Copyright secured

FRANZ SCHUBERT
1. Was

Moderato

Copyright 1926 by Theodore
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WHO IS SYLVIA?

Und verweilt in siisser Ruh.

3. Darum Sylvia, ton’, o Sang,
Der holden Sylvia Ehren,
Jeden Reiz besiegt sie long,
Den Erde kann gewahren,
Kranze ihr und Saitenklang,
Kranze ihr ?tnd Saitenklang.

Page 850
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ROSE OF SEVILLA

fereser.
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ralh
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LILY STRICKLAND

Allegretto

irfrr
poco cresc.

con espress.

In old Se - vil - la,
by Guad-al - qui - va,
Down where the South winds blow,
Night of en-chant-ment, night of en-tranee-ment, Bathed in the full mooribglow,

No mat - ter where I
Be-cause I
miss her

go.
so.

’Twas there I met
her, ne’er to for-get her,
Mem - o - ry haunts me, my long-ing taunts me

There lov - ers stroll and soft - ly play
Downwhere the dark-eyed beau-ties grow

A
I

tune-ful ser - e - nade,
met mySpan-ish rose,

Spain,

Love - ly Rose

of

Se

- vil - la,

How I

long

for

you

-pn -pn
SAVIOR, BREATHE AN EVENING BLESSING
■T.EDMISTON
There in an old-time Span-ish way,
Sing-ing be-neath the South-ern moon,

Each wooed
Sweet with

a Span-ish
the'breath of

maid..
June.'j

.
Moderato tranquillo

Love - ly Rose of

NATHANIEL IRVING HYATT

SeSav - ior, breathe

La
r~^=
■_

Wh'' * ==%
spir - its

seal;

Sin

and

want

we

~7-

an

eye-ning bless-ing,

t ~ry-a

.con - fess - ing;

Thou canst

save

re - pose our

1,^

—

come

Ere

and

Thou canst

heal.

1
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fflE ETUDE

Educational Study Notes on Music
in this Etude
By EDGAR ALDEN BARRELL
diture of pains. What falsity of logic!
Military March, by Franz Schubert.
The left-hand arpeggios, though not com¬
Comments on this March are not neces¬
sary in these columns since, elsewhere in plex, had best be practiced separately.
Minuetto in B Minor, by Franz Schubert,
t!]js iSSUe, the world-famous authority,
The octaves must be clearly and cleanly
Mark Hambourg, carefully explains in a
master-lesson the technical and interpreta¬ enunciated—and the whole Minuet calls for
strong accentuation. Notice the good ef¬
tive difficulties.
fect
(often used by Schubert) obtained by
Patter Without Chatter, by C. Blanco
tying the last note of one measure to the
(Joss Study).
.
Most so-called “Jazz Studies, you know, first of the next.
The measure before the Dominant Ca¬
quite fail to hit the mark; they are neither
good enough music nor good enough jazz dence in D—that is, the measure marked fff
to succeed. This Patter Without Chatter, —contains an Augmented Sixth chord. In
this
composition it should be noted in how
on the contrary, seems to satisfy both de¬
mands and provides a fine test of one’s many different harmonic ways the composer
approaches the same point of rest.
capacity for syncopated playing.
Thematically, the Trio is of more inter¬
While examining this composition, the
word which kept recurring to our mind was est, the flowing melody being in splendid
“ingenious” (uttered with an exclamation contra-distinction to the angular rugged¬
mark). The series of seconds in measures ness of the first theme.
Morris Dance, by James H. Rogers.
9-10 of the Second© are ingenious; passage
The Morris (or Morrice) is one of the
work in the Primo is ingenious; and the
whole tonal effect of the piece is ingenious. famous old English dances, the spirit of
which Mr. Rogers has convincingly caught
This study requires quick, deft fingers and
in this little number. His piece is attrac¬
■ a thoroughly relaxed mechanism.
tive both melodically and rhythmically. In
Polonaise, by Franz Schubert.
measures 5-8 make the fourths (in the
Use great care to discriminate between
right-hand) non-legato. Non-legato is the
staccato and legato passages. In the
half-way house, you know, between legato
Primo, in measures 5-8 after the first double¬
bar, see to it that the left-hand part is clear and staccato.
When the left hand has reiterated fifths
and smooth. In the Trio notice the Imi¬
—like the oft-repeated C-G of the Morris
tation between the hands; Schubert was in¬
Dance—the effect is called a Drone Bass
tensely fond of this trick and often used it.
and ig strongly reminiscent of bag-pipes.
Schubert showed great good judgment,
Always accent a Drone Bass.
always, in picking out contrasting themes
Do not make much of a retard on the
for any piece. The first theme of the
last five measures of this dance.
Polonaise is broad and beautifully balanced;
Dance of the Medicine Man, by Wm.
the four-note theme of the Trio is choppy
Berwald.
--admirably suited to the imitative effects
This is a very active dance indeed; so ac¬
employed. This number is extremely char¬
tive, in fact, that when the medicine man
acteristic of the master.
finishes it we are certain that he may omit
The Quest of Pier¬
his “daily dozen” for some time with im¬
rot, by Frank H
punity.
Grey.
In measures 3-4—and similar measures
Pierrot is a char¬
—accent the first beat as marked.
acter willed us from
In the scale of G
old French farces,
Minor,
which is the
which in turn had
come by him from main tonality of this
the Italians. Orig¬ piece, the seventh or
inally a valet, he soon
developed the ap¬ sharp; and the low¬
pearance and charac¬ ering of this (which
ter for which he is gives F natural) es¬
now noted—and the white-faced fellow, in tablishes an Indian
atmosphere. Oriental
white suit adorned with large buttons, who
is searching for his Pierrette, is familiar music also employs
the flatted seventh
to us all.
Wm. Berwald
Mr. Grey, a short biographical notice of extensively.
Keep the left wrisl loose for the stac¬
whom appeared in these columns recently,
cato
notes.
has selected pleasing and piquant themes
In the C Minor section—sub-Dominant of
for his piece. The transposition, up an oc¬ G Minor—the right hand triplets add a
tave, of the first theme is effective. The characteristic touch. Note the telling dis¬
section in D Minor—played doloroso sonance in measures 15 and 17 resulting
(sadly)—we may take as descriptive of from the simultaneous sounding of D flat
Pierrot’s feelings when his young lady tem¬
C natural.
porarily casts amorous glances at some and
The Coda of Mr. Berwald’s Dance of the
other gentleman. The right-hand part, in Medicine Man is brief but excellent, and
this section, consists mostly of appoggiacontinues the aroma of barbarism. Notice
turas.
the Augmented chord in the next to the last
The Trio must be played leggiero, and measure; this composer has a great fond¬
with an absolute lack of the rubato suited
ness for Augmented chords.
to the rest of the piece.
William Berwald was born in Schwerin
To a Ghost Flozvcr, by Thurlow Lieur- (Mecklenburg), December 26, 1884; stud¬
This is a little gem,
easy technically but
very difficult in the
matter of interpreta¬
tion and coloring.
The careless per¬
former will judge
that, because To a
Ghost Flower is
short, it consequently
merits small expen¬

ied under Rheinberger, Bussmeyer and
others. From 1889 to 1891 he conducted
the Philharmonic Society in Libau, Russia,
and in 1892 he came to Syracuse University
—at Syracuse, New York—where he is
now the head of the department of theory
and composition. From this university he
received the degree of Mus. Doc. in 1912
Mr. Berwald has composed in all the
forms, and his music has taken many prizes.
(Continued on page 873)
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The Singer’s Etude

“Way down upon de Swanee Ribber;”
some as sentimental as “The Red Sarafan
others as alluring as “La Paloma.” No
musical education is necessary to under¬
stand them: they intrigue alike peasant and
lord,, child and philosopher. They are dif¬
ficult to play and they require that the
singer shall have at his command every
attribute of his varied art. Long-sustained
tunes like “The Sea” or “Ave Maria” will
tax his breathing and his knowledge of
Bel Canto. Rapid songs like “The Trout”
or some of the “Songs of the Miller” need
the lightest tongue action and the clearest
™n™,ti<?,n', “Margaret at the Spinning
Wheel,
The Erl King,” and “The Om¬
nipotent” are intensely dramatic and sound
the profoundest depths of emotion. Above
all, the singer must be something of a poet
too; for the songs of Schubert are a per¬
fect wedding of words and music.
The Methods of Genius
'T'HE GENIUS arrives at his goal not
by the slow processes of thought and
education, but by rapid intuitive percep¬
tions impossible for the normal mind to
perceive or understand. Often he does not
reason, but he jumps to his conclusions
with unerring accuracy. Schubert, one of
the greatest of musical geniuses, composed
with such rapidity that it was not unusual
for him to write from four to six
in a single morning. During their
position his mental concentration was so
extraordinary that he appeared to be in
a condition approaching clairvoyance or
sleep walking, and he seemed to be obli¬
vious to external events. It may be that
this combination of genius and clairvoyance
enabled him, a poor, unknown, friendless
youth, with comparatively little education,
to produce, at a very early age, those’
masterpieces whose impeccable technic,
depth of emotion, knowledge of vocal ef¬
fects, control of form and maturity of
style, have never been surpassed.
For example, the first of his truly great
songs, “Margaret at the Spinning Wheel,”
was written in October, 1814, when he was
only seventeen. There is not the slightest
sign of immaturity, of lack of control here
or of understanding of his subject. The
tragic story of the young country girl, used
as a tool by Mephistopheles to arouse the
dormant passion of the rejuvenated Faust ;
her pure love, her seduction, her misery
and shame, are painted with unerring
strokes in this short song. It seems as if

his horse homeward, his sick son in 1,arms. In his delirium the child sees in a,'3
moving willows the figure of the Erl jrhears in the murmur of the wind th Ulg’
the trees the enticing voice of the0?1!
King’s daughter. A protruding brafiu
touches him, and his fevered imaginatio
turns it into the icy hand of the Erl K' "
trying to tear him from his father’s era"8
The father soothes the child as best he SP’
urges his tired horse onward still fast"’
only to find when he reaches home tw
the child is-dead in his arms. Again Schu¬
bert uses the characteristic motive in th
piano as the basis of the entire song. Xhj6
motive, in- triplets

ing phrase in the piano and the clear,
bright tune in the voice.
A Simple Masterpiece

Ex. 1

ever repeated, represents the galloping of
the horse. Though it ■ arics a little in
form and tempo (for lm horse can gallop
always at exactly the same speed), it slows
up and stops only when the journey is done
and the courtyard of tin father’s home is
reached. Then in solemn tones the singer
recites the death of tin- child, and two
sharp chords ring down the curtain upon
the tragedy. This is one of the songs
that “Age does not wither nor custom
stale.” The frightened, tearful voice of
the sick child, the soothing notes of the
father, the alluring sounds of the Erl
King's daughter, sensed rather than heard,
the fearful threat of the Erl King, are
unerringly depicted in a masterly manner.
The dissonance produced by striking three
contiguous tones simultaneously is used
here for the first time. Three times it
occurs, always higher, louder and shriller,
and at its last appearance one feels that
the soul of the child leaves its body. This
dissonance
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<6'“p'HE MOST poetic of all musi-L
cians,” Liszt said of Schubert;
and one can imagine the answer
of the stern-visaged Abbe to the daring
spirit who might, somewhat timorously,
venture to ask him, “What are the best of
Edited for November by the Eminent Vocal Specialist and Composer
Schubert’s songs?” “Study them all,” one
can almost hear him say, “for Schubert
was the greatest song writer that ever
NICHOLAS DOUTY
lived.”
Nor can better advice be offered to the
It is the Ambition of THE ETUDE to Make This Voice Department
earnest student, even at the present' mo¬
“A Vocalist’s Magazine Complete in Itself”
ment. The more than six hundred songs
of Schubert are an inexhaustible mine of
melody, comparable to those of no other
composer. The romantic Schumann, too
much in love with his Clara Wieck to be
The Songs of Schubert that Everyone Should Know
entirely self-critical, wrote here a master¬
piece and there a banality. Robert Franz,
By Nicholas Douty
an old-fashioned gentleman in a faded
frock coat and an ancient top hat, com¬
posed superb, poetic songs in a style too almost the whole of the first part of Faust
austere ever to be thoroughly popular. were crowded into these few measures. A
The tangled rhythms of the magnificent whirring, monotonous figure in the piano,
The “Erl King”
lieder of Johannes Brahms require the representing the sp'nning wheel, accom¬
exercise of an active musical intelligence panies the voice from beginning to end, 'T'HE BEST KNOWN of all Schubert’s
for even if love is over, work must go on.
-*• songs, “The Erl King,” was written
to appreciate them.
Only at the climax, where Margaret re¬ during the next year, 1815. Spaun tells
The songs of Schubert, however, are
members the ecstacy of their kisses (“And us that Schubert, all aglow with the beauty
fountains of appealing melody. No man,
oh, his kiss”) is this figure interrupted by of the poem, wrote this very developed and
before or since, was able to capture such
a few dramatic, dissonant chords. The
an endless succession of lovely tunes. whirring figure is then resumed growing complicated music “as fast as pen could
travel over paper.” Goethe’s famous bal¬
Some are as simple and folk-like as “Tur¬ ever more and more soft and monotonous;
lad tells of an anxious father, hurrying
key in the Straw;” others as homely as

j

U_^EATH and the Maiden” was writ\J ten in the same year, and Schu¬
bert thought so much of it that he used it
again in the second movement of his D
Minor Quartette. It is one of the simplest
of his great songs. A child might play
the notes of it and a young girl sing it;
but, oh, how much of the pain of living
is needed to sound the depths of emotion
contained in it! It teljs of the coming of
Death to a young girl, who, terrified at the
vision, cries out for her life to be spared.
In solemn, soothing tones Death calms her
fears, assuring her that in his arms she
shall sleep the last sleep safely and well.
Two simple tunes, both in the minor key,
one excited and tragic, the other sad (for
death is always sad), yet quiet and calm,
make up the whole song. At the end, the
deep, low tones of the voice and the
change of the Death melody from minor
to major produce an effect of ineffable
peace which few songs can rival.
It is the custom to1 make a little fun of
"The Serenade.” Louis' Elson calls it a
musical bonbon and H. T. Finck declares
that it is not one of Schubert’s best. The
popularity of a song is not at all depend¬
ent upon the opinion of the critics; so
that one wonders why they do not learn
to be more modest in their pronounce¬
ments. It is the age-old, ever-new story
of the lover strumming his guitar and sing¬
ing his heart out under his mistress’ win¬
dow. If his voice sounds somewhat sad
and his strumming somewhat monotonous
here, and if they' find no echo in her heart,
it may be because Schubert was never a
favorite with women.
They love the
“Beau cavalier,” the man of action. Schu¬
bert was always the dreamer of dreams.
This song is one hundred years young,
having been written in 1826.

A Deathless Melody
G a VE MARIA” is a soulful version
H of the old Latin hymn to the Vir¬
gin Mary. Here we have an unforgettable
melody, so beautiful in itself that it may
be entirely divorced from the words, yet
lose little of its effectiveness. Arrange¬
ments for almost every instrument and set
of instruments exist. One hears it in
church, in the movies, in the theatre and
in the concert hall, and yet never tires of
it. Even the violinists torture it upon the
rack of their double stopping, without en¬
tirely killing it. Played and sung as Schu¬
bert intended it to be, it falls upon the ear
like a benediction.
“Hark, Hark the Lark,” full of the col¬
ors of the sky and the sound of bird
voices, and “Who is Sylvia,” pure and vir¬
ginal as a sweet young girl, are set to the
marvelous verses of Shakespeare. “Impa¬
tience” is the rapturous song of the lover,
not sad and pining like “The Serenade,”
but strong and confident. In the cycle,
“Muellerlied,” “rivulets dance their way¬
ward round and beauty is born of mur¬
muring- sound.” “The Omnipotent” is a
broad, bold, strong melody, praising in
heroic mood the God of Nature and of
Life. “The Winter Journey” and the cycle
written in 1827 contain “Good Night,”
“The Linden Tree,” “Frozen Tears” and
“A Dream of Spring,” four gorgeous
gems.
One despairs, indeed, of choosing the
best of Schubert’s songs, because they are
all so great. Buy, then, the complete songs
of Schubert, in some carefully edited edi¬
tion. free from mistakes. Study them all
in the original German before you pro¬
ceed to an English translation. You will
find your efforts well rewarded, for you
will never reach either the top or the bot¬
tom of them. They are unfathomable in
depth and their melodies reach up as high
as the heavens. Schubert may not have
been the greatest musician of all, but he
was certainly the most inspired.

The Finest Piano Obtainable
At Any Price
Endorsed by Schools, Colleges, Conservatories. Institutions and Individuals of
highest musical attainment, who recognize
in the Stieff, unequalled tone-quality and
unquestionable durability.
The oldest Piano-Forte manufactured in
America exclusively owned and controlled
by the direct descendants of the founder.
For those who desire convenient terms—

Messa Di Voce
is always stuig and played (in triplets)
fortissimo. It takes a great artist, not a
great singer alone, one who has lived and
suffered, to present to an audience an
adequate performance of this thrilling,
tragic, musico-dramatic story. Ernestine
Schumann-Heink, great artist and great
woman, remains its most wonderful in¬
terpreter.
“The Trout,” written in 1817, is as light,
charming, delicate and happy as the two
other songs just quoted are despairing and
melodramatic. It tells of a poet, wandering
idly by a brook, delighted by the beauty
of nature, but somewhat disturbed by the
sight of a fisherman angling for a trout.
He is reassured because he knows that
as long as the water is clear the fish will be
able to see the man and will not allow it¬
self to be caught. So the man craftily
muddies the brook; and, alas, the trout is
soon dangling from the. hook.
Again the piano plays a darting phrase,
representing the quick, erratic motions of
the trout, upon which is superimposed the
clearest, lightest, most transparent tune
that ever issued from the brain of man.
For two stanzas the gambols of the fish
continue, and one feels certain that he will
not be caught. But, in the third stanza, the
same rhythm continuing, the accompan*'
ment changes from a clear major to a
m®®n> cunning minor, as the fisherman
sullies the brook, and the voice turns to
a wail of regret. Why must pain be in¬
flicted upon any Creature, even one so small
and useless as a trout, upon so bright a
Summer’s day? This mood of sadness
lasts but a few, brief measures, and the
song ends as it commenced, with the dart¬

we have a plan that makes it possible
for every home to own a Stieff.

By L. Huey
The highest test of production and con¬
trol in voice building lies probably in the
ability to employ the messa di voce not only
in the medium but also in the high voice.
One who is unqualified for the task of
writing on this subject will invariably be¬
gin by advising that this most important
branch of the vocal art be taken up at
once. Some even go so far as to claim
that to omit it renders its final mastery
more difficult. To the rank and file this
sounds very reasonable. “The messa di
voce,” said a recent writer, “should be
taught from the very beginning.”
Then, again, one who does not know his
business will from the start associate the
study of messa di voce with increasing and
diminishing the tone - on a given pitch.
This appears most reasonable because that
is exactly what messa di voce means—raismg the tone from piano to forte and re¬
turning to piano on a gradual swell..
This method of practice, however, is not
founded on the essential fundamental or
foundational principle upon which the mes¬
sa di voce is built. Such premature prac¬
tice, in fact, retards the pupil’s progress to

“The art of interpretation is second only
to the creative art in the great field of music
and the time, thought and culture necessary
to develop it are heavy prices to pay in this
age of hurry and short cuts and the buy¬
ing of somebody’s else ideas.”—Gildcroy
Scott.

a marked degree. On the other hand, the
pupil who is correctly taught from the
start, even with the first tone he utters,
is laying the foundation for the mastery
of this most important branch of vocal
technic.
The production of the sustained, pure
limpid legato is the foundation of the
messa di voce. Before one can hope to
increase and diminish the tone in anything
like an artistic manner one must first be
able to control its sustained production
without increasing or diminishing the vol¬
ume in the slightest degree, maintaining
meanwhile purity of tone and clarity of
vowel. Obviously, without the ability to
do this, artistic mastery of the messa di
voce becomes impossible.
Moreover, it is unnecessary, when the
voice is properly produced, to approach the
study of the messa di voce independently
at any stage of tone building. The ten¬
dency, in the artistic mind, to employ the
voice in this manner automatically de¬
velops as the technic ripens into an efficient
vehicle of thought transmission.
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Musical
Pointers
for

Studio ‘Piano

Musical
Parents
Conducted by
MARGARET
WHEELER ROSS

"The Etude" /< ikes pleasure in announcing a new column in which pithy paragraphs
will appear periodi'rally from the pen of Mrs. Ross, who has had wide experience in
this Hid. Add re:vs all inquiries to Educational Service Department (.attention of
Parents'Depot tun 11), “The Etude Music Magazine” 1712-1714 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Penn tyh tu
Write quest! .< <ai a separate piece of paper bearing the above address and give
md address in full. Anstcers will be published under only the
initials of the inquirer.
Make all questions brief.
■
„
No questions except those of general interest to the greater body of “Etude
readers will be answered in this department.
Vacation tints are done, the children with somebody else if insistence upon
She is the
are back in school, the house is cleaned, perfect work is demanded.
the fall sewing well under way, and the flitting, t changeable type who will not
busy band oi Kirns Mothers are getting concentrate upon anything long enough
the children hack to their music lessons to master it. She is the sort of little girl
who will pertly shake her locks and her
and systematic practice.
It is more than probable that this will skirts and tell you she can have “all the
be a trying time for mother. If the les¬ music she wants;” and you know it is
sons have stopped entirely during the true and are helpless.
Now it was my unpleasant duty to tell this
vacation period, she may expect the in¬
evitable discouragement of taking them up mother the truth, and as kindly as I could
again, with the loss of facility and the I tried to make her see that she had it in
her own power to remedy the situation.
forgotten rudiments.
A friend cattle recently with an inter¬ I told her she should not expect the impos¬
esting problem ; and because, unfortunately, sible of a teacher, and made her under¬
it involves a condition of which too many stand that if Betty is to have any satis¬
fond mothers are unconscious, and from faction in a musical future it will depend
which too many good teachers must there¬ upon her.
After a heart-to-heart talk I advised
by suffer, it shall be passed on.
Her complaint was that her daughter, her as follows: That at the out-set this
ten years of age, who had been taking fall, having decided upon a teacher, she
must
determine to stand firm against
lessons for more than two years, could
not play the most simple composition with¬ changing, and to give her unqualified sup¬
out stumbling and seemed always in the port in every demand made by the teacher;
process of learning something new, never that she must he frank and perfectly
having anything completed.
She had honest with the teacher selected, speaking
changed teachers several times but the con¬ unreservedly of Betty’s difficulty, and the
dition was not remedied; and she was history of the many changes and the rea¬
ready to conclude that all music teachers sons therefor; that she must acknowledge
were either incompetent or especially prej¬ her own mistake in allowing the condi¬
tion to exist and determine to cooperate
udiced against her little girl.
Now I know Betty—an adopted child with the teacher to the extreme limit.
>n a family of people no longer young, After explaining the situation she should
with plenty of money, who humor her request the teacher to select some two or
three attractive new pieces of Betty’s
every whim.
I am positive that here is no question limitations, and some two or three melodi¬
of wrong methods, incompetent teachers, ous exercises of like grade. Then, together,
or faulty instruction. Betty is over-in- they should demand that these things be
uulged and undisciplined; the teacher is perfectly and artistically learned from the
changed whenever Betty complains; and text and at least two of the compositions
Ketty is certain to complain if any dis¬ memorized before anything else is at¬
tempted. Furthermore, she should see to
cipline is attempted.
She is the type that every teacher knows it herself that at least ten minutes a day
and dreads. The spoiled, humored, petted, is spent upon scales and finger work of
dissatisfied little girl who thinks every a purely technical quality, and that this
other pupil’s “pieces” arc “prettier” than work is painstakingly and accurately done.
■those given her; who wants to try every I advised her either to pursue this plan to
composition she hears another pupil of the letter or to slop wasting her money
equal grade play; and who frets, pouts and Betty’s time on music lessons.
and refuses to work on those given her,
Do your part towards making a musical
'f she is not allowed her will. Being home in a musical America by arranging a
always humored at home and given what feast of music for the nourishment of the
slle wants, she rebels when her desires
mind and soul on Thanksgiving day just
are refused and chafes under the unac¬
as you will provide a feast of other
customed discipline. She is the pupil who
ails and discredits every recital the goodies for the gratification of the bodily
teacher gives and who runs off for lessons senses.
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with very little definite line and daub it
up with the pedal. It is an entirely dif¬
ferent matter to take a simple Mozart
Sonata or a Bach Fugue or a Chopin
Prelude and play these things beautifully.
In fact, it may be said that the simpler
the piece, the greater the demand upon the
musicianship of the performer. The com¬
positions of such composers as Satie, Mil¬
haud, and Schonberg will sometimes al¬
low so very great elasticity of treatment
that it is very hard to form a criterion of
taste as to whether they are played better
in one way or another. In the field of
pure music, however, the condition is very
different and if one plays a Mozart Sonata
badly, all the world knows it in a few
seconds. In fact, with the mixture of tone
colors in some of the modern orchestral
compositions, I have been repeatedly told
by orchestral players that some of the
modem performers have stood upon the
conductor’s stand, baton in hand, conduct¬
ing their own compositions with apparent
satisfaction and delight, although the per¬
formers in the orchestra actually knew
that these same composers were listening
to scores of mistakes through commission
and omission upon the part of the orches¬
tra. The question is whether the com¬
posers themselves really know what they
are doing. This is true all down the line.
The simpler the composition, the more
difficult it is to perform it well.
“For instance, a medium good player
could take Reger’s splendid Variations and
make it sound well, but I have heard
many a so-called excellent pianist play a
Haydn Sonata in a way that was very
far from being masterly. When you get
right down to the subject, a great deal of
beauty in pianoforte playing depends upon
the clarity, the definiteness of line, the
perspective, if one may call it that. Such
masters of the pianoforte as Hofmann,
Lhevinne, Rachmaninoff and Bachaus re¬
veal the works of the great composers in
a way that would have been delightful to
the composers themselves.
“The reason why so much piano playing
is uninteresting is that it is spread all upon
one surface; it has no depth, no character.
The themes and the motives and the sub¬
jects and the ornamentations are all de¬
livered to the ear as though they came
from one kind of a machine.
Like a
great painting, fine pianoforte playing must
have depth. How can this be expressed
in words?
You perhaps remember the
old stereoscope whereby the ordinary
photograph was given charm and depth,
when one looked at the picture through it.
Every well played composition should have
this stereoscopic depth, this clarity, this
transparence and herein rests the great
art of the pianist. With his ten fingers,
he must be able to play and bring out the
high-lights of the main themes and at
the same time subdue in their relative im¬
portance, all other themes and accompani¬
ment, and also portray those inevitable
characteristics of human beings and com¬
posers, such as temper, humor, sorrow,
wit, sarcasm, decisiveness and abandon.
This explains perhaps why in the editions
of the old masters, we find so little in the
Way of descriptive text printed as marks
°f expression upon the page. On their
manuscripts could not be found such de¬
scriptive words as “with energy,” “con
Marita,” “sur le second plan,” “Etouffe,”
brusque,” “effleurant,” “de lontano,” or as
m some compositions published in England
a little livelier here, please,” “very snappy,”
so on.
The older composers left
tnese things to the fantasy and the im¬
agination of the player. With some of our
u ha-modern compositions, often destitute
0 fantasy, it is apparently thought necessary to mark these things in the text;
and the poor pianist is obliged to play the

role of an actor simulating feelings which
are not his and perchance are in effect
very far from those of the composer, so
that the effect of this upon the auditors
Will lose all suggestion of flatness or
tameness or lack of character. The mas¬
terpiece is a living thing, as the spring in
all its beauty, to the composer’s mind.
Perspective
i 4 A FTER ONE has acquired a sufficient
technic, the main object in piano
teaching should be to get this purpose,
this sense of values, this perspective, in
playing. This one cannot obtain through
anything but a great deal of thought and
practice. This is why so many of the
great piano teachers in the past have ad¬
vised performers to practice more with the
mind than with the fingers. Sometimes
they have given this advice without tell¬
ing just exactly what it meant.
“I do not like to pose as a conservative;
but really there is no new thought in
pianistic art that I am able to advise. The
best modern pianistic thoughts are the old
concepts of the art, dressed perhaps in
new clothes.
“If there is to be a great advance or
a significant change in the piano playing
of the future, I am satisfied that it will
come from the manufacturers before it
will come from the composers or the
pianists. Indeed, if the manufacturer can
produce a piano with new tonal possibil¬
ities in the realm of the well-tempered
scale, or if a composer can devise new
and worthwhile ideas which may be exe¬
cuted through the means of piano playing
possibilities of the present, a new. style, a
new profile and new potentialities of the
art will be revealed. Any attempts in any
other directions result merely in farce or,
at best, transient advances.
The really
serious musician is not he who vacillates
from this to that, just as the flappers of
the present day change their dresses and
their methods of wearing their hair. The
real artist has more sacred and more im¬
portant ideals to serve.
“Let us wait for the Messiah!” •
Self-Test Questions of Mr. Friedman’s
Article
1. What ideal was established by the
great masters of the past?
2. What is the means of charm and
individuality in the use of the modern
piano?
3. Who are the three “most solid”
composers?
4. Which type of music makes the
most exacting demands upon the inter¬
preter?
5. Why is much piano playing un¬
interesting?
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Have You Really Tried It?
By Dorothy Bushell
A book of new pianoforte pieces by
any composer is fascinating to a quick
sight reader. Is it not tempting to try
over a piece that “looks nice?” Not very
easy, perhaps, but alluring.
It is natural to pick out all the tidbits;
but have you ever made yourself play
steadily through a difficult piece which
you rejected at first sight? The time
is perhaps strange, and, for the first few
bars, you cannot get the intended rhythm.
You tell yourself that it is not at all tune¬
ful.
But, remember, the composer evidently
had some object in writing it. Study the
piece well beforehand, working out the
time and rhythm. Seek the motive of the
composer. He took the trouble to write
it. Is it not worth while to give it a
fair trial?
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RCiA-NISTS SHOULD possess a
theoretical knowledge of orchestral
instruments as well as their func¬
tions. If to this be added some practical
facility in the working of Instrumentation,
so much the better. For, apart from other
considerations, there are particular reasons
for readiness on these points. It may be
well to review them.
Arrangements of orchestral works should
as far as possible represent the coloring
of the originals. But arrangements vary.
Some are merely suggestive; others are
more particular. In dealing with the lat. ter, the modern organ co-operates with
the player through affording, by means
of its accessories, facilities for the approximate presentation of the orchestral
scores. But even here one needs to be pre¬
pared to make the best of things accord-

The Organist’s Etude
Edited for November by Well-Known Specialists
It is the Ambition of THE ETUDE to make this Organ Department
“An Organist’s Etude Complete in Itself”

The Organ and Orchestral Study
By William Reed

their own lives, or that of the nation
reflections on events dim in the penPecti°r
of the past as a faded dream; but by th^
charmed touch of poetry their memory fc
been kept alive and transmitted to ns *S
broken by the long years that have ebn^'V
How vital a hold these great ouZjr
ings of the soul had on pious Hebrews
can hardly be estimated. When Peter ■
his first Epistle writes: “He that would love
life and see good days, let him refrain his
tongue from evil and his lips that the
speak no guile,” he is quoting fr0m the
Thirty-fourth Psalm. Tn Job we find
quotation from Psalm .10. Psalms 120
and 134, sometimes entitled Songs of As
cent, sometimes Songs of Degrees, might
be called Pilgrim Songs, and were prob¬
ably sung by pilgrims on their journey to
Jerusalem.
Psalms 113 and 114, and
others, such as the 136th, refer to the
of the Israelites from Egypt
golng
sadorclim . ,f \ 1 . ..... r»__i .. - .
under tbe leadership of: Moses. Psalm 114,
“When Israel out of Egypt came," was
supposed always to have been sung at the
Feast of the Passover, and probably was
sunff hy Christ and His disciples on that
Thursday night -nearly 2,000 years ago.
The Psalms were called the Book of
Praises. David was probably the founder
but the collection was formed gradually
arid was collected and arranged in Ezra's
time, about S36 B. C. They were used in
public service and for private devotion,
It is inferred from the structure of the
Hebrew poetry that they were sung or
chanted antiphonally.
Only thirty-four
were without title, titles such as, first, the
Liturgical character of the Psalm; second, the instrument to be used in piaying
the accompaniment to the Psalm; third
the meter or melody to which it was to
be'sung?

Knowledge of Orchestration Desirable
to fifteen players. What
the different
different cases?
cases? Let fpHE FOREGOING suggestions will
organs In order to effectThis
,D:“lance 1S Dest 111n the
welTa knLhXl f
h
, “ Iy 1,lm try the following division which will
1 seem to include a fairly “large order."
laluaMe when^ th r
\fomA reasonably »«*>!:
They are, however, important-so much so
valuable when there is any question of
Ten players: one flute; one second clar- that organists generally should realize the
modification
expansion o imitative com- inet (used for harmony,only) ; one cornet; desirableness of being sufficiently informed
binations.
one trombone; the string quintet; to which concerning orchestral matters, theoretically,
Then again
organist is likely to have to may be added tympani (or two small at least. It goes without saying, of course,
make arrangements for himself, at times, drums).
that if an organist plays any one of the
especially in the department of church
Twelve players: add to the above,
orchestral instruments a little (even one of
playing. Another point is that among the second violin and one second cornet, using the strings), he starts with an advantage
listeners at recitals there are likely to be tbe cornets as horns.
easily increased by further study of a
some who are accustomed to hear a proFifteen players : add a first violin and subject that is fascinatingly interesting. If
portion of the arranged numbers in their an °boe.
lie happens to lie without any knowledge of
native orchestral settings, and expect an
~ arranglng F°r any °* these aggre- orchestral instruments, he should lose no
approximate or, at least, suggestive pre- gallons care needs to be exercised in get- time in acquiring it.
sentation by a recital or cinema organist h.n?ja rePresentative orchestral effect, espeIt is best to start with the study of a
who, if he is informed sufficiently, can do C'a.,y seemg tbat the same be substantial small work on Instrumentation: then, after
wit out suggesting thickness. “Top and mastering the string family, the organist
. . ,
t only faulty ?n- may proceed to the reading of string-quarThe same applies, of course, and of,.„.n^ll,
Then aJ°n etf +a s°, p00r support- ,
tet scores, and next to the other divisions
71 an eyen greater degree to what may be
termed partial arrangements.
t.hluI'fatm!n,t °,f the.°rgan °.f the orchestra, using scores of the small
co-operation with the orchestra will nee- orchestra of Mozart “an'd Haydn. ” Later’
essarily be different from that of its usual he will find time to attend orchestral perChurch Playing
role, particularly as regards the imitative formances and, with full scores in his
Hebrew Instrument
Z"''1 OM PLAINT IS sometimes made by
.
___.
egisters
represented
in the orchestra, these hands, read, mark, learn, and inwardly diIt is known that the ancient Hebrews
V-1 church-goers that they seldom, if ever, bein8‘ sparingly used—ift „* -ii More at- gest actual results. There is no better way
never invented a musical instrument. Ev¬
hear the resources of their organ accord- tention should be given to filling-in effects of acquiring'a good idea of Instrumenta- ery kind they used came from an older
mg as they are given by the specification that wl11 be fcIt- °n the other hand, the tion, short of practical work in a good or civilization, such as their early neighbors,
of the designer and the guarantee of the strmfUoned registers may be freely used, chestra, whether it be large or small
the Chaldeans, and later on the Egyptians.
builder. Sometimes there rflay be more
They used stringed instruments, wind in¬
than a little in this dissatisfaction. More
struments and percussion. The exiles at
The Anthem, Its History and Place in the Service
color is listened for: the regular organ
Babylon, who sang “By the waters of
combinations become a trifle monotonous
By Frank L. Sealy, F. A. G. O.
Babylon we sat down and wept when we
from constant use, proper as they are from
remembered Zion,” never forgot the airs
a church point of view. But colorings are
Part 1
consecrated by so many shifting hours,
F ONE should make aa synopsis
,
_
t unecclesiastical provided that a player
of the antecedent to the Christian faith. To
and years of joy and sorrow; but ii
various musical portions of church w
has good reasons for making them, and ii
shin th- i=„,
‘ i .ns of church wor- them we are indebted for an important the course of centuries, in the enforced
their making exercises good taste ant
e
tvice
oJ
anck??'ma.srUt
f
“7?"
^ VVV* 1 a« referring’*, Z sojourn of the Hebrews among strange
judgment.
nal chantinsr of the p=:,w ’ *
Book of PsaIms which m one form or Peoples, and with the dispersion of the
The accompaniment of anthems, solos, singing and the anthem. ’ °ngregat'°nal
a” ‘^‘“‘"nations. Al- Levites, the special guardians of everyconcerted numbers, and chanting can
In making a studv of sacred nra,'«
„
*
™ to you some facts which th,ng Pertaining to the service, all knowlrendered
;
.
, with, interest and- help
--, by is i„e”hablv drlwn»cred praise, qpe are of interest.
edge in regard to the instrumental music
occasional quasi-orchestral undercurrent, acknowledgement of our LS Z ■ AS W6 31 kn°W' the Book of PsaIras °f the Temple and the Psalm melodies per-

I

current events in
effects to which may perhaps be added a
better appreciation of the music and verbal
Quiet horn effects, suggeseted woodwind and strings (either of the latter alone
n combination), a restrained filling-in by
the brass—all such are not only legitimate
when exploited discreetly but make a difference akin to that between sunshine and
shadow, and an unchanging and uniform
outlook. Yet, underlying all, the inherent
character of the organ will not necessarily
be interfered with.
c |i —, ,
^N SPFPT A
" ChUrCh
/^N SPECIAL occasions a small orchestra is sometimes used to supplement the organ at church services and
recitals of sacred music. Here the organist is likely to be confined in the arrangement of the music to whatever aggregation
of instruments he may happen to have at
his disposal Such an orchestra will necessarily be limited or varied according to
circumstances m its make-up, thus rendermg it imperative that the arranger’s skill
and judgment be equal to requirements,
Let us suppose that such an orchestra

~Vr>
l-TA Bamboo Organ
The accompanying picture of a bamboo
organ in *e Philippine Islands at Las Pinrs,
R.izaI’ '
o The Etude through the
kjndliess of Sister Marie Claudia of BelS'um> who, for years has been a very good
friend of The Etude.
The picture was sent to her by another
sister in the Philippines who describes
the organ thus:
Here is something which will interest
you- an organ whose big pipes are in bamb0°- 11 was made raore than u century ago,
by a Spanish Franciscan Monk, and the
natives of a village near Manila. The most
ancient (the oldest) have transmitted the
secret of the preparation of the bamboo
to render it sonorous to the following generation, but they keep it carefully It is
said that one of the conditions is to bury
the trunks of the bamboo during several
years in the sand. The Father in white is
a Belgian missionary, who has, for a long
time, been Curate of this village and has
had the organ repaired. He is actually our
Chaplain and it is to this Church that we

very early period in the history of
the church it became the custom, while the
priest was preparing the ohlation during
the celebration of the mass, to sing anti¬
phonally a chant; from this came the
motet, and from that came the anthem.
The only difference between the motet
and the anthem is a difference in style
caused by the different period in which
the anthem had its birth. Queen Eliza¬
beth early in her reign issued injunctions
granting permission for the use of a
“hymn or such like song” in churches.
A First Hymn
The earliest record of its use at the
chapel royal was mid-Lent Sunday in 1560,
about which we read: “And service con¬
cluded, a good anthem was sung.” In its
early state the motet must have been a
airly gay an(] ]jvejy composition, f°r
about 1600 Morley in his introduction to
music speaks of a motet as “a song made
for the church either upon some hymn o
anthem, - ' i such
- like,”
-1—
and considers
that the name is given in opposition to the
other which they called cantus finnus, and
which we commonly call plain-song; and
the name of moving—“moto”—was given
because “it is in a manner quite contrary
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the other, which after some sort and in such men as Josquin de Pres, Orlando
'espect of the other standeth still.”
Lassus, Willaert, Palestrina, Vittoria, the
f Just as in very early times secular melo¬ Anerios, the Gabrielis and Lotti is not
dies and popular ballad airs were often unworthy to be compared with the Gothic
sed for the cantus firmus, in contrariwise, cathedrals in whose epoch it arose, and
fanner the motet, although the music with the later triumphs of Renaissance
might be solemn enough, was frequently painting with which it culminated.”
et to very profane words, and to such an
In England this was the period of bluff
extent that the church, corrupt as it was, King Hal, the boy King Edward VI,
issued decrees forbidding the use of the Bloody Mary, Good Queen Bess, James I,
motet in the service. Gradually a keener the Scotch pedant and bigot, and Charles
sense of what was reverent and fitting led I, who “never said a foolish thing and
to the use of words from the Psalms and never did a wise one,” finally losing his
other portions of the Scriptures—always, head. It was also the age of Michelan¬
gelo and Martin Luther and Shakespeare.
of course, in the Latin.
Such was the origin of the motet, and It was also the age of great discoveries on
the name was to survive to our own day. land and sea. It was a time when all
The style of the ancient motet was contra¬ minds were alert. ,New land, new worlds,
puntal and to modern ears might not ap¬ had been discovered; great advances had
peal. The style of this ancient form has been made in physical science. It was
been fairly well imitated in modern times one of the wonder periods, but a turbulent
by Mendelssohn in his motet for female
Recall what happened in those years:
voices, “Laudate Pueri;” by Gounod with
“A Custodia Matutina Usque ad Noctem,” England, under Henry VIII, renouncing her
from “Mors et Vita;” in Barnby’s “As ancient allegiance to Rome and becoming,
We Have Borne the Image of the Earthly,” with many forward and backward steps,
and especially Samuel Wesley’s “In Exitu Protestant. Henry, brought up a strict Ro¬
Israel.” Louis Spohr wrote a number of man Catholic, sometimes alarmed, some¬
large choral works which might be called times attracted by the movement led by
motets, such as his settings of the Eighth, Luther, one day the recipient of the title of
Twenty-third and One Hundred and Thir¬ Defender of the Faith from the pope, for
tieth Psalms. The last three should be his pamphlet attacking Luther, another
better known, as they were worthy of the day sacking and demolishing monasteries
and religious houses; at one time profess¬
attention of large choirs.
Above all, as being greater than all, men¬ ing with enthusiasm his intention to main¬
tion should be made of the extraordinary tain the Catholic doctrines in all their an¬
examples of this form by Johann Sebas¬ cient purity, and at another sanctioning
tian Bach, such productions as the five¬ the publication of the whole Bible in Eng¬
voiced motet, “Jesu meine Freude,” or the lish.
No wonder many church composers
colossal eight-voiced one, “Singet dem
Herren.” Mark the extreme limits of the in a state of mental confusion! They
in danger of being burned alive for using
possibilities of contrapuntal weavings.
Unquestionably one of the most glorious English words, or hanged if, perchance,
periods in the history of the motet was and taking the chance, they had used
in the sixteenth and early seventeenth cen¬ Latin.
Many of the motets of this period were
turies. That was the time when Palestrina,
De Lassus and Gabrieli on the continent, written to be used either with Latin or
and Tallis, Farrant and Byrd in England, English words. A great deal of the old
were doing their work. It was undoubt¬ church music undoubtedly was destroyed
edly the greatest period in the history of when the great religious houses were done
the world for pure polyphonic vocal writ¬ away with. We have a number of exam¬
ing, an art quite equal to the great work ples of the culmination of the great motet
in architecture and sculpture that was style, but examples which would have en¬
being done on the continent by Michelan¬ abled us to trace the gradual growth are
gelo and his fellow workers. Edward missing.
Great revelations in knowledge of the
Dickinson, of Oberlin, in his invaluable
work, “A History of Music of the West¬ world in which they lived! New ideas
ern Church,” says : “The world has never in regard to their own physical body 1 New
witnessed a more absorbed devotion to a conceptions in regard to their relationship
single artistic idea, neither has there ever to their Maker! Why should there not
existed since the golden age of Greek be new modes of expression in music?—
sculpture another art form so lofty in ex¬ The Diapason.
pression and so perfect in workmanship
as the polyphonic church chorus in the
year of its maturity. That style of musi¬ (This article will be concluded in the De¬
cal art which was brought to fruition by cember Etude.)

,
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WEAVER

(AUSTIN ORGANS)

Guilmant Organ School

“THE str1 great city of Philadelphia, is indicated
by Austin organs in St. Mark's. St. Luke
and Epiphany, St. Clement's, Church of
the Saviour. Arch Street Presbyterian,
Cathedral SS. Peter and Paul. Girard
College. First New Jerusalem Church.

Dr. William C. Carl
Director
A Distinctive School for
Serious Students
Free Scholarships

I beautiful churcb

Write for Catalog '

AUSTIN ORGAN

17 East Eleventh St., N. Y.

165 Woodland St.

cal

Hartford,I, Conn. J

INSTRUCTION IN

THEATRE ORGAN PLAYING
Practice Facilities. Special course for
pianists changing to organ.
Advanced pupils have the advantage of
lessons before the screen under the
same conditions as prevail in
any large theatre.
OUR PUPILS SUCCEED WHERE OTHER
ORGANISTS FAIL

Wants New Organ Pedal
Dr. ('. T. Reynolds, when giving the instrument every time he wished to prac¬
presidential address before the Organists’ tice, and could never have one to call his
Association, of Liverpool, said:
“When I speak of music which cannot
“There are two very curious facts con¬
nected with the calling of an organist which really be played, I refer to certain arrange¬
do not apply to that of other musicians, and ments from orchestral scores. A difficult
when we consider them we are constrained pedal passage occurs, employing both feet,
to think that organists are perhaps a little which renders the use of the swell pedal
bit mad!
impossible, and yet there is a crescendo
“We learn to play upon an instrument marked.
Until the day comes when a
which belongs to someone else, and whicli method of using the swell pedal is invented,
we can hardly ever hope to possess. And leaving both feet free, this difficulty will
again, we sometimes try to play music remain. These are two points on which
which cannot lie played. Imagine a person an organist is handicapped.”—The Diapalearning to play a piano or violin knowing
that he would always have to borrow an

Sperlul **01tCORLO JIMOR'
THE SPENCER TURBINE*COMPANY*
HARTFORD
l’lmi‘r ‘"‘“'"‘"CONNECTICUT

210 North 7th St.,

want to keep your musicians m England
von have got to shoiv them that you want

Allentown, Pa,

MOTION PICTURE MUSIC
By French Masters: Mouton, Fosse, Gillet. Fauchey.
Gabriel-Marie. SEND for FREE sample piano
parts. Catalogues ;and SPECIAL OFFER

A CATALOG ORGANISTS SHOULD HAVE—
“Descriptive Catalog of Organ Methods. Studies and
Collections.—Send a Postal for it.
THEODORE PRESSER COMPANY
1712-1714 Chestnut Street Philadelphia, Pa.

MANUS MUSIC CO., INC.
Dept. D, 145 West 45th St., New York City

CONCERT ORGANIST
"Through art a man can get the best
out nf re
Ti
■
( n muntrv

VERMOND KNAUSS SCHOOL OF
THEATRE ORGAN PLAYING

ORGAN and
THEORY
INSTRUCTION

LLES galloway

PflAR

Many pupils fillirig prominent positions (Church and Motion
Picture T heatres) throughout the country.
Organ Specifications Prepared or Examined
ADDRESS 4171 MAGNO]LIA AVE.
'
ST. LOUIS, MO.
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Organ and Choir Questions Answered

School for the Training or

By HENRY S. FRY

THEATRE ORGANISTS

A Sensational Success
Direction: CHARLES H. DEMOREST and
HENRY FRANCIS PARKS
Famous Theatre Organists

FALL TERM NOW

TEACHERS EVERYWHERE ARE DELIGHTED
WITH “SEA GARDENS”

T

HE popularity of this composition is due to the poetic and dramatic painting of
marine wonders. Its haunting first theme suggests the beauties of the colorful sub¬
marine gardens, then there is a 'cello-like second theme, suggesting undulating seaweed
and anemone, and a dramatic third theme, suggesting the crashing surf, and then just a
breath of the coral reefs of the Far East.
It has the peculiar quality of being readily playable and easily taught, but produces
the pianistic effect of a difficult composition. For this reason, and because

Students have lessons and practice before the Screen pro¬
vided by the College in its studios.

President of the National Association of Organists, Dean of the Pennsylvania
Chapter of the A. G. 0.

By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE

New two, three and

four manual Wurlitzer and Moeller theatre organs for
lessons and practice, owned and operated by the College.

o I should appreciate very much a list
A. There is no entirely satisfactory v
standard organ hooks and the names of to accomplish what you desire. You may, how¬
Lie new ones, with music of easy and mod- ever, improve matters somewhat by playing
fate difficulty. Ours is a small two manual your hymns in the following manner (usi-~
2 which has a good variety of stops, a the first line of the well-known hymn-tu
mutiful tone and good balance.
Hursley” as an example) Soprano, Alto a
A You might find some of the following Tenor parts being played with the right hai
the Bass part with the left hand.
useful for your
Twelve Pieces f
The Organ Player. standard u
Organ
Collection
Standard
g (parts
1 and 2) _ E E Truette
Barker's Organ Collection (Vols. 1 and 2)
ST pieces for Organ.William Faulkes
The Modern Organist.II. It. .Shelley
organist's Offering for Churched ^ ^

,

a Rook of Organ Music.J. H. Rogers
nrcan Repertoire.r. W. Orem
Thirty Offertories for the Organ .J. II Rogers
The Contemporary Organist-C. H. Morse
The Church Organist...C. H. Morse
Album of Transcriptions for
the Organ..H. J. Stewart
A recent publication, “The Organist’s Hand¬
book" by Gillette, gives quite a lengthy list
of organ books, and in quite a number of in¬
stances includes the contents of the book.

loth V and wA and

°v‘

UAH

It is sometimes necessary to rearrange the
parts slightly when the right hand cannot play
the tenor part where written—for example,
the last line of the same tune may be played
as follows:
Ex. 2

is the result when the artist performs at the
JESSE

FRENCH

&

'SONS

GRAND

The instrument is, itself, a masterpiece of construction by skilled
workmen, working on and with the best of materials. “A Thing of
Beauty,” to the eye as well as the ear and a “Joy Forever” as its
sturdy construction will provide musical pleasure for an ordinary
lifetime in the average home.
Discriminating Dealers who appeal to discriminating buyers are
using the Jesse French & Sons Grand as their leader because it is a
leader in a real line with varied styles which enable progressive
dealers to satisfy every desire of their trade.
High Quality usually means high price, but Jesse French efficiency
means high quality at prices surprisingly low.

JESSE FRENCH & SONS PIANO CO.

’MiM§§SS

Christmas Music
choir

ffir

“sa sss

STUDENTS MAY BEGIN
STUDY AT ANY TIME
GIVE
COMPLETE FALL-WINTER

CATALOG

ON REQUEST

CHICAGO
MUSICAL
COLLEGE
60 East Van Buren Street

Chicago, III.

The ,

HEALTH
•

least

QIVE health as a Christmas pres

holiday gift
t-t

LORENZ PUBLISHING CO.

» 7^'- 218ScSfhW
ENSEMBLE PIANO MUSIC
-I
Send for Catalog
Theodore Presser Co.. Phila., Pa.

losis death rate by more than half.
JeSgTth^r1’ lmer’ 3nd
health and feel the'joy^hat romes w'th
for vears nr m‘ V happiness n°W and

1
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NEW YORK SCHOOL
of MUSIC and ARTS
4 West End Avenue Cor. 100th Street

Ralfe Leech Sterner, Direct.

New York’s Oldest Music School

COMBS
Conservatory o/Mnsic

THE CURTIS INSTITUTE
OF MUSIC
Endowed by Mary Louise Curtis Bok

PHILADELPHIA
FORTY-SECOND YEAR

Many new and wonderful features planned for the coming season by this ins<
.e celebrated faculty headed by Ralfe Leech Sterner, Arthur Friedheim,
ing, Frederick Riesberg and other celebrated masters.
Entrai
y time
SEVERAL FREE AND PARTIAL FREE SCHOLARSHIPS OPEN FOR COMPETITION
Dormitories in School Building.
A real home for music students.
Many Free Chnxuand Lectures. Diplomas anj Teacher's Certificates. Public Concert aery Thursday nilht Vocal
nation Darning and Langualt'
°e* Dramallc ArL Drawing a$ Parting Interior D*ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE ON REQUEST

VIRGIL

PIANO
CONSERVATORY

36th SEASON

137-139 West 72d Street, New York
For Catalog Address Julia Weil, Sec’y

~

Trinity Principle
Pedagogy

gjQj_j«p

( not “Do-re-mi**

SINGING |

"Numbers”

Special Correspondence
Courses for Teachers
Send for Catalog
Constructive Music Book
Price $1.25
Address
EFFA ELLIS PERFIELD
121 Madison Avenue (30th Street)
v York City Phone - Ashland SSS1

—College of Fine Arts—
Syracuse University
Harold L. Butler, Dean
Syracuse, N. Y.

A School for the Ambitious Amateur
and the Professional Musician. Instruc¬
tion in all branches. Courses in English,
Psychology, Modern Languages, Peda¬
gogy and Normal Training. Approved
and Accredited Courses in Public School
Music. Degrees Conferred.

The primary purpose of The Curtis Institute of
Music is to seek out unusually talented students
ard to provide for them a musical and cultural
background that will enable them to become
finished musicians in the best sense of the word.
For brilliance of attainment, the Institute's
faculty is probably unrivaled anywhere. The
heads of the various departments are artists of
world-wide reputation, and personal instruction is
given by them to students who qualify. Of equal
eminence are their colleagues, the other teachers.
Complete courses in preparation for the concert
stage or for teaching are offered in voice, piano,
violin, harp, viola, violoncello, orchestra, etc.
Its endowment removes it from commercial
considerations. For those who can pay, tuition
fees are very moderate. To those of exceptional
talent who cannot pay, financial exemption is
granted.

SIX SPACIOUS BUILDINGS
DORMITORIES FOR WOMEN
Send for Illustrated Year Book
Gilbert Raynolds Combs, Director
Offices, Dormitories and Studios
Broad and Reed Streets

A. M. VIRGIL, Director

900 STUDENTS

eglstered with N. Y State Board of
Sf
egents. All branches of music taught. > ri tctA

--— MUSIG

The various Departments of The Curtis Institute of Music
are under the personal direction and supervision ofthefollow¬
ing members of its faculty:
Marcella Sembrich, Voice; Josef Hofmann, Piano; Carl Ftesch,
Violin; Louis Bailly, Viola; Felix Salmon I, Violoncello; Carlos
Sakedo, Harp; Leopold Stokowski, Orchestra; Reginald Q.
Morris, Composition, Theory, etc.

OF APPLIED MDSIC
Metropolitan College of Music

Forty-first Session, October 4, 1926
Pianoforte Department
Normal Training Course for Teachers
Junior Department In Plano,
Violin and 'Cello

TEMPLE UNIVERSITY
*
School of Music —

1521 LOCUST ST.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Thaddeus Rich, Mus.Doc., Dean
* E. F. Ulrich, Assistant Dean **
HIGHEST STANDARDS of MUSICAL INSTRUCTION
is. Diplom , and Tsar ■s Cvrtifcates
NO HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATION REQUIRED
extent in the College Course of Music.
ALL BRANCHES OF MUSIC-Fron. the Elementary
to the Highest Grades—Private Lessons.
-DISTINGUISHED FACULTYOrchestral Instruments taught principally by members
al the Philadelphia Orchestra
STUDENT RECITALS — OPPORTUNITY FOR
ORCHESTRAL PRACTICE.
CLASSES IN THEORY-Lectures on History and Ap¬
preciation of Music by PHILIP H GOEPP, Mus-Doc,
Pupils May Enter at Any Time Daring the Year.
STUDENT DORMITORIES
Branch Schools
Write for Catalog

Address:
Ethel McIntosh, Managing Director
212 W. 59th St., New York City

VIRGIL SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Founded by the late A. K, VIRGIL
(Originator of the Virgil Method, Inventor of the Virgil Practice Clavier)

Special Courses SS^SS^SS^ Earnest
For all particulars address: THE A K VIRGIL CLAVIER CO., or

PIANO SCHOOL
149 East 61st St., New York, N. Y.

TEACHERS

CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK

P.M.I.

Teachers
PITTSBURGH MUSICAL INSTITUTE Inc
PITTSBURGH. PENNA.

FRANK DAMROSCH, Director
120 Claremont Avenue
New York, N. Y.
CRITICAL AND PEDAGOGIC COURSE
for Teachers and Advanced Pianists under CARL FRIEDBERG
NORMAL COURSE FOR TEACHERS
Methods of interrelating all theoretic subjects and correlating them
with the study of piano, violin, voice, etc.
TUIITON FEES VERY MODERATE. CATALOGUE UPON REQUEST, ADDRESS DEPT. XI

The Courtright
1 k great oriportnnlty for tenebf
System of Musical t i> specialize in this unlin*
felflk Write for partHmlarS
Kindergarten
‘
correspondence
course.
Mrs. Lillian Courtright Card,116 Edna Are.,Bridgeport,Con

Ydirgil
Portable
Keyboare
and Dionn ex..j_
_

or Pianists
Pianists
For

and Piano Students

Keep Up Repertoire
Perfect Your Technic
Strengthen Fwokrs on this Instrument
Jvey Action Perfect
Touch Light to Heavy
Catalog an request
VIRGIL PIANO SCHOOL CO
m-lm
»ud Street
New York City

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

Conducted, by

ARTHUR DE GU1CHARD

Always s_d your full name and address. No Questions will be answered when this
been neglected.
Only your it
:hosen nom de plume will be printed,
ort and to the point.
Make your q
ticular pieces, metronomic markings, etc.,
Questions re
:TUDE readers will not' be considered.

A. Your statement of the rule as to
eidentals Is correct, that is, “an aceidei
applies only to its measure”—except in
— * x note so altered occurring on
last Dear of a measure and being repeated on
the first beat of the next measure. In this
instance the accidental is understood to have
force without being written again.
".
R*r]| If gum shrinkage
HHI has already set in.
K|| start using Forhan’s

Ibrhaifs Hjll tist immediately for
■ 35cAllandDruggists
60c tubes
FOR
fH BJ.&Vd.S.
THE
« FORHANCO.
C006lhAve..N.Y.
GUMS
Eorhatfs, Ltd.
•

DARKENS and BEATIFIES
EYELASHES and BROWS
INSTANTLY, makes them appear

Q.
trouble me even in simple'things What .
the best wag for me to proceed ?—R. C., Port¬
land, Oregon.
A. This question is too important and
too wide in extent for adequate treatment in
this department. The subject shall be fully
treated later. For ordinary transpositions of
a degree of a half-tone ascending such as from
tint signatures to sharp signatures and vice
versa, it may suffice to say that all that is nec¬
essary is to ignore the group of sharps or flats
at the beginning of each stave, substituting for
it (in vour mind) the signature of the new
key. If the original key is in flats, the ac¬
cidentals occurring therein will be changed :
sharps to double-sharps, naturals to sharps,
flats to naturals, double-flats to flats. If the
original key is from sharps to flats, descenddouble-flats.

wjmmmm
tid furnish WORKING OUT-

Philadelphia Musical Academy

Special

Question and Answer
Department

the Question.
Q. Will you plec
vclanship t
such a jipitre c ■“
accidentals of a previous measure bp writing
!- wtgiaM Dance?’’
in the proper flat or sharp in following
ure; is it not calculated to confuse; t»>» ..
it not quite generally understood that an
accidental applies only to its measure unless
repeated in the next1—G. M., Beaumont,

Training for

TWO NEW COURSES
INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART

Loosening teeth indi¬
cate Pyorrhea. Bleed¬
ing gums. too. Re¬
member — these in.
flamed-bleedinggums

H'^h yearS 0fjCm^“uJ succf ts ‘n training otmrckms
includes Professor Leopold Auer,nGuest Teacher; Leo
Omstein, Composer Pianist, and other distinguished
musicians. Early registration desirable. Year booh.
Charlton Lewis Murphy, Managlno Director,
1617 Spruce Street, Philadelphia.

INTERNATIONAL
musical and
eduI1Y1CIvlNA11U1NAL CATIONAL
AGENCY

Also Church and Concert Engagements

forty havePyorrhea—

WITH IT

L
■JSSp.
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Beware of gum tenPyorrhea. Four out

ZECKWER-HAHN

pb
c
u MRS‘
A‘ K* VIRGIL, Director
Phone
Susquehanna
10485.
NO OTHER ADDRESS
Wl?gTwE^r,iVENI

For PIANISTS, ACCOMPANISTS and

BRUSH YDbSTEElH

THE CURTIS INSTITUTE
OF MUSIC
fog Rittenhousb Square, Pau-ADEcrmA, Pcnnsvlvania

AMERICAN INSTITUTE

42 INSTRUCTORS

GRANBERRY

FOR I
THE SUMS

For further information address

MUSIC, ART, ARCHITECTURE
Four-year Courses in
Piano, Voice, Organ, Violin, Com¬
position, Public School Music

✓""A OAST defense
l. protects thelife
of a nation,
gum defense the life
of a tooth. On the
ne danger
lies. If it shrinks
through Pyorrhea
decay strikes into
the heart of the

Where Personal Instruction
is Given by
World'Famous Artists

A SCHOOL OF
UNPARALLELED FACILITIES

THACA CONSERVATORY

B Musicianship
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Artificial Eyes
IMPROVED
_
Reinforcement Prevents easy break®j»e. Properly fitted, prevent detec¬
tion or irritation. LOWER PRICE.
QAN be fitted anywhere by mail, and
1
days’ trial allowed. No fit, no
ale. Customers in every state of the Union.
Assortment always exceeds 50,000 so we can
?Ult anyone. Eyes blown to order. Send
■'0Ur name and names of all you know who
"ear an Artificial Eye, for free booklet that
^Plains everything about eyes. Do’ it NOW
’ V ''
s this ad. may not appear again. Our low
Pnce will surprise you
DENVER OPTIC CO.
“Barclay Block
Denver, Colo

ornament? Is this
crumple (see "V"). frum Londonderry Air
(Etude, November, 1925) treated the same
as -At”—Marie G. Whitla, Alberta, Can.
A. Piny this figure as an arpeggio and
sustain the alto E throughout the measure,
with the thumb or with the pedaL (B) Play
the first beat of the treble of measure thirteen
with the bass-note; it is called a eoule or
glide. (C) Is treated as at (A).

Q. I am accompanist of
which uses a piano only. PI
the hymns should be played t
cst support for congregt.
Should the bass-notes be played in
and chords, or as the music is .
Should the left hand be louder than the right
Should the treble part ever be played in
octaves and chords f When long tone- -Ex- cur, as at the end of verses and at A
should these be filled iii by bass choi
lceep time for the congregation? How
what part of a hymn should be played
an introduction? How should the pedal
ed in hymns? What kind of music is
suitable as an offertory for which a
solo is expected?—W. 1’., Culdesac,
___ __rongest support for congrega_tal singing is best supplied br playing full
chords with the right hand, that is, play¬
ing the melody with the right hand in octaves
mill filling in tin- nltn and tenor thus mak¬
ing a full chord for the right hand, the bass
being played in octaves by the left hand.
It will be found advisable at times to nlav
right hand ^oll chords
niarkin the^ttae
rongly in octaves but never louder than the
right hand. The pedal (the damper pedal,
wrongly called the loud pedal) should be
used with each chord, but care should be
exercised to take it up before a change of
chord to avoid discord occasioned by the
clashing of different combinations. For in¬
troduction to a hymn, play the first four
measures or so. make a slight paust. ..
two beats, then attack the hymn. For of¬
fertory piano-music it would be best to sub¬
mit the matter to the clergy. It is. how¬
ever, always safe to play one or oth
the lovely slow movements from the sol
quartets, symphonies and masses of the
masters: Beethoven, Mozart, Haydn, ana so

Long to Learn the Multiplication
Table?
Q. About how many pieces should be given
a pupil during a term of forty lessons; during
one of twenty-four lessons?—Charles B. H.,
Louisburg, Kans.
A. How long did it take you to learn the
Multiplication Table?
And how long the
other boys in your class ? .You ant..
depended upon how slow, or how quick you
and they were in learning. Just so. It is
the same in music. Your aim should be not
to see how many pieces you could learn in a
given time but how many you can play per¬
fectly.
nIflv the foregoing at sight, ign
Various Questioners.
7woPshLps, imagine the signature l
C. C., of Bend, Oregon : G. G. D., of Col¬
■“ (fivo flarst and play the accidentals as
though sharps were naturals, naturals flats umbus, Ohio : L. E. A.. Chattanooga, Tenn.;
H. L. MeC.. Buffalo. N. V. and others are re¬
ferred to the paragraph entitled “Advice to
some Questioners,” in this issue.

Sweet as
the pipes pJPan

AUSONIA^
a new note in fragrance

R

ecreates an old Italian
perfume of the luxuryloving days of Pompeii.
The early Greeks gave the
name to the whole of Italy.
It meant to them happiness,
laughter and beauty—power,
fertility and fame.
AUSONIA has no flower
fragrance. It is suggestive
more of the East, the Orient,
which in those early days
furnished Italy with all of its
many perfumes. Yet it is like
no present day fragrance.
AUSONIA is warm, en¬
veloping, tenacious. Paris says
its fragrance is mildly intoxi¬
cating. To the American
sense, its instant appeal will
be the suggestion it gives of
sweet cleanliness.
Roger &. Gallet artists
have been experimenting for
years to obtain just this fra¬
grance. Bottles and boxes
are new in form and color
and most artistic. First im¬
portations include
EXTRACT
TOILET WATER
FACE POWDER
AUSONIA will take high
place with Fleurs d’ Amour, Le
Jade, Violette de Parme and
the many other world fa¬
mous creations of

Roger & Gallet
Parfumeurs - Paris
709 Sixth Avenue
Neu> York
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HE SUCCESSFUL teacher is not
necessarily the one who makes the
most money: he is the one who pro¬
duces the largest percentage of good
players. To do this he must develop latent
musical ability whenever possible, at the
same time keeping all of his pupils inter¬
Edited by ROBERT BRAINE
ested in their work. One pupil leaving a
teacher through dissatisfaction will do that
It is the Ambition of THE ETUDE to make this Department
teacher great harm by disparaging his
system and his ability as an instructor.
“A Violinist’s Magazine Complete in Itself”
It is absolutely necessary that the violin
pupil's interest be kept up all the time.
He is learning to play an instrument which
is admittedly one of the most difficult. The
slightest lack of interest on his part is
The Violin Teacher
liable to mount up difficulties to the point
of absolute discouragement.
By James A. Harrison
The violin, next to the human voice, is
the most beautiful of the means of musical
ms point
pu.1 the
uic teacher should
anuuiu
The pupil will no doubt realize, the ercising material to do the necessary
expression. This
each
lesson.
He
should
give
teacher
is
right
and
will
discontinue
les- strengthening. The following exercises,
emphasize at
s'
the proper spirit. No reflection however, are guaranteed to give in most
a few minutes’ talk on the violin—its possi¬
the teacher’s repu- cases independence and strength to the
bilities, history and so forth—and play for w‘d ‘bus be thrown
naturally weak fourth finger:
the pupil a short passage of some classic tetion.
illustrating different branches of violin
technic. In this way the pupil begins to
Problems of Position
regard his violin as ■something more than npHERE ARE one or two problems
a mere piece of wood. Also he aspires to
1 which most
ils find djffiPcu,
in
play like his teacher, an ambition which,
tU
T '
.
...
J .
once aroused, wins half the battle.
vinZ .nd ^
r
h°“ing
However good a violinist the teacher Z
^ ^ Indlvldual
av he
may
be, he.
he rn.ftf
mifct henr
bear in
in min,t
mind rW
that the
the physIcaI ^‘s Severn this to a very great
extent ana demand the teacher’s strictest :
best player is not of necessity the best in¬
A rmnfi
v *h <■ suPeryision. The pupil’s wrist will keep
structor. A
good teacher sees to it that resting on the back of the neck of h£
his pupils are always looking forward with ‘ T\
T °acK ° tne
ot «1S
impatience to the next lesson. He gives 7
l
l !
The thirteenth measure of Kreutzer’s

The Violinist’s Etude

time t0start the study
W of the higher posit.ons, the teach
er’s attention is again called to th
pupil’s individual traits. Perhaps a gre t
deal of experimenting is necessary befo/
the pupil gets the knack of sliding his haJ
up and down the violin.
d
The first necessity is a firm grip with
the chin. Here the round-shouldered nunl
has the advantage, while the straight
shouldered one in most cases has to use
pad, which should be selected by the
teacher after he has experimented •with
different thicknesses of handkerchiefs.
The teacher should insist upon an in
audible change of position right from the
start, for if the pupil, gets the habit of
making the whining sound as his fingers
slide along the strings, lie will have a hard
task
dr°P the habit. For this reason
the ghssando should be omitted until an
otherwise good portamento has been
developed.
The vibrato should also be omitted until
later on in the pupil’s studies. When to
introduce its study should be left to the
teacher’s judgment, as he knows his pupil’s
ability much better than :!.c writers of the
instruction books. The
:her should insist upon a very sparing u
f the vibrato,
and mark on the pupil’s 1
c those notes
which can be so played.
Right Hand and Arm Technic

TP HE BOW deserves a whole text bookfo itself. Many excellent works on
bowing are available for the young
teacher. No special rules can be laid
down for all pupils. The formation of
wrist, hand, length of fingers, and so
forth, govern the way of holding the bow
and attempting the various styles of bow¬
ing. The teacher, right in the beginning,
has naturally studied the pupil’s hand and
Ex.3
its weakness, and the pup 1, by the time
he is commencing to stud} various styles
of bowing, should have a fairly good hold
of the bow. If the student experiences
difficulty in mastering any one style, the
After the student has a fairly good
teacher should experiment
by letting him
tery of the first position, the left thumb TTVv,"T"
stick.
should receive a little attention
Many ln th
1£essure. of his s
uu the
w »»*•
authorities give special positions for the
? f
thumb, and just 4s many say to let it rest raising oneorLr!Tno
* Rurally finds the easiest posi- or pressing a lbHe
f
i
th he
tion. It is best to prescribe no special th,,!!
f r
m0recur 'CSS Z
position, but
t *°rebnger’
perfofrn,er.S
uu,. to
iu let
iet the
me pupil
pupu praetic!
practice for
one week with the thumb
thumh stretched
itrJehJd T.
Llave
a
perfect
saltato
and
raise
the
fourth
as far
i
,
- as Possible toward the bridge. This is
the- stickJ °*crs «« the
fourth and second; others keep all fingers
^oing to be a miserable week for him,
—---tf
down, and so forth* The amount of hair
^ he will be amply repaid,

- - young pupil as soon as possible. The third
branches of his art. He studies the in- P!aymg’ ,Th!5 18 a, better plan‘.han s‘°p- finger should fall on the string at the
structive materiaj in the various musical
PIayinS a«d correctmg h.s pos.tion same time as the fourth, care being taken
that the fourth only is heard. The pupil
magazines and is always on the lookout
^ y'd .
to give the pupil after ?houId then be given practice ih stretch£K^smat^lhelPh,m keeP ,ea.ch l£SSonP a report” sheet,~ which "con- «g beyond the position, ! follows:
tains an estimate of his week’s practice, his
The Young Beginner

practice inStructions f°r thf nex‘ week,
and any points to which he must pay
special attention.

| _ t
' I 'HE YOUNG beginner is the teacher’s
-*■ hardest problem. If he can guide a
beginner to a successful conclusion of
Muscle Strain
the first grade he has accomplished just
.
,
...
,, ?
- p0Sltj°n
as much
El
m
“T36
If
,
, (and probably
. r , more
, if the
. begin- f*
—■ liable
to
ernmn
tb#»
liable
to
cramp
the miml’e
pupil’s bon/te
hands nor
and
ner be slow) than if he conducted an older
arms
for
a
while.
As
soon
as he
pupil through the Kreutzer Etudes.
Each pupil must be taken individually *fls- thlS "amp he sbou,d at °nce cease
and his physical characteristics studied.
'th Cramped musdes
No two are alike; consequently what ap- Th n h i ,u
l
plies to one
c
is useless in the case of an- ThJ.he ?b°uld continue his playing.
other. A short,
round-shouldered
pupil
„
T
'S
™,U
qu‘ckly
accftom
the pupil to
’ ’ "
t punil .1,
, .
* . - —:—.with short fingers naturally has j bring the
he strain
Stram on hla
hls muscles caused by the
his muscles into play ffiffe'rendy'from a ^
Thlr;y I?inut£es’ prac‘ice
tall, straight pupil with long fingers.
Zd
h
^ u massagln^
The teacher should try every means fo LJ drTt ZZfZ
^ °
available to make his pupil handle
which
the pupil
--note his
ms in- •f0rCed ZZ*}. £ . the,end.of
,
-HP
His
thumb will have a'cq'ui'red the natural
i the orthodox way, but if he
u
intended f°r it; his ^ers will
is unsuccessful after a fair trial, he should ,Ji! / *
&er 13 an0th^ great ob’ ^consciously have developed a habit of
experiment and try other methods. A „
.many a Y^ng pupils progress, more perfect intonation, and his whole
-......
• . •
Here again the teacher has to study the hand will be more suitably developed to
pupil
who is physically deformed
way may thus become a fairly efficient pupil’s particular weakness and invent eev- attack the higher positions.
player, though it would be impossible for
him to do so by adhering to the regular
methods of handling his violin.
A Lost Art
The orthodox way of mastering the tied
staccato stroke (with a loose wrist) was
Speaking of the making of Cremona record of their nature was kept
that
given a fair but unsuccessful trial by
Wieniawski. One day, in despair, he tried G^eriS*rtto ^fSl ™°rrC COuId be obta:'aed fr°m the original
the stroke with a stiffened arm and met Cremona violin makers a process which
“Thl
,
with great success, developing a staccato is now a lost art, the’Springfield Mas- which collect!!63^!! °f -h‘S varnish
which was admired in his later years.
sachusetts, Republican says:
’
was a typical exTmri^!^ S° h‘ghly
Yet enough emphasis cannof.be laid on
"The secret of the old Cremona var- promess^ cnm
F - f tbe march of
the absolute necessity of the teacher giv- nish would be invaluable if it could be duefd a ’varnish thaT^m^"'Ventor pr°ing the traditional way of mastering any recovered, but when it was going out of results and dried ™,ch
d
-g,1Ve g0od
branch of violin playing a thorough trial use nobody seemed to havethought it ehm nati^ one oT eh m°rQ
thus
before other ways are considered.
worth while to preserve it for posteritv. !oX
the “0St tedious a«d
Another requisite of the successful Probably it was no secret but merely a each successive l!i. fla?“faftUr®’ Before,
teacher, probably the most important, is craft, developed empirically and handed of time to drv thlr
m be g'ven plen‘y
patience.
Irritability with .a backward ?«
generation to generation.
The quired dry! sZny^‘
rf;
the loss of that ingr,edien‘?. were probably such as the not be counted L
S “u.ld

Z *7

^ 7ere

pupil i, wasting his time in attempting to

p,g

"p^intos”'to v™i™" fct Sa „tf "m's,,""'1''"

and takmg h.s money.

S1„pl, ,0 be kept in stock; and no precise ,biy lost ”

'>>

sh°uld,also be experinu!!led with- this
^ great>T varied with different players,
teafher.w,n be amply repaid if he
°Cca?,onally 8lves ‘he pupil artificial harmoni?s t0 Prac‘ice. These give the pupil
delicate touel,
touch with
practically in
a debca‘e
witt. the bow nnopt.Vaitv
impossible to be developed otherwise, and also
give absolute certainty of intonation.
While on the subject of bowing, pupils
soon get tired of practicing the usual bow¬
ing exercises. Results are obtained much
-.*
n?ore fluickly
if these exercises are occat!°"alIy au™ted with old-time dance
Unes- ‘ hese immediately give the pupil
3” afded mterest in bowing, as well as
eX«ThentnPr,
The Devils Dream” is an excellent ex/?r q“ck string transition in martclc
t d wh,',pped str°kes. "The Irish Washer7
provides excellent practice for
SaIta °‘
Tbe Girl I Left Behind Me”
can be U3ed as an exercise in combining
S Urs Wlth detached strokes- The teacher
otLl'T*
^
die
!°„®eet the. requirements of the
Development o< Ton.

“ Were '"™ver- branch ol violin s3y
It is not nncommon for the pupil to develop a bitter
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1

than the teacher. All the teacher
1 do is to tell the pupil of the many
filings to be done to effect a good tone.
Much has been written on the psy¬
chology of tone, but one fact is outstand•
the violin answers to the almost unrtinscious sentiment of the player more
than any other instrument, and this sentifflent is the decisive factor in the pupil’s
tone after he has mastered the bow, in¬
tonation, vibrato, embellishments, and all
the little twist of the wrists, fingers, arms
and even the whole body.
This is why the teacher should play a
little for the pupil at each lesson. The
pupil will admire his tone, and uncon¬
sciously will mould his own to correspond
to it- If bis unconscious ideas of a good
tone are better than his teacher’s, he will
in time develop a quality of tone superior
to his-

It is important to practice double notes
each week, beginning right from the first
lesson on the open strings. The teacher
should give two or three new chords each
week (not forgetting those which exercise
the naturally weaker fourth finger). By
the time the pupil is ready for more ad¬
vanced studies, his left fingers and bowing
arm are thoroughly accustomed to this
style of playing.

L

ASTLY, the pupil should not be given
tasks much too great for him; neither
should he be kept at one lesson only,
for several weeks, until he has every note
of it perfect. This is discouraging and
may cause lack of interest. He should be
taken further on in his instruction book, at
the same time practicing the difficult exer¬
cise each day until mastered.

—CJ
MASTER
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REPRODUCTIONS

Vega Violins are finished with a Cremonese oil varnish in detailed
reproduction of every mark of use and age customary to a genuine
old master. Each violin is subject to two years seasoning process,
then graduated and adjusted by experts.
Write for free catalog and trial offer

Watch the Bridge
The inexperienced violinist will save
himself much trouble and considerable
expense if he will keep_ a close watch on
his bridge to see that it is, at all times,
in a perpendicular position, not leaning
over towards the fingerboard. As the
strings of the violin are tuned, they pull
on tne top of the bridge, and gradually
pull it out of its perpendicular position
towards the fingerboard. After repeated
tunings, if the bridge is not pulled back
into place, it gets to lean over more and
more. Gradually it gets to lean so much
that some day a particularly energetic
tuning brings it down with a smash, break¬
ing the bridge and often causing the
sound-post to fall with it.
When such a catastrophe happens dur¬
ing a public appearance it is a serious
matter. Fur, unless a violinist carries an
extra violin with him (as he seldom does)
or unless he can borrow one ready tuned,
he is out of commission for the balance
of the evening; that is, as far as good
playing is concerned. Even if he has an
extra bridge and sound-post setter at hand
to repair the damage, it will take some
little time to make the repairs; and the
violin will not stand reliably in tune for
the rest of the evening. All this trouble
can be avoided by looking at the bridge
after each tuning to see that it is per¬
pendicular.
If at any time more than one new string
is to be put on the violin, it is best to
take off the old and put on the new strings
one at a time instead of all at once, tak¬
ing care to bring the top of the bridge
back to the perpendicular after each new
string has been drawn up to pitch. In
this way accidents to the bridge can be
avoided.
A good bridge which is perfectly fitted
to the violin and gives good tonal results
is a very valuable bit of wood. It is a
calamity to break it as a new one may

not give nearly such good results. Keep¬
ing the bridge to the perpendicular also
prevents it from becoming warped, an
accident which will surely happen if the
bridge is allowed to sag. Watch a good
professional tune his violin; you will
note that he never fails to keep his eye
on the bridge to see that it is straight.
A good bridge will last for several
years if carefully looked after.
How¬
ever, it is a good idea for the violinist
who does much public work to have an
extra bridge in his case, which has been
carefully fitted to the violin, and is an
exact duplicate of the one he is using.
Accidents often happen to the bridge from
some cause or other and it is very con¬
venient to have an extra bridge which has
already been fitted and can be used at a
moment’s notice.
Young players trying to straighten up
their bridges often have difficulty in the
operation, and break a good many bridges
while they are learning how. It is easiest
done by sitting down and placing the violin
between the knees, then grasping the
bridge firmly at the top between the thumb
and first and second fingers of each hand,
and working it back to a perpendicular
position. In doing this it is better to use
a slightly twisting movement rather than
to try and pull the whole top of the bridge
back by main strength, as one is likely
to lose control over it and pull it com¬
pletely down. A little practice will enable
the student to do the trick without any
mishaps.
When the sound-post falls as the result
of the bridge breaking, it is a double
calamity since it may not be possible for
the student to get it in the identical posi¬
tion it occupied in the first place. For
this reason it is wise to mark a ring
around the foot of the sound-post with
a lead pencil so that if it falls it can be
set up in its original position.

The Vibrato
By B. Emery
The violin vibrato is really a very slight
lowering and heightening of the original
tone. It stands to reason, therefore, that
if this change is too noticeable, it produces
an effect of wrong intonation or of sliding
back and forth on the string. The extreme
‘‘P of the finger should be kept firmly on
one point while* the hand performs its
tremulous motion with great rapidity. In
this way the slight changes up and down
occur in such quick succession that they

Wot all the stories of the world of music
ore against conductors: orchestras come
in for their share also. None, however,
i-t more pointed than that told concerning
the old Dublin opera house, where an in-

are fused into the one, original tone with
the difference that the sound waves are
kept in constant fluctuation and not made
rigid after the first impulse.
Since the vibrato, properly executed,
tends to intensify and lend a peculiar charm
to the tone it adorns, it should be used
with discrimination, never, for instance,
with notes played in rapid succession or
in mere connecting passages.

terrupter in the gallery had made himself
a nuisance. At last cries arose of "Chuck
him out!” whereupon a resigned vote* besought “Don’t waste him, kill a fiddler
with him.”—Musical Neivs and Herald.
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D. Appleton & Company Present an Entirely New and
Remarkable Collection for Violin Entitled

OPERATIC VIOLIN PIECES
THE WHOLE WORLD PLAYS
“°Peratic Violin Pieces The Whole World Plays’
differs m design, character and scope from' any col¬
lection along similar lines ever published.
It not
only presents a comprehensive survey of the entire
romantic and modern opera field, including the fiftythree finest productions of the Italian, Russian, Bo¬
hemian, French, German and English schools, but the
form m which the music excerpts are arranged also
differs entirely from the'usual old-fashioned “selec¬
tions, and . still more antique “potpourris.” Really
vital melodies alone are featured—in many instances
T,
3 .single aria or dance movement has been sufficient
/he arrangements vary sufficiently in technical difficulty to make the work interesting and.players
useful t
of all degrees of proficiency, and the violinist who
plays it over from c er to cover will have learned fully the true appreciation of
“mood” in opera.

Here is the Complete List of Opera Selections
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Published For The Violin

By MR. BRAINE
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Written by Alberto Bachmann
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Send for Free Catalogue of Violin Books in the “Whole World” Series

D. APPLETON & COMPANY
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Factory “Fiddle.”
L. S.—Tour violin cannot
.
Stradivarius since the label states tL„.
made by Friedrich Aug. Glass in imitation of
a Stradivarius violin. It is evidently a fac¬
tory fiddle of no great value.
Ebony Trimmings.
R. D. C.—By all means get a v- genuine ebony trimmings. Many cheap vio¬
lins are fitted with Imitation ebony trimmings
consisting of ordinary hard wood stained
black. This imitation ebony lacks the 1
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How to be a Drum Major
(Continued from page 821)
“COUNTER-

Wanted
Saxophonists
Mothers, who can play “Home, Sweet
Home” on piano or organ can easily,
with the aid of 3 free lessons, teach
their children to play the easy fingering,
easy blowing Buescher Saxophone.
These 3 free lessons given on request
with each new Buescher explain everything.
Send for complete details of 6 days’ trial, easy
terms. Leading musicians play the—

'True Tone Saxophone
Buescher Band Instrument Co.
Everything in Band and Orchestra Instruments
1832 Buescher Block
Elkhart, Indiana

—i
J BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT CO.
,6 '
GentR^nheriBl0<!k'?l'h“tedI"diina'
I
I Saxophone □ Comet □ Trombone 0 Trumpet □ I
| Mention any other. |
J

'T'HE accompanying diagram illustrates
the movements of the men in. a band
of ordinary size executing the Countermarch. A great deal of careful rehearsal
will be needed prior to its successful accomphshment.
The following points are of especial importance in connection with the execution
of the Countermarch.
1. Do not hurry-. Shorten the pace to
the 15-inch half step’ all you want, but
do not hurry.
2. Hold baton as under Band—Halt while
marching backward through the band.
When you have passed the rear rank,
lower it to the level of the. shoulders, and
“push back” that section of the front rank
which is tending to forge ahead of the rest
of the line.
3. Hold the front rank on a line while
they are marching through the band (see
diagram).
4. After front rank passes the rear rank,
the files close in toward the center, re¬
suming the proper 30-inch interval be¬
tween files.
The drum major is still marching
backward, facing the band, and holding the
band back to a short half step. This
should be continued for a few measures
to give opportunity for each rank and file
to correct its alignment.
6. Then, and not till then, should the
drum major again face forward and re¬
sume the regulation 30-inch pace.
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ropuiar Talks on Composition..
.i...Weidt
The Photoplay Organist and Pianist.del Castillo
The Notebook of a StroUing Player.j£*5
What s Good in New Music. del Castilla
Inside Facts about the Trumpet . ..
The Violinist.Satin The Flutist ..
The Saxophonist.. .Barroll TheTenorBan
The Clarinetist.Toll The Drummer
Yes—all the above (or 20c postpaid; This is
our method of introducing to new friends Jacobs’
| Orchestra Monthly, America’s unique democratic
I professional musicians. SendSkSEZOU’m ZohrfwM
Hits ad to
I Walter Jacobs, Inc., 120 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.
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I Instrumental Music in Elementary Schools..
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IS. “INCREASE FRONT-MARCH”

N CASE there are four men or less in
each rank, the author advises that there
- no such breaking of ranks. Simply let
the players “bear to the right” into close
formation.
The diagram gives a fairly accurate idea
P* tjle operation of this movement
band of ordinary size. The black squares
represent the bandsmen in the original full
front position, the white squares indicate
the new positions to which the left half
of the band moves, and the arrows show
the direction of the action.
The diagram shows the original 7 ranks
and shows the crowding in of 7 new ranks’
but dqes not show the gradual lengthening
out of the band till the proper 60-inch
space is restored between all ranks. This
has been mentioned i„ ,1, pr«Ming

For 2 Full Orchestrations
KIDDIKINS (Doll Dance).... Weidt
LOVE IN A TOY SHOP. ... . .Leigh
(Novelette)
Exceptionally attractive numbers,
arr. by Hildreth. Ports (or all rec-
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1G. “DIMINISH FRONT—MARCH”

T

I

I
j

'T'HIS, of bourse, is just the reverse of
^ the Diminish Front just discussed.
In both, the chief source of difficulty will
be found in the matter of getting all the
members of the band to start the calledfor action with snap and precision.
In executing this command, it is the
front of the band, and not the rear, which
marks time'till the completion of the exe¬
cution of the order.
On the command of execution, the front
rank marks time, while the second rank
bears to the left and resumes its original
P05'1'011 as the left half of the first rank.
The remainder of the band shifts similarly
and at the same time, gradually moving
forward till proper 60-inch space is re¬
stored between all ranks.
The drum major, too, has half-stepped
to the left in order to resume his position
in the center of the new and longer rank.
This command may be executed either
the march or from a “standing at attentio.n” Position, in similar fashion to that
P°inted out in the discussion of the corn!"an<:* Diminish Front—March. In fact it
's the experience of the writer that the
best way to practice these movements is:
let them be executed by a “marking time”
rafher than a “marching forward” band,

Jg

The illustration shows the proper posi- ulating, as well as instructive have
tion for the preparatory command. This
' laVe
is usually given and the movement exe- . Planned an unsurpassed band and orcuted-on the march, although it can be chestra department.

Who’s

ATe'staff is brought to a vertical posi■ n ball up and opposite the left shoulder,
toule pointing straight down toward the
jjotind. This position is to be held for a
period equal in duration to that of the
ordinary band salute.
the left hip,
The left hand rests
thumb to the rear.
When the drum major is not carrying
the baton, he uses the regulation hand
military salute. When marching with the
hand and carrying the baton, he always
uses the salute with the baton as shown
| t[je illustration, and never shifts the
Won from his right to his left hand in
order to free the right-hand for the regu¬
salute.
lation hand mill
!Note that the msition of the staff during
the rendering ,[ "To the Colors,” the
of execution. The salute rep¬
“President’s Me rch.” and other Honors is command
resents the drum major personally 01
slightly differcr i from the position here the entire band unit whom he repre.
sents. It is in every way simply a sub¬
illustrated. 11 , will be discussed under stitute
for the regulation band military
'To the Colors' and “Honors.”
salute.
.
Bring the bat on into the position shown
20. “FIELD MUSIC”
"snap” at the end of the
with consideral
HE term “Field Music” refers to that
movement. No a that there is no change
necessary addition to every marching
in the grasp - > t the baton. The ferule, or
point, is simply inverted and the left wrist band which is forward of the deep, throb¬
bing,
military type snare drums and of the
i
it
band
“snaps
into”
the
tamed as the 1
bugles,
which are usually in the key of F.
desired position
Many fine marches exist calling for one
or both types of field music. These are
very effective when so played. Any band
having considerable parade or other march¬
ing work to do will do well to develop
both drum corps and bugle corps sections
of the field music. „ These can play inde¬
pendently and can work up numbers to¬
gether in addition to playing the field
music parts to such marches as call for
this addition of one or both of these sec¬
tions in one or more strains of the music.
In this way the field music can relieve
the band as well as add that peculiarly
military throb to the music which can be
obtained in no other way.
The illustration shows the drum major
issuing the preparatory command for the
field music to play. There is no command
of execution. The sergeant in charge of
the field music gives the command of exe¬
cution by his section within the next few
measures after the issuing of the prepara¬
tory command by the drum major.
The drum major may stop the playing
of the field music in the same manner in
which he executes the command Cease
Playing with the band itself.

the

T

FREE TO
TEACHERS
A New Easy Way to
Train School Bands
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the front rank marches'Straight
ahead m full 30-inch pace, but the right
haH of all of the other ranks does not
do ,so tl!1.the Ieft half of the rank ahead
H m position, has picked up the full 30lnch Pace, and the proper 60-inch soace
attained. As already stated, this means
that the rear of the band marks time for
several measures till the organization has
been elongated to just double its original
lcn&th and narrowed to just half its orioinal width.
®
_

HIS command will be
found i
fi
than
convenient in taking the band
through a narrow gate, down a narrow
street, one well blocked with traffic, or in
other restricted spaces. Its execution is
not a matter of great difficulty but is
effective in gaining the applause of the
crowd, as it is quite spectacular when executed with precision.
The left half of each rank simply executes right face, drops in behind the right
half, executes left face and adopts the
length of step necessary to bring about the
The editors and publishers of
regulation 60-inch distance between ranks. THF FTTTTlK
.
_
The rear rank will have to “mark time”
h tn their effort* to
and the. front rank to continue ahead in make each issue of this predominant
full 30-inch pace for several measures to
•
•
. .
bring this about.
musical magazine inspiring and stim-

!J

HE drum major uses this salute for
himself or to represent the entire
hMld when passing by officers, when re¬
nting men present, and so on. It is to be
^iven either marching or standing at at-

. DIAGRAM, DIMINISH FRONT

17. DIAGRAM, “DIMINISH FRONT”

1
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.THE SALUTE WITH* THE BATON”

spectacular movement, easily exed, and one proving at great conve---maneuvering of

10. DIMINISH FRONT—MARCH
Preparatory command: Hold the baton
f 45 degrees as illustrated,
warning) Give about XVs
l shown
i—-•tly tcfthe’levei of the right?11

j
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done standing at attention. In the latter
case, the band should “mark time” during
the execution of the movement, and the
marking of time should be halted with
precision at its conclusion. When executed from standing at attention, the drum
major should face the band in giving the
preparatory command and the command of
execution, and should march backward before the extending front rank till he sees
that tjie movement has been completed,
when he may halt the band in the usual
manner or may face about and lead them
forward. In either case he moves sideways somewhat to a position in the center
of the new arrangement.

a Conn is the most
in his crowd. He’s
jr

welcome everywhere,because he brings

zestful, cheering music that everybody likes
A Conn saxophone is a key to social prestige
it can be a great help to success in any career
Professional playing, whole or part time, is high¬
ly paid and fascinating; opportunities are open
everywhere. Many of America s leaders in business, the professions, and statecraft, have earned
their education with their musical talent.
With a Conn you can win this pleasure and profit
quickly. Exclusive, easy-playing features speed
your progress. Our simpler key system is easier
to master; hydraulic expansion process makes
easier blowing, more beautiful tone, perfect
scale; drawn sockets with rolled edges and new
foil pads eliminate trouble and improve tone.
Free Trial, Easy Payments on any Conn. Select the
instrument which appeals to you; tty it in your own
home. You can own it by small monthly p*ym«»ts.
Send the coupon or write now for free literature and
details of trial offer.
The Conn Band Service Depart™
bands and orchestras. Individuals ana uis“j‘
invited to write for information; no ooti

Vy OULD you like to know how to increase
v v the interest of pupils, parents and
school officials in your school band? There
has now been developed a definite program
“fat has proved a wonderful aid to thousands
of schools throughout the country.

Now Sent Free
G. C. Mirick, Upper
dnT
It
I°wa University, has em' •uSS? rM
bodied these suggestions
• -••-RMRi- -IWk. in a book sponsored by
me House of York;—and now being sent free to
teachers. If you have not yet started your
tehool band or you wish to speed up progress
of your present band, send for this free book
how. No obligation. Just mail coupon below.
YORK BAND INSTRUMENT CO.
“opt. I -K
Grand Rapids, Mich.

BAND
INSTRUMENTS

026

IS. INCREASE FRONT_MARCH
t Pr?I>?ra torT command: Hold the baton
t an angle of 45 degrees as illustrated.
?.f warning t GJve about^ 1V4
seconds to the mo"o? shown i‘

1026

| Yowc Basb I NSTRUMEXt CO.
1
Dept.
-K, Ghasd Rapids, Mich.
1
send me without obligation a oopy of year book
| School Banda—How to Organize and Train Them. .

C. G. CONN, LTD., 1113 Conn Bldg., Elkhart, Ind.
Please send free literature and details of free trial offer on
20. FIELD MUSIC
dThe Ulustration shows the
Check if interested in organizing Q band or O orchestra.
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T°this
rch~a good one-picture them
lr
J
swinging along, celebrating an anniversary
{Continued from page 853)
the significance of which they are ignorant,
^Romance {for left hand), by Richard but having a grand and glorious time.
i

Oht gateway
to a succtssfui
jutuvt

NEW MAXIMUM DISCOUNTS WILL BE ALLOWED

NOTE:

By ART SHEFTE

This piece, with the very imaginative in “adored.”
title, is lots of fun to plav—and fine exerThree measures from the end( voice
cise in the interlocking of the hands. The part) make the sixteenths light, dwelling
lysis would be as followsprincipally on the first of the group. The
lfj measures in C Major ^
^
first note effany group is the most impor

THE

CLASSIFICATIONS DESIRED
GRADES 1-2
(Easy) •
Piano Solo

GRADES 3-4
(Intermediate)

J
□

Piano 4 Hands □

GRADES 5-6
(Moderately Difficult)
□

Piano Solo

Piano Solo

Piano 4 Hands □

q

Piano 4 Hands □

Piano 6 Hands □ j
Piano 6 Hands □ 2 Pianos 4 Hands Q
2 Pianos 4 Hands □ * 2 Pianos 4 Hands □
2 Pianos 8 Hands □ |

Composers, Attention

GRADES 7-8
(Difficult)
□ | 2 Pianos 4 Hands □

Piano Solo

£S£3?SS3Ea«
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RE y°u interested in teaching music?
C9I In the concert field? In theatre organ
playing? In Public School Music? These are
a few of the professional fields for which we
can prepare you. We assure you an opening in your chosen line as soon as qualified.
Teaching

Concertizing

Students preparing with us for
teaching may take positions in
our Extension Branches, of which
there are more than one thousand
located all over the country, or in
our Chicago Neighborhood
Branches, of which there are more
than thirty, with others in process
of establishment.
Those who come to us with
previous training and experience
can very quickly qualify to take
positions in our Chicago Neighborhood Branches, thus gaining
further experience and earning
money for their own study.

Chautauqua and Lyceum tours
offer salaries of $40 to $100 week¬
ly. Concert engagements are usu¬
ally paid for by the single appear¬
ance, the fee being $25 to $50 and
upward.

Theatre Organ
Since the establishment of our
Theatre Organ Department, we
have trained and placed organists
in positions with salaries starting
from $85 to $100 a week.
Students of piano and organ,
who have developed instrumental
technic and musicianship, can pre¬
pare to meet the requirements of
theatre playing in a very short
time. Good openings are assured.

Our extensive system of Branch¬
es enables us to provide ample
openings for those we train for
the concert field.

ARRANGEMENTS

Singing Teacher’s “On Sale”
Requisition Blank
Kindly fill out this blank—mail to us—and we will send
you on sale the finest, most attractive assortment of teaching and recital songs you have ever received. The selec¬
tion will include not only our NEW publications for the
haTh *eaS°n JUt a C°P/,e*ch of
compositions which
have been most successful during the past season.
NOTE:

PLEASE “CHECK” IN THE SQUARES □ THE

•

CLASSIFICATIONS

DESIRED

MEZZO-SOP.

CONTRALTO

Tuhlic School TMusic
Our two-year course leads to a
Teacher's Certificate, entitling
the possessor to the Illinois State
Teacher’s Certificate and per¬
mission to teach, without exami¬
nation.
BARITONE

Annual salaries of $1,500 to
$2,500 are available, with large
outside earnings through private
teaching, choral directing, etc.

More openings than we can
supply applicants for are referred
to us every year from school au¬
thorities throughout the country.
Students May Register at Any Time
Write for Catalog mentioning The Etude, and telling us which phase
Jt
of our service most interests you.

Snoulooil CDusic School
Founded 1895 by Wm. H. Sherwood
Fine Arts Building . 410 So. Michigan Avenue
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Lyric

[

Dramatic

[

Encore

[

Ballad

£

Sacred

[

□ Dramatic

BASS
□
Dramatic
n Encore
□

□ Sacred

pi

□ Encore

□ I Ballad

PIANO «JAZZ
4S36 V. Adams St. Los Angeles. Cal^

MUSIC STUDY SUPPLIES

prated notes—as hi The ninth measure of the by N. I. Hyatt,
violin part—which ntust be dwelt oil.
A very lovely reA Major, like E Major, is a cheerful key. poseful solo setting
Transpose this Serenade into D flat and of one of the best
bTa ^esT we^woukl say that probably
sixty per cent of all the successful Spanishstyle piano pieces are written m sharp keys,
The F sharp Minor division of this piece
is particularly pleasing Very difficultjt
is too Its low notes afford splendid opportunity for richness of timbre. See how

written. P<Like Who
* Sylvia, this song
demands
a
good
legato.
„ an organ in¬
stead of a piano ac_
c0 m p a n i m e nt is
X. Iving Hyatt

The John Church Comnanv

1107-Jackson Street
m
urauJf CINCINNATI, OHIO
Please send music to reach me by.
I wish to keep it.
.months
Charge to.
Address

.

References .

PIANISTS!
3 Self Instructive Books on
THE ART OF MODERN

keep the latter suppressed and let the forWho is Sylvia is one of the most famous
liter be played marcato and cantabile
of all the Schubertian lieder, ranking with
This number has been carefullv 'edited the Serenade and Am Meer in point of popand the pupil would do well to follow the ularity.
fingering indicated. Practice the scale pasIn the

we will send
teaching and
selection will
season and a

PLEASE “CHECK” IN THE SQUARES □
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Jazz Piano Playing

Piano Teacher’s “On Sale”
Requisition Blank
Kindly fill out this blank—mail to us—and
you the finest, most attractive assortment of
recital music you have ever received. The
include our NEW publications for the coming
copy each of those numb,
during the past season.

Educational Study Notes

.
w-. -Great, Melodia or Dul; the time; ciana; Pedal) Bourdon, 16'.
Play on
• The
the singer reaches “ 'Till
the Perfect
The thrill on the “*ef
TilUhe
mThiy’istn unusrallygoodnumber Make
it rhythmic as possible, color it every bit

Then return to Swell,
gradually diminishing the tone.

RADIO ARTISTS

_
82s L
64 East J
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Teachers, Students and Music Lovers are finding that
A Companion Volume to “Piano Pieces the Whole World Plays”

And Over 100 Other World Famous Celebrities Give
Instructive, Inspiring and Interesting Conferences on
Music In These Extraordinary Books
Great Pianists on Piano Playing $ Great Singers on the Art of Singing

THE “WHOLE WORLD” MUSIC SERIES
is the world’s premier line of musical collections,
for piano, violin, voice, orgafi and other instru¬
ments Each volume contains 256 or more pages
devoted to the choicest classic and modern compo¬
sitions
Printed from engraved plates on clear
white paper, and substantially bound in either

LIGHT PIANO PIECES THE
WHOLE WORLD PLAYS
A companion volume to “Piano Pieces The
Whole World’ Plays”—specially designed for
recreation. The first consideration in selecting
pieces for this book has been melody; the second
consideration variety and the keynote of the whole
volume has been joy, which will be found ex¬
pressed in almost every composition. The book
contains 256 pages.

cloth or paper.
Here is the Complete List of “Whole World” Collections

This is the Complete Contents:
).Favargcr
rka).Ascher
._....
. .Iljinsky

Great Men and Famous Musicians on the Art of Music
By James Francis Cooke

Mazurka Op. 40.

Songs 0^eholeWo?ldC Si

.Jill, Tin
Morning Prayer..
Morni
Norwegian Dance.,

Ballads°Whoie* World'S

'ieccs (C Melody).,
'ieccs (B, Tenor). .
s (Paper).
s (Cloth).

For Sale at all Music Stores (except in Canada) or sent
direct on receipt of marked prices
_

Now Presented for the First Time in the Form of

Coppelia (\
Coquette, 1
Coquetterie

a Set With an Attractive and Convenient

... .Drigo
..Gounod
ricl-Marie

..Beaumont
.Delibes

Serenade Badine

..
. .Gottschalk

Song of the Robin..
Sounds from Home.
Spinning Wheel.

Yalse Lente (Coppelia)
Victorious Amazon ...

Ideal for the Minutes You Devote to Reading

WiUO’ The Wisp.

A Handsome, Superb Gift of Permanent Value

.

Mandolin.it.t .
PRICE, St. 25 —For Sale at a Music Stores la tl

SPECIALLY PRICED FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY

This “Whole World” Catalogue
Is Sent Free

D. APPLETON & COMPANY 3X3Y?ria,7

D. APPLETON & COMPANY

ill

______

'to every music lover in the United States (not in
Canada) on request. It is an intensely interesting
booklet, profusely illustrated, containing the titles,
Y^i§P^«
descriptions and complete contents of all the books
iistecl above. Whether you are a teacher, a student
T__
or a musical amateur, you will find a number of
books for violin, piano, voice, organ, saxophone,
etc., which will prove the most satisfactory collec¬
tions which you have ever used. Mail us a post¬
card today with your name and address, and the
catalogue will be sent by return mail.

Sylphes,'Les (V .*.' .*

Cloth Bound Holder

||

Operatic Violin Piece
Standard Violin Con
Light Violin Pieces..
Encyclopedia of the
Children's Songs ...
Children’s Piano Pi<
Sacred Music.

Light Piano Piece?....
Concert Piano Pieces (r
Concert Piano Pieces (
Modern Opera Selectior
Grand Opera At Home.

Enthusiastically Praised by the Press
ind the Musical Public.

written in non-teehnical
rotation, inspiration and
'omen of the age related
embrace the teaching
S greatest living artists
o comprehensive in the
! lover and the student
3 knowledge and appre-

New York City, started
preaVet E6quire<1 twenty
^diplomacy, an understudent and the Ameriquired only by the e:;the
z.* °
olf me
ding thousands and
>rs.
Each Conference is confined to one Individual and is Prefaced by

Published by

JUST IMAGINE!
$5 for75 Printed Lessons
from the Greatest Musicians of our Times,
38 Musical Discussions with World Famous
Folk, Other Interesting Chapters, and 116
Portraits and Biographies of World Renowned
Individuals
::
::
::
:: ::
.. .. ..

I
1
1
1

Theodore 1
Presser
Co.

mfp^%STphy of the Individual as weU as an ExcM^

|

Established
1883

1
1
1

1712-1714
Chestnut St.,
Philadelphia,
Pa.
|

j

Pageant

THREE

VOLUMES (Regularly
Priced at $2.25 each) HANDSOME¬
LY BOUND IN CLOTH AND
STAMPED IN GOLD AND WITH
CLOTHCOVERED CONVENIENT
CONTAINER PROCURABLE
DURING THE SHORT TIME OF
THIS OFFER FOR

Onjy $5

.00

—

A Purchase that Will Truly Delight You
r

■

1

™*mRE lesser rt~ ~
Philadelphia,“p|.treet
Send me the Set of Books

»

,

By ARTHUR WHITING

Ideal for children, schools, seminaries. Per¬
fectly adapted to open-air performance in a
sylvan setting. Already performed mth great
success, winning enthusiastic praise from the
press. The text arranged from the Poems of
William Blake by Catharine C. Smith.
The instrumental Prelude is followed by
seven pantomimic and choreographic hpisodes,
introduced and interspersed by the delivery
of Blake’s poems in monologue and dialogue
form. Can be given with piano accompani¬
ment or string orchestra of 1st, 2nd and ,3rd
Violin, Violoncello, Contrabass,
ei $2.00
angle and Cymbals.

This very popular Series has two objects:
To provide, in the earliest stages of the
child’s piano study, material of permanent
value, which shall serve as a basis for the de¬
velopment of his taste. This material con¬
sists of folk-tunes and classic compositions.
To provide a plentiful selection of pieces of
lily graded, both
technically, that the child is
__ not overtaxed.
Solo Book, .60 net;,, Second Solo
.75 net; Third Solo Book, .75 net;
Solo Book, .75 net; First Duet Book,
Second Duet Book, 1.10 net; Third

ZEPHYRS from MELODYL AND

e Booklet

of the Kinscella b
~ their undoubted
or
and pieces is <
,
jrinciples they embi
ei
cality. All of the principles
the result of careful experimentation
composer’s own activities. These wo
Most of them
’is VolumeFirst Steps for the Young Pianist, .7o nc
Second Steps for the Young Piani=f .90
net; Third Steps for the Young I-.90 net; Fourth Steps for the Young Pi¬
Young
anist, 1.10 net; Fifth Steps for the
'
Pianist, 1.25 net; Sixth Steps for the Young
„cl_ Jlioow__
„ 1.hano TechPianist, 1.25, net;
Essentials of
„„
My Own Little Music Book,
.75 net; Velocity Studies for the Young PiMa'ny Little Separate Solos and Duet

By C. W. KROGMAN, Op. 15
A new edition of this very popular set of
twelve easy and tuneful little pieces, m a variety
of keys and tempos; exemplifying many funda¬
•S3.
mental elements of touch and technique. _ tacn
'
-n appropriate star
many instances, can be sung to tne music. £
exceptionally interesting and varied collection
of first-grade pieces, so well and favorably known
that detailed descriptions are unnecessary.
Each, net .25 except No. XII.
net •
The twelve compositions, as describee!
above, complete in one voluine.net si.uu
The Same, arranged for Violin and Pmno
by C. GrUn. complete in One Volume, net *l.wu
In preparation
The Sam: s, arranged for Four Hands, one
piano.
The Same, arranged f<

SCHIRMER’S LIBRARY OF MUSICAL CLASSICS
The world-famous American Edition of the great Masterworks of Music.
The 1500 volumes already published include Vocal Music (Songs, Duets, Methods,
Studies); Piano Music (Solos, Duets, Studies, Exercises); Violin Music (Solos,
Duets Methods, Exercises); Chamber Music; Organ Music. Edited by emin mt musicians’ the piano numbers carefully and authoritatively fingered; all
engraved printed and bound in the best possible manner. Send for Complete Catalog.

MELODIOUS FOUNDATION
STUDIES for VIOLIN SI.50, net
By JOSEPHINE TROTT
-y concise, yet
volume is;
its. The 203
vo violins, by

D 0 Mp° A 0M P “ A

$5 00 CSird Container at the Special Price of
with ’
r ^ Amount is Remitted Herewith together
Postage Charges
Ch«, ° cover
parcel post charges to my address.
Postage
’
ON The.<~
™_RGES
These Books
>st Zone
I’u
"$<U2
3rd Zone.'.'” 'll
4th Zone...
09
Sth Zone....' in

I

XMAS

The GOLDEN CAGE; A Dance

ces with the world’]
i, singers, conductors
hases of the art o

THE YOUNG
In 12 Volumes. Selected and
Edited by EDWIN HUGHES
This unique Series gives the young pianist
—*-lt Qf £ne material from the master
for tl
ume is a simple, reliable and prognssive i
traduction to the individuality and character,
n question. Every
istic style of C
composition rwas written especially for 1
Piano. Complete Descriptive Booklet on regut

MASTER SERIES

_.

eb-rs
fesssttrstfs
build tl e superstructure of future developn
height.

. .$1.50 n

THE FIRST ENSEMBLE
By FRANZ BORNSCHEIN
Twelve Easy Ensemble Pieces. Foundati
material for the violin groups of school i
chestras. Suitable for one or more 1st violi
with piano; 1st and 2nd violins, 1st, ~
with
3rd violins, 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th vie
or without piano.
Score (including Piano Parts).
1st, 2nd, 3rd or 4th Violin Parts I
in quantity) each.

If not in stock at Local Dealer’s, order direct

i

East

43d

st„ G. SCHIRMER,

Inc., New York

=THE GEM OF THE MODERN MUSICAL LIBRARY=
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

KING CHRISTMAS; Children’s
By FRANCES McCOLLIN
Opera
set to sparkling music. The
action takes place t a courtroom, with the
presiding Judge, - :tomey General, Court
Clerk, claimants, a
ness to be crowned “king of the holidays”—
New Year’s Day, Valentine's Day, Washing¬
ton’s Birthday, May-Day, Independence Day,
Hallowe’en, Thanksgiving Day, Christmas
Day. After hearing all the evidence, the jury
renders its decision in favor of Christmas Day.
The rhythmic and melodious music is easy to
sing and play; yet by no means commonplace.
The individual solos of the claimants are varied
in spirit, and characteristic of the different
SONG: The Bethlehem Cradle—J. Victor
Bergquist (Low).net .50
MIXED VOICES: The Christmas Quest—
F. Leslie Calver (Four-part chorus)
(Octavo 7179).net .20
JUNIOR CHOIR: The Frost was White—
Lucina Jewell (Carol—Unison Chorus)
(Octavo 7183).net .10
The Weening Babe—Lucina Jewell (Carol—
Two-part chonis) (Octavo 7184).. net .10
PIANO SOLO: Christmas Night (La Notte
di Natale)—Enrico Mineo.net .50

SCHOLASTIC SERIES (S.S.S.)
series of copyrighted material for V
Instrumental Study—from the ve
easiest i the most difficult. In order to ma
this Series as comprehensive as possible, t:
cooperation of^eminent ^pedagogues ^ of j
works to lt LATEST ADomoMS
191. Mathilde Bilbro. Daily Studies i
Young Students (Piano) ... .net .
192. Josephine Trott. Melodious Four
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November, 1926

Brehm’s First Steps for Young Piano
Beginners .
Dozen Songs for Saxophones—Clay Smith
-ophones Parts.
The Same. Piano Accompaniment ....
Fifty Easy Melodious Studies for the
Pianoforte—Op. 7—Biehl. ,
First Garland of Flowers—Violin and
Piano—Weiss .
Forty Negro Spirituals—White.
Fundamental Studies in Violoncello Tech¬
nic—Schwartz .
H. M. S. Pianofore—Sullivan.
Mass, No. 14 in Honor of St. Joseph—

Christmas and
Thanksgiving Music
Now is the time when the energetic and
resourceful Organist ahd Choir Director
prepares for the two remaining musical
services of the year. Thanksgiving and
Christmas. Excellent choir and organ
music is available for the Thanksgiving
service and we will gladly send a selection
of either or both for examination.
Why wait until the last minute when
you can plan your Christmas program
now and have no worries on your mind
during the pre-holiday season? We are in
business to help you and a request for
material now means that the package will
reach you more quickly than it will later
on when the mails are congested.
In addition to the standard numbers in
pur catalog,_we are presenting the follow-

Mass No. 14
in Honor otSt. Joseph
TwO-FartS, Treble Voices
By Eduardo JYlarZO, Op. 203
One of the most frequent rennost
rece;ve(j fr0m those who have in
the direction of the music in th!!
Catholic Church is that for easy Masse!,
A Mass that can be sung after Ja f
hearsals, or one that does not make i~,i
demands upon the voices is eagerly sought
T1'le chevalier Marzo in this, fils latest
jjasS) admirably meets these requirements
Moreover> the Mass, from Kiirie to An,,,,'.
De[> is one of the most mel0dioUs
? *
ever beard and is always in keeping with
the subltalty of the text. While this Mass
is suited primarily for convent school use
or in choirs where the male voice section
is somewhat lacking, the range of voice

Gifts
for Musical Friends
^ interest anyone Six7
T
,
wlu
seeking new
new Christcnrisi
In the December issue of the Etude the mas music:
Theodore Presser Co. will present special Alleluia> AlMuia>
“y PrlC“ °n
exclrellent Pll,?1,ca(Organ).IV. 1>. Armstrong

is t that it partichularly
may be sungin ,the
bv a"V™
mivnrl
choir of men and boys, the hoys! of couree
singing the soprano part and the men the
alto Catholic Choir Directors and Organ

Se’gK,
^
0<at shows individual thought behind it always is the most appreciated
gift and a musical gift to a friend who is a
musician a music over or a music s udent
will indicate individual thought m its
selection. These holiday offers will pre-

r tS,h0Trfk,',“l””®"”interitlng M.L whiteTh Sg
at the low advance of publication cash
price, 35 cents, postpaid
L
p, ’ 'rJ : '

Wait for the Holiday Offers
In December Etude to Choose

NEW WORKS
Advance of Publication Offers

Album of Study Pieces in Thirds a
Sixths .
Beginners’ Method f<
Beginner’s Voice Book—Prosehowsky. . . .
Beginn-'Beginning With the Pedals of the Piano

the etude

30
25
30
46

*%*£/'**■ <”*" STmS„U.
'
3k
}.Frances Pitts Grant
Yuletide (Vootil).F. A. Williams
Christmas Chimes (Three-Part
chnrvsi
p r
nainer
Hark a Burst of Heavenly Music

1 welve Fiano Etudes
By Mathilde Bilbro

35 quite a few fine musical literature Works
teachers through her very successful sets
75 and for the music student or musician,
9
I% M •
f 8*ud,eL8uch
"'e Melodies
... there will be a wealth of suggestions in „ ',C’_’.S- Morrison for Eye, Ear and Hand Iraining,” “Melo50 the collections of piano piecesffongs, vio?i*CU{t Key^. eto ' *n^ mstruc„ lin numbers and organ compositions. Our
* Manlfest „
tion works such as "Bilbn, s Kindergarten
/ if • M. Stultt Book,
Bilbros hirst Grade Book” and
Master Vocal Exercises—Connell. |o musical jewelry novelties that we carry in aS„ n ulnth-Pni
New Collection of Favorite Songs and 40 stock also will prove a great help to the
I’ZmT9
t nt D
°the,'S’ and now we have th(' f?°°d fortune
.^.
6
• 1
Anthem)./. Christopher Marks to present to teachers these “Twelve
Choruses for All Occasions.
to teacher
desiring little remembrances
for
New Easy Four Hand Album.
We also have special services for the Piano Etudes,” a work for young pupils
New First and Third Position Album— 35 pupils and also in the gift line, we have
Violin and Piano.
so quite a complete stock of music satchels, celebration of Christmas in the Sunday I*1?* promises to gain as much success as
New Organ Collection. °c musical pictures, etc.
Schools and a large and excellent collec- I*1*8 same writer’s other successful works,
Pianist’s Daily Dozen, The—Macklin. . . .
tion of Cantatas for choirs that intend to Each one of these twelve etudes has a
Secular Two-Part Song Collection.
’ than an- specific
and decided
Seven Last Words of Christ—Cantata—
New Music On Sale
L1 the larger
- oV works,
-> rather
—.—
- . , technical
,
-purpose
*
TLnnronj, F K
’• 4. 1
A 7
thems. Sample copies of these or any musical value.
I hey are virtually first
advanWdof L.r
°ther numbers we publish for Christmas grade study pieces with real educational
n k !efnf h°nH t f J!?tL!?h
wiU be sent ‘0n Sale’ to Choir Directors content.
Advance of publication cash
packages of brand new music at monthly and Organists for examination.
price is 30 cents a copy,
intervals during the teaching season. In
1
1•
fact, many teachers are glad to get these The Beginner’s Voice Book
Beginning with the
25 packages all the year ’round. By this By Frantz Prosehowsky
Pedals of the Piano
means opportunity is given to get acTT
*
r> tt i
t
quainted with fresh and attractive teach- +u*?ere at lastu1S a b.eginner’s voice book By Helen L. Cramm
ing material in all grades without obli- that uccomphshes various purposes, never
It is given to some people in the world
gation to purchase anything not found Pre^en^ecl m any book of its kind before, to combine practical musical knowledge
Our Musical Souvenir of
useful. Any teacher who sends in a trial
taCt’ ,We. bave ?.°ne 0VCi the entire
with charm. Helen L. Cramm, after many
The Sesqui-Centennial
order is sure to be well satisfied with the
vocal instruction and we have not years of actual experience at the keyWe expended considerable to give as material furnished and is at liberty to I??na a S11jpe book which we would con- board with hundreds of children, decided
wide a distribution as possible to some¬ cancel the order at any time. “New
?*“ rfsPects> a good beginner’s to ’write musical works for the young.
thing in the nature of a permanent musi¬ Music” like other “On Sale” music may
°?k v>r
smger. This work has been Her success has been remarkable. She
cal souvenir of the Sesqui-Centennial Ex- be kept until the close of the season be*
. ot ;re solld rock by a real master knows how to produce works, which have
fnrp mo-Unn*
onr ^returns ^whatever!
mknlnvnv "a
A
VOlCC,
VOCSl SdVlStl’
•« wondetfuT'cha^'lor
U’luwlnvi'n 1 - 4’ 'dhiidknrirlhis
„1. :i .!
Tn +V\i'o
;md,H0UtStfn!!‘nf-' fi7re% in tbe forr
making* any
v°ice; tile
the voed
adviser of
of Madame a
musical world and thousands of music postal card reqUest mentioning the kind ^f ,1rCu?'cl “nd Tito Schipa. The policy new book, she has accomplished the very
wanted—piano, voice, violin or “. . . U,UUK
book IS
to leave
mafsed
,
t J ^ of music wanted-piano,
IS,ro
««« nothing
nothing unexunex- difficult
difficult task
task ofof showing
showing'the
the little
little ones
o
tributed
^iherafil
inrlthfLjKh!"
organ—wil1
bring
the
next
regular
lot
to
pl„i
fe
a“y
Step'
11
T‘U
n.ot
onl>'
Pre‘
.iust
enough
to
gratify
their
curiosity
a
tributed liberally and freely, with the any teacher wishing it.
tnbuted
sent all the necessary instruction required to the pedal and at the same time lays
most complimentary expressions upon it.
by the teacher in such a hnnk- huf «rsu
.....
x* ,
, ,
.
Immediately after the distribution of rvn,.„
.
present vocal exercises and also
book
is
of
such
a
character
that,
although
first copies, requests began to reach us if'oOngS
exercises of a very simple character
for additional copies. In many instances pOr Saxophones
the keyboard ' .
teachers having large classes or music By Clay Smith
a SPTIPC «< m,,* It
,
. ,
w n-am uic main principles oi peuaiimg
workers . conducting
when
bringing attention
• _
“ music clubs,
, - wanted
-----"ucu u.iugiug
auciiuou io the advance .
». oi remaritaoie anatomical
draw- with the least possible effort and the greatareatd draw,
copies to insure every member of the Qf publication offer on this work last mgs which he has made himself. The
est possible JL.
iL advance
.i...,-,.f
The adad- est
results- The
of pubclassi
r clubs receiving o;
of publication price : 60 cents, lication price for this book is 30 cents a
felt that it would be the last
postpaid.
For us to bear the cost of furnishing time that it would'
copy, postpaid.
free copies in such a quantity as these re- advance 0f publication offers; however! New First ami Third P
quests began to represent was prohibitive, the many works that our printers and
* irstand Thffd Position
Forty Negro Spirituals
Nevertheless, we sensed a still greater de- binders have had to handle in the last Alt)Um~A Collection for
Compiled and Arranged
mand and to avoid disappointing any we month In order to produce various new Violin and Piano
By Clarence Cameron White
increased the quantity originally decided publications and replenish our stock of
While we have such successful violin
Clarence Cameron
.wtb a v‘ew to iettmg those inter- many of our best catalog numbers, have piano collectionsMram of Farnrit.
,,
- White, whom
estedl have them at a nominal price that delayed the printing and binding work First Position Pieces, Vio nist’s P„3
"'“7' look uPon as the greatcst viohnJst
would mean sharing with us the cost of on this collection of saxophone solos by Repertoire, Standard YioZkt SeZtPd
comPoser of bi8 ra™, and a great
production.
Clay Smith; and therefore, we are con- Classics Operatic^ Selection!” », ,, 7 d authority upon all negro music, has preThis souvenir is 68 pages with a beauti- tinuing it on the advance of publication on the market we have in nT.r
, ,
pared for the Theodore Presser Company
ful cover in colors and it contains a dozen offer for November, but this is positively many excellent’violin numbers ,Lzf’g ! Serics of Forty Negro Spirituals, selected
and one complete pieces ot music m minia- the last month. This collection will be these collections and where if
,! ,
from res°urces in many instances entirely
ture form, but large enough to be of prac- issued with three saxophone volumes and difficult for an individual Zvert
i ne'V’ This is a work of ver>' great
tical use and, in addition to some inter- a piano accompaniment volume. The saxo- out a representative
S£ek Promise, one that we expect will be a rich
esting text matter, there are portraits of phone volumes will respectively cover the the best of these numbers
„ some ot addition to the literature of music in
432 American composers, with the birth- C Melody Saxophone, the E Flat Alto select a generous number’ and ZLm*1 y America- Mr. White is the President of
place and birth dates given wherever pos- Saxophone and a similar volume for the in a convenient album that
'e™ the National Association of Negro Musisible, and the death dates of those de- B Flat Tenor Saxophone, each volume amateur performers could use to J
danS and has had exceptional facilities for
ceased.
giving a solo part and a second part for tage. Such a volume is now in the aCtVan" comPiIing this work of unusual character.
With these contents, is it little wonder the particular saxophone it covers. In of preparation and it will inel, l
6SS The advance of publication price anthat so large a quantity of these souvenirs this way it is possible to present solos bers in the first and third cositinn
a°unced last month, was 40 cents a copy,
are being demanded of us? Teachers may with any of the saxophone or duets for the exact title for this collection l
! lhls Was «n error, because the work is
secure any quantity under one dozen at any two members of the saxophone family, been decided upon we are accent’*^ a °ne °f much IarSer dimensions and it is
the rate of 10 cents a copy, one dozen The advance of publication cash price for vance of publication orders for it t tu" necessary for us now to announce an adcopies will be supplied for $1.00 or one the piano accompaniment is 45 cents and price of 50 cents a copv under the t“ti
y V?,nce of Publication price of 75 cents on
hundred copies for $8,00.
the saxophone parts are 30 cents each.
New First and Third Position Alb 6 01 “ orders received after October the eigh-

— r-to^n- oi nm*

Advertisement
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.< rV First Pieces
pfaved on the Keyboard
^ Louise Wright
py .

is a group of very simjile piano
none of which are very long, but
P'e.,h’are definitely helpful to the young
»'nl
They could be used with tiny
& have had a little amount of inrUion, sufficient to acquaint them with
'‘Zion and the keyboard position of the
notes that are given in the five-finger
sition Suitable text with easy piano
P?; s or exercises always is helpful in
.niarv instruction work and such text
"riven with each of the little pieces in
elementary teaching work, which is
tactically an accessory to kindergarten’
Suction, either in class or in private.
advance of publication cash price is
25 cents a copy.

New Easy

Four-Hand Album
Young students will be sure to enjoy
tMs album, since there will be sufficient
in it to last them for quite a period,
whether it is used for study or for rec¬
kon. The first pieces in this volume
ill be in the first grade and there will
‘ he a progression in the difficulty of these
easy duets, so that by the time some of
the last numbers in the volume are
trade. All of the numbers in this new
compilation will be melodious and attrac¬
tive and will prove of great service in
developing in the young student a true
sense of rhvtlun and accuracy in time.
The special advance of publication price
is 35 cents.

Album of Study Pieces
In Thirds and Sixths
The response to our announcement of
the forthcoming publication of this help¬
ful volume has been .just as gratifying as
has the success of the previously pub¬
lished volumes in this series, known as
Study Pieces for Special Purposes. The
volumes already issued deal with Trills,
Scales, Arpeggios and Octaves. This new
volume will aid the student to acquire
technical proficiency in playing double
notes in thirds and sixths. This is a very
important item in the technical equipment
of the modern pianist and progressive
teachers will be delighted to know that
this book can hr used to good advantage
with students iii the third grade. While
this work is in preparation we are booking
advance of publication orders at the very
low price of 30 cents, postpaid.

Master Vocal Exercises
By Horatio Connell
Horatio Connell, the distinguished
American baritone and pupil of the great
Stockhausen, has a splendid reputation,
both as an artist and a teacher, in Europe
al>d in America. In Germany, he was
known as one of the greatest of all Bach
singers. At present, lie is one of the lead¬
ing members of the faculty of the Curtis
Institute of Music in Philadelphia. He
kas compiled a series of vocal exercises,
based partly upon his long work with
Stockhausen and partly upon bis experi¬
ence with all manner of methods. The
nook is the result of a lifetime of study.
We are certain that it will be used by
Practical teachers for the important pur¬
pose for which it is designed. The advance of publication price is 40 cents a
col>y, postpaid.

Seven Octave Studies—School
W Octave Playing—Part 2
By Theo. Kullak
We are making an entirely new edition
this set of Octave Studies, perhaps
7 most widely known and for years.
Poetically, the leading work of its kind.
“> fact, the composer is now chiefly
yrown as the author of these studies formS the second part of his “School of Oc‘ave Playing.” Up to the present our
>> edition of the “Seven Octave
Studies” has been in the large sheet form,
and lu6 are enf?raving a new set of plates
™d ‘he studies will be added to The Presn>. Q°Mection. Advance of publication
p *ee. 40 cents, postpaid.

Three Dances
Secular Two-Part
For Four Hands
Song Collection
By Cyril Scott
This collection will prove most useful
The great modern English master, Cyril as its contents will be instructive aswell
Scott, has furnished us with the mami- as entertaining. A wealth of carefully
script of one of the most original and dis- chosen numbers with regard to melodic
tinctive contributions to our catalog. The content and two-part facility will be feaThree Dances” have a charm and vital- tured. The texts used present much \arity all their own. They are obviously iety in character, including several unique
modern in every measure, but at the s„_
same and humorous songs excellent for encore
Special introductory price in adtime most interesting. The advance of
of publication is 20 cents per copy,
publication price of this collection i"
postpaid.
cents a copy, postpaid.
New Organ
Beginner’s Method
Collection
For
Saxophone
...
This is to be a reasonably priced colWe do noc promise to have this saxo- iection made up jn the same form as the
phone method ready in a very short time, S(artda,ni Organist, an album that we have
because great care will be given to its previ0usly published.
It will have a
production and even though it appears, „reater number of pipe organ numbers in
as originally planned, to be an outstand- it than usually found in expensive cloth
mg method for the teaching of this inter- bound collections for the pipe organ, yet
esting instrument, the experts supervising jt wiu not cost a third of what these colits publication want to consider carefully lecti0ns usually average. The busy church
every note and every word Included in ()r tbeatre organist will find this a serthe exercises and instruction given in it. viceabie collection to have at hand for the
During tlie time that it will take to pre- greaj- variety of demands made upon him,
pare this method it is being offered in sjnce tbere wili be a good variety in the
a^-ance of publication at the special price contents. s ecial advance of publication
of 40 cents a copy, postpaid. Those in- cash
ice is 35 cents a copy, postpaid.
terestecl in saxophone instruction should
.
place their orders now, so that when tlie Fundamental Studies in
work appears, they will be sure of a Violoncello Technic
copy at this low price. H. Benne Hen- n
p
ton! one of the greatest of all saxophone By
1 ’ ^c«wartZ
players and also an accomplished Zorn^ext in importance to the violmsecGon
poser for the saxophone, will personally of the orchestra is that of the ce . ^
supervise the preparation of this method, performers upon this instrument are not
many and almost any player of moderate
Violin Method
ilblllty flnds lt an 7s,5! “
17_employment. The ’cello is also a most
For Beginners
grateful instrument in the hands of the
By Ann Hathaway
concert artist and in ensemble combinaThis violin instruction book is being tions, such as the string quartet, it is inadded to our catalog, not because it is dispensable. The writer of this work remerely good, but because it is an out- veals a comprehensive knowledge of his
.standing offering to aid the teacher of instrument and, acting on the presumpviolin beginners in obtaining very satis- tion that the beginning student on the
factory results with these beginners; how- ’cello is more matured than the average
ever, it does not attempt to carry the beginner on other instruments such as the
pupil out of the first position, leaving piano and viqlin, he presents in logical
this to other books and studies that the sequence the fundamental principles for
teacher might utilize after having given a acquiring a solid foundation of technical
good foundation with the material in it. proficiency. A useful set of exercises is
All the way through, this instruction book included together with directions for use
shows the work of a clear thinking, pro- 0f the book with the standard ’cello studgressively minded and exceedingly practi- ies of the great masters of the instrument.
cal experienced teacher. Advance of pub- This work should prove especially vallication cash price on this method for be- gable to the self-help student, particularly
sinners is 40 cents a copy.
one who has some knowledge ot violin
playing. The advance of publication cash
The Pianist’s Daily Dozen
price on this book is 40 cents a copy,
By Charles B. Macklin
postpaid.
The Pianist’s Daily Dbzen is a unique New Collection Of
work by a practical and successful favorite Songs and
teacher, who realized that by means ot Choruses for all Occasions
!nulatedTxerei™sea
greTt amount of the
ululated exercises
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World of Music
fC
. T^1*®t^.p™*”’ofhIta^fanb opera For the
Metropolitan Opera Company,. tkas Peer, j recalled tc^
t£.0b CoataISt of Rome where
tue
wju open in December It has
been‘ rumored that ttis.is^ut^^ndlratira
of the toterest a“1 artistic life of “The Land
of 0pera...
chorus was bom in Boston, actne.«aie
•■ - _ “Just as the
e originally from t
” he savR, “so the German singing,
s had their origin in New England.
will mark the one 1
«Mnr,
Of Beethoven's de
of celebration of the event
Man*'already
under way in Europe. America
all the musical world. The man who. a
ury after death, still holds a favored :
a the hearts of the world may be said t
fairly sure of immortality.
Tlie San
San carlo
Carlo upe
Opera Company opi
its 1926-1927 season by .
Century Opera Company of Newlork, of^the
?”e““iamade Sr first metropolitan appearknee with this company, winning a considerable success as the cigarette girl.
The Philadelphia. Orchestra will give
one hundred and two concerts during thc eomof resident
concerts to bo playecl by any American orchestra,
de Caiupos president of the
Brazilian®State ofSao Paulo, has written the
musical score of an opera. “Caso Singolare,
which may be freely translated “A
of
ce ^Ve^MoccW OpZa'company at the Municipal Theater of Rio do
Janeiro, attracting considerable attention.
(<IndilstrlaI
have been
arranged by the management of the Chicago
^-““ “b'en the house
the employees

Although this album, consisting of

Charles']?! Macklin^tas done'what can for all-around singing purposes or comonly be described as an exceedingly mumty singing it will prove a most. wel°c™nrt” thing in getting up this hook. It come addition to the song-books published

cntl mai instltuTlie Banda dl Roma, which achieved
such distinction under the leadership of Ales¬
sandro Vesella and carried it “
'
™
i. Germany, Frrnc-J °
_n giving t
rts at the Augusteo seems
e tide of popular favor.
The Clmrcli of Sm
the sev<
siore of Assist h sr celebrated
of the death of i
f^nderk on October .._
. 1220. by a_
’
or-an recitals of the music of Palestrina. Bee«iovem Momt hk^™‘lraad „Jresr£as
thefcgreat or„an of st. Francis, gave the programs.
The San PranclBCO 0pertt company
opened its 1026-1027 season on September
21st. with a gala performance of “Martha.”
^cial^scenic equipment was instaHed for
'
C0>TESTS
A Prize of One Thoasand Dollars is
offered by the National Opera Club, for the fe¬
male singer with a voice of the most outstand¬
ing quality, to be determined in the contest of
1927, conducted bv the National Federation
of Music Clubs. Particulars ”
" ”
City, Iowa.
Ten Thousand Dollars in Prizes of
flve thousand, three thousand, and two thou-

will identify at once as a work the familiar favorites, will include new Ghamber mi3sic composition for three to six
]yjr Macklin and easy arrangements from the works of instruments.
The contest closes December
seb-to* Gf™od,B?ch,i.,.,t,MS.,bS
pn„TPrl these exercises to feed to it and Flotow, Sullivan, Dngo and others. The Ransom Street, Philadelphia. Pennsylvania,
nrmrish it with rational exercise, if such special introductory price in advance of
A Prize of Throe Thousand Dollars
"^expression may be used. The advance publication is 10 cents per copy, postpaid, is offered by Musical America, for the best
symphonic work by an American composer.
of
publication introductory
OI pupucnuoji
------ price is 30 Twenty-four Caprices
The contest closes December 31st. 1926 : and
por yiolin Soi0
cents per-M
copy, postpaid.
particulars may be had bv addressing Musi¬
cal America, 501 Fifth Avenue. New York City.

u.usicidi

Si s

First Garland of Flowers
Favorite Melodies in the
First Position for Violin
By Julius Weiss, Op. 38

■"?

By P. Rode

The Twenty-four Caprices for Violin
Solo by P. Rode, which will soon be ready
for publication, will be a very valuable
addition to our ever increasing Presser
This little work has long been a very Collection. This fine work is used after
valuable and popular aid to the teacher, the Kreutzer Studies and, in fact, is conheing excellent teaching material and also sjdered one of the three indispensable
Hraetive to the young pupil who has Works of advanced violin technic, viz:
ant as vet acquired much technic. These Kreutzer, Rode and Fiorillo. This new
Fttle nieces are all in first position, and edition will be edited by Mr. Otto Meyer,
1!
„ niano part, the ambitious begin- the personal representative of Sevcik in
ner is*able to play a real “tune” at a very this country. Mr. Meyer has done the
rlv stage of his musical training, this editing of a number of other recent works
ea:‘fJ Jf virst Garland will be edited in the Presser Collection, and we are sure
wTth ?he same care that has been shown that this new edition will meet with the
in all our other recent additions to the approval of all teachers who demand the
Presser Collection.
.
best in educational publications.
\Y the snecial introductory cash price
The special introductory price in adAdvance 7f publication of 35 cents per
f publication is 45 cents per copy,
conv postpaid, there should be a great postpaid.
demand for this popular work.
(Continued on page 8U)
Adrertisement

n|l
Anthems, are offered by the Lore..* ,
ing Company, of Dayton. Ohio, from whom all
details may be had on application.
. _ _is which w
(warded prizes by
the Homiletic Review.
poems and
_ conditions
_ o . .ae contest.
- September 30th. 1926. may be had from
The Contest Editor. Homiletic Review. 354
Fourth Avenue, New York.
, .
contezAs “be Sd
the ausp&of
the National Federation' Of ’Music Clubs. It is
open to all American! writers and composers,
West Lenox Street, tJhevy Chase, Maryland.
Tbe National Federation of 3iu8ic
Clubs announces that in the contest for a
\Z
*-* -- “ ~ ’-‘

NOVEMBER 1926
|[S^

rouse' If
music II
"lud L
--- -tr <'s- O
tablishment lias grown ill the years [■
Hull Mr. Ulmer has grmvn with us.
For a number of years he was I
highly Tallied for his services ill II
our Book Department, because of LU
his accurate, careful and faithful ,
performance of his duties.
Tile
Book Department embraces all col¬
lections of music such as piano al¬
bums, vocal albums, violin albums.
Sunday-School Song Books, Churel
hymnals, in fact all albums am
books of music no matter for wha
instruments or for what purpose
including all instruction methods,
opera scores, cantatas, operettas,

tion of making the final checking
upon the great mass of orders that
come to us from music dealers in
all parts of the country, not only
for our own publications but for
other publications carried iu our
unequalled stock. With Mr. Ebner
attending to the checking of trade
orders, we feel confident that our
music dealer patrons are being
served with all the accuracy and
dispatch possible.

0

MME

H. M. S. Pinafore
Comic Opera
By Gilbert and Sullivan
The passing of time seems to have n
effect on the popularity of the Gilbert
and Sullivan comic
“H. M. S.
- operas.
-v-.—•
Pinafore” i..
particular is performed year
after year ..
a all parts of the Englishspeaking world.
_ opera,
__, without
..
>rld.
This
he foundation for the worlddoubt, laid the
wide success and popularity of “The
Pirates of Penzance,” “Patience,” “The
Mikado” and many other sparkling crea°!,tw° wonderfully glfted geniuses,
W. S. Gdbert and Arthur Sullivan. The
continued, and we may say, growing demand for “H. M. S. Pinafore” makes it
worth while for us to publish an entirely
new edition of this popular work complete
in all details as known and performed
everywhere.
It is a clean, humorous
satire highly diverting and without the
least objectional feature. It is easily performed by amateurs and is so tuneful and
lively that it almost directs itself. Before publication, the introductory price
is sn mints H copy, postpaid if cash is

Beware of
Swindlers
.
Magazine representatives are busy everywhere and in the next few weeks many
will call on you. Be careful to whom you
pay money. Unless the representative is
personally known to you or can prove to
your own satisfaction that he is a bona
fide magazine subscription man, pay him
no cash. If there is any doubt in your
mind, take his name and address, send the
order to us and we will allow him the
ceipt of complaints makes it imperative
that we caution our musical friends to
exercise the greatest care. We cannot be
responsible for the work of crooks.

the etude
Seven Last Words of Christ
Lenten Cantata
By Theodore Dubois
This famous work is one of the best
and also one of the best known of the
many musical settings of the story of the
Crucifixion. It enjoys a continuous and
growing popularity due to its musical
and dramatic qualities. The demand has
grown to such an extent that we feel
fully warranted in making our own edition of this splendid oratorio-cantata. Mr.
Nicholas Douty is making the English
version from the original Latin and both
texts will be included. Our edition will
be on the market in advance of the Lenten
Season and copies will be available for

Splendid Premiums
Given for New
Etude Subscriptions
Send post card for our new premuim
catalog which is just off the press. You
will find many articles suitable for Christmas gifts. You can do your Christmas
shopping from this catalog without one
penny cash outlay. Any music lover will
be glad to give you a year’s subscription
for Etude if you will only show a copy
of our splendid magazine. Remit $2.00
with each order, make your selection and
the gift will be promptly sent,
The following is a Sample List of
Premiums and the Number of

year "LTore*
*K Subscriptions necessary to secure
accepted at 50 cents a copy, postpaid.
them
Warranted Silverware
Fifty Easy Melodious Studies
Sterling Silver Handles
For the Pianoforte
Salad Fork.3 subscriptions
By A. Biehl, Op. 7
Tomato Server..
2 subscriptions
.2 subscriptions
Cream Ladle....
These standard studies will soon appear
Cake Knife.
.2 subscriptions
in a brand new edition, new plates and
Berry
Spoon.
.3
subscriptions
editing, and will be added to the cele¬
Bread Knife.
.3 subscriptions
brated Presscr Collection of Standard
Pie Knife.
.3 subscriptions
Studies and Classical Compositions. Many
.1
subscription
Cheese
Knife....
eachers who use these studies with_
dents in the early second grade will welthis announcement. These and any
others who desire copies of this excellent for soft cufffeone new Cubscrintion '
work upon publication, may order now at
’
subscription
paidVery reaSOnable price’ 30 cents’ Post“
Brehm’s First Steps for
Young Piano Beginners
That there is a demand for a work of
this kind is evident in the excellent sale
of our other beginner’s books that pre¬
sent the first lessons to the student en¬
tirely in treble clef notation. On many
occasions, especially where two children
in a family begin studying at the same
__ the
H wisdom
11_|
4..the teacher recognizes
of giving them study'bSoks'with different
titles, even if these books present the subject in a somewhat similar manner. It
is for this purpose, as an alternate book,
that we believe this work will be most
frequently used, but it is such a meritorius little instructor that it is certain
many teachers will give it preference. In
.....6
„„„ work at
al a
—- --- offering this
special price of 25 cents a copy, postpaid.
Offers in Advance
Of Publication
Withdrawn This Month
We have -given,- in previous
issues of
4--—
- space
- describing
’
.
tbe Etude,
“Album of
French Composers,” for the pianoforte,
Romeo and Juliet,” opera burlesque for
men
"New
rr,en by John W. Brigham and
and’ “New
Christmas Service,” by F. A. Clark; theref°re, we will not take much space in these
notes to descrihe the works upon which
we are now withdrawing the low advance
°f publication cash price.
Each of these works is certain to prove
a success in its respective field and indi¬
viduals interested in knowing more about
them may secure single copies for examination. Below are given the prices at
which these works are now procurable,
Album of French Composers. This is a
collection of fourth, fifth and sixth grade
piano numbers that will interest the good
pianist and moderately advanced student,
Price, $1.00.
Romeo and Juliet, operetta for
by'John W.' Brigham'.’^A''fine,'"mirthprovoking novelty for a little over a half
hour’s entertainment by any high school
or college men s singing organization.
Price, 75 cents.
The Star of Promise, new Christmas
service by F. A. Clark. This is a complete Sunday School service of a very
very
acceptable type. Single copies
dozen 80 cents, 50 copies $3.25 andcents.
100
copies $6.00.
, ,
Magazine
Catalog
The new catalog
■ady, showing

Comb for Bobbed Hair
Every woman with bobbed hair should
carry one of these in her handbag; folds
up and is fitted in a water-proof case;
only one subscription
Pocket Comb and Nail File
Always handy, packed in neat leather
ise; one subscription
Powder Box and Compact
Either brass finish, neatly ornamented,
1 ’ enamel top, hand-painted; indicate
yoar c,’oic(‘- Either makes a delightful
Sdt’
High-class compact powder, the
ceie^ratea Ambre de Russie Odeur, noted
for its captivating fragrance; only one
new subscription
mi, „r . „
^
,
27 Most Recently Designed Choker
. IncJestructible pearl bead with substantia-l
catch. You will
tiaj. safety catch:
be surprised
,, deIl£hted wlth tbis really delightful Statement Made in Compliance with
choker;
choker; only
only oone subscription
the Act of Congress of
August 24th7l912
Effanbee Doll
. „ 4. ,
,
STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP,
Here i a doll that any little girl will MANAGEMENT. CIRCULATION. ETC.,
lnvo It
Tf is
I c* ao -nnl
l_ The
The Etcdei
ETT'DE. Published
nnhli whorl montlihi
mmi thin at PhiladrlPhiln.r
be glad to love.
real babv because
it won’t wear out. You can wash its face ft P" ’ requlrwl by the Act o! Au*ast 24dress and undress it anrl
,/ ’ m r,'
, ,,
. _ ,
the floor U s!ys
so naMv
^ PMaiclpHmthat it seems lifelike to the most
(f
Manager—None.
enter], only
nnlv three
—t..._--..4,_P
,.i!'S>sllcr Theodore Presscr Co., Pliiladelcated;
subscriptions
Theodore Prc. r Co., Philadclphi
Jardiniere
Thro,lore presscr, Philadelphia, Pa.
Solid brass, hand hammered ball feet Pitotr of--"pie
Cooke. Bala. Pa.
lends dignity and charm to ’
Foundation, Philadelphia, Pa.
room r conservatory; only two subscrip- Presscr Bchrfic'ii.
Known bondholders, mortgagees a
tions
security holders, holding 1 per cent,
wewritt ll!nount of bonds> mortgages.
Key Purse
None.63'
Six hooks riveted to heavy metal, bound
in solid cow hide; every man wants one;
only one subscription

The Guaranteed Knife Sharpener
tre struggles with dull kitchen
knives ; puts a keen-cutting edge on
knives instantly.
istantly. Simply pull the knife
between the large discs and the
doae; warranted forever; only"one
subscnPtlon
The Roat Phriof*,. r-t.
A
Ldiristmas Gift—
Etude Music Magazine
v„,
, ,
&
^ ^ a "?°re jlccePtable gift
subserinth<T. a year’
subscription to Etude Music Magazine
Coming as it does each month, the Etude
is a perpetual reminder of your friend¬
ship, thoughtfulness and good wishes
Where requested, a beautiful three-color
Christmas card bearing the donor’s name
is sent to the subscriber. Do not delay
placing your order. Send at once and we
will
begin the subscription with any num
Etude at substantial savings. Drop „„
post card for your copy showing how you her designated. If the friend is now on
our subscription list, the new gift sub
can save money by ordering two or more
scription
can begin at the expiration of
magazines combined with Etude.
the present subscription.
Advertisement

f
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SUMMY’S CORNER
Violin and Piano Transcriptions of
Uncommon Merit by

A Timely Suggestion for Beginners on the Piano

TEN LITTLE RECREATION
SONGS AND PIECES
By STELLA MORSE LIVSEY
CONTENTS
DOLLY’S LULLABY
DAFFODILS
MAY DAY
SPRING FLOWERS
HERE WE GO
THE ROBIN’S MESSAGE
DANCE WITH ME, DEAR
WHEN GRANDMA DANCED
TEDDY BEAR
THE MINUET
PUSSY WILLOW
MARCH OF THE DANDELIONS
tedious beginnings of music are as nothing to children when the first study material
V-/ is imbued with attraftiveness, brightness and the "play spirit.” Indeed by starting
little rupils right, their ultimate success is virtually assured.
In this little collection, children devour the contents without thinking of study. What
they have learned shows in their playing, and their minds are not overburdened with tire¬
some details and vexing problems in the process. This is as it should be.
ovided wi th words, and in all cases are given words which
in (again the "play
iself or herself to examine this work at the nearest music store.
PRICE, COMPLETE, 75 CENTS
Order from your regular dealer

ARTHUR

HARTMANN

GAVOTTE (P. Martini)
.
.
The charm and grace of this 18th century dance is distinctly en
into the realm of violin music, for which it seems to be particularly fitted.
PETIT MINUET (A. Kopylow)..
Another bright and animated number which is admirably designed for violin treatment and
arranged with skill and artistry. Utilizes the first and third position,
CRADLE SONG (Franz Schubert;.•
•
The ^interpretation of this sonj through dre Miom
des,rable

.75
40

CRADLE SONG (N. Rimsky-Korsakov)
.
This beautiful melody, Russian in character, responds most naturally, to the singing tone of
the violin. Through Mr. Hartmann’s rare art of transcribing, the number is thus imbued
with a true violinistic character._■ ''

50

A New Violin Work

VIOLIN

BOW

TECHNIC
Price, $1.50

Et^tXTc't onTihch VioTn‘artistry largely depends.
Rational and straight-forward in the mode of presenting. Every point logically reasoned
out for the benefit of the student.
ceived from noted art
sted by th'

CLAYTON

F. SUMMY CO., Publishers

429 South Wabash Avenue

Chicago, III.

every teacher can prohtablyuse

THE B. E. WOOD MUSIC CO.
88 ST. STEPHEN STREET

“5s1

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

Every teacher should possess a catalog of

Gd/f/o/i *21food

NeWWWAy
Music t)&V1CBS

(PATENTED AND COPYRIGHTED)
„ yean of experience
T\YO MATTER what method or system
^obUmTiiHeather
you now use you will find these
simple, practical devices—
mg—practical—thorough and efficient—with less
time and effort on part of teacher and pupil.
Order Today-The minute you see their
simplicity, versatility, comolcteness and
-!a_ -0U will W<-

When ELSIE BAKER Sang

Sleepy Hollow Tune
taWe.^Every pupil'shoildhaveonc. $2d30 each. ^Special
% New Way Time Value Indicator ^
3 New Way Wall Board

4 Neiti Way Puicticc^Pad ^

^^

5 New Way Degree Cards

Before an Audience of Leading Musicians, Lecturers, Enter¬
taining Artists and Others Attending the Recent International
Lyceum and Chautauqua Association Convention Held in the
Sesqui-Centennial City
Everyone Agreed that They Had Enjoyed

|\IeW WAy AAlISIC EdUcAjioH (ompAHy
10 GRAND AVENUE

KANSAS CITY, MO.

Hearing a Superb Rendition of a Beautiful Song.
When a Singer and a Song
can Make Such an Audence Describe the Artistry,
the Voice and the Song
with the Superlatives—
“Wonderful,” “Gorgeous,”
“Beautiful,” “Marvelous,”
“Magnificent,” “Superb,”
“Great,” etc It is Some¬
thing Worthy of Telling
Abroad.

_EVER INCREASING IN POPULARITY—
SLEEPY HOLLOW TUNE—Song
Words by Bertram Fosdick
Music by Richard Kount
Jfc-K;.
ce 12c
ale Qparte
Soh Ranges
io or Threi
Orchestra Key oi u.. rr - ^
Fox Trot, Orchestra. .Price 5Uc
Shcpy Hollow Tunc is procaM on Player Rolls and Records

THEODORE PRESSER CO., 1712-1714 CHESTNUT ST.. PHILADELPHIA, P

Musical Jewelry Gifts for Christmas
Where Will You Find a More Appropriate Gift for the Music Lover ?

We will gladly supply you upon request, with a catalog showing a complete assortment of designs with prices
A complete list of musical jewelry will appear in the December ETUDE
THEODORE PRESSER CO.,

i7i2-"c“ute'street

Philadelphia, Pa.
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(Continued from page 804)

Each Month Under This Heading We Shall Give a List of Anthems,
very pretty and often pays me a visit; the
nurse is somewhat ancient; the butler is Solos and Voluntaries Appropriate for Morning and Evening
my rival.”
Services Throughout the Year.
Perhaps, after all, one need not expend
Opposite "a" are anthems of moderate difficulty, opposite
upon Schubert an over-abundance of sym¬
pathy in regard to the Countess Caroline
affair. Neither he nor any of his friends
ANTHEM
—like Mayrhofer, Bauernfeld, Schindler, SUNDAY MORNING, January 2nd
(a) Peace I Leave With
von Chezy—had much to say about any
Y’ou .Roberts
°Cavatina .Raff-Westbrook
charmers who may have lit the fire of
(b) Saviour, Breathe an Evening
ANTHEM
„ ,
Schubert’s inspiration.
The man who
Blessing .Cordon B. Nevin
(а) Brightest and Best .Buck
OFFERTORY
looked “like a drunken cab-driver,” who
(б) Rejoice Greatly .Berndge
The Lord is My Shepherd
had no tact and no pretty speeches, who
OFFERTORY
, . ,
(Duet,
S. and A.) .Smart
Hail to the King (T. Solo) . .Burleigh
died worth twelve dollars, and was waited
ORGAN
ORGAN
„ ,
upon by fame only after he had been
Processional March ... .Henry Parker
Festival March .Rene Becker
lying in his tomb for two decades, was
not the romantic figure who would be SUNDAY EVENING, January 2nd
SUNDAY MORNING, January 23rd
ORGAN
likely to drift into the dreams of women
ORGAN
Festival Prelude .Andre
Calm as the Night.Bohm-Gaul
who were fair.
ANTHEM
ANTHEM
(a) The God of Love.Lawrence
(а) Rejoice, the Lord is
King.Bcrwald
(b) We Worship Him.Halter
Self Test Questions on Mr. Borowski’s
OFFERTORY
(б) Shadows of the Evening
Article
I Heat’d the Voice ,of Jesus
Hours .
Storcr
Say (B. Solo ).Spross
OFFERTORY
1. What type of life appealed most to
King of Kings (A. Solo) ....Shelley
ORGAN
Schubert?
ORGAN
Grand Chorus .Angela Becker
2. Describe Schubert's general appearAdeste Fidelis .Reading-Lemare
SUNDAY EVENING, January 23rd
3. Describe Schubert’s natural disposi- SUNDAY MORNING, January 9th
ORGAN
ORGAN
Nocturne .Gillette
Adoration .Borowski
ANTHEM
4. What quality pervades most of his
ANTHEM
Th. —
(а) O Jesus, Thou art
In Heavenly Love
5. In what way did his love for com¬
Standing .Barr ell
offertory'
position show itself ?
(б) Lo, How a Rose_Praetorius
The Day is Past and Over
OFFERTORY
(Duet, A. and B.) .Blumenthal
Hark, Hark My Soul (Duet,
ORGAN
S. and T.) .
Waghorne
Public School Music Department
March in C ...Read
ORGAN
March de Fete.Barrell
(Continued from page 822)
SUNDAY MORNING, January 30th
counted for. If the proctors are not ad¬ proctors can take the charts and record SUNDAY EVENING, January 9th
ORGAN
vised by the principal, they may be at a absence with an “A,” lack of participation
ORGAN
Morning Prelude .Read
Cradle Song.Botting
loss and feel that their presence is unneces¬ with a check mark, “V,” and disorder with
ANTHEM
ANTHEM
(a) Search Me, O God .Shelley
sary.
The following explanation will
(а) I Will Sing of Thy
(b) The Lord is Rich and
serve to enlighten these teachers concern¬
The names on the charts should appear
Power .Sullivan
Merciful .Barnby
ing their duties and secure their full co¬ in the order of seating and a chart or
(б) Break Forth Into Joy..Berndge
OFFERTORY
operation.
charts supplied for each vocal group; that
OFFERTORY
Nazareth (B. Solo) .Gounod
Jesus Only (B. Solo) .O’Hara
is, soprano, contralto, tenor and bass. The
ORGAN
Duties of Proctors
ORGAN
following is an example of a part of a
March .Petrali
March of the Noble .Keats
C ATISFACTORY results can be obtained record chart for an alto-tenor group of
^ only when the conductor is relieved
SUNDAY MORNING, January 16th
SUNDAY EVENING, January 30th
ORGAN
from all responsibility except that incident
ORGAN
Morning Prelude .Cummings
Berceuse No. 2 .Kinder
to the professional work at hand. Co¬
ANTHEM
ANTHEM
operating with the conductors, therefore,
(a) Walking With Thee ... Woolcr
(а) O Come Before His
I
there should always be a sufficient number
(b) Thou Wilt Keep Him.Matthews
Presence .Martin
of proctors to attend to
OFFERTORY
(б) Holiest, Breathe an
A,
With Verdure Clad (S. Solo) .Haydn
1. Taking the attendance.
Evening Blessing .Barrell
ORGAN
2. Observing and recording deportment.
OFFERTORY
Sursum Corda .Higgle
3. Observing such pupils as from time
Shadows Gain Upon the Light
to time are making no effort in the work,
(T. Solo) ....Kramer
SUNDAY EVENING, January 16th
ORGAN
and instigating and encouraging their
ORGAN
The letters to the left represent rows,
Evening Meditation .Armstrong
Festal March .Krocger
vocal cooperation.
and the numbers, the seats in these rows.
4. Seeing that all pupils are properly There are enough blocks for twenty les¬
supplied with books and are intelligently sens, and report marks for the first report
at work on the proper page and part.
can be written in the block for the last
It has been observed that when the proc¬ lesson taken. The average pupil may re¬
tors are participants with the pupils in the ceive “G” (good) and the outstanding and
work and assume vocal leadership in the cooperative pupils “E” (excellent) for a
parts upon which the several groups of mark. Those who are absent may be re¬
PERSONAL FOR SALE
pupils are at work, such participation by duced to “F” (fair) or lower. Those fail¬
or WANTED
example and inspiration lifts the result in ing to cooperate may receive “P” (poor)
MUSIC COMPOSED to your words—Melo¬
dignity, tonal and artistic effect far above or “D” (deficient). It will be observed
dies Harmonized—Manuscripts corrected and
FOR SALK—Violin
prepared for publication. R. M. Ktults^
what otherwise would obtain.
that few pupils will need low ratings if
family country seat. It was in 1824, when
he was living with the Esterhazys at
Zselesz, and when the Countess Caroline
was seventeen, that Schubert is supposed
to have fallen in love with her. When
on one occasion the girl asked Schubert
why he had never dedicated anything to
her, the poor, faltering lover forgot for
a few seconds his blundering awkward-,
ness and he rose to what was perhaps the
supreme moment of his life. “Dedicate
something to you?” he said, “Why should
I? Everything I have ever done is
dedicated to you.” But that was the end
as well as the beginning of the romance.
There is nothing to show that Countess
Caroline Esterhazy reciprocated Schubert’s
tender feeling; and even if she had, the
social chasm which yawned between the
fair scion of the Esterhazys and the son
of the humble village schoolmaster made
any association other than that of pupil
and teacher impossible.
For the rest, Schubert’s interest in
femininity, which never seems to Have
been extensive, was confined to the more
lowly representatives of it. It was the
occupants of Count Esterhazy’s kitchen
rather than those of his salon who oc¬
cupied Schubert’s notes when he penned
his infrequent letters from Zselesz. “The
cook is a merry fellow,” he wrote, “the
lady’s maid is thirty; the housemaid is

SPECIAL NOTICES AND ANNOUNCEMENTS

Marks for Effort
T T IS OBVIOUS that it is impossible to
-*• rate pupils according to musical ability
in the mass choruses. There is need, how¬
ever, to give report marks for- effort in
music. Charts should be made out by the
•music teachers. Paper printed in quarterinch squares can be used. Each block may
be regarded as a music lesson and the

this system is used and followed up.
Much more might be said of organiza¬
tion, but the true success of the work
lies in, the vision of the music teacher in
planning and carrying out program proj¬
ects. Under inspirational leadership and
guidance, the mass choral work in the
Junior High School has great possibilities
as a medium for developing the cultural
and social life of the student body.

Articulation in Song
- _ word of appreciation
.__r Voice Department in The Etude.
it is' an inspiration to read your well-written
articles and I never fail to find something es¬
pecially good for some pupil at his particular
state of progress.
The first sentence
I.vlc in the May issn

that I wish every voice student could
comprehend its depth.
Don’t you think that voice teachers are
usually too negligent in their concern for the
general mpsicianship of their pupils?
I hope to see more articles on Articulation,
pronunciation and enunciation. What voice
student, and teacher also, does not need them?
Thank you.
Winifred Hanlon.
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The Choir Master

Character Sketch of Schubert

Snavely, Haxtun, Colo.
FOR SALK—Old Maggini Violin, bought
ran reliable violin dealer for $400. Will sell
r $250. Louis Plautz, Elkhorn, Wis.
pianologue.

Ml Sic COMPOSED! manuscripts revised.
Band and Orchestra arranging. Complete and
guaranteed instruction in Harmony by mail.
L Rode Jacobson, 2323 N. Calif. 3

Address," R. R„

ANNOUNCEMENTS
!Rate 20c per word

I

CORRKSPOXDENCK HARMONY—Sim6>r.
1e practical. Music composed,
2d, send poem
Wooler. 171 Clevel—J
" ~ " K- —
., Buffalo, N. Y

FOLLOW VICTOR HERBERT'S —
VICE) LEARN HARMONY AND COIN
TE RPOINT—Ha rold Sanford, associated f'
18 years with the late VictOT Herbert, is i
needed. Demand for skilled
tceecis sup- conducting a
t mail course in Harmony
ply. We train you at horn
!.ma11 cost. Counterpoint using the Goetschius Systei
Write, Mack Institute, WabaBh Station, EM-7 Counterpoint,
Send for descriptive circular to Harold »a
ford, 172 West 77th Street. New York. N-

Mozart
By Leonora Sill Ashton
In this master’s work you see
Notes of sweetest melody;
Golden harmonies are there
When his music fills the air.
As a child he played full well,
So the ancient stories tell;
Learned to write the music page
At a very early age.
Music flowing glad and free,
That is Mozart’s history.

“And I Thought You Were
So Neat”
By Edna M. Schroeer
. Sally ran all the way home from her
music lesson, and as soon as she got home
she sat right down and cried as if her little
heart would break.
“And 1 thought you were so neat, Sally.”
Those were the very words Miss Sweet had
used; and Sally had worn her pretty, new,
pink apron, too, for the first time, especially
for her lesson, and she thought she was so
“I am neat. I did look neat. I know I.
did,” she kept repeating. “What did she
mean, I wonder? What could she have
meant?”
“She means you should keep your music
neat as well as yourself, Sally, dear,” said
a little fairy.
“Well, I do keep my music neat. See
how clean and pretty it looks. The only
marks there are on it are the ones she puts
on it herself, so there!” said Sally, getting
a little excited.
“Here, here, honey, I didn’t mean that
at all; of course your music is neat—that
way. I meant you should always play
neatly.”
“How do you mean? I thought I did.”
“Well, when you don’t play all the notes
as they are written and watch all the marks
the composer puts there for you, to help
you play correctly, that isn’t neat. Now,
do you see what I mean?”
‘Oh, yes; I see now. You mean I should
always be particular about how every single
tone sounds just as I always try to be about
low my hair looks, and how my dress
hangs, and especially how long my finger¬
nails are—or, rather, I mean how short they
are SP they will not hurt the pretty keys,
as Miss Sweet always tells me—that’s what
you mean, isn’t it?”
Exactly,” said the fairy.
I’ll always be as neat as neat can be in
my .playing, after this; you just see if I’m
not, said little Sally, going to the piano,
ancl Paying over her lesson very neatly in¬
deed.
Keep your muscles well relaxed.
Keep your knuckles round,
Keep your fingers very firm,
Your playing well will sound.

The Girl Who Didn’t Count
By Mrs. Paul J. Leach
“But, of course,” she said, “they only
Ethel played the piano very well for a
girl of her age and was quite proud of her need one pianist. There will be a try-out
own ability. She liked to play for people, for that position tomorrow afternoon. I'm
and she usually liked to practice; but there sure I can win. Even if I am only in the
was one thing she did not like to do. She
did not like to count out loud, or even to
herself. She never took the trouble to
study out carefully the time of a piece or
exercise. She did it by ear and by guess.
Notes which were written over each other
she played together; and notes which were
written in between she played between. Her
music sounded fairly well, but her time was
not always accurate.
In vain her teacher told her ta count. She
would count for a measure or two, but her
voice would get weaker and weaker and
soon fade away entirely. You know how
that is, don’t you? Ethel never liked to
play duets with the other girls. She said
it was because they could only play easy
ones, but the girls told each other that
Ethel’s time was jerky.
cm. oLcrtteoL
Ethel’s mother worried about this a good
deal. She tried to get Ethel to count when
"Vifrfes
mo. Yni-y-scL
she practiced. But Ethel always said:
“What’s the use? People like my play¬
LLja" sk*- SGU-gL ing as it is, and besides I hate to count, so
I’m not going to bother. You never heard
anyone at a recital or concert counting out sixth grade, I play better than those eighthgrade girls.”
“Well,” her mother replied, “if I were
Her mother patiently explained that prac¬
ticing and playing in public were two dif¬ you, I would begin right away to practice
ferent things, but Ethel still refused to counting. The most important thing for
the pianist in an orchestra is accurate time.
bother with counting.
I am sure the supervisor will consider that
in making her choice.”
But Ethel refused to heed this advice.
She started to work on her hardest piece
and spent every minute on that. She really
played it in a very brilliant manner, and so
she went to school the next morning in a
very confident frame of mind.
But she came home in tears. Her mother
tried to comfort her and finally Ethel was
able to tell her about the trials. Each girl
played her piece first and the supervisor se¬
lected the two best. Ethel was first and an
eighth-grade girl was second. Then ■ the
supervisor had these two play “The Battle
Hymn of the Republic.” Here again Ethel
did very well. But the most important
test came last. They were asked to play
the “Battle Hymn” again and count out
loud!
“And mother,” sobbed Ethel, “my count¬
ing was terrible. All those doited eighths
and sixteenths were too much for me. I
One day Ethel rushed home from school got all mixed up and had to stop before I
was half through.”
in great excitement.
“Just think, mother,” she exclaimed,
The other girl had not played with
“we are going to have an orchestra at Ethel’s brilliancy but she could count
steadily and accurately and the supervisor
school!”
• “That will be fine,” her mother answered. had chosen her. She explained to Ethel
“Tell me all about it.”
the importance of accurate time when play¬
So Ethel explained that the music super¬ ing with an orchestra.
visor was organizing it and any one in the
“And. mother,” promised Ethel, “I’m
school who played an instrument could join. going to count every time I practice and

next year when that girl goes to high school.
I’m going to be the best pianist in the
grades. Then I’m going to be pianist for
the orchestra.”

Anniversaries
Anniversaries of the following musicians
are celebrated this month (November).
Perhaps some of you can honor their days
by playing something from their composi¬
tions at your November club meetings. You
might also look up interesting details from
their biographies.
November 4—Felix Mendelssohn, died
in Leipzig, Germany, 1847.
November 6— Peter Tschaikowsky, died
in St. Petersburg (now Petrograd), Rus¬
sia, 1893.
November 9—Cf.sar Franck, died in
Paris, 1890.
November 13—Gioachino Rossini, died in
Paris, 1868.
November
15—Christoph Willibald
Gluck, died in Vienna 1787.
November 18—Ignace Jan Paderewski.
was-born in Poland, 1860.
November 19—Franz Schubert, died in
Vienna, 1828.
November 20—Anton Rubinstein, died in
Russia, 1894.
November 28—Anton Rubinstein, was
born in Russia, 1829.
November 29—Gaetano Donizetti, wasborn in Bergamo, Italy, 1797.

cannot sins-. I am working in an office i„
Johannesburg, “The Golden City.” I am get¬
ting the Etl'de and will watch to see if yon
publish my letter. I should love to hear from
some of your readers who live In interesting
countries.
From your friend,
Agnes N. Rodgers (Age 19),
Box 6779, Johannesburg, Transvaal,
South Africa.
My piano is a lovely thing,
/ keep it clean and dusted.
At night I close the lid down tight
So the strings will not get
rusted.

Peter I. Tschaikowsky
Born, May 7,1840
Died, November 6,1893

Property of
Etude Portrait Series
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JUNIOR ETUDE—Continued
The Junior Etude will award three
pretty prizes each month for the best and
neatest original stories or essays and an¬
swers to puzzles.
Subject for story or essay this month—
“Mv Favorite Piece, and Why I Like It.”
Must contain not over one hundred and
fifty words. Any boy or girl under fifteen
years of age may compete whether a sub¬
scriber or not.
All contributions must bear name, age.
and address of sender written plainly, and
must be received at the Junior Etude
Office, 1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.,
before the twentieth of November. Names
of prize winners and their contributions
will be published in the issue for Decem¬
ber.
Put your name and age on upper left
hand corner of paper, and address on
upper right hand corner of paper. If your
contribution takes more than one piece of
paper do this on each piece.
Do not use typewriters.
Competitors who do not comply with
ALL of the above conditions will not be
considered.
MUSIC IN MY HOME
(Prize Winner)
Music in my home is one of the outstand¬
ing things. We could not be without it any
more than we could be without eating. We
all play the piano and love it. My father
teaches piano. In a week or two he will have
a pupils' recital, in which we will all take
part. There are three children in our family
besides myself, and we all have different teach¬
ers. We play solos, duets, trios and quar¬
tettes (four at one piano), and also numbers
for two pianos. I play at one piano with my
father accompanying me on the second. We
also sing. To become good at hymns we take
daying them while the others sing.
i chorales, too, and do quite a number

MUSIC IN MY HOME
(Prize Winner)
I think music in my home Is one of the best
things we have. People often tell us that,
too. There are four of us girls, from eight
to sixteen years of age, and we all play violin
and piano. Father plays cornet. We play
orchestra music, duets and solos. Often peo¬
ple come in just to hear us play. We live on
the prairies and there is not much to which
to go. We children do not need to go away
from home, however, to have a good time.
We expect to get more instruments soon. I
have also one little sister and brother who
will soon start music. We call our orchestra
the Home-Trained Orchestra. We have had
no lessons except from our mother. We think
music in the home is something to be proud of.
MUSIC IN MY HOME
(Prize Winner)
Music Is greatly esteemed in my home. My
mother is an accomplished pianist and violin¬
ist. My father plays the violin, mandolin and
guitar. I am studying the piano and devote
as much time as possible to it. Every evening
we have what my grandfather calls the “Home
Recital.” This recital is a great pleasure to
us all, especially to my father, because it rests
his mind after a trying day at the office. I
wish every home could have its own recitals,
because I think everybody would be much
haDDler.
e 13),

Musical Friend

ATTENTION!

THE MOST APPRECIATED CHRISTMAS GIFT

A Puzzle Corner

Junior Etude Contest

M

.

A Year’s Subscription to

Answer to puzzle in June

THE ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE

K-angaroo
f-R-agment
Be-E-thoven
111-I-nois

SAVE—Time Money and Possible Delay

Only $2.00
FOR 12 SPLENDID NUMBERS
SPREAD YOUR GOOD WISHES AND
HOLIDAY CHEER OVER THE
ENTIRE YEAR

Schil-L-er
lhvend-E-r
Novembe-R
The diagonal is Kreisler. A number of
other words may be used to bring the
same results, for instance, fraction for
fragment, thrush for pheasant, kitten for
kangaroo, Indiana or Califoria for Illinois.
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YOU CANNOT GIVE MOkE VALUE
FOR SO LITTLE MONEY

By E. Mendes
1. Use the last three letters of a famous
opera for the first of the name of one of
the United States.
2. Use the last three letters of a famous
opera for the first of a six-letter word
meaning threat.
3. Use the last three letters of a famous
opera for the first of a four-letter word
meaning minerals.
4. Use the last three letters of a famous
opera for the first of a six-letter word
meaning rare.

1

SEND ORDERS EARLY

to avoid |
holiday rush. By doing this you will save
time and disappointment.

YOU CAN SAVE MONEY BY SENDING MORE THAN
ONE SUBSCRIPTION
Two Subscriptions ..remit for each. .$185 Five Subscriptions ..remit for each.. SI. 70
Three Subscriptions, remit for each. .$1.75 Seven Subscriptions, remit for each. .$1.05
Ten Subscriptions... .remit for each... .$1.60

|

ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE
Theodore Presser Co., Publishers
1712-1714 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Price, $2.00 Yearly. Add Canadian Postage, 25c; Foreign, 72c

■■
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“It Has Accomplished Wonders
With My Pupils”

Honorable Mention for June Essays
Stuart Stevenson, Adelaide Biggane, Alice
Drees, Angeline B. Drees, Erwind Edwards.
Anita Smith, Winnie Bush, Hazel Fashbaugh,
Jean Worth, Clarice Hamilton, Muriel Stoepker, Kathryn Finch, Helen Lewlske, Sam L.
Castronovo, Helen Wiens, Florida Graves,
Theodore Smith, Rosenary Myers, Evelyn
Jackson, Grace Hobbs, Helen Horton, Virginia
Keller, Ruth Maynem, Eileen Bower, Frances
R. Allen, Helen Sharp, Evelyn Stern, Lillian
Hankin, William Willis, Esther Carlson, Pat¬
rice Taylor, Lucile M. Southworth, Errol Barran, Margaret Humphrey and Raymond F.

Hundreds of letters like the following
have come from enthusiastic users of

Mastering the Scales and Arpeggios

Letter Box List

By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE
Price $1.50

Alice Rosenberg, Inez Johns, Gertrude L.
Kelts, Dorothy Scherfen, Marie Long, Dorothy
Eaton, Wylie Hausenwright, Genevieve Huckstep, Wendell Smith, Louise Mairs. Gertrude
M. Chadnev, Regina Pudney, Adelia Budge,
Marjorie M. Sams, Fern Goss, Elizabeth Mor¬
ris, Margaret Humphrey, Esther Le Geyt.
Virginia Durand, Alberta. Bresee, Virginia L.
Gassman, Louise Jones and Sophie Weinstein.
The Junior Etude regrets that there is not
space to print these letters.

-

Elude Music Magazine Clubs
Now is the Time to Buy!

Subscriptions May Begin on Any Future Date Designated

Note these Specials and Order TODAY!
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE (One Full Year).
$2 OO
With PICTORIAL REVIEW (Regular Price $1.50) . 2.85
With McCALL’S (Regular Price $1.00).
2 35
With WOMAN’S HOME COMPANION (Regular Price $1.00)'! ”
’ 2.75
With MODERN PRISCILLA (Regular Price $2.00)
3 40
With CHRISTIAN HERALD (Regular Price $2.00)
. 3 00
With COSMOPOLITAN (Regular Price $3.00). 4.50

ADDITIONAL STARTLING COMBINATIONS AT
SUBSTANTIAL SAVINGS
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.... $2.00
AH
WOMAN’S HOME COMPANION. 1.00 )
PICTORIAL REVIEW. 1.50 $3.85
Regular price.$4.50 ) Save 65c
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE. . . .$2.00
A1I
McCALL’S. 1.00 )
WOMAN’S HOME COMPANION. 1.00 $3.35
Regular price.$4.00 ) Save 65c
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE .. $2.00)
PEOPLE’S HOME JOURNAL.501

\ $2.25

1
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE $2.00’
WOMAN’S HOME COMPANION . 1.00 11
BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS.60
Regular price.$3.60 |
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE. .. $2.00
CHRISTIAN HERALD. 2.00 )
PICTORIAL REVIEW. 1.50
Regular price.$5.50 )
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE . $2.00 I
RADIO NEWS. 2.50
Regular price.$4.50 J1
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE . . . $2.00 )
BOYS’ LIFE (Boy Scout Magazine). 2.00
[
Regular price.$4.00 l
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE. .. $2.00 1
WOMAN’S HOME COMPANION. 1.00 1
FARM & FIRESIDE.25)

Save 25c
All

$3.10
Save 50c
A11

ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE. .. $2.00
McCALL’S.
1.00
YOUTH’S COMPANION. 2.00 $4.25
Regular price.$5.00 ,
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.... $2.00
MODERN PRISCILLA.
2.00
CHRISTIAN HERALD. 2.00

$4.75

Regular price .$6.00
MAGAZINE.... $2.00\
Both
PATHFINDER . 1.001 ^2 ^
MAGAZINE....$2.00) ^Both^
AMERICAN BOY...
Regular price...
.$4,007 Save $1.00

$4.70
Save 80c
Both

$3.85

Save 65c
Both

$3.50
All

$3.00

Regular price
$3.25)1 Save 25c
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE. .. $2.00 | Both
AMERICAN MAGAZINE. 2.50 1
$4.25
Regular price.$4.50 J1 Save 25c
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE ... $2.00 l
REVIEW OF REVIEWS. 4.00 1
> $4°75g
Regular price.$6.00 J
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE. .. $2.00\
Both
ST. NICHOLAS. 4.00 (

ET.VPL MUSIC MAGAZINE.... $2.001
PHYSICAL CULTURE. 2.501

Mrs. A. S. Rose

Two-thirds of the members of our bands had
never had private lessons on their Instruments
when they started in the bands; but next
year it will be impossible to get in without
having had private lessons. *
piano eight years and am taking clarinet
the concert band now. I think that any
who has an opportunity to be in a school bi

Gabrilomtch, Rosenthal, Lhevinne, Jonas, Goodson, Bachaus and

From your friend,
Grace Jean Willen (Age IS),
Marlon, Indiana.
Dear Junior Etude :
I am twelve years old and live in Northern
Maine. We enjoy an orchestra at home. Mv
mother plays tiie cornet, my sister the violin,
my father the saxophone and myself the piano.
*I have played
„„ orchestra
„_ music for two years
and find that it helps me with my ti™,. *
have enjoyed taking piano lessons for three
years and like to practice. I have played in
three recitals,
From your friend,
Kathryn Herrick (Age 1

The Book that actually produces startling
RESULTS IS THE TEACHER’S '
GREATEST ASSET

many others in the highest ranks of the great virtuoso
teachers have pronounced this work invaluable
to piano study.
The privilege of free
examinat'on of any of
our publications in the
studio is
extended.

cheerfully

Published by

THEODORE PRESSER CO.
1712-1714 Chestnut Street

M

mi,1nd ’mKleSP*

Philadelphia, Pa.

--jgj

Regular price.$6.00/ Save 75c
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE — $2.00 'j
All
PICTORIAL REVIEW. 1.50 (
YOUTHS’ COMPANION. 2.00 V $4.70
Regular price.$5.50 ) Save 80c
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE. . $2.00)
A11
McCALL’S. 1.00 f
MODERN PRISCILLA. 2.00 \ $4.05
Regular price.$5.0oJ Save 95c

Both
qq

ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE ... $2.00) Both
YOUTH’S COMPANION (52 Issues) . 2.00 I <j>g gQ
Regular price. $4.0oj Save 50c

ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE. .. $
WOMAN’S HOME COMPANION .... .
,
AMERICAN MAGAZINE. 2-50 >
Regular price.$

$4.75

NE..$i:8S)

a..
.$4.50
.$5.50 J Save $1.00

$5.25

“I insist that scales are the foundation of a musical education and
have never used a book which gives the student the knowledge and
ability that is given by Mastering the Scales and Arpeggios. This
book has been a life-saver for me and I am proud to say that I have,
with its help, accomplished wonders with my pupils.”

Letter Box
Dear Junior Etude:
We have greatly enjoyed the Junior. Etude.
If we had not taken it I would not be so far
advanced now, for the Etude a:
al: lessons to a
•She has had
three lessons and c
r notes very
From your friend,
Kathryn Fast (Age 9),
Minnesota.
Dear Junior Etude:
Our schools offer many electives in music,
harmony, voice, musical appreciation, boys’
and girls’ glee clubs and mixed chorus, and
—-f sch0oi, orchestra. Then, we also
have a
■ in band playing. Last yea
...3 hundred and twenty-five'takthere u
—s course. Our concert band has fortysix pieces and took seventh place in the Nation Band CoDtest this year. Mr. Maddv was
one of the judges and I was -very much interested to see his article in the June Etude.
Every Bchool may have a good band, if they
r good director and interested students.

lo\^priceISfor

Many Will Advance January 1st.

A fine three-color gift card bearing your ■
name will be sent to arrive on Christmas jj
morning, subscription to begin with any g}
issue requested. Where a name is already
on the list, the gift subscription can begin j|
when the present subscription expires.
|j

Operatic Letter Chops

Honorable Mention for June Puzzle
Helen Estabrooks, Gretchen Kohler. John
Karvonan, Edward T. Mize, Mary Morton.
Mary Ellen Saxe, Margaret Marston, Helen
Holmes, Agnes Mary Morrison, Jack Colter,
®"*h Colter, Dorothy Smithman and Truette
Wilson.

WISE MAGAZINE
READERS ORDER

ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE $2.00V
Both
COLLIER’S NATIONAL WEEKLY.... lioo I <j.g gQ
Regular price.$4.00 j Save 50c

The following Magazines May Be Added To Any Club Listed Above At The Prices Quoted
SATURDAY EVENING POST.
$2.00
LADIES’ HOME JOURNAL .
.1.00
COUNTRY GENTLEMAN (3 Years) .
1 00
Above Prices do not Include Canadian or Foreign Postage
For Everyone Interested in Music
Write to us
for prices
on any
magazines
not listed.

ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE
Price $2.00 a Year
Add Canadian Postage, 2Sc—Foreign, 72c
THEODORE PRESSER CO., Publishers
1712-14 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Musicians,
Attention!
Take subscrip¬
tions for ETUDE
and add to your
income. Send

NOW!

©WIMM© IFAYOMTI
In the Field ofPiano Teaching

Attractive Piano Solos that Enjoy Wide Popularity as Teaching Pieces

7-5S

1
i

THEODORE
PRESSER CO.
1712-1714 CHESTNUT STREET

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
~c — ■
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music study
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